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Preface

Wireless communication has undergone rapid development during the
past four decades.Starting with thefirst generation wireless communi-
cations in the 1970s, the industry progressedto the second generation in
the 1990s, the third generation in the 2000s, and at present, is entering
the fourth generation. Applications range from cellular mobile phones to
healthcare and radio frequency identifications, to name just a few.

Base station antennas are important componentsofany wireless com-
munication system. The wide range of applications poses stringent speci-
fications in powerefficiency, sectorial directivity, polarization diversity,
and adaptability. In addition, factors such as visual attractiveness,elec-
tromagnetic impact on environment, and, aboveall, cost are important
considerations. The art of designing base station antennas is thus at
the forefront of antenna technology and presents challenging problems
requiring innovative solutions.

This book, Antennas for Base Stations in Wireless Communications,
edited by Zhi Ning Chen and Kwai-ManLuk,is a timely and unique con-
tribution that addresses the background, fundamentalprinciples, and
practical solutions to many challenges in base station antenna design.
Both Dr. Chen and Dr. Luk are well known and havedonedistinguished
workin thefield. They have assembled an international group ofexperts
to contribute to the book, which covers all of the relevant issues. The
authors, whoare from industry, research institutions, and universities,
have extensive experience in the research, development, and applica-
tion of antennas in wireless communications. They provide perspectives
from diverse backgrounds and, in many instances, describe their own
solutions to the challenges of designing base station antennas.

This book will be a welcome addition to the library of anyone inter-
ested in the forefront of antenna technology.

—Kai Fong Lee
University of Mississippi

Oxford, Mississippi
May 2009
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Introduction

Over the past two decades, developments in very large-scale integra-
tion (VLSI) or ultra large-scale integration (ULSI) technologies for
electronic circuits and lithium batteries have been revolutionary. In
parallel, huge progress has been madein thefields of computer science
and information theory. These innovationsare the ingredients, in terms
of both hardware and software, for the rapid growth of modern mobile
communication systems, networks, and services. As antenna engineers,
we have been challenged by the extremely fast changes in technical
requirements and strong demandsin the application market. This book
presents the latest advances in antenna technologies for a variety of
base stations in mobile wireless communication systems.

Mobile Wireless Communications and

AntennaTechnologies

The developmentof the cellular mobile phoneis an excellent example
of a modern mobile wireless communication technology. Modern per-
sonal mobile wireless communicationsstarted with the first commercial

mobile phone network—the Autoradiopuhelin (ARP), designated as the
zero generation (0G) cellular network—launchedin Finland in 1971.

After that, several commercialtrials of cellular networks were carried
out in the United States before the Japanese launchedthefirst success-
ful commercial cellular network in Tokyo in 1979. Throughout the 1980s,
mobile cellular phones were progressively introduced in commercial
operations. At that time, the cellular network consisted of many base
stations located in a relatively small numberofcells that covered the
service areas. Within the network andbyusing efficient protocols, auto-
mated handover between twoadjacentcells could be achieved seamlessly
when a mobile phone was movedfrom onecell to another. All the cellular
systems were based on analog transmissions. Due to low-degree inte-
gration and high-power consumingcircuits as well as bulky batteries,
mobile phonesat that time weretoo large to carry until Motorola, Inc.,

xvii
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introduced the first portable mobile phone.’ Later, analog systems,
knownasthefirstgeneration (1G) mobile phone systems, were accepted
as true personal mobile wireless communication systems.

In the 1990s, digital technology was employed for the development
of mobile phone systems, which were rapidly advancing and quickly
replacing the analog systems to become the second generation (2G) per-
sonal mobile phone systems. Benefiting from the huge progress seen in
integrated circuits (IC) and batteries as well as the deployment of more
base stations, the bricks (mobile phones) shrunk to become actual hand-
held devices. Meanwhile, cellular networks began to provide users with
additional new services such as text messaging (short message service
or SMS) and media content such as downloadable ring tones.

After the success of the 2G cellular network, extended 2G systems,
such as the CDMA2000 1xRTT and GPRS featuring multiple access
technology, were developed to enhance network performance and pro-
vide significant economic advantages. These systems are known as the
2.5 generation (2.5G). In theory, the 2.5G CDMA2000 1xRTT network
can achieve the maximum data rate of up to 307 kbpsfor delivering
voice, data, and signaling data.

The 2G and/or 2.5G networks provided users with quality of service
(QoS). With so many different standards, however, different technolo-
gies had to be developed. To achieve a worldwide standard, the third
generation (3G) systems have been standardized in the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) family of standards, or the IMT-2000,
with a set of technical specifications such as a 2-Mbps maximum data
rate for indoors and 384-kbps maximum datarate for outdoors, although
this process did not standardize the technology itself. The first commer-
cial 3G CDMA-based network was launched by NTT DoCoMoin Japan
on October 1, 2001. Following this, many 3G networks have beenset up
worldwide. By the end of 2008, global subscriptions to 3G networks
exceeded 300 million. For example, in China alone, the numberof sub-
scribers had reached 118 million by the end of 2008.

After the 3G systems, the marketis looking toward the next-generation
systems, which will be the fourth generation (4G) or beyond 3G (B3G).
The developmentof the 4G systems targets QoS and increasingly high
data rates to meet the requirementsoffuture applications such as wire-
less broadbandaccess, multimedia messaging service (MMS), video chat,
mobile TV, high-definition TV (HDTV)content, digital video broadcast-
ing (DVB-T/H), and so on.

Before the 4G systemsare realized, however, many B3G systems are
being developed. For example, the 3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE), an
ambitious project called the “Third Generation Partnership Project,” is
designed to improve the Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
(UMTS) in termsof spectral efficiency, costs, service quality, spectrum
usage, and integration with other open standards.

19
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GSM, CDMA, GPRS, EDGE,
UMTS, HSDPA/HSUPA,LTE

WiMAX

WiFi

UWB,ZigBee

 
 

WPAN(Wireless personal area network)

WLAN(Wireless local area network)

WMAN(Wireless metropolitan area network)

WWAN(Wireless wide area network)

Figure 1 Coverage of modern personal wireless networks

Our lifestyle has changed significantly compared to 20 years ago.
Besides the proliferation of mobile phones, wireless communication
technologies have penetrated many aspects of life from business to
social networks to healthcare and medical applications. A variety of
wireless communication systems are now available to connect almost
all people and premises, as shown in Figure 1.

In these systems, antennasplay a vital role as one of the key compo-
nents or subsystems. The rapid proposal of new applications has also
spurred strong demandsfor new high-performance antennas. Although
the fundamental physical principles of antennas have not changed,
antenna engineers have been experiencing the rapid advancement of
antenna technologies. For example, antenna technologies for the ter-
minals and base stations in mobile communications have changed
remarkably since the first mobile phones, which had long whip anten-
nas, appeared in the market, as detailed in Table 1.

Conventionally, an antenna or array is designed as a radiating RF
component. By optimizing the radiators’ shapes or configurations, or
by combining different radiating elements, the antennaor array will
achieve the performance needed to meet system requirements. Such a
methodology has been used for a long time in the design of commercial

20
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TABLE 1 Features of Antennasin Personal Mobile Terminals and Base Stations

Antennasin Mobile Antennas/Arrays
Terminals in Base Stations

Size Very small Compact

Operating bands Multiple bands (up to six) for Multiple bands (up to four)
cell phones and laptops for cell phones, WiFi, and

Bluetooth

Ultra-wideband Universal UHF bandsfor
RFID

Ultra-wideband

Diversity Available in laptop and Available if needed
UWB wireless USB dongles

Polarization Circularly polarized in Dual polarization for cell
RFID handheld readers phones, WiFi, and bluetooth

Circular polarization in
RFIDreaders andlocation
beacons

Adaptive beamforming Not available Available if needed
MIMO Will be available Available if needed

mobile terminal antennas wherecritical size and cost constraints are

imposed. For base stations, the requirements for high-performance
antennasor arrays have pushed antenna engineers to implement more
complicated RF, electrical, and/or mechanical designsto control antenna
and array performance,in particular for the radiation patterns of base
station antennasor arrays. Therefore, the antenna or array is designed
as a subsystem rather than only an RF component.

Furthermore, the antennaor arraywill be intelligent (smart or adap-
tive) if powerful signal processing functions are applied to controlling
antenna performanceordigitally processing signals from antennas to
form a closed feedback loop. The concept ofantenna design is, therefore,
expandedto cover not only RF radiators, controlling circuits, or subsys-
temsbut also signal processing algorithms, as shown in Figure 2. Such
a concept has been used substantially in the development of antennas
for base stations in wireless communications, the details of which will
be found in this book.

In This Book

Antennas have become one of the most important technologies in
modern mobile wireless communications. Many excellent books discuss
the fundamental concepts or typical designs for general applications.
Most of them are textbooks for students,”~ whereas the practical issues
in antenna engineeringare usually included in engineering handbooks

21
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Antenna

Array Component

t Control Sub-system
RF circuits

Electrical circuits

Mechanicalstructures SystemProcessing
Control

&

Processing

Signal processing

Figure2 Antenna technology: RF radiator, controlling subsystem, and
signal processing

and monographs.”*’ This book will focus on antenna technologies
for base stations in modern mobile wireless communication systems,
including the most popular applications in WPAN (UWB and RFID),
WLAN (Bluetooth and WiFi), WMAN (WiMAX), WWAN (cellular phones
such as GSM, CDMA, and WCDMA), andso on. The discussion will
coverall aspects of antenna technologies, from antenna element design
to antenna design in systems. Key design considerations andpractical
engineering issues will be highlighted in the following chapters,all
written by highly experienced researchers, issues not readily found in
other existing technical literature. The contributors are from industry,
research institutes, and universities; all of them, in addition to ample
engineering experience, have worked for years in the research, develop-
ment, and application of antennas in wireless communications.

Chapier1

Chapter 1 defines antenna parameters and their fundamentals. Unlike
other books, we concentrate on the practical aspects of antennas and
the measurement techniques for different parameters such as input
impedanceand radiation patterns. Measurementsin far-field and near-
field ranges are addressed. Techniques for characterization of linearly
and circularly polarized antennas are also described. One important
parameter, which is usually not discussed in most antenna books, is
the intermodulation distortion of the antenna, which is considered here.
This chapter will be well received by antenna engineers.
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Chapier 2

Chapter 2 begins with a description of the operational requirements
for base station antennas and relates those requirements to antenna
specification parameters and the means by which each of these param-
eters are controlled. The use of space- and polarization-diversity sys-
tems is described, and the required antenna parameters related to
dual-polarized antennasare reviewed. As a major design consideration,
the description of a variety of construction methods emphasizes both
antenna performanceandcost. The role of modern electromagnetic sim-
ulation tools is discussed in the context of base station antenna design.
A variety of practical radiating elements are described to provide the
designer with potential starting points for new designs. Array designs
are also examined. The general practice of multiplexing a number of
transmitters and receivers into a common antenna system creates
severe requirements for avoiding passive intermodulation products
(PIMs). Methods for minimizing PIMsare thus examined. This chapter
includes descriptionsof a variety of mechanical design approaches and
provides a guide to good design practice.

It has become general practice to control the elevation beam direction
(beamtilt) of base station antennas,either locally or remotely, with the
expectation being that this control will be integrated with the manage-
mentoftraffic loading and the optimization of system capacity. Remote
control is also being applied to the azimuth radiation pattern for chang-
ing the beamwidth and pointing the beamsto desired directions. These
developments are described, together with some of the design consid-
erations involved in their realization. The measurementofbase station

antenna arrays is also discussed, along with techniques for optimiz-
ing and diagnosing common problems encountered during design. The
installation of base stations is often the occasion for objections related
to potential visual and electromagnetic impact on the local environ-
ment. These topics and alternative methods for reducing their impact
are discussed and examplesare provided.In the last part of the chapter,
some suggestions are made aboutpossible future developmentsofbase
station antennas.

Chapter3

Chapter 3 describes the commercial requirementsfor the performance of
both indoor and outdoor base station antennasfor various mobile phone
systems. Conventional techniques for developing base station antennas
are also reviewed, including directed dipoles and aperture-coupled patch
antennas. The L-probe fed patch antenna is a wideband design that
has attracted muchinterest in the antenna community in recent years
due to its simple structure and low cost. By examiningfive different
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antenna designs with simulations and measurements, this chapter
demonstrates that this new antennastructure is highly suitable for
developing base station antennas for both 2G and 3G mobile wireless
communication systems.

Chapter4

Chapter 4 introduces advanced antenna technologiesfor the fixed GSM-
base stations in mobile wireless communication systems. It starts by
describing the benefits obtained from advanced antennas in GSM base
stations. Then webriefly review advanced antenna technologies, includ-
ing antenna beamtilt, higher order sectorization, fixed multibeam array
antennas, steered beam array antennas, receiver-diversity, coverage
concepts, three-sector omnidirectional patterns, modular high-gain anten-
nas, amplifier integrated sector antennas, and amplifier integrated multi-
beam array antennas.After that, the case studies related to the antenna
technologies just mentioned are included. This chapter highlights many
practical engineering issues from a systems pointofview.

Chapter 5

Chapter 5 first presents the special aspects of mobile communication
systems operating in Japan, which occupy so many frequency bands
that antenna arrays with multiple operating frequency bandsor multi-
ple antenna arraysoperatingin different frequency bandsare required.
Several designs are available to meet such practical requirements. The
TDMA-based PDC and W-CDMAsystemsare briefly introduced for
understanding the requirements of base stations. Then the practical
design considerations for antennadesign are highlighted from a system
point ofview. In 3G networks, one of the most important considerations
in antenna configuration is increasing the number of subscribers or
system capacity. Ways to select the antenna structures and design the
actual antennasfor increasing system capacity are suggested. The tech-
nique to control vertical radiation patterns is elaborated from an engi-
neering point of view.

This chapter looks at five typical antenna designs, which have been
applied in practical wireless access systems.First, slim antennas with
small widths, which may be single-band or multiple-band antennas, are
preferred due to limited spacefor, and the high cost of, antenna installa-
tions in Japan. A detailed case study is presented. Second, this chapter
demonstrates that the horizontal radiation pattern of an antenna can be
controlled by adding metallic conductors in the vicinity of the existing
base station antenna.Third, an omnidirectional vertical array antenna of
width 0.09Afor spot cells is described. Fourth, booster antennas that have
the high FB ratio and low sidelobe levels needed for the realization of a
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reradiation system in a shadow area are presented. Fifth, we will show
that the vertical radiation pattern due to a numberofvertical array ele-
ments can be controlled by changing the phases of each array element.

Chapter 6

Chapter 6 introduces several wideband unidirectional antenna designs
based on microstrip antenna technology. All designs employ electrically
thick substrates with a low dielectric constant for achieving wide imped-
ance bandwidth performance. Moreover, these antennas using the twin
L-probe feed, meandering probe feed, or differential-plate feed not only
achieve wide impedance bandwidths, but also possess excellent electrical
characteristics such as low cross polarization, high gain, and symmetrical
E-planeradiation.After that, the chapter proceedsto illustrate a new type
ofwideband unidirectional antenna element—a complementary antenna.
This novel wideband unidirectional antenna is composedofa planarelec-
tric dipole and a shorted patch antenna that is equivalent to a magnetic
dipole. A new T-shaped feeding strip, comprising an air microstrip line
and an L-shaped coupledstrip, is selected for exciting the dipole and
the shorted patch. This configuration of antenna structure accomplishes
excellent electrical characteristics, such as wide impedance bandwidth,
low cross polarization, low backlobe radiation, nearly identical E- and
H-plane patterns, a stable radiation pattern, and steady antenna gain
across the entire operating frequency band. In addition, two alternative
feeding structures, T-strip and square-plate coupled lines, demonstrate
the flexibility ofantenna feed design. All antennas presentedin this chap-
ter find practical applications in many recent wireless communication
systemslike 2G, 3G, WiFi, ZigBee, and so on.

Chapier 7

Chapter 7 provides a general description of the standards and deploy-
ment scenarios ofWLAN (WiFi). Designs are considered from a system
perspective, including materials, fabrication process, time-to-market, as
well as deploymentand installation. The application of MIMOtechnol-
ogy in WLAN systemsin orderto providereliability and high-speed wire-
less links is also discussed. In MIMOsystems, antenna performancewill
greatly impact capacity through the cross-correlation of the signals in
transmission and reception. The mutual coupling between the antennas
will, therefore, play a critical role in antenna design, which includesele-
ment selection and array configuration. The optimized antenna designs
with low mutual coupling will enhance the diversity performance of the
MIMOsystems. Furthermore, the MIMOsystemsare also advantageous
for various types of diversity techniques, for instance, space, pattern,
andpolarization diversity when applied simultaneously.
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Several state-of-the art antenna design solutions are presented as
well. This includes outdoor point-to-point antennas, outdoor point-
to-multiple point antennas, and indoor point-to-point antennas. The
various design challenges and tradeoffs of these antennasarealso dis-
cussed. Client-device antennas havevery critical constraints in terms
of cost and size, which severely limit antenna performance.As for the
base station antennasin point-to-point (P2P) and/or point-to-multipoint
(P2MP) systems, the challenges faced include the tradeoffs among the
performance, cost, size, integration of multiple functions into a single
antennadesign,as well as integration of antennas into radios.

Based on the specifications and the antenna design considerations
for WLAN systems, several antenna designs and their practical chal-
lenges and tradeoffs are highlighted as case studies. The performance,
simplicity, cost effectiveness, and manufacturability of the antenna
designs are emphasized. Several applied design innovations are high-
lighted, for example, embeddable antenna on multilayered substrates,
dual broadband antennas, integrated dual-bandarrays, and arrays with
broadband feeding network technologies.

A wireless personal area network (WPAN)is a short range network
for wirelessly interconnecting devices centered around an individual
person’s workspace. Typically, a WPAN uses the technology that allows
communication within about 10 meters. There are many technologies
such as Infrared, Bluetooth, HomeRF, ZigBee, ultra-wideband (UWB),
radio frequency identification (RFID), and near-field communication
(NFC), that have been used for WPAN applications. Some of them—
Infrared, Bluetooth, and RFID, for example—are mature commercial
products that have been developed for years. The others such as UWB
and NFCarestill being developed.

Chapter8

Chapter 8 addresses the antenna designs for two WPAN technologies:
RFID for assets tracking and UWBfor target positioning.

RFID technology has been developing rapidly in recent years, and
its applications can be found in manyservice industries, distribution
logistics, manufacturing companies, and goods flow systems. The reader
antenna is one of the key components in an RFID system. The detec-
tion range and accuracy of RFID systems depend directly on reader
antenna performance. The optimal antenna design always offers the
RFID system long range, high accuracy, reduced fabrication cost, as well
as simplified system configuration and implementation. The frequen-
cies for RFID applications, which span from a low frequency of 125 KHz
to the microwave frequency of 24 GHz, the selection of the antenna,
and the design considerations for specific RFID applications feature
distinct differences. Loop antennas have been the popular choice of
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reader antennas for LF/HF RFID systems.For the RFID applications
at UHF and MWFbands, a numberof antennas can be used as reader
antennas, whereasthecircularly polarized patch antenna has been the
most widely used antenna.

The technology of UWB positioningis still being developed. UWB
radios employ very short pulses that spread energy over a broad range
of the frequency spectrum. Dueto the inherently fine temporal resolu-
tion of UWB,arrived multipath components can be sharply timed at
a receiver to provide accurate time of arrival (TOA) estimates. This
characteristic makes the UWBideal for high-precision radio position-
ing applications. Mono-station UWBpositioning technology features a
highly accurate simple system configuration and hasgreat potential for
indoorpositioning applications. The six-element sectored antenna array
shownin this chapter demonstrates the requirements and design con-
siderations for such a system. The antenna configuration, the antenna
element design, and the methodfor controlling the antenna element’s
beamwidth are expected to be beneficial when designing sectored
antennaarrays for indoor UWBpositioning applications.
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Chapter

Fundamentals of Antennas

AhmedA. Kishk

Center of Electromagnetic System Research (CEDAR)
DepartmentofElectrical Engineering
University of Mississippi

An antennais a device that is used to transfer guided electromagnetic
waves(signals) to radiating waves in an unbounded medium, usually
free space, and vice versa (i.e., in either the transmitting or receiving
mode of operation). Antennas are frequency-dependent devices. Each
antennais designedfor a certain frequency band. Beyond the operating
band, the antennarejects the signal. Therefore, we might look at the
antenna as a bandpassfilter and a transducer. Antennasare essential
parts in communication systems. Therefore, understanding their prin-
ciples is important. In this chapter, we introduce the reader to antenna
fundamentals.

There are many different antenna types. The isotropic point source
radiator, one of the basic theoretical radiators, is useful because it can
be considered a reference to other antennas.Theisotropic point source
radiator radiates equally in all directions in free space. Physically, such
an isotropic point source cannot exist. Most antennas’ gains are mea-
sured with reference to an isotropic radiator and are rated in decibels
with respect to an isotropic radiator (dBi).

1.1. Basis Parameters and

Definitions of Antennas

Somebasic parameters affect an antenna’s performance. The designer
must consider these design parameters and should be able to adjust,
as needed, during the design process the frequency band of operation,
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polarization, input impedance, radiation patterns, gain, and efficiency.
An antennain the transmitting mode has a maximum poweracceptance.
An antennain the receiving modediffers in its noise rejection proper-
ties. The designer should evaluate and measureall of these parameters
using various means.

1.1.1. Input Impedance
and Equivalent Circuits

As electromagnetic waves travel through the different parts of the
antenna system,from the source (device) to the feed line to the antenna
andfinally to free space, they may encounter differences in impedance
at each interface. Depending on the impedance match, somefraction
of the wave’s energy will reflect back to the source, forming a standing
wavein the feed line. The ratio ofmaximum power to minimum powerin
the wave can be measured andis called the standing wave ratio (SWR).
An SWRof1:1 is ideal. An SWRof 1.5:1 is considered to be marginally
acceptable in low-power applications where powerloss is morecritical,
although an SWR ashighas 6:1 maystill be usable with the right equip-
ment. Minimizing impedance differences at each interface will reduce
SWR and maximize power transfer through each part of the system.

The frequency response of an antennaatits port is defined as input
impedance (Z,,,). The input impedance is the ratio between the volt-
age and currents at the antenna port. Input impedance is a complex
quantity that varies with frequencyas Z,,(f/) = R,,(f) + jJXnG), where f
is the frequency. The antenna’s input impedance can be represented as
a circuit element in the system’s microwave circuit. The antenna can
be represented by an equivalent circuit of several lumped elements, as
shown in Figure 1.1. In Figure 1.1, the equivalent circuit of the antenna
is connected to a source, V,, with internal impedance, Z,=R, +jX,. The
antenna has an input impedanceofZ,, = R, +jX,. The real part consists

 
Figure 1.1 Equivalent circuit of
an antenna
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of the radiation resistance (R,) and the antennalosses (R,). The input
impedance can then be used to determinethereflection coefficient (T)
and related parameters, such as voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)
and return loss (RL), as a function of frequency as given in

~ 40-4 (1.1)
Z,, +Z,

where Z, is the normalizing impedanceoftheport.IfZ, is complex, the
reflection coefficient can be modified to be

_ in ~ Zo (1.2)
Z.+ Z,

where Z, is the conjugate of the nominal impedance. The VSWRis
given as

 14+IrVSWR = +| | (1.3)
1-|r|

Andthe return loss is defined as

RL =—20 log |T'| (1.4)

Input impedanceis usually plotted using a Smith chart. The Smith
chart is a tool that shows the reflection coefficient and the antenna’s

frequency behavior (inductive or capacitive). One would also determine
any ofthe antenna’s resonance frequencies. These frequencies are those
at which the input impedanceis purely real; conveniently, this corre-
spondsto locations on the Smith chart where the antenna’s impedance
locus crosses the real axis.

Impedanceofan antenna is complex and a function of frequency. The
impedanceof the antenna can be adjusted through the design process
to be matched with the feed line and haveless reflection to the source.

If that is not possible for some antennas, the impedanceofthe antenna
can be matched to the feed line and radio by adjusting the feed line’s
impedance, thus using the feed line as an impedance transformer.

1.1.2 Matching and Bandwidth

In some cases, the impedance is adjusted at the load by inserting a
matching transformer, matching networks composed of lumped ele-
ments such as inductors and capacitors for low-frequency applications,
or implementing such a matchingcircuit using transmission-line tech-
nology as a matching section for high-frequency applications where
lumped elements cannot be used.
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The bandwidthis the antenna operating frequency band within which
the antenna performsas desired. The bandwidth could be related to the
antenna matching bandif its radiation patterns do not change within
this band.In fact, this is the case for small antennas where a fundamen-
tal limit relates bandwidth,size, and efficiency. The bandwidth of other
antennas might be affected by the radiation pattern’s characteristics,
andthe radiation characteristics might change although the matching
of the antenna is acceptable. We can define antenna bandwidthin sev-
eral ways. Ratio bandwidth (BW,) is

pw,=
f,

where fy and f;, are the upper and lower frequency of the band, respec-
tively. The other definition is the percentage bandwidth (WB,) and is
related to the ratio bandwidth as

ona fa -feoyone WB-1 6BW, = 200-9 % = 2005% (1.6)r

(1.5)

 

1.1.3 Radiation Patterns

Radiation patterns are graphical representationsofthe electromagnetic
powerdistribution in free space. Also, these patterns can be considered
to be representative of the relative field strengthsof the field radiated
by the antenna.“ The fields are measured in the spherical coordinate
system, as shown in Figure 1.2, in the @and ¢ directions. For the ideal
isotropic antenna, this would be a sphere. For a typical dipole, this
would be a toroid. The radiation pattern of an antennais typically rep-
resented by a three-dimensional (3D) graph, as shown in Figure 1.3,
or polar plots of the horizontal and vertical cross sections. The graph
should show sidelobes and backlobes. The polar plot can be considered
as a planercut from the 3D radiation pattern, as shown in Figure 1.4.

 
Figure 1.2 Spherical coordinates
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Figure 1.4 Polar plot radiation

The same pattern can be presented in the rectangular coordinate
system, as shown in Figure 1.5. We should point out that these pat-
terns are normalized to the pattern’s peak, which is pointed to @=0in
this case and given in decibels.

1.1.3.1 Beamwidth The beamwidth of the antennais usually considered
to be the angular width of the half power radiated within a certain cut
through the main beam of the antenna where mostofthe poweris radi-
ating. From the peak radiation intensity of the radiation pattern, which
is the peak of the main beam, the half powerlevel is —3 dB below such
a peak where the two points on the main beam are located; these points
are on twosidesofthe peak, which separate the angular width ofthe half
power. The angular distance between the half power points is defined
as the beamwidth. Half the power expressed in decibels is —3 dB, so the
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Figure 1.5 Rectangular plot of radiation pattern

half-power beamwidth is sometimesreferred to as the 3-dB beamwidth.
Both horizontal and vertical beamwidths are usually considered.

1.1.3.2 Sidelobes and Nulls No antennais able to radiate all the energy
in one preferred direction. Some energy is inevitably radiated in other
directions with lower levels than the main beam. These smaller peaks
are referred to as sidelobes, commonly specified in dB down from the
main lobe.

In an antennaradiation pattern, a null is a zone in which theeffective
radiated poweris at a minimum.A null often has a narrow directivity
angle compared to that of the main beam. Thus, the null is useful for
several purposes, such as suppressing interfering signals in a given
direction.

Comparing thefront-to-back ratio of directional antennas is often
useful. This is the ratio of the maximum directivity of an antennato its
directivity in the opposite direction. For example, when the radiation
pattern is plotted on a relative dB scale, the front-to-back ratio is the
difference in dB between the level of the maximum radiation in the

forward direction and the level of radiation at 180°. This number is

meaningless for an omnidirectional antenna, but it gives one an idea of
the amount of power directed forward on a very directional antenna.

1.1.4 Polarization of the Antenna

The polarization of an antennais the orientation of the electric field
(E-plane) of the radio wave with respect to the Earth’s surface and is
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determinedby the physical structure and orientation of the antenna.It
has nothing in commonwith the antennadirectionality terms: horizon-
tal, vertical, and circular. Thus, a simple straight wire antenna will have
one polarization when mounted vertically and a different polarization
when mounted horizontally. Electromagnetic wave polarization filters
are structures that can be employed to act directly on the electromag-
netic waveto filter out wave energy of an undesired polarization and to
pass wave energy of a desired polarization.

Reflections generally affect polarization. For radio waves, the most
important reflector is the ionosphere—the polarization of signals
reflected from it will change unpredictably. For signals reflected by
the ionosphere, polarization cannot be relied upon. For line-of-sight
communications, for which polarization can be relied upon, having the
transmitter and receiver use the same polarization can make a huge
difference in signal quality; many tens of dB difference is commonly
seen, and this is more than enough to makeupthedifference between
reasonable communication and a brokenlink.

Polarization is largely predictable from antenna construction, but
especially in directional antennas, the polarization of sidelobes can be
quite different from that of the main propagation lobe. For radio anten-
nas, polarization corresponds to the orientation of the radiating ele-
ment in an antenna. A vertical omnidirectional WiFi antenna will have

vertical polarization (the most commontype). One exception is a class
of elongated waveguide antennas in which a vertically placed antenna
is horizontally polarized. Many commercial antennas are marked as to
the polarization of their emitted signals.

Polarization is the sum ofthe E-plane orientations over time projected
onto an imaginary plane perpendicular to the direction of motion of
the radio wave.In the most general case, polarization is elliptical (the
projection is oblong), meaning that the polarization of the radio waves
emitting from the antennais varying over time. Two special cases are
linearpolarization (the ellipse collapses into a line) and circularpolar-
ization (in which theellipse varies maximally). In linear polarization,
the antenna compelstheelectric field of the emitted radio waveto a par-
ticular orientation. Dependingon the orientation ofthe antenna mount-
ing, the usual linear cases are horizontal and vertical polarization. In
circular polarization, the antenna continuously varies theelectric field
of the radio wave through all possible values of its orientation with
regard to the Earth’s surface. Circular polarizations (CP), like elliptical
ones,are classified as right-handpolarized or left-hand polarized using
a “thumbin the direction of the propagation” rule. Optical researchers
use the samerule of thumb,but point it in the direction of the emitter,
not in the direction of propagation, and so their use is opposite to that
of radio engineers. Some antennas, such the helical antenna, produce
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circular polarizations. However, circular polarization can be generated
from a linearly polarized antenna by feeding the antenna by two ports
with equal magnitude and with a 90° phase difference between them.
From the linear field componentsin the far zone, the circular polariza-
tion can be presented as

E,(6,0)+ jE,(6,9)
V2

E, (0, i) ~~ JE,(0, o)
2

where E, is the copolarofthe circular polarization,in this case,theleft-
handCP, and E,is the cross-polarization, or the right-hand CP.

In practice, regardless of confusing terminology, matching linearly
polarized antennas is important, or the received signal strength is
greatly reduced. So, horizontal polarization should be used with hori-
zontal antennasandvertical with vertical. Intermediate matching will
cause the loss of some signal strength, but not as much as a complete
mismatch. Transmitters mounted on vehicles with large motional free-
dom commonly use circularly polarized antennas so there will never
be a complete mismatch with signals from other sources. In the case of
radar, these sources are often reflections from rain drops.

In order to transfer maximum power between a transmit andreceive
antenna, both antennas must have the same spatial orientation, the
same polarization sense, and the same axial ratio. When the antennas
are not aligned or do not have the same polarization, power transfer
between the two antennas will be reduced. This reduction in power
transfer will reduce the overall system efficiency and performance as
well. When transmit and receive antennas are both linearly polarized,
physical antenna misalignmentwill result in a polarization mismatch
loss, which can be determined using the following formula:

E_ (6,9) = (1.7)

E,(0,0) = (1.8)

Loss (dB) = 20 log (cos) (1.9)

where gis the difference in alignment angle between the two antennas.
For 15°, the loss is approximately 0.3 dB; for 30°, the loss is 1.25 dB; for
45°, the loss is 3 dB; and for 90°, the lossis infinite.

In short, the greater the mismatchin polarization between a transmit-
ting and receiving antenna, the greater the apparent loss will be. You
can use the polarization effect to your advantage on a point-to-point link.
Use a monitoring tool to observe interference from adjacent networks,
and rotate one antenna until you see the lowest received signal. Then
bring your link online and orient the other end to match polarization.
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This technique can sometimesbe usedto build stable links, even in noisy
radio environments.

1.1.5 Antenna Efficiency

Antennaefficiency is the measureofthe antenna’s ability to transmit the
input power into radiation.’~ Antennaefficiency is the ratio between
the radiated powers to the input power:

e= P (1.10)m

 

Different types of efficiencies contribute to the total antennaeffi-
ciency. The fofal antenna efficiency is the multiplication of all these
efficiencies. Efficiency is affected by the losses within the antennaitself
and thereflection due to the mismatch at the antenna terminal. Based

on the equivalent circuit on Figure 1.1, we can compute the radiation
efficiency of the antenna as the ratio between the radiated powersto
the input power, which is only related to the conduction losses and the
dielectric losses of the antenna structure as

_f, (1.11)
"PR, +R,
   

Due to the mismatch at the antenna terminal, the reflection efficiency
can be defined as

e..¢ =(-|T)?) (1.12)

Then the total efficiency is defined as

C=C, Crop (1.18)

In this formula, antenna radiation efficiency only includes conduction
efficiency and dielectric efficiency and does not includereflection effi-
ciency as part of the total efficiency factor. Moreover, the IEEE stan-
dards state that “gain does not include losses arising from impedance
mismatches and polarization mismatches.”

Efficiency is the ratio of power actually radiated to the power input
into the antenna terminals. A dummy load may have an SWRof 1:1 but
an efficiency of 0, as it absorbs all power and radiates heat but not RF
energy, showing that SWR aloneis not an effective measure of an anten-
na’s efficiency. Radiation in an antennais caused by radiation resistance,
which can only be measured as part of total resistance, including loss
resistance. Loss resistance usually results in heat generation rather than
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radiation and reducesefficiency. Mathematically, efficiency is calculated
as radiation resistance divided by total resistance.

1.1.6 Directivity and Gain

The directivity of an antenna has beendefinedas“the ratio ofthe radia-
tion intensity in a given direction from the antennato the radiation
intensity averaged overall directions.” In other words, the directivity
of a nonisotropic source is equal to the ratio of its radiation intensity in
a given direction, over that of an isotropic source’*:

 U _4nU

Dea P (1.14)
where D is the directivity of the antenna; U is the radiation intensity
of the antenna; U; is the radiation intensity of an isotropic source; and
P,is the total power radiated.

Sometimes, the direction of the directivity is not specified. In this
case, the direction of the maximum radiation intensity is implied and
the maximumdirectivity is given as

Unnae — ANUrngD —_max
max U, Pr

(1.15)
 

where D,,x is the maximum directivity and U,,,, 1s the maximum radia-
tion intensity.

A more general expression of directivity includes sources with radia-
tion patterns as functions of spherical coordinate angles @and ¢:

_4nD
Q,

(1.16)

where Q, is the beam solid angle and is defined as the solid angle in
which, if the antenna radiation intensity is constant (and maximum
value), all power would flow through it. Directivity is a dimensionless
quantity because it is the ratio of two radiation intensities. Therefore,
it is generally expressed in dBi. The directivity of an antenna can be
easily estimated from the radiation pattern of the antenna. An antenna
that has a narrow main lobe would have better directivity than the one
that has a broad main lobe; hence, this antenna is more directive. In the
case of antennas with one narrow majorlobe and very negligible minor
lobes, the beam solid angle can be approximated asthe product of the
half-power beamwidths in two perpendicular planes:

e (1.17)2r2,=0ir
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where, Q,, is the half-power beamwidth in one plane (radians) and Q,, is
the half-power beamwidthin a planeat a right angle to the other (radi-
ans). The same approximation can be used for angles given in degrees
as follows:

180)"
u _ 41253 (1.18)Dz4n =

©,794 9,Poa

  

where Q,, is the half-power beamwidth in one plane (degrees) and Qu,
is the half-power beamwidth in a plane at a right angle to the other
(degrees). In planar arrays, a better approximation is®

_ 82400
©1924

 
D (1.19)

Gain as a parameter measuresthe directionality of a given antenna.
An antenna with low gain emits radiation with about the same power
in all directions, whereasa high-gain antenna will preferentially radiate
in particular directions. Specifically, the gain, directive gain, or power
gain ofan antennais definedastheratio of the intensity (power per unit
surface) radiated by the antennain a given direction at an arbitrary dis-
tance divided by the intensity radiated at the same distance by a hypo-
thetical isotropic lossless antenna. Since the radiation intensity from a
lossless isotropic antenna equals the powerinto the antenna divided by
a solid angle of 4z7steradians, we can write the following equation:

_ 4aU
 ?Pmm

G (1.20)

Although the gain of an antennais directly related to its directivity,
antenna gain is a measure that takes into accountthe efficiency of the
antennaas well asits directional capabilities. In contrast, directivity is
defined as a measure that takes into accountonly the directional prop-
erties of the antenna, andtherefore,it is only influenced by the antenna
pattern. If, however, we assume an ideal antenna without losses, then
antenna gain will equal directivity as the antenna efficiency factor
equals 1 (100% efficiency). In practice, the gain of an antenna is always
less than its directivity.

_ 4nU 4nU
G P =e4 P =e4

 
D (1.21)

Equations 1.20 and 1.21 show therelationship between antennagain
and directivity, where e,, is the antenna radiation efficiency factor, D the
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directivity ofthe antenna, and G the antennagain. We usually deal with
relative gain, which is defined as the powergain ratio in a specific direc-
tion of the antenna to the powergain ratio of a reference antenna in the
same direction. The input power must be the samefor both antennas
while performing this type of measurement. The reference antenna is
usually a dipole, horn, or any other type of antenna whose power gain
is already calculated or known.

G=G..a (1.22)max | ref

In the case that the direction of radiation is not stated, the power
gain is always calculated in the direction of maximum radiation. The
maximum directivity of an actual antenna can vary from 1.76 dB for a
short dipole to as much as 50 dB for a large dish antenna. The maximum
gain of a real antenna has no lower boundandis often —10 dBor less
for electrically small antennas.

Antenna absolute gain is anotherdefinition for antenna gain. However,
absolute gain does include the reflection or mismatch losses:

Gis = CoG = CresSea? (1.23)

As defined before, e,., is the reflection efficiency, and e,3; includes the
dielectric and conduction efficiency. The term e, is the total antenna
efficiency factor.

Taking into account polarization effects in the antenna, we can also
define the partial gain of an antennafor a given polarization as that
part of the radiation intensity corresponding to a given polarization
divided by the total radiation intensity of an isotropic antenna. As a
result of this definition for the partial gain in a given direction, we can
present the total gain of an antenna as the sum of partial gains for any
two orthogonalpolarizations:

  

Grotal = Go+ Ug (1.24)

AnU AnU

G=—2 & G,=—* (1.25)
The terms U,and U,representthe radiation intensity in a given direc-
tion contained in their respective E-field component.

The gain of an antennais a passive phenomenon; poweris not added
by the antenna but simply redistributed to provide more radiated power
in acertain direction than would be transmitted by an isotropic antenna.
An antenna designer must take into account the antenna’s application
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when determining the gain. High-gain antennas have the advantageof
longer range andbetter signal quality but must be aimed carefully in a
particular direction. Low-gain antennas haveshorter range, buttheori-
entation of the antenna is inconsequential. For example, a dish antenna
on a spacecraft is a high-gain device (must be pointed at the planet to be
effective) whereasa typical wireless fidelity (WiFi) antenna in a laptop
computer is low-gain (as long as the base station is within range, the
antenna can bein anyorientation in space). Improving horizontal range
at the expense of reception above or below the antenna makessense.

1.1.7 Intermodulation

Generally, an antenna is considered a passive linear device. However,
whensucha device is excited by high enough power,it acts slightly as a
nonlinear device. The nonlinearity is normally caused by metal-to-metal
joints and nonlinear materials in the antenna structure. Therefore, when
signals with multiple frequencies are fed into nonlinear devices, inter-
modulation product terms whose frequencies are different to those of
the input signal are generated. A typical passive intermodulation signal
level is from —180 to —120 dBc (dBcrelative to carrier power).’®

An antenna’s intermodulation degrades a wireless system’s perfor-
mance if the system hasthe following features:

= High transmitted power is adopted.

= The system is equipped with high receiver sensitivity.

= One antennais used for both transmitting andreceiving.

= Signals at more than one frequency are transmitted.

Base stations normally have this entire feature set. Base stations,
therefore, suffer from passive intermodulation (PIM). High-powersig-
nals excite the antennaof the base station, and intermodulation com-
ponents causebackreflection to the receiver due to the antenna’s PIM.
Since the receiver is highly sensitive and is able to sense very weak
signals, the intermodulation signals cause interference. The problem
becomes worseif the intermodulation term falls inside the receiving
band becausethe interference cannot be removedbyfiltering. For exam-
ple, for the P-GSM-900 system whose downlink band is from 935 MHz
to 960 MHz and whose uplink band is from 890 MHz to 915 MHz,
the 3rd order intermodulation term at the base station side may be
2 x 935 — 960 = 910 MHz, which falls inside the uplink band. On the
other hand, the PIM problem is not that serious at a client terminal,
such as a cell phone, a personal digital assistant (PDA), or a laptop
with wireless capability, and is normally ignored. On the clientside,
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the transmitted poweris not that high due to limited battery capacity
and for electromagnetic safety reasons, and thus the PIM reflected to
the receiver is weaker thanthat at the base station. Therelatively low-
power transmission does not reduce the quality of uplink as the base
station is equipped with a highly sensitive receiver. In addition, the
receiver sensitivity is not high at a client terminal, and thereflected
PIM levelis thus lower than thenoise level. Similarly, the relatively
lowerreceiver sensitivity does not degrade the downlink performance
as a high-powersignal is transmitted from the basestation.

An antenna’s PIM can be measuredby a dedicated analyzer. For exam-
ple, Summitek Instruments provides such an analyzer. Figure 1.6 shows
the block diagram ofa PIM analyzer that measures the PIM ofa two-port
device. It has two measurement modescalled reverse measurement and

forward measurement. As shownin Figure 1.6, a two-tone high-power
signal is fed into Port 1 of the device under test (DUT). The RF switch
is in the “Rev” position for the reverse measurement mode or in the
“Fwd” position for the forward measurement. For the measurement of
an antenna’s PIM,the reverse measurementis used not only because an
antennais a one-port device but also because the reverse measurement
corresponds to the operation condition of a base station antenna.

ind

  
Figure 1.6 Block diagram of a PIM analyzer
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1.2 Important Antennasin This Book

Here we introduce several antennas that are recently developed and
could be considered as relatively new. These antennasare conventional
microstrip antennas as narrow band planar printed antennas, sus-
pended planar antennas as wideband antennas, and planar monopole
as an ultra-wideband antenna (UWB).

1.2.1 Patch Antennas

The microstrip patch antennais a popular printed resonant antenna for
narrow-band microwavewirelesslinks that require semihemispherical
coverage. Dueto its planar configuration and ease of integration with
microstrip technology, the microstrip patch antenna has been studied
heavily and is often used as an element for an array.

Commonmicrostrip antenna shapes are square, rectangular, cir-
cular, ring, equilateral triangular, andelliptical, but any continuous
shape is possible.® Figure 1.7 shows the parameters of circular and
rectangular patches. Some patch antennas eschew a dielectric sub-
strate and suspend a metal patch in air above a ground plane using
dielectric spacers; the resulting structure is less robust but provides
better bandwidth.

ly ly —>> <

Microstrip L
Microstrip antenna
antenna

Ww x Zzx

Feed point Feedpoint

|
Ground plane Groundplane

Dielectric

substrate |
Groundplane

(a) (b) (c)

*Ground plane covered bydielectric

Figure 1.7 (a) Circular patch,(6) rectangular patch, and (c) side view
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Advantages:

= Planer (and can be made conformal to shaped surface)

= Low profile

= Easeof integration with microstrip technology

= Can be integrated with circuit elements

= Ability to have polarization diversity (can easily be designed to have
vertical, horizontal, right-hand circular (RHCP),or left-hand circular
(LHCP)polarizations)

= Lightweight and inexpensive

Disadvantages:

= Narrow bandwidth (typically less than 5%), requiring bandwidth-
widening techniques

= Can handle low RF power

= Large ohmic loss

The most common microstrip antenna is a rectangular patch. The
rectangular patch antenna is approximately a one-halfwavelength long
section of rectangular microstrip transmission line. When air is the
antenna substrate, the length of the rectangular microstrip antenna
is approximately one-half of a free-space wavelength. If the antenna is
loaded with a dielectric as its substrate, the length of the antenna
decreasesas the relative dielectric constant of the substrate increases.

The resonant length of the antennais slightly shorter because of the
extendedelectric fringing fields, which increase the antenna’s electrical
length slightly. The dielectric loading of a microstrip antenna affects
both its radiation pattern and impedance bandwidth.As the dielectric
constant of the substrate increases, the antenna bandwidth decreases.
This increases the antenna’s Q factor and, therefore, decreases the
impedance bandwidth.

Feeding Methods:

= Coaxial probe feeding

= Microstrip transmission line

= Recessed microstrip line

= Aperture coupling feed’””’

= Proximity-coupled microstrip line feed (no direct contact between the
feed and the patch’)
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Bandwidth can be increased using the following techniques:

= Using thick and low permittivity substrates

= Introducing closely spaced parasitic patches on the samelayerofthe
fed patch (15% BW)

= Using a stacked parasitic patch (multilayer, BW reaches 20%)

= Introducing a U-shapedslot in the patch (to achieve 30% BW)”
= Aperture coupling (10% BW, high backlobe radiation)”*
= Aperture-coupled stacked patches (40-50% BW achievable)
= L-probe coupling”

Thesize of the patch antenna can be reduced by using the following
techniques:

= Using materials with high dielectric constants

= Using shorting walls

= Using shorting pins

To obtain a small size wide-bandwidth antenna, these techniques can
be combined.

1.2.2 Suspended Plate Antennas

Asuspendedplate antenna (SPAs) is defined as a thin metallic conductor
bondedto a thin groundeddielectric substrate, as shown in Figure 1.8.
Suspendedplate antennas have thicknesses rangingfrom 0.03 4, to 0.12 4,
(A, is the wavelength corresponding to the minimum frequencyof the
well-matched impedance bandwidth) and a low relative dielectric con-
stant of about 1. SPAs have a broad impedance bandwidth and unique
radiation performance.’

The useofthick dielectric substrates is a simple and effective method to
enhance the impedance bandwidthofa microstrip patch antenna by reduc-
ing its unloaded Q-factor. As the impedance bandwidth increases, however,
surface wavelosses also increase, which reducesradiation efficiency. To sup-
press the surface waves a low permittivity of the substrate is required.

Advantages:

= Easy to fabricate

= Not expensive

= Large bandwidth

= No surface waves
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Side view

Patch

Ground plane h

Feeding

probe Ground plane

Figure 1.8 Suspended plate antenna patch fed by an L-shaped
probe

Disadvantages:

= High cross polarization

= Thick Antenna compared to conventional microstrip antenna

Feeding Methods:

= Coaxial probe (poor matching BW is only 8%)

Bandwidth can be improved using these techniques:””

= A dual probe-feeding arrangement consisting of a feed probe and a
capacitive load”®

= Long U-shaped slot, cut symmetrically from the plate (BW is
10%—40%)

= L-shaped probe (BW reaches 36%)”®
= T-shaped probe (BW reaches 36%)

= A half-wavelength feeding strip

= A center-fed SPA with a symmetrical shorting pin

= Stacked suspended plate antenna”

1.2.3 Planer Inverted-L/F Antennas

A planar inverted-L/F antennais an improved version of the monopole
antenna. The straight wire monopole is the antenna with the most basic
form. Its dominant resonance appearsat around one-quarterofthe oper-
ating wavelength. The height of quarter-wavelength hasrestricted their
application to instances where a low-profile design is necessary.
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Figure 1.9 shows the geometry of a narrow-strip monopole with a
horizontal bent portion, and the planer inverted-F antenna (PIFA)is
shown in Figure 1.10.

A PIFAcanbe considered a kind of linear inverted-F antenna (IFA),
with the wire radiator element replaced by a plate to expand band-
width.

Advantages:

= Reduced height

= Reduced backward radiation

= Moderate to high gain in both vertical and horizontal polarizations

Disadvantages:

= Narrow bandwidth

The shorting post near the feeding probe of the PIFA antennasis
a good method for reducing the antennasize, but this results in the
narrow impedance bandwidth.

 
(a) (b)

Figure 1.9 Geometry of a (a) narrow-strip monopole
with a horizontal bent portion (6) monopole

 
Figure 1.10 Geometry of the PIFA
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Bandwidth can be improved using these techniques:

= Using thick air substrate

= Usingparasitic resonators with resonant lengthsclose to the resonant
frequency”

= Using stacked elements”
= Varyingthe size of the ground plane”

The size of the PIFA can be reduced using these techniques:

= Using an additional shorting pin™
= Loadinga dielectric material with high permittivity”
= Capacitive loading of the antenna structure”
= Usingslots on the patch to increase the antenna’s electrical length”’

1.2.4 Planer Dipoles/Monopoles

Dipoles and monopoles are the most widely used antennas. The mono-
pole is a straight wire vertically installed above a ground plane;it is
vertically polarized and has an omnidirectional radian in the horizontal
plane. To increase the impedance bandwidth of the monopole antenna,
planer elementscan be usedto replace the wire elements.”®

Planer designs with different radiator shapes have been widely used
in which the bandwidth reaches 70%. These shapes include™’

® Circular (BW from 2.25-17.25 GHz)

® Triangular

® Elliptical (BW from 1.17-12 GHz)

= Rectangular (BW of 53%)

= Ring

= Trapezoidal (80% BW)

= Roll monopoles (more than 70% BW)

The square planar monopole with trident-shaped feedingstrip (shown
in Figure 1.11) was introduced” with a bandwidth of about 10 GHz
(about 1.4-11.4 GHz). This bandwidth is three times the bandwidth

obtained using a simple feedingstrip.
A compact wideband cross-plate monopole antenna (shown in

Figure 1.12) has been proposed.*’ This antenna hasa cross-sectional
area only 25% that of a corresponding planar cross-plate monopole
antenna and can generate omnidirectional or near omnidirectional
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Figure 1.11 Geometry of the planar
monopole antenna with a trident-shaped
(three-branch) feeding strip

 
Figure 1.12 A compact wideband
cross-plate monopole antenna

radiation patterns for frequencies across a wide operating bandwidth
of about 10 GHz (1.85-11.93 GHz).

1.3. Basic Measurement Techniques

Performing measurements of the antenna parameters to verify the
simulated design is very important. Measurements are also needed to
verify that the antennaachievesits requirements. The parameters ofthe
antenna that need to be measured are the input impedance, radiation
pattern, directivity, gain, and efficiency. Here, we will briefly state the
techniques used for these parameters. We are going to avoid some of the
laborious old techniques that were used for lack ofmodern equipment and
instead concentrate on the techniques that use modern equipment.

1.3.1 Measurement Systems
for Impedance Matching

Antenna impedance can be measured using a vector network analyzer.
A vector network analyzeris able to separate the forward wave, V’, and
the reflected wave, V, from an antennaat a reference plane wherecali-
bration is done, and thusthereflection coefficient is provided, which is
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the ratio betweenthereflected to incident waves as G=V/V’. Then,the
impedanceat the reference plane can be computed as Z = Z, (14+1T)/(1-T),
where Z, is the characteristic impedance of the cable connecting to the
antenna. Consequently, before starting to measure the DUT, thenet-
work analyzer has to be calibrated using the slandered techniques of
standard short, open, and matching loads. One of the most important
parameters that calibration establishes is the reference plane, which is
critical for phase information. This is a single port measurement.

In some cases, two port measurements are needed to measure the
reflection coefficients for the two ports and the mutual coupling between
them. These are referred to as the S-parameter measurements. This
measurement determines the mutual coupling between two antennas
or, for some antennas, determinesthe isolation between two ports of a
dually polarized antenna.

1.3.2 Measurement Setups
for Far-ZoneFields

For far-field measurements, the distance between the transmitter and
receiver has to be large enough to be sure that the transmitter is in the
far zone of the antenna undertest. To perform these measurements
indoors, you have to provide an environment that ensures the antenna
does not interact with the surroundings and operates within the envi-
ronment as if in free space. To achieve this, an anechoic chamberis
used with its walls covered with proper absorbing materials that reduce
or eliminate the reflections from the walls. The absorbing materials
have a certain bandwidthor, in other words, a certain lower frequency
bound. The lower frequency is reduced as the absorbing material size
is increased.

1.3.2.1 Far-Field System To measure the far-zone field, the transmit-
ting and receiving antennas are put into an anechoic chamber, using
a spacing that satisfies each other’s far-zone requirement. Figure 1.13
shows an anechoic chamber instrumentation block diagram. This dis-
tance guarantees the wave impinging on the receiving antenna can be
approximated as a plane wave. Generally, the far-field distance, d, is
considered to be

d= = (1.26)
 

where D is the antenna diameter and 4 is the wavelength of the radio
wave. Separating the antenna undertest (AUT) andthe instrumenta-
tion antenna by this distance reduces the phase variation across the
AUTenoughto obtain a reasonably good antenna pattern.
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RECELVER ‘TEST SET
 

REFERENCE SIGNAL

Figure 1.13 Anechoic chamber instrumentation block diagram

The antenna undertest will rotate while the other antenna, referred
to as the testing probe, is fixed. If the measurementis carried out in
a transmitting mode, the antenna undertest transmits signals while
rotating two dimensionally or three dimensionally depending on the
rotating mechanism. At the sametime, the testing probe receives sig-
nals and the measurement system recordsthe data. On the other hand,
if the measurementis carried out in a receiving mode,the testing probe
transmits signals and the antenna undertest receives signals while
rotating. This measurement gives the radiation pattern of the antenna
undertest, if the polarization is the sameas that of the testing probe,
which could be vertically polarized, horizontally polarized,or circularly
polarized.In case the far-zone requirementis difficult to satisfy, a para-
bolic reflector antenna is used to generate a plane wave. Such a system
is referred to as a compactrange.

1.3.2.2 Near-Field System To measure the near-zonefield, the antenna
undertest is normally fixed and operates in either a transmitting or
receiving mode, whereas the testing probe scans on a surface. The scan-
ning surface could be a flat plane, a cylindrical surface, or a spheri-
cal surface depending on the mechanical scheme of the measurement

system.Near the antenna undertest, the system records the measured
data.”

Planar near-field measurements are conducted by scanning a small
probe antennaover a planar surface, as in Figure 1.14a. These measure-
ments are then transformedto the far-field by use ofa Fourier Transform,
or morespecifically, by applying a method knownasstationary phase
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to the Laplace Transform. Three basic types of planar scans exist in
near-field measurements. The probe moves in the Cartesian coordinate
system, and its linear movementcreates a regular rectangular sam-
pling grid with a maximum near-field sample spacing of Ax = Ay = 4/2.
Cylindrical near-field ranges measuretheelectric field on a cylindrical
surface close to the AUT, as shown in Figure 1.146. Cylindrical harmon-
ics are used to transform these measurementsto the far-field. Spherical
near-field ranges measure theelectric field on a spherical surface close
to the AUT, as shown in Figure 1.14c. Spherical harmonics are used to
transform these measurementsto the far-field.

Similar to the far-zone measurement,the obtained field data has the
same polarization as that of the testing probe. Normally, the testing
probe is linearly polarized, and thus the measurementis often carried
out twice for the two orthogonal polarization components on the sam-
pling surface. This offers a convenient way to measure the radiation
patternsof an electrically large antenna, which you maynot be able to
measure in an anechoic chamber.

Agilent provides high-quality microwave instrumentation, and com-
bining Agilent’s microwave instrumentation with NSI’s software and
systems expertise provides a solution that is unrivaled in the antenna
measurementindustry. The basic near-field range system block diagram
shown in Figure 1.15 is similar to the University of Mississippi’s avail-
able planar near-field system.

1.3.2.3 Circularly Polarized Systems By choosing different testing probes
in the far-zone measurement, there are three ways to measurethefar-
zone circularly polarized field. If the measurement system could get

 

 

 

 

  
 

          
(a)

Figure 1.14 Near-field scanning: (a) planar scanning, (6) cylindrical scanning, and
(c) spherical scanning
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NSI 8720ES System (2 - 18 GHz)
Includes:

- Agilent 8720ES Network Analyzer
wi Option 012 direct sampler

- RF cables
- RF components
- Control cables
- Documentation
- 1 year warranty

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

Measurement
Workstation

Scanner
Control Near-field Scanner  

AUT

 
Agiant
8720ES Event

Trigger
 

 
    

RF AUT Cable

Figure 1.15 NSIVNA antenna measurement system based on the NSI Model 200 V- 5'x5'
Near-Field Vertical Scanner and the Agilent 8720ES Vector Network Analyzer

both the magnitude and phaseof the received data, the testing probe
can be linearly polarized. After the measurementfor the two orthogonal
polarization components, the left-handor right-hand circular polariza-
tion component can be computed using the complex data collected as
given in Eq. 1.7 and Eq. 1.8. If the measurement system can only get
the magnitude but not the phaseofthe data, the measurement may be
carried out twice, once using the left-hand polarized testing probe and
then once using the right-hand polarized probe, to get the two circularly
polarized components(copular and cross-polar, respectively). These two
methods require two measurements. Another convenient wayof avoid-
ing having to perform two measurementsis to use a linearly polarized
testing probe rotating at a rate much faster than that of the antenna
under test. The resulting pattern is an oscillating pattern called an
axial ratio pattern, as shown in Figure 1.16. The difference of the two
envelops gives the axial ratio. This method can be applied to a system
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Figure 1.16 Example of an axial ratio
pattern

that is able to get only the magnitude of the data. The two envelops are
presented by E, and E, as

E, (6, $) = E,(6, 9) + E,(6, 6)

E,(0,$) = E,(0,6)—- E,(0,¢)

From E, and E, the axial ratio that is used as a measureof the quality
of the circular polarization is given as

| AR(6,4) |= 20 log =5 (1.28)2,

Usually the AR is measured for the main beam andis given as

(1.27)

|AR| =| AR(O, 0)| (1.29)

1.3.3 Measurement Systems
for Intermodulation

The intermodulation phenomenon exists in nonlinear devices working
in a high-power environment. Intermodulation is widely discussed for
the design of power amplifiers. Similarly, for a base station transmitting
antenna, which emits high power, the intermodulation exists due to the
metal/metaljoint and material nonlinearity. The intermodulation is a kind
of interference that should be suppressed. Suppose twoclosely located
fundamental frequencies, f; and f,, are transmitted by the antenna; due
to nonlinearity, the radiated field has componentsat the frequencies of
fis fas 2f,, 2fo, 3fi, 3f2, fit fos fi- fe, 2f1 — fa, 2f2—fi; andso on. Since f; and
f are close to each other, the 3rd order intermodulation components at
2f, fo and 2f,—f, are very close to the fundamental frequencies and are
difficult to remove usingfilters, thus introducing interferences.

To measure the 3rd order intermodulation, the antenna undertest
operates at a transmitting mode and the testing probe operates at a
receiving mode. The testing probe should have a very good linearity
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within a large dynamic range of powerlevels in order not to introduce
measurementerrors. When measuring, the antenna undertest is excited
by a given power level at two close fundamental frequencies, and the
fundamental and 3rd order intermodulation components are measured
and recordedon thereceivingside. The operation is repeated for different
input powerlevels, and finally it gives two curves—oneis the received
powerlevel of the fundamental component versus input power, and the
other one is the received powerlevel of the 3rd order intermodulation
component versus input power. From the twocurves, we can obtain the
3rd order intercept point, which indicates the power dynamic range of
the antenna undertest for linear operation. Figure 1.17 shows an exam-
ple ofmeasurement systemsfor intermodulation in an anechoic chamber,
which is installed at the City University of Hong Kong, SAR, China.

 
Figure 1.17 Example of measurement systems for passive inter-
modulation (Facility is available at the State Key Laboratory of
Millimeter Waves at City University of Hong Kong.)
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1.4 System Calibration

Gain and Polarization Calibrations of Standard Antennas This calibration ser-

vice is offered primarily for determining the absolute on-axis gain and
polarization of standard gain horns, which,in turn, are used as reference
standards in determining the gain and polarization of other antennas
by the gain comparison technique. The antennas neednotbe identical.
This methodis the most accurate technique knownfor absolute gain and
polarization measurements. For gain measurements, the uncertainties
are typically 0.10—0.15 dB. Uncertainties of 0.05 dB/dB for polarization
axial ratio measurements are typical.

Near-Field Scanning Techniques With this technique, gain, pattern, and
polarization parameters are calculated from near-field amplitude and
phase measurements taken over a surface close to the test antenna.
The absolute gain can be determined to within about 0.2 dB,the polar-
ization axial ratio to within about 0.10 dB/dB,andsidelobe levels down
to —50 dB or —60 dB. The exact uncertainties in these parameters will
depend on such factors as the frequency, type, and size of antenna.
Calibrated probes are normally required for these measurements. In
orderto achieve accurate results with the planar, cylindrical, or spheri-
cal near-field method, the transmitting or receiving properties of the
probe must be known. With this information, the measured data can
be corrected for the nonideal pattern and polarization properties of the
probe. Probes are characterized by a three-step process: (1) The on-axis
gain and polarization properties are measured using the technique
described;(2) the far-field amplitude and phase patterns are measured
for two nominally orthogonal polarizations of the incident field; and
(3) the on-axis and pattern data are combined to obtain the probe cor-
rection coefficients at the desired lattice points for the measurement
surface specified.”**

1.5 Remarks

In this chapter, we briefly presented the fundamental parameters of
the antenna so beginning engineers can quickly grasp the meaning of
antenna parameters. We also gave examples of different printed and
simple antennas and their advantages and disadvantages.In addition,
we touched on the measurement techniques for antenna parameters. We
indicated the significance of the calibration of these systems to provide
reliable measurements. The reader who needs moredetail should refer

to the references provided.
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Base Station Antennasfor

Mobile Radio Systems

Brian Collins

BSC Associates Ltd. and Queen Mary, University of London

Aswell as their obvious function of providing a link between a base sta-
tion and a mobile station, base station antennas provide an essential
andincreasingly important tool for the control of frequency re-use and
the optimization of channel capacity in a mobile radio network.In this
chapter, we examine the way in which these considerations contribute
to the specification of the performance parameters required and the
engineering means by which these parameters can be provided.

The descriptions are of general application to many frequency bands,
so to avoid tedious repetition, the following bands will be defined and
usually referred to by the short names shown.In the context of multi-
band arrays, 850-MHz and 900-MHz bandswill be referred to as the
low band and 1710—2170-MHzasthe high band. The nomenclature for
base stations and mobile stations differs between air interface specifica-
tions, but for convenience the termsbase station (BS) and mobile station
(MS) will be used here without implying reference to any particular air
interface. To avoid repetition, the following comments apply throughout
this chapter:

= Reciprocity The principle of reciprocity applies to most of the per-
formance parameters of an antenna. Gain, radiation pattern, effi-
ciency, and manyother characteristics have the same value whether
an antennais transmitting or receiving a signal, so in the discussion
that follows the direction oftransmission is chosen to suit the simplest
understanding of the phenomenadescribed.
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TABLE 2.1 Frequency Bands, Nomencliatures, and Uses

Frequency band Short reference Service
450-470 MHz 450 MHz Phone + data

824-890 MHz 850 MHz Phone + data

870 (880)-960 MHz 900 MHz Phone + data
824-960 MHz Low bands Phone + data
(850 and 900 MHz)
1710-1880 MHz 1800 MHz Phone + data

1850-1990 MHz 1900 MHz Phone + data

1900-2170 MHz 2100 MHz Phone + data

1710-2170 MHz(1800, 1900, High bands Phone + data
and 2100 MHz bands)

= Intellectualproperty Manyofthe topics discussed in this chapter
relate to areas in which a wide variety ofpatents have been granted;it
should not be assumed that because a technique or physical structure
is described hereit is free of patents or other commercialIP.

= Frequency bands Table 2.1 includes most major worldwideassign-
ments but other frequency bands are allocated to mobile radio ser-
vices in some countries. Future bands for UMTSor additional 3G

services are not included. Following the transfer of broadcast TV ser-
vices to digital format, a significant amountof the present analog TV
spectrum will be reassigned to mobile services, although the extent
to which these may be commonon an international basis is not clear
at the time of writing.

2.1 Operational Requiremenis

The dominant concerns of mobile radio operators are to optimize net-
work capacity within the allocated number of channels and to obtain
the maximum revenue generation from the installed equipment base.
These economic objectives imply securing the most intensive possible
frequencyre-use and controlling the geographical distribution of chan-
nel capacity to match the distribution of user demand in space and
time. The physical location ofbase stations and the engineeringoftheir
antenna systemsare invaluable tools in this optimization. The develop-
ment of the network and the antenna systems employedwill be deter-
mined both by current usage patterns and also by those foreseen in the
future. An important feature of modern antenna design is the increasing
availability of techniques that permit the adaptation of antenna char-
acteristics to current usage patterns in real time.

In the discussion that follows, we assume the reader has a general
understandingofhow mobile radio air interfaces operate andis familiar
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with the general principles of network andcell planning. Special atten-
tion is given to the ways in which antenna specifications are chosen and
achieved to optimize network coverage and capacity.

2.2 Antenna Performance Parameters

In order to provide the required azimuth beamwidth and gain, a BS
antennatypically comprises a vertical array of radiating elements. The
design of the individual elements provides the required azimuth radia-
tion pattern characteristics, whereas the vertical extent of the array
and the numberof radiating elements in the array is chosen to provide
the necessary gain.

The azimuth beamwidth of a base station antenna is chosen to suit

the frequency re-use plan chosen for the network. Base stations typi-
cally support three cells spaced 120° apart in azimuth, although this
plan is by no meansuniversal especially where coverage may be limited
by buildingsor hills or where usage patterns are nonuniform,as in the
case of a BS alongside a major highway. Code division multiple access
(CDMA)systemsrequire careful control of the overlap betweencells to
avoid excessive loss of capacity in soft/softer handoff modes, so a 3-dB
beamwidth of 65° is the norm. Global System for Mobile Communication
(GSM)systems typically use antennas with 65° beamwidth in urban
areas but often use wider beamwidthsin rural areas. The apparent gap
between 65° sectorsis filled from an adjacent BS. In dense urban areas
the planning of most networks is determined by the need to provide
sufficient capacity rather than to cover the largest possible area, so dif-
ferent considerations may apply to the design of BS antennas.

For azimuth angles beyond the edgesofthe servedcell, allowing some
overlap for handoff control and optimization, the signal radiated by a
BS antenna has no functional use and serves only to impair the C/I
ratio in othercells. For this reason,it is desirable that beyond +60° from
boresight the azimuth pattern falls monotonically at as high a rate as
practicable and that rearward radiation is suppressed.

Although we are accustomedto seeing rooftop BS antennas in many
cities, a substantial numberof cells use antennas mounted at lower
levels; these make use of the built environmentto limit the area they
cover—allowing more intensive frequency re-use—and they can more
easily be disguised to reduce problems with planning consent.

The use of omnidirectional antennasis usually limited to small in-fill
base stations because their ability to support only a single cell limits
their capacity and frequencyre-use capabilities.

The main BS networkis usually provided with antennas having the
highest gain economically possible; this reduces the numberofstations
needed, improves in-building penetration, and helps to resolve some
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shadowing problems. Severe shadowing problemsare better resolved by
changingthe location or height of the antenna; where a higher antenna
causes problems with frequency re-use, adding a microcell to cover the
unserved coverage hole may be a better option.

Reducing the elevation beamwidth and selecting the elevation angle
of the beam maximum provide further methodsfor controlling thefield
strength over the intendedservice areaofa cell. If a base station antenna
has the maximum ofits elevation radiation pattern aligned precisely in
the horizontal plane, in many situations the elevation of the antenna
over the surrounding area—andat longer distances the curvature ofthe
earth—will ensure the maximumsignal will pass over the headsofmost
users. By directing the beam slightly downward, the field strength for
most users within the intended coverage area will be increased and at
the sametimethe powerradiated into neighboringcells will be reduced,
significantly improving the C/I ratio in neighboringcells that share the
samefrequency. The effect may be compared with dipping the headlights
of an automobile to avoid dazzling approachingdrivers.

The elevation pattern of a column of uniformly excited radiating ele-
ments is characterized by a succession of minor lobes and nulls both
above and below the main beam.Nulls below the main beam—especially
the null closest to it—can cause areas of poor coverageclose to the BS;
side lobes immediately above the main beam can cause interference
with neighboringcells if the main beam is downtilted or if the terrain
rises between one BS and another. Elevation pattern shaping is com-
monly used to fill at least the first null below the main beam and to
suppressthelevel of sidelobes for some chosen range of elevation angles
above the main beam.

In order to serve street-level users from antennas mounted on the

roofs of nearby high buildings, antennas with large elevation beam-
widths (and therefore with low gain) may be desirable. In this situa-
tion many users are typically located well below the horizontal as seen
from the BS antenna, and large beamtilts may be usedboth to correctly
illuminate the intended users as well as to reduce interference levels

in surroundingcells.
Figure 2.1 shows one way in which wecan envisage the frequencyre-

use situation. Cell A uses frequency /; and provides a usable signal as
far as distance d, in some azimuth direction. Beyond this distance, the
signal provided from Cell A is too low to provide a reliable link, butis
too high to allow the frequency to be re-used, whereas at some distance
d. the level of interference from Cell A hasfallen to a level that allows
f; to be re-used by Cell B. In order to provide the maximum network
capacity, we need to ensure that signal intensity falls as rapidly as pos-
sible with distance and weassist this both by site placement and by
downtilting the antennaat Cell A.’
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Minimum useful

signal Logfieldstrength
Acceptable level of

interference in neighboring cell 
d, Log distance 1 do

| Cell B can

Cell A uses f,; Re-use distance 1 Fe-usefy

Figure2.1 Re-use distance. The propagationlossis typically proportional to about d**,
The limiting radiusofthe cell represents the distance at which there is a reasonable
chance the SINRratio will be sufficient to provide an adequate BER. Beyondthis
the use of the same frequency will not be possible because of mutual interference.
At a sufficient distance the signal level has fallen enough for anothercell to re-use
the same frequency. The elevation beamwidth of a base station antennais typically
only 5°-7°. Bytilting the beam downwardsignificant reduction of the re-use distance
is possible.

The angle by which the elevation pattern maximum is placed below
the horizontal is known as the beamtilt of the antenna. Beamtilt can

be provided by two mechanisms. Mechanicaltilt is provided by angling
the base station antenna physically downward, whereaselectrical tilt
is provided by controlling the phases of the radiating currents in each
elementofthe array so the main beam is moved downward. An antenna
may have both electrical and mechanical beamtilt, the net beamtilt
being the sum of both.

Comparing Mechanical and Electrical Tilt

The effective azimuth pattern of an antenna with electrical tilt diminishes in
range as thetilt increases, but it has an essentially constant shape irrespective
of the applied tilt. If an antenna is mechanically tilted, there is a tendency for
the pattern to become both shorter and wideras thetilt increases, particularly
for antennas having azimuth beamwidthsin excess of 60°, becausethetilt has
little effect at azimuth angles far from boresight. In a numberofsituations,for
example an antenna mounted on a wall andfiring obliquely from it, an antenna
with mechanicaltilt is visually much more obtrusive than an antenna mounted
vertically and provided with electricaltilt.
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2.2.1 Control of Antenna Parameters

We now examine how each of the performance parameters required by
the user can be provided by the antenna design engineer.

2.2.1.1 Azimuth Radiation Pattern The azimuth beamwidth of an array
is determined by the design of the radiating element(s) used for each
vertical unit (tier), together with its relationship to the reflecting surface
behindit, used to create a unidirectional beam. The width and shapeof
the reflector will also control the front-to-back ratio and to some extent

the rate ofroll-offoff the pattern beyond the —3 dB points of the azimuth
pattern.

In order to obtain predictable network hand-off behavior, the shape
of the azimuth radiation pattern should changeaslittle as possible
over the operating frequency band. The MS measuresthelevel of the
Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH) GSM or Pilot Channel (CDMA)

received from different cells, both of which are functions of the beam-
width of the BS antennaat the BS transmit (TX) frequency; the system
assumesthat a handoff made by comparative measurements on these
channels will be accompanied by a matching change in the BSreceive
(RX) channel gain, and a significant difference between antenna gain
on the TX and RX frequencies may result in problems with uplink qual-
ity, unstable handoff performance, or dropped calls. Ina CDMA system,
the overlap betweencells hasa critical effect on the proportionoftraffic
that uses soft/softer handoff modes, a parameter that directly affects
network capacity. For these reasons, it is usual to specify tight limits on
the azimuth beamwidth asa function of frequency, typically 65° +3° or
90° +5° over the whole band. The beamwidth at —10 dB is sometimesalso

specified, but this is relatively difficult to control by antenna design.
Thetypical front-to-back (F/b) ratio of a 65° antennais 30 dB, and

this is specified to control the frequency re-use characteristics of the
base station. Whatever antennais chosenfor use, the network engineer
should use measured pattern data in system coverage modeling and
should check on the coverage implications of any changein radiation
patterns and gain overthe band.

If the required F/b ratio is greater than is offered in an otherwise
suitable antenna, the effective ratio can be increased by selecting an
antenna with a larger electrical beamtilt than is required and mounting
it in an uptilted attitude. This places the main beam with the desired
beamtilt in the forward direction while tilting the unwanted rearlobe
well below the horizontal in the rearward direction.

The usual convention is that the azimuth pattern is specified and
measuredat an elevation angle that contains the elevation beam maxi-
mum,so for an antenna with an electrical downtilt of 5°, the azimuth
pattern is plotted on the surface of a cone with a half angle 85° from the
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vertical. A beamtilt of 5° is understood to mean a downtilt of 5°. When

plotting elevation patterns in Cartesian form, the x-axis is arranged
with angles below the horizon to the rightofthey-axis and angles above
to the left; although universally labeled angle of elevation, the scale is
really the angle of depression.

2.2.1.2 Gain Gain is a function of both the azimuth beamwidth of the

antenna—which will be selected to suit the mannerin which cells are

fitted together to meet frequency re-use requirements—andits electri-
cal length in the vertical plane. The maximum lengthof a base station
antennais determined either by the physical size that can be accepted
without becomingtoo obtrusive (as in the low bands) or by the minimum
acceptable vertical beamwidth, which diminishes as the length and
gain increase. As the antenna length increases, the length and attenu-
ation of internal transmission lines increase; for this reason doubling
the antenna length halves the elevation beamwidth and doubles the
directivity, but does not double the available gain.

A broadside array delivers the maximum possible directivity if all
its elements are excited with equal co-phased currents. In practice the
application ofbeam-shaping requires nonuniform element currents and
the directivity obtained falls short of that of a uniform array; this short-
fall is known as pattern shaping loss and it increases as the extent of
applied null fill and sidelobe suppression is increased. (The nonunifor-
mity of the element currents results in a wider elevation beamwidth
than would be obtained with a uniform distribution and the reduced

directivity is a direct consequence of the increased beamwidth.)

2.2.1.3 Elevation Beamwidth The elevation beamwidth of a BS array
is a function of its electrical length in the vertical plane. There is a
practical limit to the extent to which the elevation beamwidth can be
reduced in order to obtain increased gain because an antenna with a
very small vertical beamwidth is physically large and, becauseofits size
and narrow beamwidth, it requires a very rigid support to avoid unac-
ceptable deflection by high winds. In hilly terrain it may not provide
good coverageofthe intendedservice area because users may occupy an
elevation arc of larger angular extent than the antenna can illuminate.
Standard practice is to use antennas up to 8 wavelengths long in the
low bands, and upto 12,or occasionally 16, wavelengths long in the high
bands.These array lengths provide elevation beamwidthsofaround 7°,
5°, and 3.5°, respectively.

2.2.1.4 Beamtilt For an array with a fixed beamtilt, electrical tilt is
usually effected by adding a linear phase shift across the whole array.
This ensures that only a small change occurs in both gain and elevation
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pattern as the tilt is increased, and the levels of nulls and sidelobes
remain almost unaffected for small tilt angles. The directivity of an
array falls with the cosine of the beamtilt—because the array appears
shorter when viewed from the position of the tilted beam maximum—
andalso falls because the grating lobes above the horizontal increase
in level as the electrical tilt is increased, especially if the inter-element
spacingis electrically large.

2.2.1.5 Passive Intermodulation Products In digital mobile radio net-
works, base station antennas usually function as both transmitting
and receiving antennas, providing diversity on reception and air com-
bining’ on transmission. Transmissions are usually made on more
than one frequency, and for orthogonal frequency-division multiplex-
ing (OFDM) and CDMA systems, a single channel may occupy a wide
bandwidth with multiple carriers or signals with noise-like spectra.
When multiple-frequency transmissions encounter any conductor or
joint with a nonlinear voltage/current relationship, the result will be
the generation of passive intermodulation (PIM) products. These are
spurious signals with frequencies related to those that give rise to them.

For two unmodulated carriers, intermodulation products are gener-
ated at frequencies given by:

Secondorder: fo—-fufeath

Third order: 2f2 — fi, fi — fa, 2fi + fas 2a thi

Fourth order: 3h; — fe, 2f, — 2fo,...

Fifth order: 3f1 — 2fo, 2fe — 2ft, 4f1 — fas 4fo - ff, ---

Someof these frequencies are likely to fall in the receive frequency
band, and the situation becomes very complex whenupto eight carriers
are fed into a single antenna. Severe problemsare particularly likely if
an antenna operates in both low and high bands, where the second-order
productis likely to fall in-band.

Radiated PIMs maycause interference for other spectrum users—for
example another network sharing the samebasestation structure—or
they mayfall in a receive band served by the same antenna. PIM levels
are usually specified for a two-carrier test, with a level of -153 dBc for a
carrier level of 2 x 43 dBm (20 W). Achieving this very low level, which
ensuresthe receiveris not significantly desensitized by locally generated

*A term usedto indicate that different radio frequency channels associated with the same
radio system are transmitted from separate antennas rather than being combined into
a single transmitting antenna.
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PIMs,is a severe test of the mechanical design and construction of any
antenna andis only achieved by rigorous attention to detail at every
stage. The practical implications of this requirement are discussed later
in this chapter.

2.2.1.6 Grounding for Lightning Protection Base station antennas are
often mountedontall structures, and they are likely to suffer the effects of
direct or nearby lightning strikes. To minimize the probability of damage
to the antennas or the systems connected to them, careful attention
must be paid to bonding of conducting parts of the antenna. Antennas
are sometimesprotected by a lightning spike mounted to the support-
ing structure, projecting some distance above the top of the antennas,
but sometimes the antennas themselves form the highest point on the
structure, in which case they must be fitted with a lightning spike and
a solid connection to ground, independentof their connecting cables.

2.2.1.7 Mechanical Design A base station antenna is a complex device
that must provide highly reliable service over a period of many years.
The achievementof stable operating characteristics despite the effects
ofwind, rain, and pollution requires careful attention to the selection of
materials, the design ofjoints, and the arrangementsfor the exclusion of
water from critical areas. This requires some careful design judgments
becausethe cost and weight of antennasis tightly constrained. Antenna
specifications often cite internationaltest criteria’ typically relatingto
operation at high and low temperatures, thermal cycling, driving rain,
salt mist, and mechanical vibration. Specifications also constrain the
maximum permitted lateral wind thrust for an antenna and its mount-
ing hardware,for wind in any azimuth direction at a specified velocity,
typically 45 m/s (100 mi/h), but varying with local conditions.

The design of mounting hardware to support an antenna, which may
be up to 2.5 m in length and weigh 20 kg, is complicated by the wide
variety of mounting poles to be accommodated and the requirement to
provide for mechanicaltilting of the antenna. The unpredictable veloc-
ity and turbulence of wind flow over the roofs of buildings has led to
occasional unexpected structural failures of antenna mountings. This
has resulted from fatigue failure of the mounting hardwareorits points
ofattachmentto the antenna, induced by the coupled resonant behavior
of the antenna, its mountings, and the supporting structure. In conse-
quence, some operators now wisely specify that antennas mounted in
locations whereinjury could result from a mounting failure—for example
where antennas could fall into a street—are fitted with a secondary
method of restraint such as a flexible stainless steel wire rope, firmly
anchored to the antenna and the supporting structure.
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2.2.1.8 DiversitySystems When a mobile user moves throughthe envi-
ronment, the signal received at a base station antenna fluctuates widely
in amplitude because of the interaction of direct and reflected signals
from the MS.Ifanother antennais erected some distance away from the
first, the signal fluctuations on the two antennaswill be uncorrelated.
A diversity system uses two antennas and combines their outputs in
some way that exploits this lack of correlation. The result of the use
of diversity is that the availability of the received signal is increased.
For a given signal availability, this increase could alternatively have
been achieved by increasing the transmitted power; so diversity gain
is defined as the equivalent increase in the power required to achieve
somestated reliability.

The multipath nature of mobile radio propagation results in the
strong frequency dependence of propagation loss. This is mitigated by
the use of slow frequency hopping’ (SFH) in GSM systemsandthe use
of spread-spectrum techniques such as wideband code division multiple
access (W-CDMA) and OFDM.Theeffect of very short losses of usable
signal is reducedby digital signal coding.

Spatial Diversity Spatial diversity was used on the uplink from the
inception of many mobile radio systems, and most readers will be
familiar with the sight of pairs of antennas firing in each of the three
directions of the sectors supported from a base station. These systems
normally use vertically polarized antennas; both antennasare also used
for transmitting and the availability of two antennas reducestheloss,
complexity, and cost of the required combining arrangements.

Polarization Diversity The signal radiated by a handsetis strongly polar-
ized in the direction ofits long axis. Seen from thefrontor rear ofa hand-
set user, the polarization will be dominated by the vertical component, but
in the lateral direction a handsetis typically held at a large angle to the
vertical, between the mouth andtheear of the standing or seated user,
typically at least 45°. Because of the typical dominanceof the vertically
polarized component, the diversity gain obtained from a pair of antennas
with horizontal and vertical polarization is exceeded by onereceiving
linear polarization at +45° from the vertical, so dual slant-polarized
antennas are now in almost universal use for polarization diversity
systems. (These are often called dual-polar or cross-polar arrays.)

The use of polarization diversity is well established in urban areas,
where propagation paths are characterized by extensive reflections and
scattering.” A base station employing polarization diversity antennas

¥ Slow implies that the hoppingperiod is at least onebit long.
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uses only one antennapersector, and three antennas can be mounted
closely together on a single pole. This gives an advantage in cost (one
dual-polar antenna replaces two space-diversity antennas), and the
lower windload and absence of a head-frame reduce the cost of the

supporting structure. The reduced visual profile of a polarization diver-
sity base station reduces the difficulty of obtaining planning consent
in urban areas.

Further useful diversity gain can be obtained in some environments
by the use ofboth spatial and polarization diversity; the use of 4-branch
diversity can be expected to increase, especially for 3G and later systems.
Diversity gain can also be achieved on the downlink;’ it requires more
advancedsignal processing techniques than receive-path diversity, but
the use of high-state modulation formats—for example for High-Speed
Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA)—is makingits use necessary.

The future migration of mobile radio systems to higher data rates
and the quest for increased spectral efficiency is expected to result in
more techniques such as multiple-input, multiple-output (MIMO) and
space-time block codingas well as other techniques that further exploit
the use of multiple antennas.

Slant linear polarization has the unusual characteristic that the
signal transmitted by a +45° transmitting antennais received without
polarization loss on an antenna with —45° polarization. The labeling of
ports on a dual-polar base station antenna should therefore be regarded
as being purely for identification unless it has been agreed whether the
designation refers to transmitted or received signals. Fortunately this
has no consequence in operation.

2.2.1.9 Effects of Imperfect Antennas on Diversity Performance To arrive
at appropriate specifications, we need to understand how practical
antenna performance defects may impact system performance.

Radiation Pattern Defects The implementationof spatial diversity using
identical vertically polarized antennas creates no new problems,as the
radiation patterns should match closely in both planes and the gain
from both antennasin any specified direction will be almost equal. The
only significant risk will be of some elevation pattern mismatch caused
by manufacturing tolerances or mismatched mechanicaltilts.

A dual-polar antenna creates a much greater challenge in ensur-
ing accurate pattern matching for the two polarizations. A dual-polar
base station antenna is an unusual device in that it is a linear array
in which the elements are arrayed in a plane at 45° to their own prin-
cipal plane. This has the consequence that some properties of the azi-
muth and elevation patterns are dependent on one another in unusual
ways. Figure 2.2 shows the two copolar azimuth radiation patterns of
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Figure 2.2 Trackingerror is the combinedresult of differential beam squint, peak gain
difference, and pattern shape differences. Some contribution to the peak gain difference
mayarise from a difference in the elevation beamtilt between polarizations.

a dual-polar antenna, onerelating to each polarization plane.It will
be seen that these exhibit a numberof defects:

= The electrical boresight directions of the two patterns are different;
the angle between them is referred to as the squint angle.

= The two patterns have slightly different gains at beam maximum.

= The slopes on the twosides of each pattern are slightly different

The gains provided by the two patternsat any specified azimuth angle
are different by an amount knownasthe tracking error.

The largest practical effect arises from the tracking error; which
parameter contributes mostis of interest to the designer but haslittle
effect on operation. At the uplink frequency, a large tracking error
reduces the available diversity gain; at the downlink frequency, it causes
poor handoff between sectors because a mobile making a handoff deci-
sion by measuringthe received C/I ratio on the BCCH maybe assigned
a channel on the other polarization (not that occupied by the BCCH),
which is lower in mean field strength by the amount of the tracking
error at the assigned channel frequency. Handoff betweencells is initi-
ated when thesignal from the servingcell falls below that of another
cell by a margin set by a hysteresis parameter. This margin may be
erodedby the trackingerror, potentially leading to repeated unwanted
handoffs (ping-ponging); near the outer edge of the cell—the unexpected
change in level between channels caused by tracking error could also
lead to a droppedcall.

Squint arises from mechanicalor electrical asymmetry in one or both
arrays (+45°) relative to the mechanical and electrical azimuth axis of
the array. A patch element fed from one edgeis not a perfectly balanced
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device and suffers a tendencyto squint in its E-plane. In a slant-polar
array, this is in the 45° diagonal plane because of the orientation of
the elements. In a vertical array, it has the rather unexpected effect
of creating an azimuth squint that becomes larger as the beamtilt is
increased—an example of the coupling of parameters between planes
seen in these arrays. The squint is usually frequency dependent and so
is most troublesome whenthe patch is used in wideband arrays; it can
be rectified by using a balanced feed system for the patch, either by
driving it in antiphase from opposite edgesor by exciting the radiating
patch from a balanced structure below it.

In order to recognize the practical limitations ofarray design, as well
as reflecting the significance of potential coverage and handoff defects,
the permitted trackingerroris usually specified separately between and
beyond the nominal —3-dB points of the azimuth pattern. There is prob-
ably no need for the related contributory parameters to be separately
specified—although theyoften are.

The elevation radiation patterns in each polarization should match
as closely as possible, and becauseof the high rate of changeof signal
level with elevation angle below the main beam,the beam tilts should
remain equal across the operating frequency band.

Cross-Polar Discrimination Most dual-polar antenna systemsare required
to have a high degree of cross-polar discrimination (XPD) so each port
receives signals only with the designated polarization. It can be shown
that the XPD neededto provide effective polarization diversity is not
large; this is fortunate because achieving a constant polarization angle
over a wide range of azimuth bearings is not easy. A diagonal patch or
crossed dipole hasa polarization angle of 45° in the boresight direction,
but as the angle off boresight increases the polarization angle tends
towards 90° (vertical) simply because of the geometrical arrangement.
The XPDin the boresightdirection is typically around 23 dB, whereasat
the edgesofa 120° sectorit is likely to fall to around 10 dB. The practi-
cal result of this is a progressive fall in diversity gain as a distant MS
movesoff the array axis. To some extent, this behavior matchesthat of
a pair of spatial-diversity antennas where the lateral antenna spacing
falls with the cosine of the angle from boresight.

The incoming signal from an MSgenerally has elliptical polariza-
tion with an arbitrary axial ratio and polar angle. Because ofthis, the
diversity behavior of a BS antenna depends on the orthogonality of the
polarization responsesofthe two receiving arrays rather than the scalar
XPD; the computation of orthogonality requires the measurement of
the complex radiation patterns of both arrays for Ey and Ey, i.e., when
the antenna is separately illuminated by plane-polarized signals with
vertical and horizontal polarization.
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Cross-PolarIsolation (Interport Isolation) We noted previously that with
a spatial-diversity antenna system, both antennas are commonly used
for the downlink, with half the transmitters connected to each antenna
through a hybrid/filter network.In this configuration, there is at least 30
dBisolation between the transmitting antennassothis figure was(andstill
is) used in the specification of the required intermodulation performance
of BS transmitters—unfortunately, achieving 30 dB isolation between
the two input ports of a dual-polar antenna is not so easy. Dual-polar
antennas usually comprise arrays of dual-polar patches, crossed dipoles,
or square dipole arrays, and significant coupling exists between the +45°
elementofone tier and the —45° elementsofthe adjacent tiers—another
outcome of arraying the elements along their diagonal direction. To avoid
the radiation of intermodulation products generated by the PA stage of
the transmitters, it is necessary to exceed 30-dB isolation, at least when
measured between the transmitter ends of an antenna feed system.

Dual-polar BS antennas provide an exampleofthe fact that the cross-
polar isolation (XPI) of a dual-polar antennais, in general, not related
to its boresight XPD.

2.3 The Design of a Practical
Base Station Antenna

Engineers unfamiliar with wideband radiating element design should
consult the chapters of this book that describe the basic principles of
manyof the designs mentioned next.

2.3.1 Methods of Construction

Thefirst decision in the design of a base station antennais the type of
construction to be used for both the radiating elements and the feed
system. Both may be created using printed circuit techniques or using
coaxial cables and fabricated radiating elements. The choice between
these methods and various hybrid methodsis largely a matter of cost.
The optimum design will depend strongly on the cost of labor and mate-
rials in the location where manufacture and assembly will take place;
wherelabor is inexpensive a more labor-intensive construction will cost
less than a form of minimized labor-input construction—for example,
an all-printed circuit design that may haverelatively high material and
processingcosts. There is no optimum design for all occasions. These eco-
nomic considerations are outside the usual remit of the antenna design
engineer, but they will strongly influence the choice ofthe most economic
engineering design for a particular company or manufacturing unit.

2.3.1.1 Radiating Elements There are manydesignsfor the radiating
elements of base station antennas andthe discussion hereis limited to
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a brief summaryofpossible classes of design. Radiating element design
has responded to the increasing demandfor operation over ever wider
bandwidths, but in addition to meeting a stringent electrical specifica-
tion, a successful design must also be capable of low-cost, high-volume
production with consistent electrical performance.

The most commonly used formsofvertically polarized radiating ele-
mentsare variants of the basic designs shown in Figure 2.3. To provide
adequate bandwidth, patch elements (Figure 2.4a) usually take the
form of stacked patches in which an upperparasitic radiator is excited
by a fed patch lying below it.° A stacked patch of this format is easy
to integrate into a printed-circuit feed network (corporate feed), so the
antenna comprises a printed circuit board (PCB) with the parasitic
patches attachedto it, typically with push-in plastic spacers.

The reflecting plane behind dipole elements maybeflat, curved, bent,
or have up-standing flanges along its longitudinal edges. Optimizing
the spacing of the element from thereflector, together with the reflec-
tor profile, is an important means by which the azimuth beamwidth
may be controlled over extended frequency bands. Dipoles are balanced
structures and must be driven through some form of balun, the most
common formsfor BS antennas being the Pawsey stub andits printed-
circuit derivative the Roberts balun, sometimescalled the hairpin balun
(Figure 2.4).

Microstrip feed networks can be etched on a low-loss laminate with
a groundplaneon the opposite face, but the cost of suitable materials is
high, especially for large low-band antennas.Alternative constructions

jy
@ @ @

—ee eZ eT
Figure 2.3 Typical designsfor a vertically polarized radi-
ating element. Thereflecting plane behind the elements
maybe flat, curved, bent, or have up-standing flanges
along its longitudinal edges. Optimization of the spac-
ing of the element from thereflector, together with the
reflector profile, is an important means by which the
azimuth beamwidth may be controlled over extended
frequency bands.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4 Pawsey stub (a) and Roberts (hairpin) balun (6)

makeuse of stampedor laser-cut sheet metal conductors or conductors
etched on thin low-cost material with the feed system supported on
spacersso the effective dielectric is air (Figure 2.5). As a further varia-
tion, some constructions usea layerofrigid or semi-rigid foam material
to support the transmission line plane above ground.

  

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.5 Microstrip line configurations: (a) line etched on the same
substrate as the groundplane,(b) fabricated air-spacedline, (c) conductor
etched on thin suspended low-cost laminate, and (d) line layer separated
from ground by low-loss foam

Dual-polar antennas generally use one of three formats of radiating
element shown in Figure 2.6, each derived from those just described.

Simple patch elements generally have insufficient bandwidth,
although a patch with air below it and sufficiently elevated over ground
may approach whatis needed for some applications. The bandwidth can
be increased by stacking parasitically excited patches above the driven
patch or by driving a single patch via a capacitively coupled probe.’

A stacked patch element comprises a lower driven patch, often inte-
grated with a microstrip feed network, with one or more parasitic patches
suspendedinaparallel plane.® It may be designed using either square
or circular driven and parasitic patches, which can sometimes be mixed
(for example, a round fed patch with a square parasite). In the simplest
configuration, the fed patch is excited in two positions mutually at right
angles (Figure 2.6a), but over a large bandwidth the tendencyof this
configuration to squint can cause problems for the whole array. This
tendencyis corrected if for each polarization the lower patch is fed at
two opposite points with balanced antiphase voltages, but the configura-
tion is topologically difficult to realize in microstrip format because the
feed lines cross one another. Placing the patch in an environmentthat
is itself electrically symmetrical improves mattersif the surroundings
support the wanted balanced mode but not the unwanted unbalanced
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Figure 2.6 Dual-polar radiating elements: (a) patch,
(6) crossed dipole, and (c) square dipole array

mode. A parasitic patch or a ring radiator can be excited by a structure
similar to a crossed dipole, creating a hybrid system.”

The natural azimuth beamwidth of a dual-polar stacked patch is
around 72°, but it can be reduced to 60° by shaping the reflector in
whichit is placed, for example, by bendingup its edges. The beamwidth
can also be increased by placing dielectric under the parasite, reducing
the distance between its radiating edges, but this tends to reduce its
impedance bandwidth.

Crossed-dipole elements (Figure 2.66) are used in many designs; when
spaced a quarter wavelength above a reflector, they provide an azimuth
beamwidth of around 90°. To provide stable impedance and pattern
characteristics over wide bandwidths, the individual elements may take
forms approximating bowtie dipoles, pairs of corner-driven squares,
or pairs of rings. The radiating elements may be constructed using
printed circuits, metal castings, or electroplated plastic injection mold-
ings. Crossed dipoles are usually mounted on Pawsey stub or Roberts
baluns, which, as well as supporting the dipoles 1/4 above the reflect-
ing plane, provide both a high balance ratio and effective impedance
compensation over the necessary extended bandwidths. Parameters
available for optimization include the length, width, and flare angle of
the dipoles and their distance abovethereflector. In somedesigns, the
limbs of the dipoles are bent into a V-shape, sloping backward toward
the ground plane (Figure 2.7). Further parameters are the Z, of the
balanced and unbalanced transmission lines of the balun. The effective

shunt capacitance between the inner dipole terminals is an important
impedance optimization parameter becauseit interacts with the shunt
inductance of the parallel-line stub intrinsic in the balun.
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Figure 2.7 Crossed-dipole element pressed and
bent from sheet metal with an air-spaced microstrip
feed (Photo courtesy ofAndrew Corporation)

A Roberts balun provides additional optimization parameters com-
pared with a Pawsey stub because varying the Z, of the microstrip line
at any point is easy, and the open-circuit 4/4 line on the unfed side of
the balun provides additional impedance compensation. It is possible
to arrangefor the point at which the feed crosses from one balunleg to
the other to be at different heights above the groundplane for the two
membersofthe crossed pair and somevery simple and elegant designs
have been created in this way.”’

Asquare dipole array, as shown in Figure 2.6c, provides a further option
for a dual slant-polar array with 65° azimuth beamwidth. The radiating
currents in the dipoles on the opposite sides ofthe square are in phase, one
pair providing +45° andthe other —45° polarization. The individual dipoles
can be designed using any of the techniques described previously.

Log-periodic dipole antennas (LPDAs) are sometimes used as array
elements. These canbe placed with slightly wider interelement spacing
than dipoles because the radiation pattern of individual LPDAs has
low sidelobes nearthe vertical axis of the array—the direction in which
gratinglobesfirst appear as the element spacingis increased. In a long
array (say 84 or more), there is no significant gain advantage relative
to the use of other element forms, although some examples have been
produced that have very high F/b ratios. Although individual LPDAs
may have wide bandwidths, they are not easy to use effectively in long
arrays for applications requiring a bandwidth such as might be needed
to cover both low-band and high-band frequencies. Dual-polar LPDAs
are bulky, all their dimensions being a substantial fraction of a wave-
length at the lowest operating frequency, and the adventofpolarization
diversity has reducedthe use of this element form.
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2.3.1.2 General Aspects of Radiating Element Design The achievement
of a well-controlled elevation pattern, stable with frequency, depends
on the quality of the impedance matchofindividual radiating elements.
Individual tiers should have a VSWRless than about 1.2:1 across the

bandof interest. This is a stringent requirement, but unless it is met,
errors in the nominal radiating currents in eachtier, created by the effect
of mismatch at the power dividers in the feed network, will seriously
prejudice elevation pattern performance. The reasonfor this is illus-
trated in Figure 2.8. If two mismatchedloads are connected to a simple
branched powerdivider, then so long as the lengths of transmission line
connecting thejunction to the loads are equal, the impedances presented
at the output ports of the divider will be equal (though mismatched) and
equal currents will flow in the loads. Assuming the divider has been well
designed, its input VSWRwill tend to about the same value asthat of
the elements. However, if the loads are connected by unequal lengths
of line, then the impedanceplots of the two elements will have rotated
round the center of the Smith Chart by different amounts, depending
on the electrical distances between the loads and the junction. At the
junction, the unequal impedances will cause unequal currents to flow
in the two output branches; these will differ from the design values in
both amplitude and phase. As the frequency changes, the ratio of the
complex load currents will change, so if the load mismatch is large the
powerdivision ratio will be strongly dependent on frequency. The same
arguments apply to dividers with any numberofbranches.

oyZ1=Z2#Zp Ry) L, Ye/ Zo = 2142p
 

 
Input

Figure 2.8 Illustration of the reason for the error in power division that
occurs if the load impedanceis poorly matched
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Avoiding these effects requires close impedance matching of individ-
ual tiers of elements over the whole frequency band.Fora lineararray,
the azimuth beamwidth and its stability with frequency, the control
of squint, and azimuth tracking behavior are all directly determined
by the design of the radiating elements. These are all major factors in
determining their design, and they are often overlooked in proposals
for new broadband element configurations by engineers who have not
encounteredthe practical aspects of BS array design.

Cross-polar discrimination (XPD) is the ratio of the output of an
antenna to an incoming signal with its nominal polarization relative
to its response to the orthogonal polarization. In the case of +45° slant
linear polarization, we can easily see that for a simple array such as just
described, there is an intrinsic problem in maintaining a high XPD over
a wide azimuthsector. Ifwe consideran array of dipoles oriented at 45°
to the horizontal and placed in front ofa vertical reflecting plane, then, in
the boresight direction, the polarization will conform with the required
45° plane (although the asymmetry caused by a narrow reflector will
limit the XPD). However, as an observer moves away from the array
axis, the angle between the plane of polarization and the horizontal
gradually increases until at 90° from boresight the planeofpolarization
is vertical. Unless we design some moreelaborate radiating structure,
the XPD for signals with +45° linear polarization will alwaysfall close
to 0 dB at +90°. A practical antenna will have an XPD exceeding 20 dB
on boresight, falling to around 10 dB at the —3dB pointsofthe azimuth
pattern. Because the incoming polarization of the real signal is an arbi-
trary ellipse that changes in axial ratio and polarization angle as the
source mobile moves through the environment, the precise polarization
ofthe receiving antennain a particular direction is not really important;
what matters is the orthogonality of the polarization responses of the
two sets of elements. Orthogonality may be computed from the complex
radiation patternsof the two arraysas follows”:

P EDspy2pagy + ElggE2.45|
Prox (E\jggpEViggy + ELiggpEVspy VE 2capp EDapy + E2spyEDsoy

where El 450 is the +45° field component from Port 1; £2 ,,,. is the
+45° field component from Port 2; #1 _,4;. is the —45° field component
from Port 1; E2 _45: is the —45° field component from Port 2; and E”is
the complex conjugate ofE.

Manyarrays are designed to operate over 824-960 MHz(a total band-
width of 15.3%) or 1710-2170 MHz (24%), and over these bands they
must maintain closely constant azimuth patterns, impedance, and cross-
polar isolation.
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Antennaconstructions employing coaxial cables for the feed network
generally use cables with solder-flooded copper wire braid. Cablesofthis
type are easy to bend; they stay in place once formed; and they have
much lower PIM than cables with conventional wire braid. Somecable-

fed array designs make use of printed-circuit power dividers; others
are all-cable designs, using cablesofdifferent characteristic impedance,
sometimes connected in parallel, to form impedance transformingsec-
tions. The electrical design of feed networksis discussed below.

In general, the construction methodsfor the radiating elements and
the feed system should be chosen together; particular care must be
taken with the interface between them in termsofmechanicalintegrity,
impedance matching, the generation of PIMs, and cost. This interface is
often between copper or copperalloys (in the feed network) and alumi-
num alloy (for the radiating elements). A direct joint between these has
a high galvanic contact potential and will rapidly corrode in a warm,
humid atmosphere.The availability of reliable low-cost tin plating on
aluminum hasprovidedone popularsolution, allowing coaxial cables to
be soft-soldered directly to aluminum alloy dipoles or patches.

For azimuth beamwidths narrower than about 55°, a tier is often
constructed using two radiators. As their lateral spacing is increased to
reduce the beamwidth,the level of azimuth sidelobes rises. The achieve-
ment of low sidelobes with a 30° beamwidthis difficult and solutions

exist in which three elements are used, with their lateral spacing and
relative currents chosen to provide a clean azimuth beam.

2.3.2 Array Design

Having chosen the type of radiating elements and feedlines to be used,
the next task is the design of the array.

2.3.3 Dimensioning the Array

The gain of a BS antennais typically many times larger than can be
provided by a single radiating element, and it is necessary to array a
number of elements to achieve the required gain and pattern charac-
teristics. If the array were uniform andlossless, its directivity would
depend only on the azimuth pattern of the elements, the electrical
length of the array, and the numberof elements usedto fill it. In order
to minimize cost, we wish to use the minimum necessary number of
elements, so we must understand howthe vertical spacing between the
elements affects array performance. Note that, at this stage, we refer
to directivity because wehave not yet investigated the inevitable losses
within the array that will reduce its gain.

A typical relationship between array directivity and element spacing
is shown in Figure 2.9, which relates to a uniform broadside array of
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Figure 2.9 Directivity of a broadside array of short dipoles as a function of element spac-
ing, normalized to that of a single element

short dipoles. Directivity increases to a maximum whenthespacing is
around one wavelength.At a spacing of one wavelength the signals from
each element add in phase in three directions: the broadside direction,
where we want the main beam, and also along the array axis in both
directions. As the spacing exceeds one wavelength, the directions of
thesegrating lobes of the array factor move away from the axis, causing
the array sidelobe level to increase at a rate determined by the eleva-
tion pattern of a single tier. The main beam continues to shrink with
increasing spacing but progressively more energy is lost into the grating
lobes. To maximize the array directivity over a specified bandwidth, we
could choose a spacing that provides equal directivity at the upper- and
lower- band edges, but if we add electrical tilt to move the main beam
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downward, the upper grating lobe will grow in amplitude and the loss
of directivity caused by overspacing will increase. We must, therefore,
choose the element spacing after computing the directivity/frequency
relationship with the maximum requiredelectricaltilt applied. The rate
at which the grating lobes grow as the spacing exceeds 1/4 depends on
the elevation pattern ofthe individual elements—thosewith significant
radiation close to the array axis must be spaced closer than elements
with low radiation in this direction.

To optimize both the technical and the economic parametersof array
design, establishing a gain budgetis helpful (Table 2.2). Begin with an
estimate of the number of elements needed (n) and repeat the process
for a different numberif the calculated net gain is unsatisfactory.

TABLE 2.2 Gain Budget

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Reference
(see below) Parameter dB

a Directivity of a uniform array of n omnidirectional elements
at the chosen spacing

b Reduction in directivity at band edges
c Beam shaping loss

d Allowance for imperfect current distribution
e Max/mean powerratio of the azimuth pattern
f Directivity of the array
g Loss in radiating elements
h Attenuation in feed network

i Attenuation of cable from connector to primary power
divider

j Radomeloss
k Net gain

a. This value is obtained by integration of the elevation pattern of a
collinear array of the chosen radiating elements. For a vertically
polarized array an approximation may be madeby usingthepat-
terns for an array of short vertical dipoles, but for slant-polarized
arrays this approximation may lead to underestimation of the grat-
ing lobes and a consequent overestimation of the directivity of the
real array. The elevation pattern maximum of individual tiers must
lie in the horizontal plane. Although the beamtilt of the array will
be determined by the arrayfactor, if the individualtiersfire slightly
upward, the maximumtotal directivity will be reduced, especially
for arrays with a large electrical downtilt. A slight downwardtilt is
more acceptable because the element pattern and the array factor
are likely to be tilted in the samedirection.
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Becausetheelectrical length of the array increases with frequency, it
is often assumed that the elevation-plane directivity of the antenna
will also increase with frequency. However, the directivity/frequency
relationship is determined by the chosen spacing. The usual specifi-
cation requirementis to achieve the largest possible minimum direc-
tivity across the required frequency band. This leadsto the choice of
the largest acceptable inter-tier spacing consistent with acceptable
grating lobes, so the directivity mayfall with frequency at the upper
band edge. Errors in element currents will tend to be higher at band
edges than at band center, and the attenuation of the feed system
will increase with rising frequency. To ensure that all these effects
are understood and taken into account in the array design, the gain
budget should be established for the band-edge frequencies as well
as for the center frequency (see also item e).

A typical array specification will require the first null below the
horizon to befilled to at least -18 dB and the twosidelobes above

the main beam suppressedto at least —20 dB relative to the main
beam. This will result in a beam shaping loss of about 0.3 dB.

. This factor accounts for the difference between the intended radiat-

ing currents, used in the computation of directivity, and those real-
ized in practice. This difference may be as small as 0.2 dB, but is
often larger, especially at the band edges.

The max/mean ratio of the azimuth pattern can most easily be
understood by considering an idealized pattern in which the antenna
uniformly illuminates a 90° azimuth quadrant. Compared with the
power necessary to provide a given field strength over a complete
360°, the quadrant antenna will require only one quarterofthe input
power. Theratio ofthe area of the whole circle to that of the quadrant
pattern is 4. In a general case,ifwe plot the azimuth pattern in terms
of relativefield, the powerin each direction is proportionalto the E”
(i.e., the radius squared) and the area inside the curveis the integral
of r’ over 360°. For any azimuth pattern plotted onarelativefield
scale, the numerical value of the max/mean powerratio is the ratio
of the area of the outer circle (Z = 1) to that of the azimuth pattern
plotted within it. This relationship is true for any numberof tiers
in the array, and we can obtain its total directivity by multiplying
the (numerical) directivities in the azimuth and elevation planes,
calculated separately. Any tendency for the azimuth beamwidth to vary
with frequency will cause a change in max /mean ratio that will in turn
impact the gain/frequency behavior of the array. The highest array
gain will be obtained if the azimuth beamwidth is kept close to the
specified minimum value atall frequencies in the operating band.
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This net directivity of the array is the upperlimit to the gain that we
can achieve, even if the antenna were lossless (f= a —b —c —d +e).

Losses are inevitable, and will tend to be higher for elements and
feed structures etched on low-cost PCB substrates, whereas fabricated
metal designs generally have low losses. Unfortunately the estima-
tion of losses by many simulation programs is not accurate and is
often optimistic. Elementefficiency can be measured by comparing the
input power with the integral of the radiated power measuredover a
sphere in an anechoic chamber. As we haveseen, the input VSWR of
individual elements should be kept below 1.2:1 for other reasons; at
this level the reflection loss is only 1% (0.04 dB) and can be ignored.

. For an antenna with length 84 or more, the attenuation of the feed
system is considerable, especially in the high band, and the need to
control it determines the diameters and typesof coaxial cables, and
the dimensions and materials of microstrip lines. Losses also cause
heating of the feed system of transmitting antennas and limit their
maximum powerrating, so in a mobile base station antenna both
attenuation and heating effects must be considered. Requirements
for elevation pattern shaping and the need to control currents to
avoid excess shaping loss mean that the feed system must havepre-
dictable and repeatable phase characteristics. Because feed networks
are usually deployed in a very limited space, cables are formed on
assembly with bend radii often close to their permitted minimum
limit. Despite this they must accurately maintain their phase lengths;
for this reason, cables with solder-dipped braid have become popular
because they are reasonably flexible and retain their position and
electrical properties after bending. An array design with excessive
internal loss will be suboptimal in several ways:for a given gain,it
will be longer than it needsto be; it will have a narrowerelevation
beamwidth than would normally be associated with an antenna of
the specified gain; and it will have a larger visual profile, a higher
windload, and highercost.

Tower-mounted antennascan befitted with an external connector at

the rear midpoint of the antenna, so the internal cables extend only
from the midpointto the upper and lower endsofthe array. Antennas to
be pole-mounted are usually fitted with bottom-mounted external con-
nectors, so internal cables must extend from the bottom ofthe antenna
to the midpoint and from there to the endsofthe array. This arrange-
ment produceshigher internallosses, especially on high band.

A radomecausesboth reflection and absorption of energy radiated
by the antenna elements. The extent of these effects depends on the
dielectric constant, dielectric loss factor, and thickness of the radome.
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Materials used successfully have included glass-reinforced plastic
(grp/fiberglass), polystyrene, ABS, ASA, and UPVC. For outdoor
installation, the material must be stabilized against ultraviolet
deterioration. In the case of grp, the resin used must be chosen with
care. A typical resin absorbs a sufficient amount of water to change
its permittivity between a dried-out condition under prolonged hot
sunshine and equilibrium water content in wet weather. In an experi-
ment by the author, a pultruded polyester resin grp radome 1.2-m
long released a wineglass-full of water (125 g) after being dried out
following a 24-hour period of exposure to water on its external sur-
faces. The result of water absorption was a substantial increase in
the input VSWRofthe antenna.

There are two contributions to the loss caused by a radome. Loss
caused by wave propagation through the thickness of the radome is
inevitable, but close placement of the radome to the radiating ele-
ments results in further loss caused by stored-energy fields, local to
the element, intersecting the radome.

k. The net gain is equalto the directivity of the array (f) minus the sum
of all losses (g +h +i+,).

2.3.3.1 Elevation Pattern Shaping Because the userspecification relates
only to the amplitude and not the phase of the signal radiated atdif-
ferent elevation angles, there is no unique set of complex currents that
will deliver the specified performance. The antenna designer can choose
to constrain a numberofvariables in orderto arrive at a solution that

meets the requirements of particular construction methods. A general
solution will require both the amplitudes and phasesof the radiating
currents to be different for each element in the array. Amongothers,
there are classes of solution for which the element currents are equal
in magnitude and vary only in phase, solutions in which pairs of adja-
cent elements have equal complex currents, and solutions in which the
required powerdividers have a limited numberof simple ratios, suitable
for construction from coaxial cables.

3.3.3.2 Mutuallmpedance A current flowing in one element of an array
induces currents in other elements, particularly in the adjacent ele-
ments. The feed impedanceof each elementis a function of the current
that it carries itself and also of the currents in its neighbors. To take a
typical example of the third element in a long array:

L L I I

Zs = 7, 213 +745 + Zog +74 +725 pees
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If the currents in elements 2 and 4 are muchlarger in magnitude than
that in element 3, the input impedance of element 3 may be substan-
tially changed even if the mutual impedanceis itself relatively small.
If we use ordinary branched power dividers, the change in Z; and the
corresponding but different changes in other element input impedances
will result in an uncertainty in the valueofJ; relative to other element
currents. Worse, as the frequency changes the mutual impedances will
change, particularly in phase, causing the error in the relative magni-
tude and phaseofJ; to be frequency dependent. Otherarray excitations
to be avoidedinclude those with large amplitude tapers across the array,
causing excessive broadening of the main beam with consequential loss
in directivity. We mustalso avoid any excitation function for which the
specified pattern characteristics are very sensitive to the achievement
of exact current values.

A wide range of strategies for pattern synthesis are described in the
literature, the cited references”* being only a small sample.It is pos-
sible to write computer programsusing iterative optimization routines
andgenetic algorithms, the main problem with their use beingto specify
the constraints described above and to appropriately weight the differ-
ent featuresofthe solution. Solutions can be tested by applying a Monte
Carlo analysis; after, say, 1,000 trials using different sets of random
errors, it is possible to list the numberoftrials that failed because of
inadequate directivity, poor sidelobe suppression, inadequate null fill,
or any other selected parameter. The use of this method allows a robust
solution to be selected from a numberofpossible candidates and devel-
ops a good understandingofthe needto control errors in the excitation
of a practical array.

For manyyearsthe author has used a simple computer-based synthe-
sis technique developed by his formercolleague Jun Xiang, which makes
use of the superposition of patterns created by superposed excitation
functions. In the case of a base station array, we need an asymmetric
elevation pattern with adjustments madeonlyto thefirst lower null
and typically three uppersidelobes, so a uniform distribution serves us
well as a starting point.

For the purpose of pattern synthesis, we are interested in the region
of the pattern within about 20° of the broadsidedirection, so for ele-
ments with limited directivity in the elevation plane (such as dipoles or
patches), we can concentrate on the array factor rather than working
with the complete elevation pattern.

Ifwe excite the array uniformly, the resulting array factoris a function
of the form & = sin(nx)/nsin(x), as shown in Figure 2.10. If all currents
are cophased, the maximum of this function will be in the broadside
direction, but we can apply a linear phaseshift across the aperture after
the synthesis is complete to move the maximum to the desired angle.
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Figure 2.10 Form ofthe radiation pattern of a uniformly excited broadside array;
the horizontal scale depends ontheelectrical length of the array.

Close-in sidelobes are spaced about one beamwidth apart, but the spac-
ing increases for lobes farther from the broadside direction.

For ease of understanding, the phase reference point in the following
discussion is taken to be the centerof the array.

1. We begin with a uniform, cophasedexcitation ofthe array, producing
a pattern of the form shown in Figure 2.10.

2. In orderto fill the first null below the horizon, we establish a second
excitation of the array, in phase quadrature with thefirst, with uni-
form amplitude but with a linear phase shift applied such that the
maximum is shifted to the angle of the null we wishto fill. The
amplitude of this second excitation is determined by the extent to
which the null is to be filled.

3. We apply a third excitation with its maximum directed to the angle
of the first upper sidelobe, in phase with the primary excitation and
with a magnitude equal to the required reduction in the sidelobe (the
first sidelobe of the primary excitation is in antiphase to the main
lobe, so applying an in-phase excitation will reduce its magnitude).

4. Inthe same way, we apply a fourth excitation with its beam maximum
directed to the angle of the second uppersidelobe, but in antiphase
with the primaryexcitation (the second sidelobe being in phase with
the main lobe of the primary excitation).

5. Some iteration may be needed becausethe sidelobes of the subsidiary
excitations will create small errors in the levels of the null and sup-
pressed sidelobes. Ifwe wishto fill more nulls or suppress more side
lobes, we can apply further excitations, but as additional shapingis
applied, the directivity of the array may be expectedto fall.
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At the end of this procedure the currents in each element are given
by the vector sum of the currents associated with each excitation that
we have applied. To allow for inaccuracy in the practical achievement
of the desired current, a margin should be left between the calculated
values of nulls and sidelobes and those specified—a margin of 3 dB
should generally be adequate. After a suitable array excitation has been
produced, it may be modified to suit various practical constraints.It is
often convenient to feed adjacent elements with currents of the same
amplitude, so for every element pair the meanofthe calculated currents
can be applied to both. After checking the computed pattern following
any adjustments, the requiredelectrical tilt can be arranged by applying
a linear phase shift across the array.

To provide a fixed electrical beamtilt as a function of frequency, we
must delay the currents in lower elementsby a fixed time rather than
a fixed phase, as our objectiveis to tilt the phase-front of the radiated
signal away from the normal to the array; the phase angle associated
with this delay is directly proportional to frequency. This characteristic
is provided by different lengths of transmission line rather than by
fixed phaseshifters. Ifwe compute the cable length differences required
at one frequency(typically we do this at midband), the electrical beam-
tilt will, in principle, remain constant over the whole band. Errors in
the element currents can be regarded as random in phase and with a
circular error probable (CEP)—the median length of the error vector
of, say, 0.5 dB; the CEP can be increased and a Monte Carlo analysis
rerun until a significant numberof specification infringements occur.
This exercise will indicate the precision that must be achieved in the
practical control of the element currents. As an example ofwhat can be
achieved, Figure 2.11 shows the superimposed measured elevation pat-
ternsof a batch of ten 12-element antennas. The degree of consistency
of the result is very good above —25 dB.

A wide variety of computer-based tools is used for network coverage
planning, and unfortunately many of these have adopted inconsistent
conventions regarding the format of the input radiation pattern data.
Most antenna manufacturers provide radiation pattern data files on
their websites and make them freely available in a selection of the more
common commercial program formats.

2.3.3.3 Input Impedance The usualspecification for the VSWR at the
inputofa base station antennais 1.4:1 or 1.5:1. As well as regarding the
antennaas a single unit with an input VSWRspecification, we need to
considerit as a complex assembly ofradiating elements, power dividers,
and interconnecting transmission lines, and must consider the control
of impedance matching at each stage between the radiating elements
and the array input. When designing the intermediate components,
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Beamitilt(
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Elevation patterns measured on a batch of 124 antennas

Figure 2.11 Superposition of ten elevation patterns measured at 1800 MHz (Courtesy
Jaybeam Wireless)

we will then have a clear understandingofthe impedancespecification
to be met by each one. Because the antenna will operate over a wide
frequencyband,it is likely that the individualreflections from separate
components will add together unfavorably at some frequencies. This
is particularly likely for an antenna with 0° electrical tilt, especially
if minimal pattern shaping has been applied, because in this case the
reflections from various componentsofthe array, like the radiating cur-
rents, will be close to being in phase.

An 8-elementarray is typically constructed as shown in Figure 2.12,
where each element is connected through three levels of powerdivider.
Here, the element may have a maximum VSWRof 1.2:1, whereas that
of each of the three power dividers should be not greater than about
1.06:1. Considering the large bandwidths involved, these are stringent
targets, but their achievementwill help control elevation pattern and
gain across the operating frequency band(s).

2.3.3.4 Cross-Polar Isolation For the reasons explained in 2.2.1.8,
the cross-polar isolation for a complete dual-polar array is specified
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Figure 2.12 Typical feed system for an 8-element array
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as >30 dB. The target isolation for an individual tier should be at least
this, or perhaps >33 dB, but even if perfect isolation is obtained for a
single tier, the mutual impedances between tiers will generally reduce
this to around 26 dB,especially for small values ofbeamtilt. The required
isolation can be restored by introducing some intentional compensating
coupling. Whenconsidering the XPI ofa single elementpair, coupling may
occur because of lack of symmetry in the elementor in its environment
in the array. A dipole square configuration (Figure 2.6) is symmetrical if
the individual dipoles are driven througheffective baluns, but a crossed
dipole always has some degree ofasymmetry caused by the feed method at
its center. A squareor circular patch or stacked patch is asymmetric unless
two balanced feed points are provided in each polarization plane.

Figure 2.13 shows two mechanismsthat cause cross-polar coupling
in a simple linear array of crossed +45° elements. Element 2R (solid)
is isolated from element 2L, but it couples to elements 1L and 3L. The
currents induced in the reflector surface flow in a diagonal direction
parallel with the elements, but at the edge of the reflector currents
induced by both +45° elements can only flow parallel with the edge,
causing coupling between 2R and 2L.

The mechanismsofelement-pair coupling, coupling via edge currents,
and intertier coupling all have different path lengths associated with
the coupled energy, so they cannot all be compensated in the same way.
Coupling between the element pair may best be compensated by some
corresponding asymmetry on or near the elements; coupling caused by
currents along the reflector edges may require compensation by per-
turbingthefields at the edges ofthe reflector, whereas intertier coupling
may require compensating coupling between selected adjacent tiers. An
effort to offset these separate coupling mechanisms by a single means
of compensationis likely to lead to a solution that works well over part
of the bandbutfails elsewhere. Thebest tactic is to separate the effects,
using simulation and experiment, and compensate each mechanism at
source.

Reflector edge
Bo>» ,

 
Yee> \

Elements #1 Left #2 Right, #2 Left #8 Left

Figure 2.13 Intrinsic cross-polar coupling mechanism
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With no steps taken to enhancetheisolation, a typical achieved result
is of the order of 26 dB for an antenna with a 2° beamtilt and typical
beam-shaping, but is lower for an antennawith 0°tilt. The achievement
of an isolation of 30 dB or more usually requires additional polarization
compensation.

The simplest way to minimize both the unwanted coupling between
alternate cross-polarized elements and the asymmetry of the array envi-
ronmentis to place each radiating element in the centerof a cavity.”
This cavity has a side length of a little less than a wavelength, deter-
mined by the interelement spacing chosen as described in 2.3.3. Its
depth must be sufficient to create the required environmental symme-
try, but may also be determined by the target front-to-back ratio (F/b),
deeper cavities generally providing higher values. The depth necessary
to provide an enhanced F/b ratio usually ensures that the intertier
coupling is much reduced and an optimally dimensioned cavity can also
reduce the variability of the azimuth beamwidth with frequency.

2.3.4 Multiband and Wideband Arrays

In many countries, an operator commonly has access to two frequency
bands for GSM services and an additional bandfor 3G services. To mini-

mize the costs of antenna systems and towerspace rental, as well as to
respond to public pressure for less obtrusive antenna systems, operators
may use antennas providingservice on several frequency bands. Thedif-
ferent histories and current environments of operators have created a
variety ofrequirements for these antennas,so there is a correspondingly
widevariety of specifications and solutions. Replacing existing single-
band antennas with new multiband antennasis always challenging,
because the quality ofcurrent network coverage must be maintained. Any
compromisesin performance must be made onthe added frequency band,
so as a consequencealternative solutions exist for networks approaching
dual-band operation from different directions.

In general, low-band GSM operators have added high-band coverage to
create additional capacity in dense networks. The useoffrequency bands
is transparentto users, all ofwhom now have multiband handsets, and it
is not of primary importancethat the high-band coverage is contiguous
as long as sufficient total capacity is available at any location. Dual-band
antennasare attractive for this purpose because they allow extra network
capacity to be added without additional antennas, avoiding requirements
for added windload and increased visual profile. The advent of remote
electrical tilt (RET) has allowed independentcontrol of the beamtilt on
each band, greatly addingto the functionality of these antennas.

Where permitted by spectrum availability, many networksthat pre-
viously had only high-band GSM frequency allocations have added
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low-band capabilities to enhance their coverage, especially in rural
areas. This usually required additional large antennas, but where
adequate existing high-band coverage existed, the use of dual-band
antennas was not necessary.

The advent of 3G UMTSservices added further antenna require-
ments, and again the optimum solutions depended on what systems
and services each network already provided. The preferred network
engineering solution is that independent antennasare provided for each
band, becausethis facilitates easy independent optimization, upgrade,
and maintenance, but practical constraints have driven the creation
of a variety of hybrid solutions. These range from completely separate
antennas with independent tower-mounted amplifiers (TMAs) and sep-
arate feeder systems, to integrated antennas with common TMAsand
single feeder systems to the equipmentcubicle. Most solutionsfall into
one of the following categories.

2.3.4.1. Independent Antennas Mounted Side-by-Side Under a Single
Radome These antennas have many arrangements. They generally
comprise two arrays of the same overall physical length and are typi-
cally comprised of one of the following combinations:

Array 1 Array 2
a ‘850 and/or 900 MHz 1800 and/or 1900 MHz

b 1800 and/or 1900 MHz 1900-2170 MHz (UMTS)

c 1700-2170 MHz 1700-2170 MHz

Although both arrays generally have the same physical length, they
may have different azimuth beamwidthsandpolarizations. If equipped
with RET facilities, they can also have independentfixed or variable
electrical elevation beamtilt. The only constraint on design is that the
two arrays have a commonphysical azimuth pointing direction—though
that constraint is being addressed by the introduction of azimuth beam-
width control and beam-steering as described in 2.3.9. Example a is
typical of antennas used by a GSM network addingextra coverage on an
alternative frequency band. Example b would suit a high-band network
adding UMTScoverage, whose requirementsfor azimuth beamwidth or
polarization may differ between bandsand the parameters on the lower
band must be preserved while 3G capabilities are added. Example c is
probably a better solution if the constraints of the older system allow
it to be used. The use of broadband arrays enables antennas with a
commondesign to be deployed in 2G and 3G networks,providing a great
benefit in termsoflogistics. A dual multiband arrayis less flexible than
using separate arrays for each service, althoughthe availability of RET
and other remotecontrol techniques is addressingthis.
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A significant problem encountered with laterally combined arraysis
that each array operates in an unsymmetrical environment:the reflec-
tor extends farther on oneside of each element column than it does

on the other, so the azimuth pattern is unsymmetrical and the beam
maximum may squintoff-axis. The second array suffers a mirror-image
squint, so there may be a substantial difference between the boresight
direction of the two beams even whenthe array design is identical for
both element columns. A degree ofcompensation can be obtained if some
elements of each array are transposed between columns;’® although if
complete symmetry is to be obtained, the azimuth beamwidth will be
reduced. Techniques of this kind must be applied with care because
the elevation patterns of a non-collinear array differ as a function of
azimuthdirection.

Interleaved Arrays There is approximately one octave separation between
the low-band andhigh-band frequencies, so a high-band array optimally
has an interelement spacing that is approximately one halfthat of a low-
band array. As we haveseen,this is not a problem if array elements are
spaced by slightly less than a wavelength, so, providing we can devise
a structure in which high- and low-band elements can be co-located, we
can design an entirely satisfactory array in which the radiators for both
bandsare interleaved as shownin Figure 2.14. The overall dimensions
ofthis interleaved array will be the sameas those of a low-band antenna
having the sameelectrical characteristics (gain, azimuth, and elevation
beamwidths, F/b ratio, and so on). It is possible to co-locate twice as
many elements for the high-bandarray, so the high-band array poten-
tially has a higher gain than that of the low-band array and would have
half the elevation beamwidth. In some cases, a decision is made to use
the available aperture for two separate high-band arrays, each having
the same numberofelements as the low-band array. Ideally the low-band
array will cover 824-960 MHz, whereas the high-bandarray(s) will cover
1710-2170 MHz, although operational requirements may allow some
designersto select a subset of the frequency assignments.

Although the azimuth beamwidthsofthe high- and low-bandsections
ofan interleaved array do not need to have the same azimuth beamwidth,

High 0. Lowel Dual-frequency, low/high band
HN High band

Figure 2.14 Example of an interleaved array
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it has become general practice that they do. They also usually have the
same +45° slant linear polarization—antennas where the two bands
require different polarizations are usually constructed as side-by-side
arrays.

A dual-polar dual-band antenna may contain upto six independent
andwell-isolated antennas in one housing. Although creating a concep-
tual design for such an antennais relatively easy, optimizingit is not.
Both band groups have wide bandwidths, so stable performance is not
easy to achieve, and many of the parameters available to the design
engineer simultaneously influence the performance of both the high-
band and low-band arrays.

The requirementfor isolation between the cross-polarized ports of
a dual-polar antennais that it exceeds 30 dB. The isolation between
the ports for the high- and low-band arrays should also typically
have an isolation of 30 dB to avoid unwanted interactions between

the transmitters. The close proximity of the elements for each band
makesit difficult to provide this isolation directly, so it is common
to incorporate a filter circuit in the feedlines where this is needed.
The high- and low-band arrays are sometimes combined into only
two ports (dual band +45° ports) by the use of a diplexer—a simple
microstrip filter can usually provide the required isolation and power-
handling capability.

Wideband Arrays The reader may wonder whya satisfactory base sta-
tion antenna design cannot be created by using true broadbandradiat-
ing elements, such as LPDAs. This is not as easy as it may sound.
A dual-polar LPDA with sufficient bandwidth is a quite large device
of very considerable mechanical complexity. To avoid grating lobes and
consequentloss of gain the required interelement spacing will be around
one wavelength at the high band, whereas the physical dimensions of
each elementare of the orderof one half-wavelength at the low band.
Even if the element groups can be compressedby using miniaturization
techniques (which usually reduce the available bandwidth andresult in
lower gain), the very high mutual impedances between the elements of
such a close-spaced array create major problemsin optimizing elevation
pattern performance and input impedance.

Independent Antennas Mounted End-to-End Two antennas can be mounted
end-to-end, one above theother, but for high-gain antennas this leads
to very long structures. Antennas mounted end-to-end have occasion-
ally been used to obtain space diversity on a single frequency band,
but their small vertical separation results in high signal correlation.
(Lateral separation of antennasis moreeffective than vertical separa-
tion because scatterers are predominantly dispersed in the horizontal
plane around the MS,notin the vertical plane.)
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Compound Arrays In some instances, integrating a dual high-band
array, comprising two separate laterally spaced element columns with a
single low-band array, may be required. As an example, such an antenna
may provide operation on GSM900, GSM1800, and UMTS2100.In this
case, the spaceis sufficient to place the low-band elements on the center-
line of the array with the high-band elements on eitherside, so no co-
located dual-band elements are required.

2.3.4.2. Dual-Band Radiating Elements Most dual-band radiating ele-
ments are conceived as combinations of two separate radiators, with
separate feed systems. Combinationsincludethefollowing:

= A high-band patch mounted over a low-band patch in such a way that
the low-band patch formsthe groundplane for the high-band patch”

« A high-band crossed dipole mounted over a low-band patch”®

= A high-band crossed dipole surrounded by a 4-square low-band sub-
array

The design of these element groups must achieve good control of
the equality and stability of the azimuth beamwidth over each oper-
ating band, together with adequate cross-polar isolation, despite the
presence of conductors in the radiating structure of the “other” band,
which act as parasitic polarization-coupling elements. The achieve-
mentof a fully symmetrical operating environmentfor every element
is moredifficult than it is for a standard single-band array, andit is
typical that additional polarization decoupling arrangements will be
needed.

2.3.4.3 Operational Considerations Many mobile network operators now
have frequency assignmentsin two or three bands havingselected their
BSsites based on the planning of their earlier networks. As new tech-
nologies emerge, re-using and adapting their infrastructure to provide
support for new networks is a continual challenge. From an operator’s
point of view, using separate antennas for each system is always pref-
erable, whether or not the antennas operate on different bands, so one
network can be optimized, upgraded, or replaced with minimal impact
on other networks.

A single multiband antenna provides a solution that is lower in
capital, installation, and tower rental costs than an arrangement with
separate antennas for each band. The multiband antenna will gener-
ally have a lower total weight and windload than separate antennas
and will present a much lowervisual profile than separate installa-
tions for each band/system, especially when considering the complete
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tower-top equipment including antennas, brackets, and headframes,
and the strength, weight, and visibility of the necessary supporting
structure. The downside is that a six-port antenna (three bands, two
polarizations) is a very complex device andfailure in any of its six con-
stituent arrays will require its replacement, potentially putting three
networksoff the air, possibly for several hours until rigging operations
are complete.

2.3.5 Feed Networks

A typical feed network is shown in Figure 2.12. In this example, the
input signalis divided in three stages. The primary powerdivideris a
two-way splitter feeding the upper and lower halvesof the array; the
tertiary dividers each feed a pair ofradiating elements; and the second-
ary dividers have the appropriate numberof ports, depending on the
number of elements in the whole array. In an array with a numberof
elements that is not a powerof 2 (2, 4, 8, or 16), an additional stage of
powerdivision is sometimes used.

2.3.5.1 General Design Considerations The first step in feed network
design is to compute the required powerdivision ratio needed at each
junction. As noted, it is common for adjacent elements to be assigned
currents with equal amplitudes, and this adjustment should be carried
out before designing the network as it reduces the numberofdifferent
powerratios needed.

Powerdividers often have only two output ports, especially if cable
impedance matching sections are used. If a power divider feeds a dif-
ferent number of elements from each output, then the elements with
smaller currents are grouped together so that every power divider has
output powers that are as equal as possible; in general, it is easier
to ensure a constant ratio from a wideband divider when the output
powersare comparable.

Theeffects of mismatch at junctions can be mitigated by using hybrid
or Wilkinson power dividers, but these are expensive and may not be
practicable. Not only must the element impedances be well matched,
but also any transformation ratio needed betweenthe junction and the
transmission line feeding the elements must be achieved in a manner
that provides stability over a wide bandwidth. To achieve this, it is
common to employ multisection impedance transformers that can be
designedinitially by using a Smith Chart and then optimized using a
suitable simulation program. A high VSWRatthe input of the second-
ary dividers will cause phase errors in the primary divider, resulting
in an unstable elevation beamtilt—a problem that must be avoided to
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prevent troublesome differences in performance between the transmit
andreceive bandsof a frequency-division duplex (FDD) system.

2.3.5.2 Microstrip, Coaxial, and Hybrid Line Systems Microstrip design
is relatively easy because both the Z) and the length of any line sec-
tion can be adjusted at will. Coaxial line dividers must makeuseof the
characteristic impedancesof available cables, although cables may be
connected in parallel where an alternative impedanceis required. Many
commercial antenna designs use hybrid techniques to provide design
flexibility at the lowest possible cost, using microstrip power dividers
connected by coaxial cables. The microstrip components often employ
standard microwave PTFE-glass PCB laminates, but alumina andother
substrates are also in common use.

The requirements of low PIM, together with the powerlevels common
in high-capacity GSM basestations, has led to the adoption of 7/16-DIN
connectors as the almost universal standard connector for base station

antennas.

2.3.6 Practical Cost/Performance Issues

The worldwide success of mobile radio services and the prospect of the
continuing growth of data- and information-based systems haveled to
requirements for extremely large numbers of base station antennas.
There are usually many ways in which an effective technical solution
can be found and antenna design is now strongly determined by the
economicsofproduction. Many manufacturers have productionfacilities
in regions with low labor costs, so the emphasis of design has tended to
be to minimize material costs while accepting significant mechanical
complexity.

Thereis a significant difference in antenna economics between net-
works in rural areas, where the network optimization emphasis is on
coverage, and networks in urban areas, where network engineering is
dominated by the need to maximize capacity. The cost of establishing
a base station is high and includes not only the equipment and instal-
lation costs but also the costs of planning, backhaullinks, site rentals,
power, taxes, and maintenance. If the numberofbase stations required
to cover the desired service area can be reduced by using high-cost
antennas with the maximum possible gain, this may be a very worth-
while expenditure. In a dense network, the antenna parameterthat is
of most importance is clean radiation patterns, and the achievementof
maximum gainisfar less significant, so antennas can be designed using
low-cost materials. Optimum network design depends on a wide variety
of economic andtechnical factors, including the local planning régime,
labor rates, and site access costs, so there is no single best choice.
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2.3.7 Passive Intermodulation
Products and Their Avoidance

The advent of multiband networks and antennas, the demandfor addi-
tional capacity, and the adoption of tower and infrastructure sharing
have led to an increasing requirement to reduce PIMsto a level at
which they do not impair network performance. The standard test
level, -153 dBcrelative to two carriers at a +43 dBm, is approximately
the ratio (10°) ofthe distance from the Earth to the sun compared with
the thickness of a piece of thin paper. Its achievement is a factor that
strongly determinesthe choice of the materials, finishes, and mechani-
cal design of almost every antenna component. Not only must the PIM
limit be achieved consistently in large numbersofproduction antennas,
but antennas must maintain this level of performance for many years
while exposed to the corrosive effects ofrain, salt, and industrial pollut-
ants as well as the mechanical stresses and vibration caused by wind.
Antenna design must be conceived from an early stage in termsof the
avoidance of PIMs—thereis no easy way in which an inadequateinitial
design can be modified later in the hope that PIMscan be avoided.

The achievement of low PIM levels depends on followingclearrules,
both in design andat all stages of production. These include

= Avoid design details requiring any interconductor joint that is not
essential to the electrical operation of the antenna. If two conduc-
tive mechanical componentsare in contact, consider how they could
be made from a single piece or insulate them so no current can flow
across thejoint. If current must flow between twolarge flat surfaces,
consider separating them with an insulating membrane andrely-
ing on the large capacitance formed between the opposing surfaces.
Ensure that every essential conducting joint is tightly compressed
andthat the force on the joint does not depend on any compressible
or creep-prone material. Where possible, reduce the area of contact so
the current path is clearly defined and the contact pressureis high.

Avoid dry solder joints. Well-soldered joints cause few problems, so
ensure good access and good lighting so joints can be soldered and
inspected easily and also that soldering equipmentis right for the
job. If lead-free solder is used, the soldering temperature is usually
higher than with leaded solder, so these considerations become even
more importantto success. For printed circuit boards, choose laminate
grades that are guaranteed to have low intrinsic PIM levels; these are
available from most manufacturers.

Ensurethat printed circuit boards are cleanly etched and well washed
after processing. Ifboards are cut after washing, there is always a risk
of new contamination; routing or water-jet cutting are less likely to
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lead to contamination than laser cutting. Good material badly pro-
cessed will always fail to deliver the expected result.

= Observe good engineering practice in the selection of metals and
finishes at any intermetallic joint. Corrosion, and consequent PIM
generation, is driven by the galvanic contact potential between the
contacting metals. Protect essential joints from corrosion and wher-
ever possible protect them from contact with water.

= Avoid the use of metals with nonlinear conductivity or contact poten-
tials—nickel is a known PIM source and cannotbe toleratedin electro-

plating or metalalloys. Stainless steel fasteners are frequently used in
antenna construction, but they should not form the current path at an
interconnection.

= Avoid the use of ferromagnetic materials; the skin depth on these
materials is reduced and their RF resistance is correspondingly
raised.

# Aluminum is widely used for antenna construction, but it is a very
electropositive metal andits surface is always covered by a thin layer
of aluminum oxide (alumina). Joints between aluminum components
must be provided with corrosion protection and high contact forces.

= Maintain a high level of cleanliness during the handling and storage
of componentsas well as in assembly, testing, and packaging areas.

2.3.7.1 Some Universal Principles Many important design techniques
relate to the configuration ofjoints between conductors, whether these
are part of a radiating structure, an internal feed system,or the reflec-
tor surface and its supporting hardware. RF currents flow only in
a very thin layer on and below a conductor surface; the skin depth
at 2 GHz in aluminum is only 1.8 pm. Only the extreme surface layer
of the conductors takes part in current conduction, and at every point
where conductors touch, the current will pass across the shortest avail-
able path. The impedance encountered by the current will change if
the surface path geometry changes. At every interconnection, the sur-
face current path must be well defined, maintained independently of
production tolerances, and bearing sufficient mechanical pressure to
ensurethat the path remains stable whateverforces thejoint may expe-
rience on account of temperature change, vibration, wind load, or other
causes.It is essential to rememberthat in the real world no surfaces are

flat—they are always rough andthey slope in one direction or another.
No surfaces are exactly square, and no conductors are completely rigid.
Table 2.3 shows examples that illustrate simple principles that must be
followed in every antenna design. These examples are not exhaustive,
and they apply wheneverthe radiating structure and feed system are
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TABLE 2.3 Typical Mechanical Details Illustrating Good Design Principles

Detail

Strip conductors joined to one
anotheror to ground.

F
Right angle connectionbetween flat conductors.

é
Connection through a
dielectric layer.

Z
Clamping through a
dielectric layer.

Current path relies on contact
through thread.

Spring plug contactissmaller than hole.

   
Practical Imperfections

3=
Contact pressure atcircled point is not defined.
Loss, powerrating, and PIM are uncertain.
Impedance changesif contact point moves.

at. te
Anylack of square or deflection of the joint
displaces the contactpoint: loss, PIM, unstable Z.

Most thermoplastic materials creep under pressure,
so thejoint integrity is lost and heating occurs.
Brittle material may be fractured if joint is over-
tightened.

The problems are the same as thoseof the
preceding example, but this is worse because the
pressure underthe fasteneris higher for a given
joint closure force.

This is particularly to be avoided. It shares the
problemsof (3), and the point of current flow
between the screw and the upper conductoris
undefined. Don’t rely on current flowing from a
screw into the threaded component.

These examples are exaggerated to show clearly
what is happening.
Current path is incorrect: impedance uncertain and
current density at contact point is high. Plug willoverheat.

Preferred Detail Example

= (a)
=F (b)

(b) Can also be achieved by
bending orpressing strip end(s).

el.
Move thefixing closerto the
bend, or press the flange to
define the contactpoint.

SS
Add a sleeve over the fastenerto
removestress from the dielectric
and to form a stable current path.

WES
Add a sleeve and a washerto
reduce pressure: also observe
precautions asin (1).

svhs
Defined current path.

WSSSESS

Contactis at entry to hole.it is
stable and less dependent on
spring temper.

 
chosen.Ifthe reasonsfor avoiding the details in the left-hand column are
understood, a variety of good solutions may often be found. This kind of
improvementin design details is not costly and the rewardsare ofvalue
both to the antenna manufacturerandthe user: Therewill be fewerfail-

ures in post-production VSWR and PIMtests, together with improved
stability in performance andhigherlevels of lifetime reliability.

2.3.8 Use of Computer Simulation

The increasing powerandaffordability of computing resources has led
to the development of a range of electromagnetic simulation programs
that can be used to accelerate the design of base station antennas.
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Although these tools are valuable aids to a competent antenna design
engineer, their use is no substitute for adequate understanding of the
processes at work in the physical antenna. All the available tools are
far better at analysis than at synthesis—given a complete description of
an antennastructure, the tools will computeits electrical behavior with
considerable accuracy. Optimization routines are usually provided, but
these are comparatively unintelligent processes that allow the designer
to explore a range of input parameters and compute the corresponding
performanceofthe model, seeking an optimum within a defined search
area.

Simulation is powerful in predicting the radiation patterns that will
be obtained from a specified structure and its use can significantly
shorten the time needed to develop a radiating element andreflector
structure with the needed characteristics (VSWR, beamwidths, F/b
ratio, and polarization). The element currents required to provide a
specified elevation pattern can be obtained either by an interactive or
a self-optimizing routine. Having decided on the required radiating cur-
rents, simulation is almost essential for the rapid optimization of array
feed networksfollowinga first-pass design from basic principles.

Oneof the most useful aspects of simulation is the way in which the
design engineer can examinefields and currents in the antenna. This
knowledge provides a key to understanding how the antenna operates,
and this in turn helps in the understandingofthe performance deficien-
cies that usually beset a new design. Useful insights are often obtained
by comparingthe operation of the computer model with that of a physi-
cal prototype.

There is a constantly changing point of balance between computer
simulation and practical experiment. Dramatic increases in the speed
and capabilities ofphysical measurement systems have provided a much
better insight into the performance of antenna prototypes, but neither
impressive measurement systems nor the latest simulation tools can
replace the competent design engineer who can engagein the creative
process of new design and can understand what needs to be done when
problemsarise.

2.3.9 Arrays with Remotely
Controlled Electrical Parameters

Electrical beamtilt has been used since the inception of mobile radio
systems as a meansof controlling the range of communication from a
base station while maintaining near-in coverage in shadowedregions
andinside buildings. Its application to reduce the interference to and
from users outside the intended coverage area ofa mobile radio cell, and
so to improve frequency re-use, was described in 1981 by Lee.”°
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The advent of 2G systems with their digital signal formats led to
the universal adoption of higher levels of control of antenna elevation
sidelobes and the general use of beamtilt to optimize network capacity.
Whennew networks commenceoperation, they are generally coverage-
limited, so antennasare installed with small beamtilts, typically 2° for
an antenna with a 5° elevation beamwidth (Figure 2.15). As the net-
works becamedenser, it became necessary to increase the mechanical
tilt of existing antennasor to replace them with antennas with larger
electrical tilts. This process was labor intensive and required manufac-
turers and network operators to maintain inventories ofantennas with
a variety of electricaltilts.

The advent of 3G networks provided a further incentive to optimize
beamtilts to a higher level of precision than waspreviously necessary. In
a CDMA network,all users share a commonfrequency andtheir signals
are identified and separated by code sequences assigned to each user.
Whenusersare located between cells, or between the sectors ofthe same
cell, their signals are received by more thanonecell (or sector), and they
are combined together by processes knownassoft (or softer) handoff:
Whenamobile is in soft handoffbetween cells, it enjoys improved BER

   
180°

Figure 2.15 Constant field strength azimuth footprint for a 65°
antenna withelectricaltilts of 0° (outermost), 2°, 5°, and 8°, assum-
ing well-controlled elevation patterns andflat terrain
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performance but it consumesresources at both base stations and also
in the backhaul link joining them. System optimization requires care-
ful control of coverage overlap, and the adjustmentofelectrical tilt is a
powerful tool to enable this. In a situation in which onecell is overloaded
with traffic but an adjacent cell has spare capacity, the use of adjust-
able tilt can allow the overloaded station to reduce its footprint (and
therefore its traffic load) while, at the same time, the adjacent station
can expandits footprint by reducing its antennatilt angle. The ability
to remotely control the beamtilt ofbase station antennas’ is a powerful
technique that can be extended to optimize network capacity by includ-
ing real-time adaptationto traffic patterns.”

2.3.9.1 General Design Issues The usual methodfor producingelectri-
cal tilt is to apply a linear phase shift across the array aperture. To
maintain the levels of sidelobes and null fill, no change must occur in
the amplitudesof the currents, and their relative phases must remain
unchanged apart from the added linear incrementalshifts.

When designing phase shifters, we could consider the use of PIN-
diodes or varactor diodes or the use of more mechanical methods

such asdielectrically loaded lines, trombonelines, or tapped lines. The
severe constraints on PIM generation andtherelatively high power
ratings required currently rule out the use of electronic phase shifters
for BS antennas, so mechanical techniques must be used. Variable
transmission-line structures must avoid the use of sliding mechanical
contacts, so electrical connections usually rely on capacitance and not
on physical contact.

Lines with variable velocity ratio, loaded by sliding dielectric slugs,
appearattractive because no conductor contact is needed, but designing
a phase shifter with a large range of adjustable phase and low VSWR
over a wide frequencybandis not easy. Somesliding dielectric arrange-
ments are in use,” but many successful designs have used tapped-line
phase shifters.“

Figure 2.16 shows an 8/ array with a linear phase shift introduced,
retarding the phase of successive elements by a variable phase ¢. To
drive an 8-element array, this method requires four phaseshifters deliv-
ering a phase shift in the range 0°-¢°, together with two delivering
0°-2¢ and onedelivering 0°-4¢°. One simplification that is generally
adopted, at the cost of some loss in gain and in the control of sidelobe
levels, is to use a fixed phase between immediately adjacent elements,
providing a phase correspondingto the mean downtilt that the antenna
will provide; for an antenna with 0°-10° downtilt, this would typically be
set at s(sin5°) where s is the interelement spacing in electrical degrees
at band center. The arrangement now requires only three phase shifters,
twoproviding 0°-2¢° and the other 0°-4¢.
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Topofarray =~~
Phase ~~.

Required additional phase front aeeeBottom
0 -f —2f -3f —4f —5f -6f -7f

Figure 2.16 An 8A array with linear variable phase shift

In Figure 2.17 adjacent elements are provided with a commonfixed
phase difference, and variable phase is applied between the pairs of
elements. The phase shifters are designed as tapped transmission
lines—this design method has the advantage that a movementof the
tap position over a length of line y° long providesa relative phase
advance between outputs of +yw° when thetapis at one endofits travel
and of —y° whenat the other end,a relative total of 2y°. If the tapped
lines are arrangedin circular arcs, the maximum phaseshift for a given
angular movementof the input shaft can be adjusted by choosing the
appropriate radius. Because the phases of the elements at each end of
the array move symmetrically about zero, an additional pair ofelements
with fixed (0°) phase can be introduced at the center of the array. This
allows a 10A array to be driven with only two phaseshifters, which can
be nested concentrically to provide a compact mechanical construction.
An identical arrangementis neededfor each polarization, and in a mul-
tiband antenna, separate feed networksandvariable phaseshifters are
required for each frequency band.

 Powerdivision
Radius r network

InputIdenticalpairsofradiating elemeniswithfixedrelativephases
Figure 2.17 Feed network for a 10/ array using two tapped-
line phase shifters
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A 10/ array with downtilt adjustable between 0° and 10° requires a
total phase shift across the array of 562°, so the outer arc phase shifter
needsa length of about 280°. If the radiating elements are connected
to the phase shifters using lines of equal length, the available tilt will
be +5°, so to provide a beamtilt of 0°-10° an intrinsic 5° tilt must be
providedby thefixed lines in the feed network.

There is no single optimum design—each variant provides different
technical and economic trade-offs. An array with uniform phaseshift
between every elementatall tilt angles requires more phaseshifters but
can provide better-shaped elevation patterns and highergain at extreme
tilt angles. A design with concentric phase shifters will be mechanically
less complex but may provide less control of the current amplitudes
in the inner and outer element pairs—and so may haveless ability to
shape the elevation pattern. The use of subarrays of twoorthree ele-
ments simplifies the design and reducescost, but at some compromise
to performance over the range of supported tilt angles.

A microstrip design for a variable phase shifter is shown in Figure 2.18.
A successful design must provide a low-input VSWR over the whole
operating band andfor any selected value of phaseshift.

A dual-polar 10/4 antenna covering one frequency band (including
wideband antennascovering 1710—2170 MHz) requires twosets ofphase
shifters, one for each polarization. Both phase shifters are usually oper-
ated from a single drive, and the beamtilts on both polarizations must

Position of wiper adjusts
Large arc gets largest phase distance betweenoutputs,

shift and is connected to adjusting phase.
outermostradiating subarrays.

Smaller arc causes smaller

phaseshift and is attached
to inner subarrays.

 
 

Capacitive joint couples
energy while allowing

movement
Fixed phase output
for center subarray

DC groundfor
lightning protection

Figure 2.18 Microstrip phase shifter with two concentric arcs (Photo courtesy of
Andrew Corporation)
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track accurately. The phaseshifters are connected to elementsat the top
andbottom ofthe array through cables of similar length, so the natural
location for the phaseshifters is close to the center of the array.

Many dual-band antennas with multiple input ports are used on
more than one radio network, perhaps employing different air inter-
face standards, and to facilitate separate optimization on each band,
these antennasare almost invariably provided with RET control. Their
design combines the engineering challenges referred to in the context
of dual-band antennas with those of the control of mutual impedances
and broadbandpolarization decoupling that are needed to provide sat-
isfactory RET performance. For the same application reason, remote
azimuth steering (RAS) and remote azimuth beamwidth control (RAB)
will also be implemented on these complex antennas.

Direct current (DC) motors or stepper motors are commonly used to
provide remote operation of the phaseshifters; they are typically located
close to the bottom of the antenna to allow access for replacement in
case of failure. Early RET antenna designs werefitted with external
motor drives, but with the increasing acceptance ofremote control tech-
niques, the complete drive system will be installed within the profile
of the array (some manufacturers are already providing this arrange-
ment). Some means of manual adjustment is usually provided for use
in case of motor failure. A mechanical indicator to show the currenttilt

setting provides confidence if there is any doubt that the remotely set
parameterhas not been achieved.

2.3.9.2 Remote Control Interface and Protocol Following early proposals
for antennas with RET it became clear that the developmentof this
technology would progress much more quickly if there were a stan-
dard interface for the control system. Proprietary systems would pres-
ent problems if an antenna manufacturer discontinued a productline
or if a network operator wished to changeits supplier for commercial
reasons. Antenna manufacturers, network operators, and infrastruc-
ture vendors formed the Antenna Interface Standards Group (AISG) in
2002, and this body, in conjunction with The 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (GPP), has developed interface standards whose objective is
to provide interoperability among different vendors’ equipment. The
standardsdefine a three-layer protocol stack.”” On the PHY layer, the
standards” define alternative connection means between tower-top
equipment and the controller. These are an RS485 bus and a system
using a low-frequency modulated subcarrier introduced into the coax-
ial connection between the base station and the tower-top equipment.
Among other parameters, the standards define relevant supply volt-
ages and currents, subcarrier characteristics, connectors, and pin-out
details. The data link layer” is based on a subset of High-level Data
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Link Control (HDLC); the system usesa single primary (control) device,
andall other devices (including RETs and TMAs)are secondary devices
that respondto the primary device. The application layer”defines a set
ofelementary procedures (a commandset) that providesall the required
functionality for the connected secondary devices.

The trend toward the increasing complexity of tower-top equipment
and the application of RET techniques to other radio systems has led
to the continuing development ofAISG standards, andthe availability
of a low-cost control bus on the toweris stimulating the developmentof
other equipment, including various formsof system monitors that make
use of a remote data connection from the towertop.

2.3.9.3 Azimuth Pattern Control For many years, the prospect of imple-
menting “smart” antennas has provided a continuing incentive to
researchers. It has been demonstrated that such systems can deliver
great benefits in terms of system capacity and range of communica-
tion, but their implementation in current mobile radio systems has
proved difficult and expensive. There is a large gap between what can
be provided by a simple “dumb”antenna and a smart antenna providing
adaptive beamforming, C/N optimization, and capacity maximization.
RETtechniques may be seen asa first step infilling that gap. A further
important step is the provision of remote control of the azimuth beam-
width®**** and the azimuth beam direction.**** Antennasusing these
relatively low-cost techniqueswill operate with any radio air interface,
any modulation technique, at any powerlevel, and with any numberof
RFcarriers. They also provide symmetrical characteristics on transmit
and receive bands. Sometimesdescribed as “semi-smart,” these methods
provide relatively slow changes in antenna characteristics, typically
taking secondsor tens of seconds to change the beam shapeorposition,
but they are fast enough to allow adaption to match most changes in
the pattern of network traffic demand.”

2.3.10 Antennas for TD-SCDMA Systems

Air-interface protocols that employ time-division duplex (TDD) trans-
mission use the same transmission frequency for the up- and downlinks
and are able to make generally more effective use of “smart” antenna
techniques thanare protocols that use frequency-division duplex (FDD).
The use of a single frequency allows valid channel state information
(CSD to be obtained rapidly for transmission in both directions. In
the case of an FDD system, especially one with large frequency spac-
ing between the up- and downlinks, obtaining up-to-date CSI at the
base station for the downlink is challenging; rapid updating requires
significant channel capacity and consequent loss of user capacity.
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An example ofa TDD system is the Chinese Time Division-Synchronous
Code Division Multiple Access (TD-SCDMA)standard,andthis already
employs adaptive beamforming techniques using both omnidirectional
anddirectional antenna arrays.

An example of a directional smart antenna is shown in Figure 2.19.
This uses the same methodsfor the control of elevation patterns as
more conventional “dumb” antennas, but the whole antenna arrayis
formed from multiple subarrays of the more conventional type. The
multiple subarrays, each a column of elements, are closely matched in
performance, and sampling facilities are provided in each column to
allow the whole array to be calibrated. As with a conventional antenna,
it is possible to achieve diversity using dual-polar elements. A high-
band, four-column arrayis typically around 320 mm wide andallows
beam-steering to +60° from boresight. The amount by which the beam
can be steered off boresight is limited by the appearanceof potentially
high azimuthsidelobe levels as the steering angle increases. To optimize

 
Figure 2.19 Example of a directional beam-
forming antenna for a TD-SCDMA system
(Photo courtesy of Comba Telecom)
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the received C/I ratio, beam-steering is augmented by the use of null-
forming methods by which unwanted signals are suppressed and inter-
ference radiated toward the sources of interfering signals is reduced at
the same time.In these systems, beams can be switched, and radiation
patterns adapted on a user-by-user, burst-by-burst basis. Currently,
this adaptivity is available only in the azimuth patterns, the elevation
patterns being those of a conventional fixed array. The application of
adaptive beam-shaping in the elevation plane adds considerable cost
and complexity and may not be justifiable, but RET techniques could
easily be applied.

The use of a single-carrier TDD system greatly reduces the specifica-
tion requirements for PIM levels, so some lower-cost methods, materials,
and components can be used without penalty; for example, premium
PCB materials are not needed and Type-N connectors are entirely ade-
quate for this application.

2.3.11 Measurement Techniques
for Base Station Antennas

Base station antennas present a number of measurement challenges
because of their closely specified radiation patterns and PIM perfor-
mance,as well as the very large volumesof product for which conform-
ing performance must be assured.

2.3.11.1 Radiation Pattern Measurements Far-field measurements will
generally be made within the service area ofone or more local networks.
For this reason the rotating antenna undertest (AUT) should always
receive the signal radiated by a fixed illuminating antenna that should
be aimed in a direction in whichit is least likely to cause interference
to any network user.

Accuratefar-field measurements dependon the availability of a clear
and open test range. Because we are interested in the levels of nulls
andsidelobes at levels around —20 dB relative to the main-beam maxi-

mum, the traditional criterion for the necessary range length is inad-
equate, and a range length of at least 4d7/A is needed. (At a range of
2d7/A, there is a parabolic phase error of 45° at the endsof the array
relative to the center—if you doubt that this is too short, try applying
that phase error to a set of typical array currents.) The aperture occu-
pied by the AUT should be probedto establish that the amplitude and
phaseofthe illuminating signal are constant to acceptable limits. Time
gating methods can be usedto offset the effects of site reflections, but
implementing these tends to slow down the measurementprocess. The
azimuth pattern of a base station antenna must be measured at the
elevation angle equal to the nominal beamtilt. This requires the use of
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an azimuth-over-elevation mount for the AUT or a high mountingloca-
tion for the AUT with the illuminating antennaat a lowerelevation. For
slant-polar antennas, the AUT mustbe illuminated in turn with plane
wavespolarized at +45°.

Somefacilities are equipped with very large anechoic chambers,butif
valid far-field measurementsare to be obtained, their use requires the
application of correction techniques. These mayincludetheinstallation
of movable or multiple source antennas and the recording of complex
field values for later computation. Such systemscan be considered as a
class of very large near-field ranges.

Far-field measurements are fast to perform, and data for a large
numberof frequencies can be gathered in a single rotation of the AUT.
It is also easy to conduct a swept gain/frequency measurement that
provides confidence that there are no frequencies at which the gain of
the antennais unexpectedly lower than elsewhere. The main drawbacks
are the needfor landfor thefacility, the cost of handling antennas, and
problems caused by inclement weather.

When measuring the radiation patterns of a dual-polar array, it is
important to appreciate that the radiation in the forward direction has
the opposite polarization sense to that of the rearward radiation (seen
from behind, the radiating element appears to have a mirror imageori-
entation compared with whenit is seen from the front). This means that
to assess the F/b ratio, we must compare the forward radiation of one
polarization with the maximum rearward radiation of the other polar-
ization (or both of them to be certain of capturing the largest value).
Sometimesa total rearward poweris computed by adding both polariza-
tion contributions power-wise.

Near-field measurements are usually carried out in a screened anechoic
chamber; they have the advantageof ease of accessibility and use and
being unaffected by weather conditions. Thefield radiated by the AUT
is probed by a small horn or open-ended waveguide. Because the main
area of interest in the radiation pattern of a BS antenna is within a
few degreesof the horizontal plane, a cylindrical near-field system can
be used rather thana full three-dimensional system—although high-
angle grating lobes will not be seen. The main constraintofa near-field
system is that gain measurementsare only available at those frequen-
cies at which a pattern measurement is made, so no frequency-swept
gain measurementis possible.

Some near-field ranges are provided with multiple illuminating
horns, allowing electronic switching of the source antenna rather than
much slower physical manipulation. A system of this type provides fast
measurements allowing more frequencies to be measured in a given
time, but the security of a continuous gain/frequency measurementis
still missing.
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With some near-field systems, measuring two components of the
E-field (Hy and Ez) may be necessary in order to synthesize a pattern
with +45° polarization; with other systems, illuminating the AUT
directly with the required polarization may be possible, so it may take
only half the time to measure a single pattern—oftenthisis all that is
needed to compare results during the development process. A wideband
illuminating horn allows measurements on both low and high bands
to take place during one measurementprocess. The use of a dual-polar
horn with electronic switching is an effective way to accelerate mea-
surements.

An ideal arrangement is a combination of both types of range as
there will always be some need for the measurements that can only
be performed on the far-field range, whereas the ease of use and
accessibility of the near-field range is a huge bonus, especially in the
winter!

2.3.11.2 Gain Measurements The internal complexity of a base station
antenna and the longelectrical length of the transmission lines con-
necting its components makeit possible that, in some regions, the gain-
frequency curve has minimaaffecting relatively small frequency ranges.
This possibility makes continuous frequency-swept gain measurements
important, at least during product development and until confidence
is established that a product has stable and substantially frequency-
independent characteristics.

Comparing the gain of a base station antenna with a standard
gain horn is prone to errors caused by the very different ground
reflections that affect measurements with antennas with such differ-

ent beamwidths(say 6° and 90° in the vertical and horizontal planes
for the BS array and around 20° in both planes for the standard gain
horn). A better procedure is to use the three-antenna method”to
calibrate a base station antenna as a secondary standard. By this
method,site reflections affecting the (secondary) gain standard and
the AUT are similar in magnitude, so more accurate results can be
obtained.

2.3.11.3 VSWR and Cross-PolarIsolation Measurements VSWR and XPI

measurements are normally made using swept-frequency network ana-
lyzers. In development, these will usually be vector network analyzers
(VNAs). In production, vector or scalar analyzers may be used, andit is
commonfor the test gear to be controlled by a computerthat, following
a scan of a barcode on the AUT, sets up the correct frequency bands and
test limits, prompts the test technician to make the appropriate con-
nections for each measurement, records the result to an archive, and
prints a test certificate.
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2.3.12 Array Optimization
andFault Diagnosis

Once a prototype is constructed, it is often found that its performance
does not fully meet expectations. A modern dual-polar multiband
antennais a complex structure, and determining what has gone wrong
when performance expectations are not met is not easy. Finding the
source of the problems requires someclear thinking and careful experi-
mental techniques.

2.3.12.1 Single Radiating Elements and Element Groups Measurements
on a single elementor element groupwill usually include the measure-
ment of azimuth patterns, input impedance,polarization, and XPI. The
most troublesome parameter to contain over a wide bandwidth is the
azimuth beamwidth,andthis is best optimized by a mixture ofcomputer
simulation and experiment. Simulation is good for rapid optimization
of simple mechanical parameters, for example, the spacing between
the radiator andthereflector or the reflector width and the depth of a
flange on the front edge of the reflector. When the simulation doesn’t
produce the desiredresult, it may be useful to carry out somepractical
experiments to provide new ideas about what can be done and then to
optimize the idea using the simulator.

It is usually worth checking the magnitude of the mutual impedance
between adjacent array elements to make sure the driven impedance
of the elements will remain within expected bounds when the phases
and amplitudes of currents in neighboring elements are changed as a
result of beam-shapingorelectrical tilt. In a RET antenna, the effect
of mutual impedance will be to modify the complex currents in the
array elements in unintended ways whenthe beamtilt changes, causing
unwanted variations in the elevation pattern. In an array covering a
single band group, mutual impedance can be controlled with separat-
ing fences between the elements, but this solution is not easy to apply
to a dual-band antenna where adjacent elements are of very differ-
ent dimensions.For this reason, the elevation pattern performance for
dual-band interleaved arrays tends to be less well controlled than for
separate low-band and high-band arrays.

A high value ofmeasured XPIfor a single tier does not ensure that the
performanceofthe complete array will be adequate, but if the isolation
of the componentsofa single tier is significantly less than the required
30 dB for the complete array, obtaining 30 dB from the complete array
will be difficult. It is always hard to compensatea local effect by a com-
pensating coupling at some point electrically far away; such compensa-
tion tends to work over somerelatively narrow band where the phase
relationships between the error vector and the compensating coupling
are correctly phased.
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In a dual-band array, the coupling between high- and low-band ele-
ment groups can give rise to high-band radiating currents flowing in
low-band elements, and this causes frequency-dependentripples or
other deformities in the high-band patternsofthe array. The amplitude
of low-band currents flowing in high-band elements is usually small
and is seldom troublesome. In an array in which inputs at both bands
are combined using a diplexer, excessive coupling at the element may
interact with the behavior of the diplexer to cause unwantedripples in
the input VSWR of the high-bandarray.

2.3.12.2 Feed Networks and Arrays Before building a prototype array,
ensure the feed network provides the expected complex currentsat its
output ports and is well matched whenall the output ports are correctly
terminated. Although the network may have been simulated before it
wasconstructed, coaxial feed systemsarelikely to show some differences
in the stray reactances associated with cable junctions. Inaccuracy in
modeling of interline coupling in microstrip networks may require some
impedance correction on a physical model, particularly if line spacings
are small to economize on the use of expensive laminate materials.

A simple method for the diagnosis of feed network problemsis to
sample the outputs of different elements of an array using a balanced
loop. As the loop is moved to couple to successive elements, the mea-
sured ratio of the currents in the sampled elements should be constant
in amplitude, with a phase difference having the correct nominal value
at midband and a value at other frequencies proportionalto f/fy. This
measurement is easy to carry out using a VNA,andthe result can be
displayed in polar or Cartesian form. A corresponding measurement
can be carried out on the feed network itself, terminated with matched
loads, and the difference between the two results is a clear indication
of the effects of element mismatch (including mutual coupling). The
periodicity of ripples in the response give an immediate indication of
the distance separating the sources of interacting reflections, allow-
ing the matching to be improved to reduce the excursions from the
wanted values. The results becomeconfusingifthe ports of the VNA are
not themselves well-matched (as is common), so matched attenuators
should be inserted in series at the VNA ports.

The feed network of a RET antenna can be measured in this way to
provide confirmation that there are no unwanted interactions within the
network and that the output currentsare correct for the required range
oftilt angles. As an extension of this technique, it is possible to construct
an anechoic “box,” lined with absorber, with arrangements for a probe
to be scanned along the array to measurethe relative complex element
currents. These sampled currents can be used to compute the elevation
pattern of the array, often with surprising accuracy. Measurements of
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this kind are sometimes used to carry out routine testing of production
antennas; they provide rapid confirmation that connections have been
correctly made and that the array has no serious problems.

If the feed network appears to provide the correct output currents
when measured on the bench with matched loads, yet the complete
array showsvariability of element currents with frequency, the cause is
almost certainly mismatch at the input of the elements. If the elements
(or element groups comprising each tier) are known to match correctly
when measured separately, then attention must be given to the mutual
impedance between them. The mutualisolation between tiers is easy
to measure, and the driven impedanceof a tier in the presence of its
immediate neighbors can be measured using multiple directional cou-
plers or a multiport VNA.The coupling to neighboring elements at 2/
spacing or more can generally be neglected.

2.3.12.3 Passive Intermodulation Products PIM is usually measured with
the AUTplaced in an anechoic box with a typical clearance between the
antennaandthe absorberofaround 1 m. The supporting frameor slide
on which the antennais placed during measurement should be madeof
wood, GRP, or other insulating material. While a workable measurement
system can be made using two signal sources, two power amplifiers, a
triplex filter, and a spectrum analyzer, a complete integrated system is
available for this task, allowing fast and flexible measurement down to
a level of around —160 dB for two input signals at +43 dBm. Most BS
antenna manufacturers measure PIM ona routine basis on 100% of

production. As noted, PIM is likely to be generated at improperly com-
pressed conductor joints, and the general practice is to measure PIM
while the antennais vibrated, sometimes by a motor-driven device, but
often using a rubber-faced hammeror a walkingstick!

The field intensity close to the antenna created during a PIM mea-
surementis likely to exceed safe limits,*” and access to the antenna by
personnel should be restricted while poweris applied by a physical bar
or walk-on pressure pad.

The diagnosis of PIM problemsin production is not easy. Consistent
failure suggests inadequate design and specification, while occasional
failing of batches of product may point to a defective batch of material.
A sudden increase in failures may indicate a change in a material, a
process, or a memberofthe production team.Isolated failures may relate
to a production error (wrong part, loose screw, bad solder joint, or con-
tamination). As with VSWR performance, the use of statistical process
control (SPC) is a powerful method for spotting trends and understand-
ing the mostlikely reasons for failure. Practical measured results will
always display statistical variability, but by understanding the scatter
of results and the mean values obtained on each productover a period
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of time it should be possible to relate changes in performanceto factors
related to design, procurement, and manufacture. Without some history
of results, pinning downthe reasonsfor changesis very difficult.

2.3.13 RADHAZ

The possibility that the radio emissions from mobile radio base sta-
tions may present a long-term hazard to health has been of concern to
radio engineers and to membersof the public for many years. Because
of the distance between a typical base station antenna and members
of the general public, the levels of electromagnetic field (or power flux
density) the public encounters are typically three orders of magnitude
below the levels recommendedby the International Committee on Non-
ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) and most national authorities.
In some countries, however, there is considerable public anxiety about
this matter and large numbersof base stations are moved every year
becauseof public concern. The public perception of the electromagnetic
radiation hazard (RADHAZ)issue relating to base stations is prob-
ably that the larger the numberof antennasandthegreater the visual
profile of an installation, the higherthe possible risk, so more compact
systemsare likely to draw less criticism on this matter.

In general the levels of power flux density created by a handset in
use next to the head are muchcloser to the ICNIRPlimits, and the total
dose of electromagnetic energy received by most individuals is heavily
dominated by their handset use.

Riggers and engineers who work on BS systems should be made
aware that in close proximity to an antenna they may be exposedtofield
intensities that exceed recommendedlimits, and when workingon radio
towers, all personnel should be required to wear calibrated field hazard
monitors. The transmitter(s) connected to any antenna on which they
intend to work should always be turned off before accessing the anten-
nas; if they must pass close to the front of any operating antenna in
order to reach their workinglocation, the connected transmitter should
also be turnedoff to allow them to pass safely.

Where base station antennas are mounted on short towers or on

masts erected on roofs that can be accessed by building residents or
other membersof the public, it is good practice to install barriers to
identify any area in which high power flux densities may be encoun-
tered. Small compact base stations built into street furniture usually
operate at low power, and there is no area in which fields exceed safe
limits for public exposure.

Everyone working with base station antennas, their design, testing,
planning,installation, and maintenance should be awareofissuesrelat-
ing to RADHAZ.They should take responsibility for their own safety and
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that of their colleagues and the general public. Although most research
findings indicate that there is probably little ground for concernatfield
intensities below the recommendedlimits, the engineering community
should remain fully informed about the results of current research,
both in order to reassure membersof the public and to respond in an
effective and timely mannerif future findings require any changes in
current practice.

2.3.14 Visual Appearance
and Planning Issues

For the engineering reasons discussed in this chapter, base station
antennasare large devices and have a substantial visible profile. The
provision of an extended high-capacity mobile radio network requires
very large numbersofbase stations, and in many countries each region
is served by several competing network operators. Whether in historic
cities, residential areas, or rural and wilderness landscapes, the erec-
tion of base stations is frequently a matter of controversy, the antennas
and their associated supporting structures attracting most criticism.
Network operators must usually obtain planning consent for proposed
base stations from local authorities, and both to increase their probabil-
ity of successful planning applications and to be seen as organizations
responsive to the feelings of local communities, they have developed a
numberof solutions to soften the impact of their installations on the
visual environment.

Figure 2.20a showsa typical three-sectorcell site with pairs of space
diversity antennas. The large-diameter monopole is needed to provide
sufficient stability for the high-gain microwave back-haul antennas,
which in this example operate on 18, 23, or 38 GHz. The presence of the
microwave antennas and LNAsaddsto the cluttered appearanceofthe
installation; the headframe and safety rails add to the visual impact;
and the windforceson all these components must be taken into account
when dimensioning the monopole. Large-diameter cables cannot be bent
easily—in this example no attempt has been madeto hide them and
some smaller cables have been left hanging untidily.

The example in Figure 2.206 is clearly an improvement. The use of
dual-polar antennas has removed the needfor a large headframe and the
cable installation has been well managed. The monopoleis still heavy for
a 10-m structure, and various components appearto be standardfitments
that were not really needed for this installation. The access ladder and
the rail for the fall-arrest system are seen to the left of the monopole.

Dual-polar antennas as so small—atleast for the high bands—that a
variety of low-profile solutions has been created. Figure 2.21 showstypi-
cal Streetworksinstallations, both free-standing and wrapped around
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(a)

Figure 2.20 (a) Space diversity and (6) polarization diversity high-band antenna
systems mounted on monopoles typically 15-m high (Photos by the author)

a street lighting column. In this second case, the cabinet housing the
base station equipment is no more conspicuous that the control box for
the traffic light (lower right). Urban sites can usually be connected by
undergrounddata lines so there is no requirementfor a rigid structure
to support a narrow-beam microwave antenna.

Base station antennas have successfully been integrated into advertis-
ing signs andtheir incorporation in a functional flagpole can allow them
to be erected with little controversy in many locations where a utilitar-
ian engineering design would be completely unacceptable. Disguise is
also possible using dielectric panels that simulate building features.
Simple measures like avoiding the projection of antennas above the
roof line are very effective—of course, this impacts radio planning, but
there are many instances in which this impact can be accommodated.
In rural areas, measures such as avoiding placing structures on the
skyline, choosing sites near the edge of woodland, or simply painting
structures in harmoniouscolors can limit the impact of base stations.
The use ofartificial “trees” is well known; although unsympathetic and
obtrusive examples can be seen in somelocations, the most successful
examplesare probably simulated coniferous trees located close to conif-
erous woodlands.
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Figure 2.21 These base stations quickly becomepart of the street scene and are hardly
noticed by the average passerby. (Photos by the author)

Glass-reinforced plastics (grp/Fiberglass) structures can be used to
create visual profiles for base station antenna installations on old and
modern buildings. Figure 2.22a shows a grp imitation chimney during
tests to check theeffect of the enclosure on the radiation patterns of the
antennashousedinside. In Figure 2.226 the antenna and a large amount
ofelectronic equipmentis housedin a cylinder that forms an architectural
feature. Figure 2.22c showstheinstallation of a “tree.”

The Scottish Government’s website™® points out that public works of
art have been commissioned that incorporate antennasor complete base
stations. They can enhance the landscape and strengthenthe identity
of a place. Possible locations for public art are in squares and plazas,
alongside major transport routes, at transport intersections, or close to
important vistas.

The challenge ofminimizing the visual impact ofbase stations varies in
different countries accordingto local architectural styles and the nature of
the rural scenery. In somecities, excellent coverage has been provided with
minimal impact on the urban scene, whereas other cities have been less
active in encouraging network operators to achieve the highest standards of
visual engineering. While someofthese solutions are very expensive, other
measuresare relatively inexpensive and should always be considered.
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(c)

Figure 2.22 Disguised base station antennasolutions: (a) A grp structure surrounding the
antenna (Photo courtesy ofJaybeam Wireless); (b) an integrated three-sector BS antenna
with TMAs presented as an architectural feature (Photo courtesy of Powerwave,Inc.); and
(c) a BS disguised asa tree being lifted into position (Photo courtesy of Kitting Telecom)

2.3.14.1 Siteand Antenna Sharing The sharing of base station facilities
exists at several levels. Networks may sharesites, but use separate
antennastructures; they may erect antennas on a commonstructure or
share antennas. Radio access network (RAN)sharing between operators
is becoming commonin some countries. A mobile virtual network opera-
tor (MVNO) shares an entire physical network belonging to another
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Figure 2.23 Microstrip feed network for a multi-user antenna with independently
controlled beamtilts (Photo courtesy of Quintel Ltd.)

organization, which may simply be a hardwarefacility provider rather
than a service operator. Sharing creates some constraints on the ways
in which the sharing organizations can design and optimize their net-
works, but it has an important contribution to make both to network
economics and also to minimizing the visual impact of mobile infra-
structure. Figure 2.23 shows an example of a dual-polar antenna with
a microstrip feed network and stacked-patch elements that can provide
individually controlled beamtilts to multiple network users.””

In somecountries, the radio and TV broadcasting industry has a clear
distinction between a small number of companies who operate the hard-
ware infrastructure; they competitively sell capacity to a much larger
number of companies whoare responsible for the content. This pattern
of division reduces the total cost of operation while maintaining a wide
variety of choice for the consumer and may be one that mobile radio
systems follow increasingly in the future.

2.3.15 Future Directions

Network operators will continue to be under pressure to reduce costs,
while at the same time to provide increased capacity, better coverage, and
higher data rates to support new userservices. The costs of new equip-
mentroll-out on new frequency bandsare very high, and the greatest
challenge in manypartsofthe world will be to wring the highest possible
levels of optimization from the existing networks. The wide adoption
of RET techniques and the advent of remote azimuth steering (RAS)
and remote azimuth beamwidth control (RAB) provide new tools for the
dynamic optimization of network performance. The network software to
integrate these technologies with traffic dynamicsis still under devel-
opment but will potentially have a major effect on network operation.
Oncethis layer of software becomes available, the antenna industry will
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likely devise new ways in which the capabilities of these “semi-smart”
techniques can be extended to create additional operational flexibility.

The licensing of mobile radio operations on additional frequency bands
is likely to create new requirements for multiband and/or wideband
antennas. This is an area in which the changingpolicies of regulators
may have a significant impact on antennadesign and manufacturing. The
very large number of combinations of frequencies, polarizations, beam-
widths, and other parameters has, for some time, resulted in antenna
manufacturers requiring a very wide range of products, a trend that
has persisted for 20 years. The high cost of antenna development and
the economics of large volume manufacturing have had a great impact
on the structure of the antenna industry worldwide and are some of the
drivers that have encouraged the advent of wideband RET antennas as
well as the rationalization of the industry in recent years.

Movesto provide higher user data rates are stimulating intensive
research on multiple antenna techniques. Planning constraints as well
as hardwarecosts and the public’s mistrust of large antennainstalla-
tions will limit the possibility of simply adding more hardwareto exist-
ing installations, but operators can respondto these new requirements
by sharing their antenna estate, pooling their resources (tower space,
planning consents, and other hardware), and using them in a more
technically advantageous manner.

It seemsunlikely that what many would regard as true “smart” anten-
naswill be introduced in any quantity into networksusing the existing
GSM/UMTSairinterfaces,” but practice in East Asia showsthat they
may play a wider and moresignificantrole if future air interfaces are
designed to exploit their advantages while accommodatingtheir limi-
tations. Technical developments such as the introduction of transmit
diversity and MIMOraise the performance bar of standard antennas
combined with semi-smart capabilities. In both cases what is being done
is effectively to combine intelligent signal processing with conventional
antenna elements, and the fact that there are manydifferent ways in
which some near-optimum solution may be found by combining these
techniques in various ways comes as no surprise.

There is currently much interest in possible applications for anten-
nas using artificial materials such as electromagnetic bandgap (EBG)
structures and frequency selective surfaces (FSSs), and there may be
somepossibilities for their use in base station antenna design. However,
requirements for wide bandwidth and dual-polarized operation, together
with constraints on cost and efficiency, may limit their possible uses for
mainstream applications.

The use of optical fiber to carry RF signals is well-known, andthis
technique could be extended to the development of antennas in which
beamforming is performed in fiber, the signals being converted to RF
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at each radiating element. This would continue the existing trend of
movingelectronics to the tower top and, among other advantages, could
provide a great improvementin the powerefficiency of base stations.
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Chapter

Antennasfor Mobile

Communications: CDMA,
GSM, and WCDMA

Ka-Leung Lau and Kwai-Man Luk
City University of Hong Kong

3.1. Introduction

The operating frequencies for 2G and 3G mobile communicationsfall
into the 820-960 MHz and the 1710-2170 MHz frequency bands. In
these lower microwave frequency ranges, antenna size is an issue for
both base station antennas and handset antennas.In general, we prefer
base station antennas that have a low profile and a streamlined struc-
ture. Otherwise, our living environment would be crowded with the
huge numberof antennas for different systems and operators. Also for
aesthetic reasons, we prefer that a handset antenna be embedded in
the mobile phone cover.

Designing base station antennasis more challenging andinteresting
than designing handset antennas, since more stringent requirements
are imposed on the performanceof different base station antennas for
indoor and outdoor coverage.

3.1.1 Requirementsfor Indoor
Base Station Antennas

In indoor environments, such as shopping malls, parking garages,or air-
ports, integrated networksservingall mobile phone operators are com-
monly installed. For this implementation, very wideband or multiband
antennasare required. The gainsofthese antennasneednotbe too high.
In wall-mounted cases, the radiation pattern should be unidirectional
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and should have a horizontal beamwidthofat least 90° to ensure wide

angle coverage. This can be realized by combining two separate dipole
arrays operatedat different frequencies. A typical 7-dBi gain dual-band
indoor panel antennaconsisting of two two-element dipole arrays, one
for GSM900 and the other for GSM1800,is schematically shown in
Figure 3.1. The two arrays are connected through a specially designed
dual-band feed network.

In ceiling-mounted cases, the antenna should havea conical radiation
pattern in the horizontal plane. This antenna can be implemented using
broadbandelectric dipole technology. Two typical broadband indoorceil-
ing-mounted antennasfor indoor coverage are shown in Figure 3.2. The
first one is based on a dual-band monopole design whereas the second
oneis basically a biconical antenna.

3.1.2 Requirements for Outdoor
Base Station Antennas

Highly sophisticated base station antenna arrays are in demandfor out-
door coverage in mobile communications. The various required perfor-
mance characteristics of this antennaare not easy to achieve. Different
wideband arrays with a variety of beamwidth (60°/90°/105°), gain
(10 to 20 dBi), and downtilt (0° to 20°) options must be made available
to cover various deployment scenarios in urban, suburban, and rural
environments. The antennas are designed with null fill capability for

Dipole for

GSMs00 Dual-band
transmission line

Dipole for
GSM1800

 
f¢— SMA connector

Figure 3.1 A dual-band wall-mounted patch antenna
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Figure 3.2 Broadband ceiling-mounted antennas
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mitigating the coverage issue for subscribers closer to the base station
antenna. The antennasshould also provide upper sidelobe suppression
and high front-to-back ratio for minimizing interference with neighbor-
ing cells. To reduce interference amongdifferent mobile phone channels,
the intermodulation distortion (IMD) must be less than —103 dBm.

In the past, a space diversity technology with one transmitting array
and tworeceiving arrays was usually realized. Nowadays, a dual-polar-
ized antenna with two independently operating slanted arrays, one at
+45° degree and the other at —45° polarization, is implemented predomi-
nantly. For good diversity performance, the decoupling between the two
arrays is requiredto be at least 30 dB.

For reducinginstallation effort and costs, antenna arrays are needed
that are able to operate in all mobile communication bands, which can
considerably reduce the numberofantennas required by network opera-
tors. To provide more flexibility in network design, the gain in each
frequency band can bedifferent from other bands. Again, decoupling
between output ports for different frequency bandsis a critical issue in
the design process.

Commercially available base station antenna arrays are based on
dipole antenna technology. Although different brand namesare used,
such as the vector dipole,’ butterfly dipole,” and directed dipole,’* they
all use a reflector to produce a directional radiation pattern from electric
dipoles. Other companies employ aperture-coupled patch antennas‘ as
basic elements to develop their outdoor base station antennaseries. In
general, the performancesof these antennasis excellent.

In the following section, we present five novel designs of base station
antennasfor outdoor and indoorcoverage,all based on L-probe fed patch
antennatechnology.’ We hope these provide practicing engineers with
alternative design solutions and new insights when designing their
base station antennas.

3.2 Case Studies

3.2.1 Case 1: An Eight-Element-Shaped
Beam Antenna Array

In this section, the design of a linearly polarized, shaped beam antenna
array using a genetic algorithm (GA) is presented. Having a base station
antenna with null fill to avoid possible areas of reducingfield strength
in the service area is desirable.° This antenna is usually comprised of
a numberof identical elements mounted along a vertical line to form
an antennaarray. If these elements are arranged with appropriate ele-
ment spacing and excited with currents of appropriate amplitudes and
phases, a characteristic-shaped radiation pattern in the vertical plane
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can be obtained. Indeed, the current amplitudes and phasescan be con-
trolled by adjusting the powerratios at the output ports of the power
divider andthe lengthsof the connecting cables.

3.2.1.1 Array Geometry The geometry of the proposed array is shown
in Figure 3.3.’ It is an eight-element L-probe-fed patch antennaarray.
Each array element consists of a rectangular patch that is supported
by plastic posts above the ground plane and is proximity-coupled by
an L-shaped probe located underits edge. In order to reduce the cross-
polarization ofthe array, which is mainly caused by the vertical portions
of the L-shaped probes, the vertical portions of adjacent probes are
located at opposite edges and are excited in anti-phases. Normally, a
wide-band eight-way power divider will be used to feed these probes.
The design ofthis divider will not be discussed here. We will spend more
time describing the optimization of the current amplitudes and phases
characteristics and the element spacing for achieving a shaped-beam
radiation pattern through the use of GA. The antenna’s performance,
including the S-parameters, radiation patterns, and gain, was simulated
by the MoM solver IE3D with GA capability.

3.2.1.2 Genetic Algorithm Employing the moment methodto evaluate
this array requires long computation time and numerous memories.
Global searching methods for optimization are not recommended. To
reduce the computation time, the choice of boundaries for a chromo-
someinvolved in the genetic algorithm becomescritical. Here the opti-
mization starts with the current amplitudes and phases obtained by
the Orchard-Elliott synthesis procedure. Those chromosomesfrom this

 
Figure 3.3 Geometry of the eight-element shaped beam antenna array’
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calculation are varied within a preset range and the element spacing
is assumed to be equal to 0.8/,. After the boundaries for the current
amplitudes and phases are determined, we needto find the boundaries
for the element spacings. By considering the physical sizes of the ele-
ments and neglecting the mutual coupling effect between the elements,
we assumethat the lower and upper boundariesfor the element spacing
are 0.75A, and 0.854,, respectively. Next we need to define the objective
functions in the genetic algorithm.

Objective Functions There are severalcriteria for the radiation pattern
to be synthesized. The main lobe has to be synthesized with the absolute
maximum value along a specified direction. Also, the powerlevels of the
nulls have to be specified to form a nearly Cosec’6 pattern. Moreover,
the peak gain of the main beam has to be maximized. Other than the
radiation pattern, a requirementis also placed on the input return loss
of each array element. The objective functions of the genetic algorithm
are listed here:

= Minimum gain > 15 dBi (from 1.71 to 2.17 GHz)

= Upper sidelobes < —25 dB (from 1.71 to 2.17 GHz)

= §S, <—10 dB, whereii = 11, 22...88 (from 1.71 to 2.17 GHz)

= Peak angle of main lobe = 0° (from 1.71 to 2.17 GHz)

= Cosec’é pattern (from 1.71 to 2.17 GHz)
1. Lowerfirst null and lowerfirst lobe ~ —10 dB

2. Lower second null and lower second lobe ~ —15 dB

3. Lowerthird null and lower third lobe ~ —20 dB

4. Lowerfourth null and lower fourth lobe ~ —25 dB

= The ripples between a null and the nearest lobe are limited to 1 dB
difference

Practically realizing a cosecant radiation pattern is a difficult task.
Byusing GA, eight objective functions are set to synthesize the cosecant
patternsfor the eight-element array case. The powerlevels of the lower
first null, lower first lobe, lower second null, lower second lobe, lower
third null, lower third lobe, lower fourth null, and lower fourth lobe are
included and located in specified angles to form the cosecant pattern.

Boundaries of the Variables Different geometric parameters of the array
elements, including the heights of the patches (h,), heights of the
L-probes(/;,), lengths ofthe L-probes (L,), element spacings ofthe patches
(E,, E,E;E, HE; E,E7), relative excitation phases of the L-probes(a°,,),
and relative excitation amplitudes of the L-probes (|a,,|) are adjusted
in the optimization process, where n = 1, 2, ..., 8. Impedance matching
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can be optimized by varying the dimensions of the L-probes and the
patches, which have no effect on the far-field radiation patterns. The
chromosomesare describedin thefirst illustration and the boundaries

of those parameters are shownthesecondillustration.
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 Phase (a°.) —2° < a%, < 8°
Amplitude (a,) 0.3<a,<0.6

Amplitude (a,) -0.8 <a, <-0.5

Amplitude (ag) 0.6 <a, <0.9

Amplitude (a,) -1sa,<s-1

Amplitude (as) 0.4 <a; <0.7

Amplitude (ag) -0.5 <a,g <-0.2

Amplitude (a7) 0.2<a7<0.5

Amplitude (ag) -0.6 < ag <-0.3

  
 

Forefficient computation, the step sizes for those parameters can be
different. Each of them induces a quantization error. For the L-probes,
the relative excitation phases(a°,,) and relative excitation amplitudes
(|a,|)} induce a quantization error of 1° and 0.01, respectively. The other
parameters(h,, h},,L,and E,—£E,) have a quantization error of approxi-
mately 0.01%).

GA Parameter Settings The GA parametersareset as follows:

= The numberof chromosomes: 40

= The numberof generations: 100

= Crossoverrate: 0.8

= Mutation rate: 0.05
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Simulation Results After 100 generations,all criteria were achieved in
most frequency points, and thus the program was terminated. A set
of nondominant solutions was found. Two sets of parameters for the
optimum simulation results, which were obtained by the Orchard-
Elliott method with and without the GA optimization, are shown in
the following illustration. Actually, the eight-element antenna array
with parameters obtained by the GA optimization performsbetter. Its
simulated input return loss against frequency at port 1 to port 8 is
illustrated in Figure 3.4. It is clearly seen that all ports have satisfied
the return loss requirement (<—10 dB) over the desired operating band-
width (1.71-2.17 GHz). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Without GA With GA

optimization optimization

The height of the patches (h,) N/A 0.1874,

The height of the L-probe (hip) N/A 0.1%
The length of the L-shaped probe(L,) N/A 0.0631

Element spacing (E,) 0.829 0.834

Element spacing (E2) 0.829 0.77Ag

Element spacing (E53) 0.84, 0.74,

Element spacing (E4) 0.829 0.8545

Element spacing (Es) 0.829 0.7545

Element spacing (Eg) 0.84, 0.84,

Element spacing (E7) 0.829 0.8545

Phase(a°,) 0 0

Phase(a°.) -15° -14°

Phase(a°3) -13° -13.4°

Phase(a°,) 25° -22.5°

Phase(a°s) -51° —46°

Phase(a°,) B° 11.2°

Phase(a°7) 15° 16°

Phase(a°s) 3° 6.7°

Amplitude (a,) 0.47 0.49

Amplitude (a,) 0.62 -0.63

Amplitude (ag) 0.7 0.71

Amplitude (a,) -1 -1

Amplitude (as) 0.5 0.52

Amplitude (ag) -0.38 -0.39

Amplitude (a7) 0.38 0.39

Amplitude (ag) -0.47 -0.47

   
 

The radiation patterns in the elevation plane are shown in Figure3.5.
It can be observedthat the beam peakis located at 0° over the operating
frequency band. Referringto the tables shownin Figure3.5, the sidelobe
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Figure 3.4 Simulated input return loss against frequency of the eight-element shaped
beam antenna array at port 1 to port 8

levels are close to the specified values with respect to the objective
functions, and most of the powerlevels of the nulls andlobesfulfill the
requirements. The uppersidelobes can be suppressed to —20 dB beyond

First null
First lobe
Second null
Second lobe

 
 

Main beam = 0°

Third lobe

fo Fourth null

60.0/ uly
Fourth lobe

Uppersidelobe \
— : . |(180-9) I -10.0 -20.0|-30.0 30.0 -20.0 -10.0 0.0°

First First Second|Second Third Third Fourth Fourth
null lobe null lobe null lobe null lobe

-9.70B|-9.10B|-14.90B| -14.60B|-21.40B| -21.20B|-26.20B| -19.70B
3-dB beamwidth in horizontal plane = 80.3°| 3-dB beamwidthin vertical plane = 9.8°

(a)

 
Figure 3.5 Simulated radiation patterns of the eight-element shaped beam antenna
array at (a) 1.71 GHz,(6) 1.83 GHz,(c) 1.94 GHz, (d) 2.06 GHz, and (e) 2.17 GHz’
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First null
First lobe
Second null
Secondlobe

Third null
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Fourth null
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Fourth lobe

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Main beam = 0°

Uppersidelobe /
180

(180-9) a0 -10.0|-20.0 -30.0 -30.0 -20.0 -10.0 0.0

First First Second Third Third Fourth Fourth
null lobe lobe null lobe null lobe

-9.60B|-9dB|-15.10B|-14.8aB|-21.30B|-20.34B| -29.70B| -23.8dB
3-dB beamwidth in horizontal plane = 78.6°| 3-dB beamwidth in vertical plane = 9.2°

(b)
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Fourth null

s wal
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Main beam = 0°

Fourth lobe

Uppersidelobe

 (180-9) a, 9-10.0 -20.0 -30.0

First First Second Third Third Fourth Fourth
null lobe lobe null lobe null lobe

-9.50B|-9.20B|-15.20B|-14.60B|-21.00B|-19.34B|-31.40B| -26.00B
3-dB beamwidth in horizontal plane = 76.7°| 3-dB beamwidth in vertical plane = 8.6°

(c)

Figure 3.5 Simulated radiation patterns of the eight-element shaped beam antenna
array at (a) 1.71 GHz,(6) 1.83 GHz, (c) 1.94 GHz, (d) 2.06 GHz, and (e) 2.17 GHz’
(Continued)
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(180-9) |
? -10.0|-20.0 ~30.0 -30.0|-20.0 -10.0 0.0

First First Second Third Third Fourth Fourth
null lobe lobe null lobe null lobe

-9.8dB|-9.2dB|-14.8dB|-14.7dB|-20.7dB|-18.5dB|-31.0dB|-27.5dB

3-dB beamwidth in horizontal plane = 74.6°| 3-dB beamwidth in vertical plane = 8.1°
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First null
First lobe
Second null
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Main beam = 0°

Fourth lobe

Uppersidelobe

180-
(180-9) 0,0

First First Second Third Third Fourth Fourth
null lobe lobe null lobe null lobe

-10.0dB|-9.2dB|-15.0dB|-15.0dB|-20.9dB|-18.2dB|-28.0dB|-17.2dB

3-dB beamwidth in horizontal plane = 72.3°| 3-dB beamwidth in vertical plane = 7.6°

(e)

Figure 3.5 Simulated radiation patterns of the eight-element shaped beam antenna
array at (a) 1.71 GHz,(6) 1.83 GHz, (c) 1.94 GHz, (d) 2.06 GHz, and (e) 2.17 GHz’
(Continued)
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the peak value, and the half-power beamwidthsin the horizontal and
vertical planes are about 76° and 8°, respectively. Figure 3.6 shows the
simulated gain against frequency. This antennayields over 15 dBi gain
over the operating frequency band with a maximum gain of 16.9 dBi.

3.2.1.3 Summary An eight-element shaped beam antenna array was
designed and tested. A genetic algorithm with IE3D simulation was
employed to search the design solution automatically. The array satis-
fied the criteria on the input impedance matching, radiation patterns,
and gain over the desired operating frequency band ranged from 1.71
to 2.17 GHz. This array can function as a base station antenna for both
CDMA and GSM wireless communication systems. In this study, the
IE3Dsolver wasutilized to simulate the antenna structure, which we
used to change the dimensionsof the structure manually after each
simulation so as to achieve the desired results.

3.2.2 Case 2: A 90° Linearly
Polarized Antenna Array

In this section, we present a linearly polarized antenna array with a
novel backlobe suppression technique.’ The antenna has an impedance
bandwidth of 18% for a SWR < 1.5, ranging from 0.81 to 0.97 GHz.
It can serve the CDMA and GSM wireless communication systems.

Gain(dBi) bE

1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 3.6 Simulated gain against frequency of the eight-element shaped
beam antennaarray’
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The antenna has over a 90° horizontal beamwidth and low backlobe

radiations in both planes, which makeit very suitable for use in sectors
with large angles.

3.2.2.1 ArrayGeometry The geometry ofthe array is shown in Figure 3.7.
It is a two-element L-probe-fed stacked patch antennaarray. Each array
element consists of two rectangular patches in a stacked configuration.

Stacked

pateh 
  

0~~ °
init il raped x —

ATRLAOI RATTEOONY? «ETI
1.69%, ° 0.07Ay

Frontview Side view
Plastic screw

Powerdivider

 
Top view

(b)

Figure 3.7 Geometry of the 90° linearly polarized antenna array: (a) prototype and
(b) different views® (© 2005 IEEE)
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They are supported by plastic posts above the ground plane. The lower
patch is proximity-coupled by an L-shaped probe located underits edge.
In order to reduce the cross-polarization of the array, which is mainly
contributed by the vertical portions of the two L-shaped probes, the
horizontal portions ofthese probesare located at the opposite edges with
out-of-phase excitations. Thus, a wideband two-way powerdivider with
an output phase difference of 180° is needed to feed these probes. The
short-circuited stub of the power divider is used to improve impedance
matching and provide a de ground to the antenna. This divider is
fabricated on a microwave substrate with a dielectric constant of 2.65.

Each L-probe is made from a copper strip with a width of 4.13 mm
and a thickness of 1 mm.Fourvertical sidewalls are mounted on the

edges of the ground planefor the purpose of reducing the backlobe
level. To further enhance their effects, a novel backlobe suppression
technique is employed, which is implemented by cutting slots on the
twosidewalls parallel to the axis of the array periodically. The antenna
dimensions are given in Figure 3.7, where 4, is the free space wave-
length at 0.89 GHz.

3.2.2.2 Measurement Results In order to evaluate the effect of the two

slotted sidewalls on the standing wave ratio and backlobe level of the
array, an antennaarray without slotted sidewalls (shown in Figure 3.8)
was also fabricated and tested. Its standing wave ratio against fre-
quency is shown in Figure 3.9. Clearly, the antenna array with slot-
ted sidewalls located parallel to the array axis has a wider impedance
bandwidth of 18% for a SWR < 1.5, ranging from 0.81 to 0.97 GHz. The
radiation patterns of these two arrays at several frequencies within
the operating band—0.824 GHz, 0.89 GHz, and 0.96 GHz are shown in
Figures 3.10 and 3.11. We observethat the array with slotted sidewalls
has a better backlobe level than the case without slots. Also, both of
them have a wide 3-dB beamwidth of more than 90°. The measured gain
of the array is about 9.5 dBi, the gain against frequency is not shown
for brevity.

3.2.2.3 Summary A 90° linearly polarized antenna array was designed
and tested. Measured results demonstrate that it has a standing wave
ratio of less than 1.5 over 0.82 to 0.96 GHz, which covers both CDMA
and GSM mobile communication frequency bands. Within this frequency
range, it has a wide 3-dB beamwidth of more than 90° in the horizontal
plane. Also, it can achieve low backlobe radiation in both planesif slot-
ted sidewalls are included.
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Din-connector

Figure 3.8 Geometry of the 90° linearly polarized antenna array (without
slotted sidewalls)® (© 2005 IEEE)

SWR 
1.0

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00

Frequency (GHz)

— With cutting slots —--—-— Without cutting slots

Figure 3.9 Measured standing waveratio of the 90° linearly polarized
antenna array’ (© 2005 IEEE)
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Horizontal plane co-pol
——-— Vertical plane co-pol

 

 
Horizontal plane co-pol

— — — Vertical plane co-pol

 
270

(b)

Figure 3.10 Measured radiation patternsofthe 90° linearly polarized antenna array with
slotted sidewalls at (a) 0.824 GHz,(b) 0.892 GHz, and(c) 0.96 GHz® (© 2005 IEEE)
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Horizontal plane co-pol

——-— Vertical plane co-pol

Figure 3.10 Measured radiation patterns of the 90° linearly polarized antenna array
with slotted sidewalls at (a) 0.824 GHz,(b) 0.892 GHz,and(c) 0.96 GHz® © 2005 IEEE)
(Continued)

3.2.3 Case 3: A Dual-Band

Dual-Polarized Array

The performance of a dual-band dual-polarized patch antenna array is
presented here. This array is designed to operate in two separate fre-
quency bands—820-960 MHz and 1710-2170 MHz—which cover the
operating frequencies of most mobile communication systems, including
CDMA, GSM,PCS, and UMTS.Forthis array to function effectively, an
isolation ofmore than 30 dB anda cross-polarization of less than —15 dB
are required over the operating frequency bands.®

3.2.3.1 Array Geometry The geometry of the array is shown in
Figure 3.12. It consists of six elements with two larger patches for the
lower band and four pairs of smaller patches for the upper band. In
order to maintain equal element spacing in terms ofwavelength in both
bands, twopairs of smaller patches and two larger patchesare arranged
appropriately. Each patch element is excited by two L-probes orthogo-
nally from the side for the + 45° polarizations. The antenna dimensions
are detailed following Figure 3.12.
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——-— Vertical plane co-pol

 
(b)

Figure 3.11 Measured radiation patterns of the 90° linearly polarized antenna arra
without slotted sidewalls at (a) 0.824 GHz, (6) 0.892 GHz, and (c) 0.96 GHz’ (© 2005 IEEE)
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Horizontal plane co-pol

——-— Vertical plane co-pol

 
Figure 3.11 Measured radiation patterns of the 90° linearly polarized antenna array
without slotted sidewalls at (a) 0.824 GHz,(6) 0.892 GHz, and(c) 0.96 GHz’ (© 2005 IEEE)
(Continued)

 

    

              
 
Dimensions: M = 752, N = 244, W1 = 126, W2 = 62, W3 = 50.5, 11 = 38, 12 = 15,
13 = 29,14 = 31,81 = 310,82 = 155, d=2, D= 4.6, T= 2, t1 = 2, t2 =1,h1 = 27.5,
h2 = 10.5, h3 = 11, H1 = 38, H2 = 14, H3 = 14, L = 35, swl = 180, sd1 = 114,
shi = 34, sw2 = 80, sd2 = 74, sh2 = 15, sw3 = 116, sd3 = 38, sh3 = 29 (mm)

 
 
 

Figure 3.12 Geometry of the dual-band dual-polarized patch antenna array:
(a) top view and(b) side view° (© 2005 IEEE)
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3.2.3.2 Isolation Enhancement Probe-fed antennas have the weaknessof

a highercross-polarization level due to strong radiation from the vertical
probes.In the dual-polarization case, these radiations will also increase
the coupling between the two inputports. To solve this issue, two meth-
ods were employedto suppress the input port coupling of the array with
feed networks phase cancellation and adding auxiliary metallic side-
walls. The design of the feeding networksis shown in Figure 3.13.

In orderto realize the first method, the feed probes are either excited
with in-phase (0°) or anti-phase (180°) signals. The phasesare controlled
by using different lengths of feed cables connecting to the power divid-
ers. For the lower band, probes 1 and 2 are anti-phased, whereas probes
3 and 4 are in-phased. Thus, the coupling from probes 1 and 2 to probe 3
can be partially cancelled. Probe 4 is in the same situation. On the other
hand, the coupling from probes 3 and 4 to probe 2 is partially counter-
acted by the coupling on probe 2 for the lower band (port 1). Therefore,
the input port isolation for the lower frequency band can be enhanced.
The same effect occurs in the upper frequency band. As the structure of
the array is not ideally symmetrical, however, the cancellation effect is
limited. Consequently, isolation enhancement cannot be achieved over
a wide range of frequencies.

The vertical metallic sidewalls are usually used to reduce the back
radiation of the antenna array. They can also be used to change the
coupling between the feed probes by multipath reflections. The second
method is implementedby placing two long sidewalls and several auxil-
iary sidewalls strategically on the ground planeofthe array as depicted in

Powerdivider Feeding cable

  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
LLLLLL

YYPLZZLZLELELLAIZATZELZZDEZ

CUZAZe% 180° Probe 2
Jed

 74polarization
 y

VL, &<a

 

 

+45°

“ polarization

  
 

LLLLLZLILZLL

Figure 3.13 Feeding networks of the dual-band dual-polarized patch antenna array’’
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Figure 3.12. This arrangement can enhancethe cancellation effect of the
first method. For instance, “wall a” mainly affects the coupling between
probes 1 and 8 so as to increase the total input port isolation between
lower frequency bands(ports 1 and 2). Similarly, the auxiliary “wall b” and
“wall c” are mainly used for the upper frequency bandisolation enhance-
ment. By optimizing the dimensions and positions of these walls, high
input port isolation can be achieved over the frequency band.

3.2.3.3 Measurement Results Because the size of the array is quite
large in terms of wavelength, simulating its performance with a com-
mercial simulation packageis difficult. Therefore, only measurement
results are presentedhere. Figures 3.14a and 3.14b show the measured
return loss and input port coupling of the array in the lower and upper
frequency bands,respectively. It is observed that, for RL < —14 dB, the
bandwidth is 22% (0.81—1.01 GHz) for port 1 and 19% (0.81—0.98 GHz)
for port 2 in the lower frequency band. Overthe frequency range of 0.82
to 0.96 GHz, the input port coupling is less than —30 dB.For the upper
frequency band, the bandwidth is 40% (1.48-2.23 GHz) for port 1 and
42% (1.53-2.34 GHz) for port 2. The input port coupling is less than
-—30 dB over the frequencyrangeof 1.68 to 2.2 GHz.In the samefigures,
it can also been seen that the peak gain is around 10.5 dBi in the lower
band and 14 dBi in the upper band.

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 depict the measuredfar-field radiation patterns of
the two input ports, corresponding to the + 45° polarizations, at the center
frequency ofthe lower frequency band (0.9 GHz) and the upper frequency
band (2.0 GHz), respectively. We define the x-z plane as the vertical plane
and the y-z plane as the horizontal plane. For the lower frequency band
(port 1), the 3-dB beamwidths are 30° and 61° in the vertical and hori-
zontal planes, respectively. The corresponding values for the lower band
(port 2) are 30° and 66°. In both planes, the cross-polarization level is less
than —17 dB in the broadside direction. Also, the backlobe level is less
than —20 dB.For the upper frequency band(port 1), the 3-dB beamwidths
are 12° and 67.5° in the vertical and horizontal planes, respectively. The
corresponding values for the upper frequency band (port 2) are 13° and
75°. In both planes, the cross-polarization level is less than —19 dB in the
broadside direction. Moreover, the backlobe level is less than —25 dB.

3.2.3.4 Summary A dual-band dual-polarized patch antenna array was
designed and implemented successfully. The measured results demon-
strate that it has an input return loss of less than —14 dB,inputport iso-
lation of more than 30 dB, and a cross-polarization level of less than -15
dB overthe 0.82 to 0.96-GHz and 1.71 to 2.17-GHz bands.This array is
suitable for CDMA, GSM, PCS, and UMTSbandssimultaneously.
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Figure 3.14 Measured S parameterandgain ofthe dual-band dual-polarized
patch antennaarray: (a) lower band and (6) upper band’ (© 2005 IEEE)
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— -45° polarization
——- +45° polarization

 
Figure 3.15 Measured radiation patternsofthe dual-band dual-polarized patch antenna
array at 0.9 GHz: (a) x-z plane, port 1; (6) y-z plane, port 1; (c) x-z plane, port 2; and (d)
y-z plane, port 2° © 2005 IEEE)

3.2.4 Case 4: A Broadband Monopolar
Antennafor Indoor Coverage

In this section, a broadband monopolar antennais presented.It has a
wide impedance bandwidth of 62% for a SWR < 1.5, ranging from 1.48
to 2.81 GHz. It possesses nearly omnidirectional radiation patterns over
the bandwidth. Moreover, it has a moderate peak gain of 6.1 dBi. Due
to these features, it is very suitable for the modern multiband indoor
mobile communication systems.
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— -45° polarization

—-—— +45° polarization
(d)

Figure 3.16 Measured radiation patterns of the dual-band dual-polarized patch antenna

array at 2.0 GHz: (a) x-z plane, port 1; (6) y-z plane, port 1; (c) x-z plane, port 2; and (d)
y-z plane, port 2° (© 2005 IEEE)

3.2.4.1 Antenna Geometry The geometry of the antenna is shown
in Figure 3.17. This antenna is mounted in the middle of a circular
ground plane.It consists of a circular patch supported by four identi-
cal shorted trapezoidal plates above the groundplane. This patch is
proximity-coupled by a disc-loaded wire/probe under its center. The
antenna dimensionsare detailed at the bottom of Figure 3.17.

3.2.4.2 Simulation and Measurement Results Figure 3.18 shows the
standing wave ratio and gain against frequency. The term resonance
is defined as the frequency achieving a local maximum in the input
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Figure 3.17 Geometry of the monopolar antenna

resistance curve of the antenna. This definition is somewhat arbitrary
andis selected from a few alternative definitions. In the simulated SWR

curve, three local minima can be found. They are produced by the two
resonancesofthe antenna, which are located at 1.56 GHz and 2.01 GHz.
Since the separation of these resonances is reduced in measurement, the
measured SWRcurve exhibits only two local minima. As these minima
are close to each other, wide impedance bandwidths (SWR< 1.5) of 62%
(1.48-2.81 GHz) and 65% (1.43-2.81 GHz) are achieved in measurement

andsimulation, respectively. Also observed in Figure 3.18, the measured
and simulated peak gains are 6.1 dBi and 5.8 dBi, respectively.
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Figure 3.18 Standing wave ratio and gain of the monopolar antenna

The elevation plane radiation patterns at several frequencies over
the impedance bandwidths, including 1.545 GHz, 2.145 GHz, and
2.745 GHz, are shownin Figure 3.19. They are attained at ¢= 0°. The
angle of maximum radiation of the copolarization component varies
from 0=+ 32° to 0=+ 45°, theoretically and experimentally. Also, deep
nulls appeared at = 0° and @= 180°. Therefore, this antennahasoff-
broadside elevation patterns over the operating band. The simulated
cross-polarization components (dashed dot lines) cannot be observed
because they are very small in the ideal case. The azimuth plane radia-
tion patterns at these frequencies are shown in Figure 3.20. For the
measured and simulated copolarization components, the ripple levels
are 1.96 dB and 0.29 dB at 1.545 GHz, 1.61 dB and 0.94 dB at 2.145
GHz, and 5.05 dB and 2.46 dB at 2.745 GHz, respectively. Hence, this
antenna also has nearly omnidirectional azimuth patterns over the
operating band. In fact, unlike in the simulation,it is very difficult to
ensure that each shorted plate of this antenna is perpendicular to the
patch and the ground plane in the experiment because detecting a +
1—2° deviation from 90° (perpendicular) is arduous. This small devia-
tion is, however, large enough to add 1—2-dBripple to the measurement
even though no ripple is observed in the simulation. Consequently, the
difference between the measured and simulatedripple levels at these
frequencies can be considered asless than 1 dB,so they are not signifi-
cant. As a result, the proposed antenna has moderate peak gain and
nearly omnidirectional radiation patterns over the wide operating band.
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Figure 3.19 Elevation plane radiation patterns (¢ = 0°) of the monopolar antenna at
(a) 1.545 GHz, (6) 2.145 GHz,and(c) 2.745 GHz

To summarize, the antenna performance determined by the measure-
ment and simulation are in close agreement.

3.2.4.3 Summary A broadband monopolar antenna was designed and
implemented successfully. Measured results demonstrate that it has a
wide impedance bandwidth (SWR< 1.5) from 1.48 to 2.81 GHz, which
is equal to 62%. Within this frequency band,it has a nearly omnidirec-
tional radiation pattern in the azimuth plane andoff-broadside radia-
tion pattern in the elevation plane. Moreover, it has other advantages
such as low profile, small lateral size, and moderate peak gain. This
antennais suitable for an indoor base station network that serves sev-

eral wireless communication systems,including PCS, UMTS,Bluetooth,
and WLAN,in an integration manner.
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Figure 3.20 Azimuth plane radiation patterns (¢ = 0°) of the monopolar antenna at
(a) 1.545 GHz, (6) 2.145 GHz,and (c) 2.745 GHz

3.2.5 Case 5: A Single-Feed Dual-Band
Patch Antennafor Indoor Networks

A single-feed dual-band patch antenna is presented in this section.”°
Similar to the antenna described in Section 3.5.3, this antenna can
also operate in two separate frequency bands across 820-960 MHz
and 1710-2170 MHz, whichare the frequencies covering most existing
mobile systems. In order to reduce the interference between the twofre-
quency bands, two low-passfilters are incorporated into the antenna.

3.2.5.1 Antenna Geometry The geometry of the antenna is shown in
Figure 3.21. This antenna consists of two square patchesof different
sizes. The smaller patch is mounted on the top of the larger patch in
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Figure 3.21 Geometry ofthe single-feed dual-band patch antenna (a) 3D view,(6) top view
and side view, and (c) cascaded cmRc”’

a stacked configuration. To a certain extent, the larger patch func-
tions as the ground plane for the smaller patch. The upper patch is
madeof copper whereas the lower patch is etched on the lowerside of
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a double-layer PCB, which has a thickness of 1.5 mm anda relative
permittivity of 2.65. A microstrip feeding line is printed on the upper
side of the same PCB.A coaxial cable with an outer diameter of 3.6mm

is also introduced to this antenna.Its outer conductoris used to connect

the lower patch and the ground plane together. On the other hand,its
inner conductor is bent to an L-shaped probe (upper probe) to couple
the energy to the upper patch for the upper-band operation. For the
lower-band operation, the lower patch is excited by another L-shaped
probe (lower probe) underit. The energy is delivered from one L-probe
to the other one through the microstrip feeding line. In Figure 3.21,
two cascaded low-passfilters, called compact microstrip resonant cell
(CMRC)", are integrated into the feeding line. Actually, they can effec-
tively suppress the excitation of higher-order modesof the lower-band
patch, which can affect the performance of the upper-band patch. The
antenna dimensionsare detailed in the figure.

3.2.5.2 Simulationand Measurement Figure 3.22 shows the input return
loss and gain against frequency in the two frequency bands. It can be
observed that good agreement between simulation and measurement
is achieved, resulting from the accurate fabrication technique and
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Figure 3.22 Input return loss and gain of the single-feed dual-band patch antenna”
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the simple antenna structure. Indeed, the impedance bandwidths
(RL < -14 dB) obtained by simulation and measurementare identi-
cal, which are 21% (0.782—0.965 GHz) in the lower band and 25.3%
(1.69-2.18 GHz) in the upperband.Also, in Figure 3.22 the simulated
and measured peak gains are around8 to 9 dBi in both bands.

Figure 3.23 depicts the x-z plane radiation patterns at the center
frequency of the lower band (0.89 GHz) and the upper band (1.94 GHz),
respectively. The y-z plane radiation patterns at these frequencies are
illustrated in Figure 3.24. The simulation and measurementare in good
agreement. All the patterns are symmetrical with respect to the broad-
side direction. In both frequencies, the cross-polarization level in the x-z
plane is very low (< —30 dB). However, the cross-polarization is around
—12 dB in the y-z plane, which maybe dueto the vertical currents flow-
ing on the probes and the cable. The backlobelevel in both planesis less
than —16 dB in the lower band. In the upperband,it is close to —20 dB
because of the electrically large ground plane.

3.2.5.3 Summary A single-feed dual-band patch antenna was designed
and tested. Measured results demonstrate that this antenna has a

standing waveratio of less than 1.5 across 0.82 to 0.96 GHz and 1.71 to
2.17 GHz. Within these two frequency bands, good broadside radiation
patterns are achieved in the x-z plane and y-z plane. This antenna is
suitable for the base station that serves several mobile communication

systems together, including CDMA, GSM, PCS, and UMTS.

     
 

Measured co-pol_ ------- Measured x-pol

----— Simulated co-pol=------ Simulated x-pol

Figure 3.23 x-z plane radiationpatterns of the single-feed dual-band patch antenna at
(a) 0.89 GHz and(6) 1.94 GHz"
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Figure 3.24 y-z plane radiation,patterns of the single-feed dual-band patch antenna at(a) 0.89 GHz and(6) 1.94 GHz

3.3. Conclusion

Design of base station antennas for mobile communication systems is
very challenging. The required characteristics for bandwidth, gain, pat-
tern shape, beamwidth, and intermodulation level are not easy to achieve.
In this chapter, we have presented the commercial requirements for the
performance of both indoor and outdoor base station antennasfor vari-
ous mobile phone systems. Conventional techniques employed to develop
base station antennasare also reviewed. Both directed dipole and aper-
ture-coupled patch antennasare popular choices. The L-probe fed patch
antenna is a wideband patch antenna technology that has attracted
much interest in the antenna community in past years. Through the
studyof five different designs, we have demonstrated that this new
antennastructure is highly suitable for the developmentofbase station
antennasfor both 2G and 3G mobile communication systems.
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Advanced Antennasfor Radio

Base Stations

Anders Derneryd and Martin Johansson
Ericsson AB Ericsson Research

The rapid growth in the number of mobile communications users, as
well as in the data rates required by more demandingapplications such
as mobile Internet and streaming services, has generated a demandfor
new andefficient waysofincreasing capacity in cellular networks. At the
sametime, the need to offer communication services for areas with low
traffic density, for example, in rural regions and developing markets with
initial focus on voice services, has made wide-area coverage solutions
essential. Solutions to either or both of these goals include increased
frequency bandallocation, frequency-hopping techniques, microcells,
underlay/overlay, and advanced antennas.Thereis an increasinginter-
est in deploying advanced antenna techniquesat the radio base station
becausetheseoffer the potential to exploit the spatial domain and also
because manyof the other available solutions either have been fully
utilized or are considered impractical or cost-inefficient.

The concept of advanced antennas for radio base stations is not well
defined but, in general, can be taken to mean any antennaor strongly
antenna-related solution more sophisticated than that of a conventional
three-sector base station. Such solutions include higher order sector-
ization, higher order receive diversity, and in-air combining, as well as
more elaborate techniques such as adaptive antennas.The latter means
that automatic adaptation to the environment is performed onarela-
tively short time basis during transmission and/or reception. Examples
ofadaptation techniques are dynamic sectorization andelectrical beam-
tilt and antennas with beamforming capabilities on a user basis as
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well as multistream MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) systems.
Several other frequently used terms for these antennasinclude advanced
antenna systems, adaptive antenna base stations, smart antennas, smart
base station antennas, MIMO antennas, and multi-antenna systems.

In this chapter, antenna technologies ranging from a conventional
three-sector antenna system to a fully coherent adaptive antenna system
for radio base stations are discussed, with a focus on macro base station
antennas for second generation (GSM) and non-MIMOthird-generation
(UMTS)systems.

4.1. Benefits of Advanced Antennas

In both second- and third-generation mobile systems, interference is the
main limiting factor with respect to achieving high traffic capacity. In
second-generation systems, a standard procedure to increase capacity
is cell splitting. Cell splitting typically means that new base stations
are introduced in the network, and the area served by each base sta-
tion is reduced. The maximum capacity per base station (site or cell) is
basically constant in a well-planned mobile cellular network. By adding
more basestations,i.e., cells, for serving a given area, the total system
capacity per unit area is increased.

Advanced antennas have been suggested and deployed as an effi-
cient means to meetthe rapidly increasingtraffic volume.’° The move
toward advanced antennasis driven by the shortcomingsof the stan-
dard method, the cell split, which has become more and moredifficult
to implement in urban areas, both due to lack of locations that are
suitable from a system perspective (propagation, transmission, and so
on) and also due to aesthetical reasons (zoning regulations) and site
cost aspects.

Advanced antennas in the setting discussed here offer a meansfor
increasing system capacity or coverage while making use of existing
sites and without affecting the user device requirements. Increased
capacity is obtained mainly by reducing interference in the network
using improved spatial filtering. This means that directive beams,
narrowerin azimuth or elevation than in the conventional three-sector

system, are used for communicating with a user. Examplesof capacity
solutions are antenna beamtilt, higher order sectorization, multibeam
array antennas, and steered-beam array antennas. The beamwidth
in multibeam and steered-beam array antennas is narrower than the
cell or the sector, i.e., only part of the cell where users are located is
covered. This requires information regarding the user’s location within
the cell, either explicitly in termsofactual location of the user device or
implicitly in terms of which base station antenna beam arrangementis
most beneficial. In a second-generation system, like GSM, the improved
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spatialfiltering allowsfor tighter frequency reuse giving more channels
and higher capacity per sector. In a third-generation system,like
WCDMA,the improvedspatial filtering allows moretraffic per sector
and frequency.

Coverage solutions exist for uplink only, downlink only, as well as
for both up- and downlink. Extended downlink or transmit coverage is
obtained either by increased antenna gain or higher power amplifica-
tion or a combination thereof. The transmit coverage is characterized by
the Effective Isotropically Radiated Power (EIRP) of an antenna,deter-
mined by the relationship, EIRP = P : G, where G is the antenna gain
andP is the net poweraccepted by the antenna. The link budgetis bal-
anced with low-noise amplifiers in the receive (uplink) chain. Examples
of coverage solutions are transmit diversity, high-gain antennas, higher
order receive diversity, remote radio units, amplifier integrated anten-
nas, and relays/repeaters. On downlink, increased EIRP, as provided by
transmit diversity, high-gain antennas, amplifier integrated antennas,
andrelays/repeaters, gives increased signal strength at the user device.
Onuplink, higherorder receive diversity, tower-mounted amplifiers, and
high-gain antennas provide an increase in effective radio base station
receiver sensitivity by extracting additional signal energy usingstatisti-
cal diversity gains and effectively larger antenna apertures.

4.2 Advanced Antenna Technologies

The main principles and concepts of advanced antenna systems are
presentedin termsofblock diagrams andbasic properties. Performance
figures given are basedonfirst order models and assume mostly thatall
base stations in the network are equal. The following advanced antenna
concepts for radio base stations, in addition to a three-sector reference
system, are described:

= Three-sector omnidirectional antenna

= Higher order receive diversity

= Transmit diversity

= Antenna beamtilt

® Modular high-gain antenna

= Higher order sectorization

= Fixed multibeam array antenna

= Steered beam array antenna

= Amplifier integrated sector antenna

= Amplifier integrated multibeam array antenna
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One fundamental assumptionfor all concepts, except transmit diver-
sity, is that no additional feedback is needed from the user device to the
radio base station due only to the employmentof any of the advanced
antenna system concepts. This means that any user device can be served
via a conventional sectorized system or an advanced antenna system,
without being informed about the type of system it is connected to.

4.3 Three-Sector Reference System

The reference system is defined as a three-sector antenna system
equipped in each sector with one downlink branch, and two uplink
branches for space or polarization diversity reception. The reason for
selecting this as a reference system is that it is the most commoncel-
lular base station antenna configuration in macrocell applications. The
three-sector antenna system is used as a reference case when imple-
mentations and performanceare discussed for the different advanced
antenna concepts.

Receive diversity is a means to improve base station receiver sensitiv-
ity (signal-to-noise ratio) and thereby coverage of wireless communica-
tion systems. The sensitivity improvement comes from receiving signals
using multiple antennas (receiver diversity branches), the principle
being that the signals received on different antennas will fade more
or less independently in relation to their fading correlation. Since the
occurrence oftwo independentsignals experiencing deep fades simulta-
neouslyis statistically less likely than the occurrence ofcorrespondingly
deep fadesfor a single signal, the receiver system will provide diversity
gain. Assuming maximumratio combining, there is an inherent gain, or
powergain, from using multiple antennas that stems from the increased
total antenna area (when going from one to two antennas). This area
gain exists regardless of the statistical behavior of the received signals
on the diversity branches. Two-wayreceive diversity is implemented in
most cellular standards. To further improve the sensitivity in uplink,
low-noise amplifiers are mounted close to the antenna, so-called tower-
mounted amplifiers.

A fundamentalaspect of antenna-based solutionsis the type of inter-
ference distribution over a cell that results from the antenna radia-

tion pattern properties in a sectorized system.A cell (also a sector when
discussing macro sites) is a region that is serviced by the same radio
resource, for example, as identified by the strongest broadcast/pilot sig-
nals in GSM and WCDMA.Two major antenna design parameters that
influence thecell shape and the structureofthe cell plan are the azimuth
half-power beamwidth (HPBW)andthe azimuth pointing direction.

Twodifferent cell plans are commonly employed—Ericsson cell plan
and Bell cell plan, as shown in Figure 4.1. The idealized cell shapes of
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Figure 4.1 Three-sectorcell plans: (a) site positions, (6) omnidirectional antennas,(c) Bell
cell plan with 90° (but, in general, arbitrary) HPBW antennas,(d) Ericssoncell plan with
45° HPBWantennas,(e) Ericsson cell plan with 65° HPBW antennas, and (f/) Ericsson
cell plan with 90° HPBW antennas.Thecell corresponding to one antennais indicated
by the shadedarea. Dots indicate the locations of the base stations and line stubs show
the antenna main beam pointing directions.
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thesecell plans are based on the assumption that identical base stations
and antennas are placed on a regular hexagonal grid, with the three
antennas oriented 120° apart in azimuth (in the horizontal plane), and
that the propagation can be modeled by a uniform path loss model with
no fading.In the caseofthe Bell cell plan, each antennais directed toward
asymmetry point among three base stations placed at the vertices of an
equilateral triangle and the cell shape becomes independentof the half-
power beamwidth. Each site in the Bell cell plan covers a hexagon. The
cell shape of the Ericssoncell plan, on the other hand,is strongly depen-
dent on the azimuth half-power beamwidth. Assuming a wave propaga-
tion attenuation proportional to the distance raised to 3.5, a half-power
beamwidthof65° will produce a hexagonally shapedcell rather thansite.
In a three-sector WCDMA system,” the beamwidth that maximizes the
capacity in downlink is about 65° wheneach beamis pointing directly to
the closest site (Ericsson cell plan), and about 75° when the beams from
neighboring sites are directed toward the symmetry point in-between
thesesites (Bell cell plan) and similar results hold for a GSM system. The
elevation properties of the radiation pattern will also have an impact on
the cell shape, as discussed in the beam-tilt section.

4.4 Three-Sector Omnidirectional Antenna

The three-sector omnidirectional antenna configuration offers a low-cost
solution for low-capacity requirements because it reduces the required
number of power amplifiers by a factor of three, compared to the con-
ventional radio base station arrangement. Therefore, this antenna is
a candidate configuration for early and rapid deployment. In general,
configurations with two or more sector antenna panels may be used to
form combined radiation patterns with fractionalor full 360° horizontal
coverage.

A conventional three-sector antenna configuration for downlink
transmission is shown in Figure 4.2a. Three identical sector antennas
are used, sequentially rotated 120° aboutavertical axis, with the sector
antennaradiation patterns having identical polarization states overall
azimuth angles in the main beam region. Each antennais individually
fed and has associated with it a separate signal path (radio chain),
including a separate (downlink) power amplifier module.

The corresponding three-sector omnidirectional configuration is
shown in Figure 4.2b. The antennas are fed (on downlink) from a
commonradio, with the powerdistributed from a dividing/combining
network via dedicated feeder cables. In general, the lengthsofthe feed-
ers are not identical, which results in differences in phase values. The
same antenna arrangementsare used on receive with the introduction
of duplex filters or switches to separate transmit andreceive signals.
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120° 2

  
 

 

     

(b)

Figure 4.2 (a) Conventional three-sector antenna configuration. Each
sector antenna is individually fed by a separate power amplifier. (b)
Three-sector omnidirectional antenna configuration. All sector anten-
nas are fed by a common power amplifier. Only downlink (transmit)
signal paths are shown.

The sector antennas in the shown omniconfiguration are placed at
the nodes of a horizontal equilateral triangle. Due to the separation
distance, d, between the antennas, and since the radiation patterns of
the sector antennas have identical polarizations, the free-space array
radiation pattern resulting from a summation of the individual sector
radiation patterns exhibits periodic amplitudeoscillations or ripple. The
period of this ripple is inversely proportional to the antenna separation
distance.

The signal received by the user device is the sum of many multipath
signal components with varying amplitude and phase. These compo-
nents are dueto the scattering occurring in the environment surround-
ing the user device. The result of the scattering is that the power from
the base station antenna is averaged over an angular interval. As a
consequence,the received signal strength at the user becomesless sen-
sitive to amplitude variations of the base station antenna pattern with
increasing radiusofthe scattering region. This also mitigates the effects
of the unknownphase differences among the antennas, since the angle-
dependence of the free-space pattern ripple is reduced.
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The scattering behavior can be modeled by using power-averaged
radiation patterns. The averaging is performed by calculating the mean
value of the radiated power (uniformly weighted) overall angles within
a sliding window ofwidth ¢,, (see Figure 4.3). The size of the averaging
windowis related to the distance R between the base station and the

user device, and an equivalent local scattering radius 7 by ¢,, = 27r/R
forr«R.

The null depths (ripple) in the three-sector omni radiation pattern
does not lower the averaged, effective pattern below that of the indi-
vidual sector radiation pattern crossoverlevel, ifthe antenna separation
d fulfills the rule-of-thumb d > 1/¢,, ~ RA2r) (wavelengths). However,
the actuallevel of the three-sector omni radiation pattern is decreased
5 dB relative to the sector pattern level because the power (from a single
power amplifier) is divided over three antennas. This general drop in
the three-sector omni pattern level can be reduced in the crossover
region by up to 3 dB.To increase the three-sector omni pattern level by
about 2 dB in the crossover region, the antenna separation distance d
(in wavelengths) should fulfill the inequality d > R/r, which results in
a three-sector omni radiation pattern level only 3 dB below the cross-
over level of the isolated sector patterns, rather than 5 dB below. This
is particularly useful in scenarios where a three-sector site is not part
of a regular cell plan because it provides a more direction-independent
pattern and, hence, omni-like coverage.

 
RBS(three-sector omni) —\

int

Figure 4.3 Scattering environment surroundingauser device (UE)
for pattern averaging
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4.5 Higher Order ReceiveDiversity

Coverage is an important issue, especially in sparsely populated areas.
One methodto increase uplink coverage is to employ higher orderreceive
diversity in base stations in order to improve receiver sensitivity. In sys-
tems where coverageis uplink limited, a solution based on higher order
receive diversity can provide a balance in the uplink-downlink perfor-
mance. Thefour-branch receive diversity uses four complete RF receiver
chains. The four antenna signals may be obtained by a combination of
polarization and space diversity combined at baseband.Figure 4.4a shows
an antenna configuration with twopolarization diversity antennas, with
a separation of 10 to 20 wavelengths. However, space diversity is not
crucial for the performancein environments with rich multipath, and in
these cases, those two polarization antennas can be combined into one
unit undera single radome, as shown in Figure 4.40.° The advantagesof
the combined antenna unit are its compact size and easier installation.

For higher orderreceive diversity systems, i.e., receive diversity sys-
tems with more than two antennas, the additional statistical diversity
gain decreases with increasing numberof diversity branches for many
macro site propagation environments, whereas the gain related to the
additional antenna area, powergain, will still be available. The result-
ing improvement of the receiver sensitivity performance may not be
motivated as it comes at the cost of additional receiver chains.

x X
x xX

xX
xX
xX
xX
xX
x xX

MXXKKXKK MXXKKXKK  
10-20 wavelengths

(a) (b)

Figure 4.4 Four-branch receive diversity antenna configurations with
dual-polarized antenna columns: (a) separate antenna units and (6)
single antenna unit
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4.5.1 Field Trial

A field trial ofcommercial two-branch and four-branch diversity implemen-
tations was conductedin a live GSM network.’ Twostatistical measures

were recorded. The uplink signal strength, RxLev in dBm, was reported
as the maximum value taken overall two or four receive branches,i.e.,
the signals were not combined before RxLev was reported. This gives a
measureofthe selection diversity gain. The active measurement range of
RxLev was bounded from below at —110 dBm, i.e., all measured values less
than -110 dBm were reported as RxLev = 0, which corresponds to —110
dBm.The uplink bit error rate, RxQual on a scale from 0 to 7, was mea-
sured after combining. A low value of RxQual corresponds to good signal
quality, whereas a high value of RxQual meanspoorsignal quality.

The selection diversity gain was about 1 dB with four-branch diver-
sity compared to two-branch diversity, as measured by the improve-
ment in uplink RxLev for the best branch. This corresponds well with
simulated and measured results that show an improvement of 3—4 dB
in receiver sensitivity, from which an estimated power gain of 2.5-3
dB should be subtracted. Figure 4.5 shows a plot of the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF) of the uplink RxQual for measurement
reports for all mobile traffic in a cell with RxLev = 0,i.e., for cases when
the best branch has a received signal strength of -110 dBm orless.It
is clearly seen that four-branch diversity provides better quality than
two branches. For example, about 45% of the two-branch measurement
reports show RxQual < 4 compared to 66% of the four-branch measure-
ment reports, an improvementof almost 50%.
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Figure 4.5 CDF of RxQual when RxLev equals 0 for a two-branch
(2WRD)and a four-branch receive diversity (4WRD)field trial for
all commercialtraffic in a cell
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4.6 Transmit Diversity

Transmit diversity is a concept used for improved downlink capacity
in which multiple antennas are used. Radio base stations are already
equipped with multiple antennas, which are used for receive diversity.
Theideais to use these antennasto mitigate the effects offast fading also
in downlink. A numberoftransmit diversity schemes exist, such as space-
time coding, delay diversity, antenna hopping, and phase hopping.”

Alamouti space-time codingis an open-loop transmit diversity scheme
that uses two antennas to simultaneously transmit two signals to the
user device.’® This scheme, however, requires user devices with special
space-time decoding algorithms. On the other hand, delay diversity,
antenna hopping, and phase hopping are transparent to user devices
and can be employed for existing devices. The delay diversity scheme
transmits delayedreplicas of the signal by utilizing two antennasat the
base station. The user device needs to receive an uncorrelated signal
from each transmit antenna to take advantage of the technique. The
radio base station antennas need to be spaced sufficiently far apart
or transmit with orthogonal polarizations. Delay diversity artificially
creates increased time dispersion in the propagation channel, which is
resolved by the equalizer in the user device. In the antenna hopping
scheme, the transmitted signal is switched among the available base
station antennas.Thesignal then passes through a propagation channel
that varies even if the user device is stationary. With antenna hopping,
no additional hardware, such as transceivers or combiners, is required
in the base station, since only one antennais transmitting at a time.
The phase-hopping schemealso aimsat creating a propagation channel
that is nonstationary. This scheme transmits identical signals that are
phase-offset across two antennasat the basestation.

Most transmit diversity schemes use only two antenna branches.
Each of these antennas uses only half of the power of a system with
a single antennain order to maintain constant transmit power. In the
case whenfull transmit power is used on each antenna simultaneously,
the transmit diversity schemes can be used to increase coverage. All
schemes can be extended to more than two antennas.

4.7 Antenna Beamiilt

Beamtilt or adjustment ofthe main beam direction in elevation, typically
between 0° to 10° downward, is used for many purposes. One main pur-
pose is to obtain goodcell-border coverage. The beam direction is adjusted
to follow the surface of the ground to radiate as much poweras possible
toward the cell border. Another application is to increase capacity by
reducing inter-cell interference, which is achieved by beam downtilt and
the correspondingincreased isolation between the cells. The main beam
is directed such that the upper slope of the main beam radiation pattern
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is pointed toward the cell border. This means that interference signals
toward neighboringcells are reduced at the cost oflower antennagain for
devices located at or near thecell border.“ The reduction in gain at thecell
border due to downtilt is often not a problem for densely planned systems,
i.e., system with small inter-site distances where path lossis not a limit-
ing factor, since capacity (and, hence, interference) is the main concern.In
metropolitan environments with high antennainstallations, beamtilting
far beyond 10° below the horizon is sometimes applied. Beamtilt has been
frequently used in large-scale Personal Digital Cellular (PDC) systems
since their introduction, and it is frequently used today in many mobile
communication cellular networks.”

Two main methodsfor tilting an antenna beam exist, and they are
used either separately or in combination. The simplest method is to
mechanically tilt the antenna while the more sophisticated method
utilizes electrical beamtilt."® Mechanical beamtilt affects the antenna

radiation differently along the horizontal plane. For example, if the
main beam in a three-sector system is tilted downward, then the back-
lobe is tilted upward while the wide angle sidelobes are almost unaf-
fected. Electrical beamtilt, on the other hand, has essentially the same
tilt effect on the radiation pattern for all azimuth angles for cylinder-
shaped antennas, such as conventional sector antennas, when these
are installed vertically. Plots of iso-path gain curves in Figure 4.6 show

 
(a) (b)

Figure 4.6 Iso-path gain curves on ground for an antenna downtilted 10°:
(a) mechanical downtilt and (6) electrical downtilt. Main beam peak points at
the x (5 dB steps between contours).
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the difference in the resulting shape of the covered area for the twotilt
methods(ignoring surroundingcells).

A combination of mechanical and electrical beamtilt is sometimes

an attractive solution. By applying a fixed mechanical beamtilt, the
requirementson the electrical tilt range offered by the antenna may be
reduced and the hardware implementation becomes less complex. One
application of combined mechanical and electrical tilt is for reducing
backlobe interference for antennas that have a distinct backlobe that

behaves similarly to the forward main beam whenthe element excita-
tions are varied. This can be achieved by mechanically tilting the main
beam, either upward or downward, and then offsetting the mechani-
cal tilt by electrically tilting the beam in the opposite direction. The
combined result is that the main beam gets the desired beamtilt angle
(the difference between the mechanical and theelectrical tilt angles)
in the forward direction whereas the backlobe is tilted away from the
horizontal plane, as shown in Figure 4.7.

  al

antenone “co-”_—

Horizon

Figure 4.7 Main beam andbacklobedirections for an antenna with simultaneous
mechanical uptilt (a,,) and electrical downtilt (a)
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The electrical beamtilt is accomplished by
having a tilt unit that divides the available
power(on transmit) and changesthe phaseor
time delay to each antenna element or each
subarray consisting ofa numberofantennaele-
ments stacked vertically (see Figure 4.8). The
design of an antennawithelectrical downtilt is
a trade-off between antenna performance and
antenna system complexity and cost. Ideally,
each antenna element would be individually
controlled with respect to amplitude and phase
ofthe excitation. With antenna elements spaced
a fraction of a wavelength apart, this configu-
ration would not incur grating lobe problems,
but the solution would require a high-complex-
ity tilt unit as well as a large numberofcables
in the antenna assembly. This is not considered
a cost-effective solution and instead subarrays
are controlled by thetilt unit.

The subarrays havefixed distribution net-
worksthat are designed to give a desired fixed
tilt angle and beam shape. The subarrays may Figure 4.8 Array antenna

oe . consisting offour subarrays,
also be optimized to counteract the grating lobe an adjustabletilt unit, and
effects, i.e., generation of undesirable copies of phase-matched cables
the main beam, that appear whencontrolling
the excitation of the groups of antenna elements (the subarrays) sepa-
rated by more than a wavelength.Thisis illustrated in Figure 4.9. The
array antennaconsists of 16 radiating elements that are grouped into
4 identical subarrays. A fixed network in each subarraydistributes the
power equally among the radiating elements. The subarray radiation
patterns are displayed as gray lines in Figure 4.9. A grating lobe appears
as the array antenna beam is scanned from 0° to 10° dueto the large
spacing between subarraysas seen in Figures 4.9a, 4.9b, and 4.9c. The
grating lobe level can be reduced by introducinga fixed phase delay in
the subarray distribution network. This is shown in Figures 4.9d, 4.9e,
and 4.9f where each subarray has a fixed scan angle of 5.5°. The total
array radiation pattern now has a grating lobe level not exceeding the
first sidelobe in the total array radiation pattern when scanned from
0° to 10°. The technique can be further extended with nonidentical or
unequally spaced” subarrays.

The technique can be further extended by implementing nonlinear
phase-shifters or time delays when tilting the beam in elevation. This
allows an adaptive change of the beam shape or beamwidthofthe radia-
tion pattern with tilt angle during operation of a cellular network. The
advantage of using antennas with a nonlinear type of phase-shifter is

Subarray

 Subarray

 Adjustablebeamtiltunit Subarray

Subarray
Tilt control
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Figure 4.9 Elevation radiation pattern in dB as a func-
tion of the angle in degrees. The antennaconsists of four
subarrays with four elements each. Black lines indicate
the total scanned radiation pattern and gray lines the
fixed subpanel radiation pattern. (a) 0° scan angle, subar-
ray at 0° fixed tilt angle; (6) 5° scan angle, subarray at 0°
fixed tilt angle; (c) 10° scan angle, subarrayat 0° fixedtilt
angle; (d) 0° scan angle, subarray at 5.5° fixed tilt angle;
(e) 5° scan angle, subarray at 5.5° fixed tilt angle; and
(ff 10° scan angle, subarray at 5.5° fixedtilt angle.
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Figure 4.9 Elevation radiation pattern in dB as a function
of the angle in degrees. The antennaconsists of four sub-
arrays with four elements each. Black lines indicate the
total scanned radiation pattern and gray lines the fixed
subpanelradiation pattern. (a) 0° scan angle, subarray at
0° fixed tilt angle; (6) 5° scan angle, subarray at 0° fixed
tilt angle; (c) 10° scan angle, subarrayat 0° fixedtilt angle;
(d) 0° scan angle, subarray at 5.5° fixed tilt angle; (e) 5°
scan angle, subarray at 5.5°fixed tilt angle; and (f) 10° scan
angle, subarray at 5.5°fixedtilt angle. (Continued)
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that the beam shapeis tailored to the beamtilt angle. For example, a non-
linear phase-shifter can provide high gain at the cell edge for small tilt
angles to maximize area coverage andnull-fill near the base station for
larger downtilt angles, as shown in Figure 4.10, in order to avoid service
areas inside thecell with poor path gain, which could be detrimental,
especially for high data-rate users. Such an antenna can, therefore, be
deployed for both coverage and capacity scenarios, even if the resulting
system operating point is uncertain when the networkis rolled out.

The optimal beamtilt angle depends onsite location, antenna instal-
lation height, cell size (inter-site distance, ISD), and traffic load.”®
Basically, the smaller the cell size, the larger the beam downtilt angle
should be. Beam downtilt has the most impact for high gain, narrow
vertical beamwidth antennas. Highest impact is achieved in areas with
small cells and/or high antenna installations. In larger cells, antenna
downtilt is still useful in order to reduce local interference problems, to
decreasethe cell size, or to improve coverage (signal-to-noise ratio or
SNR) inside the cell away from the cell border. However, this is at the
cost of reduced coverageat the cell border.

Forefficient use of the radio access network, antenna beamtilt is con-
trolled adaptively from an operation center, the so-called remote (elec-
trical) tilt. The purpose of a control system is to perform the antenna
beamtilt setting, as requested from the operation center. The beamtilt is
set per antenna or beam independently for optimal system performance.”
Optimal tilt angle settings may differ with frequency bandfor multiband
antennas with independenttilt control possibilities on a band-by-band
basis. The tilt angle of each antenna can also beset locally at the base
station by connecting a portable computerto the control system or manu-
ally on site without using a control system. Systems using antennas with
remote tilt control may be adapted to the existing traffic situation or
changes in the propagation environmenton a short- or long-term basis.

Although the discussion has been focused on single beam antennas,
beamtilt, which makes use of the elevation dimension, can be used in

 
Figure 4.10 Elevation radiation patterns ofan antenna with
a tilt unit containing nonlinear phaseshifter for two different
tilt settings: untilted high-gain pencil beam (solid line) for
maximum cell edge coverage and downtilted shaped beam
(dashedline) for uniform cell coverage and, hence, capacity,
with interference suppression toward neighborcells accom-
plished by low sidelobe levels above the main beam.
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sectorized systems as well as in multibeam antenna systems that are
mainly focused on exploiting the azimuth dimension.

4.7.1 Case Study

Antenna beamtilt is an efficient way of also improving system capac-
ity in re-use one systems, such as WCDMA,although there are funda-
mental differences in the interference situations between GSM and

WCDMA.In WCDMA downlink, for example, the desired user and a
user being interfered can be located fairly close to each other, such as
on either side of the cell border.

The setting of the beamtilt angle has been evaluated in a re-use one
three-sector network.“ All users are assumedto be uniformly distributed
in the network andall traffic assumedto be speech. Furthermore, there
are identical antennas in each cell and an identical electrical beamtilt

angle is applied to all base stations. Six different radiation patterns
are used in the study (see Table 4.1) and two types of network layouts,
oneis the Ericsson cell plan and the otheroneis the Bell cell plan. The
65° azimuth half-power beamwidth (HPBW)pattern is evaluated in the
Ericsson cell plan (Figure 4.1le), whereas the 90° azimuth patterns are
evaluated in both the Bell cell plan (Figure 4.1c) and the Ericsson cell
plan (Figure 4.1f). A 120° HPBW pattern is evaluated in the Bell cell
plan only. The relative sidelobe level (SLL) is set to -15 dB in both the
elevation and the azimuth plane. The antennainstallation height is 30 m
in all cases, and the site-to-site distance is 2000 m for high-gain (20 dBi)
antennas and 800 m when low-gain (17 dBi) antennas are analyzed.

The evaluated performance is the WCDMA pole capacity defined as
the maximum capacity possible while still fulfilling the desired qual-
ity for each user. This capacity is found by loading the system until no
solutions to the power equation can be found,i.e., the SINR quality
requirementis no longerfulfilled. At pole capacity, the required power
asymptotically approaches infinity.

Pole capacity, the maximal theoretical load, is shown in Figure 4.11 for
high- and low-gain antennas. One observation is that a proper beamtilt

TABLE 4.1 Antenna Radiation Pattern Data Used in the Electrical Beamtilt Study

Azimuth Cut Elevation Cut

Antenna Gain (dBi) HPBW SLL (dB) HPBW SLL (dB)

65 high gain 20 65° —15 2.6° —15
65 low gain 17 65° —15 5.5° —15
90 high gain 20 90° —15 1.9° —15
90 low gain 17 90° —15 4.0° —15
120 high gain 20 120° —15 1.4° —15
120 low gain 17 120° —15 3.0° —15
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Figure 4.11 Pole capacity in downlink as a functionofelectrical beam-tilt
angle: (a) high-gain antennas and(6) low-gain antennas
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angle significantly improves pole capacity compared to no beamtilt, with a
tilt angle ofabout one half-power beamwidth below the midpoint between
two sites being close to optimal. A second observationis that the wider the
elevation beamwidth,the less variation in capacity over beamtilt angles.
A third observation is that the elevation and azimuth beamwidths have

to be selected carefully to reduce variations in illumination of the cell
(i.e., path gain), since these variations are of utmost importancefor the
pole capacity. All antennas within each category, high gain and low gain,
respectively, have the same gain values, and the elevation beamwidths
are chosento fulfill that.

Electrical beamtilt and azimuth and elevation beamwidths are key
factors for improving downlink performance in mobile networks. To
achieve the potential gains, which depend on antenna parameters as
well as cell characteristics, the settings of the beamtilt angles need to
be optimized in each real network separately. This study focused on
pole capacity performance on downlink. Considering that the uplink
andlowertraffic load will typically result in smaller tilt angles being
optimal, a compromise between uplink and downlink performance,as
well as between capacity and coverage, is necessary.

4.8 Modular High-Gain Antenna

The modular high-gain antenna concept is used for maximizing cover-
age (cell range) in environmentswith low traffic intensity. This antenna
is characterized by offering an improved link budget in termsof high
antenna gain in both uplink and downlink. A vertical combination of
multiple sector antennas results in higher gain and enables the possi-
bility of extended coverage without altering the azimuth beamwidth.”
Mechanical as well as electrical downtilt of the antenna main beam

are incorporated to reduce interference in neighboring cells and/or to
maximize coverage area. Modularity allowsfor simplified logistics, with
relaxed requirements on infrastructure and transportation means, with
site-based antenna assembly using high-precision self-aligning mount-
ing framesto ensure excellent electrical performance.

By combining commercially available hardware, such as stan-
dard sector antennas, combiners, and coaxial cables, into a high-gain
antenna, a modular and robust solution is achieved that is suitable
for link budget improvementin coverage-limited scenarios. The sector
antennasused asbuilding blocks, referred to as subpanels, are fed by a
feed network, which includes power dividers, delay lines (phase shift-
ers), and coaxial cables. The subpanels may have different radiation
characteristics, and they are installed to get a desired radiation pat-
tern behavior. Amplitude taper, potentially nonuniform, is provided by
the divider/combiner, whereas phase taper is handled by delay lines or
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phase shifters with phase-matched cables running to each subpanel.
A schematic illustration of high-gain antennas based on the modular
principle is shown in Figure 4.12.

Subpaneltilt is applied either on a mechanical basis, using a physical
tilting of each subpanelstructure, or on an electrical basis, for subpanels
with a meansfor progressive time delays or phaseshifts of the excita-
tion over the length of the subpanel array. Combinations of mechanical
and electrical tilt are also used. For increased flexibility, remote control
oftilt is possible, but for most extended coverage installations, this is not
an essential feature. Tilt applied to individual subpanels is combined
with delay compensations in the feed network to avoid grating lobe
appearing due to the large subpanel separations.

An advantage with individual subpanel mechanicaltilt is that it gives
a more compact installation than if the entire structure is mechanically
tilted. This reduces the wind load, resulting in less torque, and provides
an overall antenna configuration that is essentially conformal with
the mounting structure. Similarly, electrical tilt in the feed network
reduces the amount of hardware comparedto a solution with electrical
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Subpanel Subpanel 

  
Subpanel

SubpanelSubpanel
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Figure 4.12 Modular high-gain antennas madeup of standard sector antennas (subpan-
els), power dividers/combiners, and phase-matched cables
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tilt implemented on an antenna elementbasis over the full length of a
high-gain antenna. Of course, the combination of electrical tilt in the
feed network with electrically tiltable subpanels providesfull electrical
tilt, with the added benefit of independent controlof thetilt settings.

The polarization of subpanels using the same corporate feed network
is typically the same. However, combining subpanels of different polar-
izationsis also possible, for example, to avoid deep pattern nulls. Still,
the mainpart of the poweris fed to subpanels with identical polarization
in order to achieve the desired improvement in antenna gain and, as a
consequence, coverage. Similarly, subpanels that differ with respect to
other properties, for example, size and gain, can be combined. Null-fill-
ing for identical copolarized subpanels can be achieved by nonuniform
phase and amplitude weighting, depending on the numberof subpanels.
Filling the first pattern nulls to about —20 dB will only incur a small
reduction, a few tenths of a dB, in peak antennagain.

Based on the gain improvementsfor the configurations with multiple
subpanels, an increase in coverage is achieved. To estimate the general
behavior, a basic range-dependent model for the relative coverage area
is written as AA = AG”, where AG is therelative antenna gain and ais
the path-loss exponent. Therelative coverage area with different high-
gain antenna configurations for @ equal to 3.5 is shown in Table 4.2.

Introducing modularhigh-gain antennas, Figure 4.13, into a network
improves the link budget and increases coverage up to 70%.It is ideal
for wide-area coverage in rural areas with low traffic density, over flat
ground, along highways, and over sea. The antenna concept improves
the link budget 2.5 dB to 4 dB equally in both uplink and downlink.
The numberof sites may be reduced with this concept, which reduces
overall deploymentcost. Existing sites may be retrofitted with modular
high-gain antennas without any changesin base station equipment or
feeder arrangement.

4.8.1 Case Study

In rural deployments and other low traffic scenarios, coverage is a key
performanceindicator and solutions that minimize the required number
of base station sites are highly desirable to reduce capital expenditure

TABLE 4.2 Relative Coverage Area With Different High-Gain Antenna Configurations
(Subpanel with 65° and 8° azimuth and elevation half-power beamwidth, respectively,
and path-loss exponent o = 3.5)

Antenna Gain (dBi) Relative coverage area (%)

Single subpanel 18 100
Dual-subpanel 20.5 140
Tri-subpanel 22 170
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.13 Modular high-gain antennaconfigurations:
(a) single subpanel, (6) dual subpanels, and (c) triple
subpanels

and operational cost. A study of the potential for coverage improve-
mentin a realistic environment by increasing base station antenna gain
was performed. Changes in antenna gain have a balanced impact on
uplink/downlink link budget performance. With the azimuth half-power
beamwidth set to a fixed value of 65°, the antenna gain increase must
come from a decrease in elevation half-power beamwidth,i.e., from a
correspondingincrease in antenna verticalsize.

Plots of predicted coverage for three different antenna installations
over hilly terrain are shown in Figure 4.14 for a three-sector site. The
coverage for a standard sector antenna panel with 8° elevation half-
power beamwidth is compared with the coverage for two high-gain
antennas. The high-gain antennas comprise, respectively, two and three
vertically stacked subpanels (identical to the sector antenna) combined
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Figure 4.14 Coverage of a three-sector high-gain antennainstal-
lation over hilly terrain: (a) single subpanel with gain G, dBi,
(6) dual-subpanel with gain G, + 3dB,and(c) tri-subpanel with gain
Go +5dB

with feed networks. This generates gain increases of 3 dB and 5 dB
relative to the standard sector antenna panel (ignoring feed network
losses), resulting in relative coverage increases of 40% and 60% in this
scenario, as given in Table 4.3. The modular high-gain antenna concept
is shown to provide link budget improvement over a large part of a
serviced cell, which showsthe potential for larger site separations and
fewerinstallations.

TABLE 4.3 Calculated Relative Coverage Area With Different High-Gain Antenna
Configurations (subpanel with 65° and 8° azimuth and elevation half-power
beamwidths,respectively, overhilly terrain)

Antenna gain (dBi) Coverage area(10° km’*) Relative coverage
Go 0.7 1
Got+3 1.0 1.4
Got 5 1.15 1.6
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4.8.2 Field Trial

The performance of a modular high-gain
antenna, as shown in Figure 4.15, was
verified in a field trial in a live GSM 1900

network.”A cell with small terrain varia-

tions served by a base station with a 28m
high tower wasselected for the trial. The
performanceoftwo different antennas was
compared: a reference sector antenna with
18 dBi gain (with 2° electrical beamtilt)
and a dual-subpanel modular high-gain
sector antenna with 22.8 dBi gain.

Figure 4.16 shows a sample ofmeasured
received signal strength on downlink along
a radial road emanating from thetrial site
for a 22km long measurement segment. A
very small part of the cell, the first kilo-
meter of the measurement segment near
the base station, experiences better signal
strength from the reference antenna. Even
so, in this part of the cell, the high-gain
antenna provides a very good signal with
approximately —60 dBm or better signal

strength, in part as a result of radiation Figure 4.15 Three-sector modu-
pattern null-filling. Test results show an lar high-gain antenna with two

subpanels installed in a tower
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Figure 4.16 Measured downlink received signal strength for reference sector
antenna and modularhigh-gain sector antenna (MHGA). The modular high-
gain antenna coverage at small radii is maintained by null-filling.
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average relative coverage improvement of about 5 dB for almost the
entire cell, correspondingto the full gain difference between the anten-
nas, thus verifying that the modular high-gain antennaretainsits gain
characteristic in a real propagation environment. Assuminga radialcell
size of 15km,the trial shows a coverage improvementof about 5 dB in
more than 95% of the cell area.

4.9 Higher Order Sectorization

Higher order sectorization”’ is conceptually straightforward to imple-
ment becausethereis no principal changein the base station structure
compared to the reference system. Moreover, the radio network algo-
rithms are unaffected, which means the interface between the base
station and the radio network controller (RNC) is unchanged. The trans-
mission capacity over the back-haul interface, however, needs to meet
the demandsfrom increasedtraffic over the air interface offered by the
increased sectorization.

The changes in a system with higherorder sectorization, compared
to the reference system, are basically that there are N > 3 independent
coverage areas, instead of three, with unique cell identities that are
serviced by the same radio base station (or site). The most common
configuration is based on dividing the azimuth angular interval sur-
roundinga site into fractions of 360°, typically 360°/N per sector in a
regular cell plan. Two principal six-sector configurations in a regular
hexagonalcell plan are shown in Figure 4.17. Since the sectors become

Ty|Vt

LALA
Ca
PIO
‘TAX|ZA

Figure 4.17 Six-sector cell plans: (a2) antennas oriented toward adjacent sites and (b)
antennas oriented toward the incenter of a equilateral triangle with adjacent sites at
its vertices. The cell corresponding to one antennais indicated by the shaded area. Dots
indicate the locations of the base stations and line stubs show the antenna main beam

pointing directions.
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narrower than in the reference three-sector case when the numberof

cells is increased, the azimuth beamwidth of the antenna pattern needs
to be reoptimized. The beamwidth shall be narrow to give good spatial
filtering effect in azimuth but wide enough to offer sufficient gain over
the entire sector. The optimization leads to the use of antennas with a
decreased half-power beamwidth. Whereas in a three-sector WCDMA
system, the beamwidth that maximizes the capacity in downlink is
about 65° (Ericsson cell plan) and about 75° (Bell cell plan), in a six-
sector system the optimum beamwidth is about 35°.”The results for
the uplink are similar to the downlink case, and the sameoptimal beam-
widths apply.

The main application of higher order sectorization is for increasing
system capacity in interference-limited radio network scenarios, i.e.,
scenarios wherethe signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is limiting perfor-
mance. The increase in capacity comes from the improvedspatial filter-
ing offered by antennas with narrower azimuth beamwidth that, in turn,
allows morecells per unit area. From a capacity performance point of
view, and based ona first-order model, a higher order sectorized system
is able to serve N/3 times as manyusers as the reference system in both
uplink and downlink due to the improved spatial filtering in azimuth.
In practice, the performance gain is somewhat lower thanthis dueto,
for example, angular spread in the propagation environment. Angular
spread also leads to an increased fraction of users being in handover,
thus requiring resources in terms of hardware and output power.

Spatial filtering has a negligible effect in a noise-limited scenario,
unless it is accompanied by a changein the effective SNR.Ifthe vertical
dimension of the antennas usedin the reference, three-sector system is
the sameasthat of the antennasin the higher order sectorized system,
the latter will have higher gain. Also, the total power resource may
increase with higher order sectorization. This occursif identical radio
chains, including power amplifiers, are used in each sector for both types
of sectorization. Increases in antenna gain or available power trans-
late into increased signal-to-noise ratio and, hence, potential coverage
improvements.

Increased antenna gain is useful not only for improved coverage but
also, to some extent, for improved capacity. InWCDMA,increased antenna
gain reduces the output power required for fulfilling network quality
requirements on downlink, and thus, as poweris a limited resource in
the base station, the reduction can be used for increasing thetraffic.

Resources other than the numberof radio chains are affected by
increased traffic load. These resources are, for example, baseband pro-
cessing, bus capacity, and back-haul communication capacity between
the base station andthe higherlevel control equipment, such as radio
network controller units.
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4.9.1 Case Study

A case study of a real WCDMA network deployment was undertaken to
determine the capacity and coverage performance of an urban cellular
network when a limited set of sites are upgraded from three-sector to
six-sector sites.”’ This is compared to a homogenous and regular hex-
agonal deployment, where a full network migration is performed. The
conclusion is that the performance gain shown in homogenousdeploy-
ments is maintained in a real network.

The antennas used are characterized by a half-power beamwidth
scaled proportionally to the numberof sectors persite, i.e., three- and
six-sector sites are configured with 65° and 33° half-power azimuth
beamwidth antennas, respectively. The vertical size of the antennas
is kept constant for all antennas,i.e., the directivity increases by 3 dB
for each halving of the azimuth half-power beamwidth. The resulting
capacities are equivalent to a capacity increase of 86% when doubling
the cells from three to six. Thus, the expected capacity increase per site
is about 1.8 times for doubling the numberofcells persite.

Irregular deployment and nonuniform traffic distributions that char-
acterize a real network are suspected to have an impact on network
performance. A higherorder sectorization case study addressing a real
network containing over a hundredsites in a major city serves as an
example of a possible and viable way for system improvementfor capac-
ity increase. Three different radio network configurations are evaluated.
The first studied scenario (baseline) consists of the original network
deployment whereall sites, even the higher order sectorization evalu-
ation sites, are equipped with three-sector sites. Each cell has a maxi-
mum downlink power of 20 W. The other two scenarios, H20 and H10,
are network configurations based uponfive higher order sectorization
evaluation sites that are migrated to six-sector sites. In the H20 sce-
nario, the higher order sectorization sites are equipped with six cells
with 20 W downlink powereach, whereasin the H10 sites the downlink
poweris 10 W percell. The total powerpersite is then 60 W in the latter
case, i.e., equal to the total powerof the baseline three-sectorsite.

Figure 4.18 shows the speech capacity in the different network sce-
narios andfor the three different cell groups. Since areas covered by
different cell groups are not the same in the different scenarios, it is
interesting to evaluate the capacity per site. The capacity increase rela-
tive to the reference scenario for the different cell groups are summa-
rized as follows. All active cells: +28% (H20) and +23% (H10); higher
order sectorization (H.O.S.) cells: +77% (H20) and +65% (H10); and
other cells: +4% (H20) and +5% (H10). The expected relative increase
of 1.8 times for a doubling of the numberof sectors is thus confirmed
in the realistic network environmentstudy. Higher order sectorization
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Figure 4.18 Scenario comparison of speech capacity per site in a real net-
work when a limited numberofsites with higher order sectorization are
introduced.

providesa feasible option for increasing the capacity ofthird-generation
networks without finding new sites, a possibly expensive and time-
consuming process, provided that the practical installation issues are
solved cost effectively.

4.10 Fixed Multibeam Array Antenna

As an alternative to increasing the numberofsites or cells per site as
the meansto enhance capacity in cellular networks, multibeam array
antennas maybe introduced. Fixed multibeam systemsare character-
ized by the useofa set of fixed azimuth beamsin eachcell for transmis-
sion and reception.’”**” Each beam in theset has predefined properties
such as pointing direction and beam shape andcoversonly part of the
cell. The beams are generated either by radio frequency (RF) beam-
formeror at basebandor by a combination thereof. In the case when the
fixed beams are formed at baseband, signal coherency is required from
basebandto the antenna aperture.If the fixed beamsare formedat RF,
then coherency is required from the beamformerto the antenna aper-
ture. In such an implementation, the need for calibration of the radio
chainsis eliminated because the antennaunit, including the beamform-
ing network, is manufactured with required coherency. A block diagram
showinga fixed multibeam antenna system for onecell is presented in
Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19 Block diagram of a fixed multibeam array
antenna. The example shows a system where the
beams are formed at RF in both uplink and downlink
in a beamforming network.

The cell serviced by a multibeam antennais defined by a broadcast
channelthat is transmitted using a beam with wider beamwidth and
coverage area than the individual array antenna beams. This wider
beam may be generated by a separate sector antenna (column) or by
transmitting the broadcast channel over a set of the array antenna
beamssuch that the combined pattern represents the desiredcell cover-
age. A simple andeffective solution uses an additional columnofradiat-
ing elements next to the array antenna columns.The deviation between
the sector antenna radiation pattern and the array antenna multibeam
envelope hasto be limited since thecell is defined by the sector pattern
coverage; i.e., beam tracking is essential. For proper system behavior,
ensuring that the mutual coupling effects between the two antennas do
not distort the tracking between the array antenna and sector antenna
coverage is important. A deviation could lead to a mismatch between
traffic and control channel coverage, in the worst case resulting in
droppedcalls.

A common implementation ofa fixed multibeam array antenna system
is to use a Butler matrix beamforming network to generate orthogonal
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beamsat RF within the antenna unit. In such an implementation, the
numberofbeamsgenerally equals the numberof antenna elements or
columns. A Butler matrix can be thought of as a hardwarerealization
of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT); hence, the beam orthogonality
is a consequence of the property that the inner product of the output
port excitations of the Butler matrix is a Kroneckerdelta-function 5,,,,
where m and n are indexesof the Butler matrix input port. When the
Butler matrix output ports are connected to equidistant antennaele-
ments or, more commonly, columns of antenna elements in an array
antenna, the radiation pattern (array factor) beam peak corresponding
to a given input port coincides with pattern nulls for all other input
ports. The orthogonal beamsof a four-column array antenna with a
horizontal spacing of half a wavelength is shown in Figure 4.20. The
theoretical sidelobe level is —13 dB and thecross-over level between two

adjacent beams is —4 dB. However, the sidelobe level can be reduced
with an amplitude taper implemented with a modified Butler matrix
at the expense ofa deeper crossover level.”® Antenna parameters such
as radiating element half-power azimuth beamwidth, numberof fixed
azimuth beams, column spacing, and columnexcitation weights may be

   
Figure 4.20 Four orthogonal beams(solid) in azimuth used in one
sector of a fixed multibeam three-sector antenna system. A sector
beam pattern (dashed line), normalized to coincide with the array
antenna beam peaks,is also shown (5 dB grid steps radially).
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optimized in order to minimize the total base station power required to
guarantee an acceptable quality of service.”

Amoregeneral implementation of a fixed multibeam antenna system
may have more beams than antenna elements or columns, thus pro-
viding non-orthogonal beams, particularly if the beams are formed at
baseband. The numberofbeams maybearbitrarily large, thus making

a fixed multibeam system and a steered-beam system less distinguish-
able.

The principal function in uplinkfor the fixed multibeam array antenna
system, just as for the reference sector system, is to combineall energy
from the desired signal arriving at the antenna. This process may
comprise the combination of signals from different cells, as in a softer
handoversituation in WCDMA,aswell as the combination of signals
from the diversity antennas. The sametypesof receive diversity used
in sector-antenna systems, for example, spatial or polarization diversity,
mayalso be used in fixed multibeam array antenna systems.

In downlink, the desired action is to transmit the signal to the user
device asefficiently as possible by selecting one of the available beams.
This means that information concerning the angular location of the
user device, such as direction-of-arrival (DOA)information, is needed,
at least on a beam resolution level. Other information such as traffic

load per beam is used in the beam selection process to improve system
performance regarding amountoftraffic served. The typical situation is
that the downlink transmission is performed via only one of the beams
within each cell included in the active set. The limitation to one beam

only is imposed to minimize interference spread in the network. In a
soft handover situation in WCDMA,the transmission is performed via
one beam in each cell, for all cells in the active set.

As is shown in Figure 4.19, DOA estimation can be performed using
the uplink received data for each user. The estimated DOA information
andother similar metrics providing sufficient information, such as the
beam with highest received signal powerfor a given user, can be used
for downlink beam selection.

In contrast to higher order sectorization, the introduction of a fixed
multibeam array antenna system may require changes on the interface
between the radio base station and the radio network controller. For

WCDMA,one exampleof information that needs to be available in the
radio network controller, to allow efficient use of system resources, is
the spatial distribution of interference. In a sector antenna system, such
as the reference system discussed previously, there exist only cell-based
quality measures. However,for a fixed multibeam antenna system mea-
sures are needed on a beam-by-beam basis since, due to the spatial
resolution, some beams might carry a high traffic load whereas others
carry less. In a beam carrying heavy traffic, it may be necessary to block
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new users whereas in other beams addinguserswill not be a problem.
Another issue for the radio network algorithms in WCDMA networks
is the handling of multiple scrambling codes. As downlink transmission
with different codes is not orthogonal, it is necessary to allocate scram-
bling codes based onthelocation of the user within the cell. Thus, the
radio network controller needs spatial information for each user device
such as an identification of the beam showing the lowest path loss.

Fixed multibeam array antennas havealso been shown to enhance the
quality of services and the network capacity ofEnhanced GPRS (EGPRS)
to provide packet-switched mobile services. For the 1/3 reuse scheme, a
capacity gain ofover 200% is realized in a homogeneous downlink system
employing a relatively low complexity array antenna system compared
to a three-sector configuration.”The investigated array antenna system
comprises eight interleaved beams in azimuth generated by two four-
by-four Butler matrices. The matrices are connected to four antenna
columns with orthogonally polarized radiating elements.

An alternative to planar multibeam array antennasis to use a cylin-
drical array antenna. Combined with a Butler matrix feeding network,
the antenna can producea fixed set of radiation patterns with narrow
beamsin directions aroundthe cylinderaxis. With two Butler matrices
back-to-back, simultaneous fixed multibeam patterns andcell-defining
omnidirectional patterns can be provided.””

4.10.1 Field Trials

The performanceoffixed multibeam antenna systemshave been evalu-
ated in a numberoffield trial activities in GSM and TDMA (IS-136)

systems.’ The results show considerably increased capacity when
using fixed multibeam array antenna systems.

Fixed multibeam array antennas were tested as an option to enhance
capacity in a GSM network.” A two-dimensional antenna array, a
planar array antenna, Figure 4.21, was developed for thefield-trials,
which were performed in a live network operating in the 900 MHzfre-
quency band. Evaluationsofthe field trial results indicate that adaptive
antenna systemsareable to give considerably increased performance.
Using dual-polarized antennas makespolarization diversity schemes
possible and only a single array antenna is needed in each direction
from a basestation,i.e., for each cell, which minimizes installation and
aesthetical issues onsite.

Within the scopeofthetrial, the array antenna wasused bothin trans-
mit and receive mode.Therefore, the antenna was required to work over
the full 900-MHz frequency band, with a total bandwidth of about 10%,
which was achieved with a design using aperture-coupled microstrip
patches. A principle view of the array antenna is shown in Figure 4.22.
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(a)

Figure 4.21 Fixed multibeam array antenna at 900 MHz: (a) antenna
unit, (6) roof-top mounting (Courtesy of Ericsson)

 

(b)
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Array coverage
antenna column

Butler matrix Butler matrix

+45° pol. —45° pol. +45°+—45°
Beam ports

 
Figure 4.22 Block-diagram of dual-polarized fixed mul-
tibeam array antenna configuration

It is a dual-polarized fixed multibeam array antenna, having four azi-
muth beams in each of two orthogonal polarizations.*’ The polariza-
tion orientationsare slant linear +45° generated by microstrip patches
located in four columns.For each polarization, the radiating elements in
each column are combined usinga fixed vertical distribution network.
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A sparse elementgrid is implementedin order to minimize feed net-
worklosses and coupling effects among radiating elements. On the other
hand, grating lobes are avoided to maintain beam pattern control at
all beam positions. The columns are spaced half a wavelength apart
with radiating elements positioned in a triangular grid. By using the
triangular grid, grating lobes comeclose to the visible space only for
the outermost beam positions, where achieved gain is not ascritical as
for the center beams.

The horizontal beamforming networksused in the antennaare Butler
matrices with equal number of antenna ports and beam ports, with
one Butler matrix per polarization connected to the four array columns
of radiating elements, generating four beams with +45° polarization
and four beams with —45° polarization. Beam generation from the
Butler matrix results in low loss patterns but with a cross-over depth
of approximately —4 dB between adjacent beams, as stated previously.
By interleaving the beamsof the two polarizations, every other beam
has opposite polarization that results in significantly reduced cross-over
depths between adjacent beams, as shownin Figure 4.23.

Base stations transmit control channels simultaneously over the
entire +60° azimuth sector region in a three-sector site scenario. In
orderto satisfy this requirement, a separate sector antenna function is
introducedas part ofthe fixed multibeam array antenna. By putting the
sector antenna next to the array antenna, the two antennasarestill in
principle functionally separated, even if they are mechanically one unit
with a common radome. Combined with dual polarization, only a single
antenna unit, comprising both array antenna andsector, is needed in

 

 Gain(dBi)
        

60 80

Azimuth angle (degrees)

Figure 4.23 Measured interleaved azimuth array beam patterns
together with the sector antenna beam. Fixed directive beams with
+45° and —45° linear polarization are shown with solid and dashed
lines, respectively.
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every sector, which has the advantage of smaller visual impact and a
simpler installation procedure. The resulting measured radiation pat-
tern for the sector beam next to the GSM 900 array multibeamsis
included in Figure 4.23. Due to the horizontal beamforming, the array
antenna provides approximately 5 dB higher antenna gain than the
sector antenna, which has a gain of 12.7 dBi. In theplot, the relative
level of the sector beam pattern is adjusted for easier visual comparison
between the sector pattern and the array antenna pattern envelope.

Three GSM 900-MHzbase stations comprising fixed multibeam array
antennaswere installed and evaluated in the live GSM network.™ One

transceiver was used for transmitting the control channel in the whole
sector; i.e., it was connected to a sector antenna in the downlink and
to the array antennain the uplink. Another transceiver was connected
to the sector antenna in both uplink and downlink. This transceiver
worked like an ordinary sector transceiver and was used as a reference
during the performance measurements. The remaining three trans-
ceivers were connected to the multibeam array antennain both uplink
and downlink. The array antenna system is characterized by having
very effective uplink diversity, obtained by the many degreesoffreedom
includingpolarization, angle, and pattern.

The performance test was designed to introduce interference into
the system gradually. This was donein order to have full control over
the quality of the network, as ensuring that customers experience high
quality throughout a test is important. Gradually increasing interfer-
ence wasgenerated by applying different frequency plans. The number
offrequencies used was decreased, meaningthat a higherfraction ofthe
frequencies experienceda re-use corresponding to re-use one.”

The quality improvement ofmultibeam array antennasincreases with
increasing interference compared to the sector-only antennas, as dis-
played in Figure 4.24. The least dense frequency plan with nine deployed
frequencies, which leads to essentially no internal interference, provides
similar quality for both configurations. When interference is introduced,
the two configurationsstart to differ. The quality level corresponding to
12 intra-cell handovers/(Erlang*hour)is selected to be a suitable quality
level for comparison, corresponding to a satisfactory network quality.
As shownin the figure, the sector antenna system needs 120% more
frequencies to provide the same quality as the array antenna system at
this quality level. In other words, the fixed multibeam array antenna
system requires 55% fewer frequencies. The released frequencies can
be used to increase capacity by adding an additional frequency plan.It
wasalso found that the multibeam array antenna functionality could
be used to obtain valuable information about the distribution of traffic

in the network.
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Figure 4.24 Quality level in termsofintra-cell handovers for different fre-
quency plans when multibeam array antennas and sector antennas are
evaluated in a commercial network.

The performance of fixed multibeam antenna systems has also
been evaluated in a numberoffield trial activities in TDMA (IS-136)

systems.*°* The results in Hagerman et al.® show considerably
increased capacity using fixed multibeam antenna systemsin live net-
works. An SIR improvement of 4 dB was reported with planar array
antennas with four fixed beamspersector.

4.10.2 Migration Strategy

Cellular networks usually consist of a mixture of large macro cells and
smaller micro cells. This implies that multibeam antennas can be intro-
duced for increasing the network capacity in a numberofdifferent ways
depending on the network configuration. The preferred migration strategy
is to gradually install multibeam antennas in networks as the need for
capacity increases.*”“* One advantage is lower initial deploymentcosts.
The basic idea is to use the multibeam antennasin hot-spots and inter-
ference-limited cells. These antennas are employed at base stations that
servea lot of traffic, which severely disturb, through interference, a large
numberof neighboring cells. An example for GSM is large macrocells
with many transceivers using sector antennas mounted in high masts.
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Multibeam antennasat these radio base stations mitigate the interfer-
ence situation considerably. The interference reduction is used to tighten
the frequency plan in the macrolayer either by adding more transceivers
at selected sites or by using fewer frequencies or a combination of these
alternatives. The frequencies so released can be allocated in added cells
or for new services.

An interference-limited GSM macro cell network consisting of three-
sector sites with mixed sizes and a heterogeneoustraffic distribution
covering a downtown area was analyzed.” In this example, capacity
is gained by introducing multibeam array antennas in a step-by-step
migration ofradio base stations in the network. Increasing the number
of transceivers and improving the quality in the network in both the
target cells equipped with multibeam antennas and surrounding
cells using sector antennas are possible. The simulations show that
a large increase in capacity is achieved by replacing only a limited
number of existing installations with multibeam antennas, as shown
in Figure 4.25. Replacing only 12% of the cells in a real network with
multibeam antennas improved capacity 40%. In this way, additional
new site locations can be avoided even though a significant capacity
increase is achieved. Two reference cases, cell split from three- to six-
sector sites and the introduction of multibeam antennas, show linear
increases in capacity in idealized homogeneous networks. This shows
the particular advantage of selective use of multibeam antennas in
heterogeneous scenarios.

 

Fixed multibeam antennas
in a real network 

 
-
 on

aFixed multibeam antennas
in a homogeneous network
 Capacityincrease(%) 

™ SS Standard sites
via cell split
  

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32

Fixed multibeam antenna cells introduced

in network (% of total numberofcells)

Figure 4.25 Capacity gain in a GSM networkas a function ofrelative numberofcells
migrated to use four-column array antenna comparedto six-sector migration
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4.11 Steered Beam Array Antenna

A steered beam antennais characterized by the use in downlinkof a
beam shape, on a per-user basis, that is adapted to the existing traf-
fic situation in the network. This adaptation is in terms of adjusting
only pointing direction for simpler systems but also beam shape and
sidelobe levels for more advanced antenna systems.’“*“* As each user
is served by a unique beam, the beamformingis performed at baseband
because this is the only place in the transmission chain where user
signals are separately controllable. Baseband beamforming meansthat
coherency, i.e., sufficiently small errors in amplitude, phase, and time
between signal paths, is needed from basebandto the antenna aperture.
Calibration is likely necessary to fulfill the coherency requirements for
most implementations.

A steered beam system in uplink is similar to a fixed multibeam
reception system. However, the configuration depends on whether or
not a Butler matrix is used in the antenna unit. One major purpose
of using a Butler matrix in a steered beam implementationis to relax
coherency requirements.

For systems with uplink and downlink separated in frequency more
than a fraction ofthe correlation bandwidth of the propagation channel,
for example, frequency-division duplex (FDD) systems, reciprocity will
typically not hold; i.e., the uplink signal state over the antenna (ampli-
tude and phase distribution) cannot be directly applied to the downlink
signals. Either a frequency compensation corresponding to the duplex
distance has to be applied, if at all possible, or, which is morelikely,
higher level information about the user device may be extracted from
the uplink signals, such as knowledge aboutthe spatial location of the
user. The beam used for downlink transmission may then be based on
the direction information for the user device of interest. Other infor-

mation that is useful is the spatial distribution of traffic load, which
may contain information about other user devices within thecell, for
example, their location, data rates, and power allocation, and possibly
also information about user devices in adjacentcells served by the same
base station.

Figure 4.26 shows a functional chart of one implementation of a
steered beam antenna system. This system employs beamsteering on
downlink and hasfixed beamforming on uplink that performs angular
prefiltering of the signals to facilitate direction of arrival (DOA)esti-
mation.

This antenna system requires one individual transmitter for each
antenna element or column as well as phase coherency of the branches
on both the receiving and transmitting sides. The advantageis that down-
link beamformingis not limited to a fixed set of beams or beam shapes.
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aa
Equalization & combining

 
Figure 4.26 Implementation of a steered beam array antenna system

In addition, if the directions to the desired user as well as to interfer-
ers are known, more advanced features such as interference nulling in
downlink can be introduced. The angular resolution of the directional
information depends on system complexity but is on the order of 20% or
less of the azimuth half-power beamwidth of the steered beam.

4.12 Amplifier Integrated Sector Antenna

In normal macro basestation installations, the radio base station equip-
mentis attached to passive antennas in a mast or tower. The transmit
power is generated by high-power amplifiers in the radio base station
cabinet located far from the antennainstallation. Thick feeder cables

are used for interconnecting the units in order to minimize cable losses.
With the introduction of active parts in the antenna unit, the effects
of downlink feeder cable loss can be reduced by applying signal power
amplification after, rather than before, the feeder cables. This also leads
to reduced-size base station solutions, combining high levels of effec-
tive radiated power and low power consumption. Schematic block dia-
gramsin transmit modeofa conventional passive antennainstallation
and an active antennainstallation with integrated power amplifiers
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Figure 4.27 Base station installations in transmit mode: (a) conventional with passive
antenna and (b) antenna with integrated power amplifiers (“active”)

distributed along the antenna aperture are shown in Figure 4.27. On
receive, integrated low-noise amplifiers are used, which are not shown
in the figure.

Basestation installations using integrated amplifiers in the antennas
have a numberof advantages that will lead to a cost-effective deploy-
ment solution. The total efficiency becomes high due to low losses
between the distributed power amplifiers and the radiating elements,
and all amplifiers in parallel are active, which results in an architecture
with little or graceful performance degradation in case of an amplifier
failure. In addition, a smaller ground unit size is needed as lower output
power from ground equipment is required, and thinner feeder cables
with higher acceptable loss can be installed, which results in lower cost
and easier installation.

4.12.1 Case Study

The coverage of a micro base station connected to an amplifier inte-
grated sector antenna can be extended to get wide area macrocell cov-
erage without any requiring increased equipment space. An amplifier
integrated sector antenna with both power amplifiers and low-noise
amplifiers integrated in the antenna unit is shown in Figure 4.28.
The antenna unit is less than 1-m high and has an azimuth half-
power beamwidth of 65°. The +45° dual-polarized radiating elements
are low-profile microstrip patches that cover both transmit and
receive frequency bands. In the transmit part of the antenna unit,
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Figure 4.28 Roof-top mounted sector site con-
sisting ofantenna unit with integrated ampli-
fiers, micro base station, and battery backup
unit (Courtesy of Ericsson)

power amplifiers are distributed along the antenna structure to gen-
erate power whereit is most efficient, namely close to the radiating
elements. The power amplifiers are individually connected to subar-
rays of dual-polarized radiating elements. At the back of the transmit
array, cooling flanges are arranged from the bottom to the top of the
antenna unit to keep the temperature of the amplifiers low, even at
high ambient temperatures. The receive part of the antenna uses
polarization diversity and low-noise amplifiers connected directly to
each of the sum ports of the receive antenna elements. The antenna
unit is connected to a micro base station and a battery backup unit.
All units are compact and easy to install. Because an equipment room
is not needed, site acquisition becomes easy. The flexibility of the
concept makesit possible to build a rooftop three-sector site where
the three base stations are placed togetherin one spotor distributed
over the building. Three-sector sites can also be built in rural areas
without the need for heavy construction work, using existing struc-
tures and towers.
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4.13 Amplifier Integrated Multibeam
Array Antenna

Multibeam array antennas, which employ distributed power amplifi-
ers close to the radiating elements of the antenna array, improve the
radiated powerefficiency. An example shown in Figure 4.29 consists of
a dual-polarized antenna array with four columns for the multibeam
radiation patterns andafifth column for sector coverage. Five ampli-
fiers are mounted for each polarization. Four of these are connected
to the multibeam array whereas the remaining amplifier is used for
sector beam amplification. The antenna unit can be configured both
as a column power amplifier array, as in Figure 4.29a, and as a hybrid
power amplifier array, as in Figure 4.290.

In the column power amplifier array, a separate power amplifier is con-
nected directly to each columnofradiating elements, whereas the hybrid
power amplifier array has a separate amplifier configuration located
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Figure 4.29 Block diagram of an amplifier integrated
multibeam array antenna: (a) column power amplifier
array configuration and (6) hybrid power amplifier array
configuration
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Figure 4.29 Block diagram of an amplifier integrated
multibeam array antenna: (a) column power amplifier
array configuration and (6) hybrid power amplifier array
configuration (Continued)

before the beamforming network. Both of these configurations have
the important characteristic that every signal fed into any of the array
antenna beam ports is divided equally to all power amplifiers. Thereby,
an evenload overall power amplifiers is achieved, which reduces peak-to-
average powerratio and intermodulation requirements on the amplifiers.
In principle, also the sector coverage power amplifier may be included in
the pool of amplifiers in the hybrid power amplifier array.

In a GSM system,the system hasto handle several simultaneous car-
riers since the purpose of using active multibeam array antennasis to
increase capacity. Multicarrier amplifiers are, therefore, necessary.

One of the potential advantages with active multibeam array anten-
nas is that intermodulation products from the different amplifiers may
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be designed to be uncorrelated. In that case, the transmitted intermodu-
lation signal is not directed into a narrow high-gain beam. The suppres-
sion of radiated power for the intermodulation signal with respect to
main beam powerfor the carrier signal will then be enhanced, and the
requirements on the individual power amplifiers are relaxed.

4.14 Conclusion

Advanced antennas may be deployed network-wide or at select base
station sites to improve capacity and extend coverage of current and
future cellular networks. The discussed advanced antenna technologies
are categorized in Table 4.4 in termsof uplink or downlink, capacity or
coverage, or a combination thereofaccording to their primary advantage
and usage in macrobasestation installations.

The use of advanced antennas is a way to achieve higher network
capacity by reducing interference spread in downlink and by utilizing
spatial separation in uplink. Various capacity-oriented antenna concepts
have been evaluated and tested in live cellular networks, proving that
advanced antennasincrease the capacity of existing mobile communica-
tion networks. No new additional sites are introduced by a grow-on-site
strategy with site-by-site migration of advanced antennas.

Coverage solutions serve to increase the range of a network.Today,
the use of diversity and modular high-gain antennas already represent
cost-effective coverage solutions. Amplifier integrated antennasoffer an
attractive solution, having simple installation with small volume, high
overall powerefficiency, and high levels of equivalent radiated power.
These parameters are of great interest, especially in urban areas where
a denser network can be foreseen with increasing capacity and higher
data rate needs.

TABLE 4.4 Summary of Advanced Antenna Technologies

Advanced Antenna Technology Downlink Uplink Capacity Coverage
Three-sector omnidirectional ° e
antenna

Higher order receive diversity e °

Transmit diversity e ° e
Antenna beamtilt e ° e e

Modular high-gain antenna ° ° e

Higherorder sectorization e e e

Fixed multibeam array antenna ° ° °

Steered beam array antenna ° °

Amplifier integrated sector antenna e °
Amplifier integrated multibeam ° e
array antenna
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Most of the presented advanced antenna solutions are compatible
with the second- and third-generation user devices in use throughout
the world. This means that advanced antennasprovide direct benefits
both duringroll out of new networks and during migration of existing
networks and sites because the improvements are not dependent on a
change of equipmentin the installed user base of more thanfourbillion
mobile communication devices.
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Chapter

Antenna Issues and Technologies
for Enhancing System Capacity

Yasuko Kimura, NTT DoCoMo

Zhi Ning Chen, Institute for Infocomm Research

5.1. Introduction

Over the past three decades, we have all witnessed the rapid develop-
mentofmobile communications from devices to systemsto infrastructure.
Japanese companies have played an importantrole in the development
of mobile communication technologies and services. Therefore, this chap-
ter first briefly reviews the historic evolution of technological innovation
and mobile communication systems in Japan. After that, general infor-
mation regarding wireless access systemsis introduced with basic but
importantconcepts. Following the discussion ofdesign considerationsfor
base station antennas in mobile communications systems,five typical
base station antennaswill be discussed in depth.

5.1.1 Mobile Communicationsin Japan

As one of the key contributors, Japan has experienced all the stages of
development of modern mobile communications. Figure 5.1 shows the
evolution of technological innovations and generations of mobile com-
munication systems in Japan.’~*

In 1979, the Japanese company Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
(NTT) Public Corporation started the first commercial land-mobile com-
munication service in the Tokyo district with the first-generation (1G)
automobile telephone. The system operated with analog transmission
technology. In 1984, NTT achieved countrywide service in Japan. One
year later, with the reduction in the size and weight of mobile phones,
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Figure 5.1 The evolution of Japan’s mobile access systems

people could carry them; however, the phonesstill weighed around 3 kg.
In 1987, people could actually use portable telephones, partially because
their size and weight were reduced dramatically. For example, handsets
then weighed approximately 700 g. NTT had a monopoly on the market
until 1985 when Japanese regulations allowed new operators to enter
the mobile communication market. At that time, the service systems
provided by operators differed from each other. In 1G systems, users
couldn’t employ roaming service because each operator had its own dis-
tinct wireless interface and signal system.If a person used Operator A’s
phonesystem,he or she couldn’t talk to his or her friend who was using
Operator B’s system. Therefore, a strong demandarosefor unifying the
systemsto allow operators to offer users roaming service. The Ministry
of Internal Affairs and Communications of Japan proposed standards
andreceived positive feedback.

As a result, in 1993, operators accepted a new standard, which was
called personal digital cellular (PDC) technology and which was used
as the second-generation (2G) technology, replacing the 1G analog net-
work. The 2G digital cellular network in Japan operated in 800-MHz
and 1500-MHz bands. Seamless roaming service was now available.
However, the 2G systems in Japan couldn’t be used by those employing
systems developed by foreign operators. Therefore, the next goal was
to develop the technology to provide users with a mobile communica-
tion service that could be used anywhere in the world with one mobile
terminal.

In Japan, the mobile communication system has been developed to
align with the global International Mobile Telecommunications-2000
(IMT-2000) standardfor third-generation (8G) mobile telecommunication
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services and equipment. The 3G services were designed to offer broad-
bandcellular access at the targeted speeds of 2 Mbps indoors. The IMT-
2000 operates in the 2-GHz band. NTT DoCoMo, which took over the
mobile communication business from NTT in 1992, started the first
commercial Wideband Code-Division Multiple-Access (W-CDMA) 3G
network in the world in 2001, which madeit possible for users to employ
one mobile terminal using a worldwide standard system. The 3G system
is much more powerful in providing multimedia, personalized, and glo-
balization services. The 3G system operates in the 800-MHz, 1.7-GHz,
and 2-GHz bandsfor increasing system capacity.

Currently, the research and development of mobile communica-
tions in Japan are focused on advancing Long Term Evolution (LTE,
Evolved UTRA, or UTRAN in the 3G band) and the fourth-generation
(4G) system.”* The LTE, whichis also called Super-3G, allows the 3G
system to work with the 4G system, whichis called the IMT-Advanced
system in Japan. In May 2003, NTT DoCoMoconducteda field trial of a
4G mobile communication system in Yokosuka, Japan, with a prelimi-
nary/temporary license.

5.1.2 Wireless Access System

5.1.2.1 Concept The main traffic carried by mobile communication
systems until the 2G system was developed was voice communications.
However, the 3G system requires high-speed transmission service
because this system has changed to data communications. To realize
the high data-rate transmission in 3G networks, a variety of wireless
access systems have been investigated. Figure 5.2 shows the concepts
of 2G and 3G frequency reuse systems in Japan. In this concept, each
base transceiver station (BTS) has been designedto covera single cell.
Figure 5.2a shows an example of a PDC system,specifically, the 2G
digital cellular telephone communication technology used in Japan. In
the PDC system, one frequency channelis assigned to the individual
target cell, which is different from those used in the surroundingcells,
for avoiding co-channel interference.

 
(a) PDC repetitive frequency (b) IMT-2000 repetitive frequency

Figure 5.2 Wireless access system
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Figure 5.26 is another example of the W-CDMAsystem, which is the
3G network technology for multimedia cellular phone communication.
This technology has been used in Freedom of Mobile Multimedia Access
(FOMA)for the 3G services being offered by NTT DoCoMosince 2001.
In a W-CDMA system,the data at the same frequency channel can be
transmitted simultaneously. In this scheme,all users in the individual
cell employ the same frequency channel. Therefore, frequency planning
is unnecessary. System capacity decreases, however, due to interference
because the system shares the sametransmission medium for frequency
and time domainsforall users, including those in othercells. To further
increase the system capacity in IMT-2000, reducing the area of inter-
ference, namely reducing the overlapping area between adjacentcells,
is necessary. This results in the reduction of the Diversity Hand Over
(DHO)and of interference with other cells. As a result, base station
antennasare designed to have narrow beamwidthsto fit the shapes of
cells with reduced overlapping areas.

5.1.2.2 SectoringforCDMASystem All mobile communication networks
operate with very limited frequency resources. Therefore, frequency
resources must be effectively used to ensure that all subscribers are able
to receive a consistent quality of service (QoS). Increasing the number
of sectors in each cell is an effective way to increase frequency usage
efficiency. The multiple sectors per cell scheme in mobile communica-
tion networks has been proposedto increase frequency usage efficiency
instead of the single sector per cell scheme. Using multiple sectors per
cell is also conducive to increasing W-CDMA system capacity and data
traffic per subscriber. Usually, three-sector or six-sector percell structures
are used in mobile communication networks, as shown in Figure 5.3. As
mentioned previously, the number of sectors per cell is determined by
capacity andtraffic.

Cell

 
(a) 3-sectors percell (b) 6-sectors percell

Figure 5.3 Sector structure
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Figure 5.4 showsthe relationship between capacity and half-power
beamwidth (HPBW)in a W-CDMA system for a three-sector or six-sector
per cell scheme.’ Each sector division angle is 120° for a three-sector per
cell schemeor 60° for six-sector per cell scheme. However, Figure 5.4a
showsthat peak system capacity in the uplink can be achieved for an
HPBWof 60°—90° for the three-sector per cell scheme and 35°—45° for
the six-sector per cell scheme, respectively. Similarly, from Figure 5.46,
the peak system capacity in the downlink occurs when the HPBW varies

3 sectorsO

6 sectorsNormalizedcapacity 
0 50 100 150

HPBW [degree]

(a) Uplink

3 sectors
6 sectorsNormalizedcapacity 

0 50 100 150

HPBW [degree]

(b) Downlink

Figure 5.4 Relationship between capacity and HPBW in W-CDMA
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(a) Sector division angle = HPBW ____(b) Sector division angle > HPBW

Figure 5.5 HPBWin horizontal planes

from 50°—80° for the three-sector per cell scheme and from 30°—45° for
the six-sector per cell scheme, respectively. These observations suggest
that using beamwidths that are narrower than thoseof the sectors
can increase system capacity. For example, in a three-sector percell
scheme with an HPBW of 120°, which equals a sector division angle,
system capacity in the uplink is just 70% of the system capacity with
an HPBWofaround 75°. Because HPBW isdesignedto be equal to the
sector division angle, as shown in Figure 5.5a, the advantage is that
a uniform power-level distribution will be achieved across the sector.
However, unfortunately, such an area design usually leads to many
large overlapping portions between the adjacent sectors, which causes
severe interference, reducing system capacity. For an HPBW narrower
thanthe sector division angle, as shown in Figure 5.5b, the size of the
overlappingareasis significantly reduced. Subsequently, system capac-
ity can be increased by suppressing the interference among the adjacent
sectors. The drawback of such an area design is, however, that somepor-
tions will suffer low-powerlevels. Therefore, the optimal HPBW of the
base station antennas will increase system capacity significantly, but a
tradeoff between the size of the overlapping areas and the uniformity
of power-level distribution is required.

5.2. Design Considerations for Antennas
from a Systems Point of View

All mobile cellular communication networks require increased system
capacity, improved coverage, better QoS, and reduced transmitted power.
The base station antennas in these networkscan be designed to enhance
network performance. For example, whendiversity effect is used in the net-
worksfor better QoS, the spatial isolation between sectorsis vital for per-
formance and can be achieved by using the base station antennasas spatial
filters. It is well-known that the HPBW andsidelobe levels will strongly
influence the spatial filtering performance of base station antennas.
Thus, the radiation performanceof a directive base station antenna in
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a W-CDMA networkis an important design parameter. For instance, the
HPBWofthe antennas in both downlink and uplinksignificantly affects
the powerandinterference distribution in the network, as mentioned pre-
viously. As a result, the optimization of the HPBW andsidelobelevels are
the most important considerations in base station antennas design in W-
CDMA networks, although gain is another crucial parameteras well.**

Furthermore,radiation patterns in the horizontal and vertical planes
have different requirements. In the horizontal planes, usually the
HPBWplays the important role in determining coverage and controlling
the possible interference among adjacent cells or sectors. Sidelobes are
hardly the problem because only single elements or an array with few,
for instance, two or four, elements are used in the horizontal plane. In
the vertical plane, the numberofvertical array elements is determined
by the required gain of the base station antenna. Moreover, controlling
sidelobe levels becomes an antenna design consideration because the
sidelobe levels will affect the inference performance.

In addition to the electrical specifications, which are determined by
system requirements, design considerations for base station antennas
primarily include

= Mechanical strength

= Compactsize for limited installation space

= Low construction cost

® Light weight

= Less environment influence

= High water resistance/weather proofing

= Low material and manufacturing cost

In addition, base station antennas are always installed outdoors in
high places like on the roofs of buildings or on antenna towers where
wind pressureaffects the mechanical strength ofantennainstallation.”
The wind pressure can be calculated as in Eq.5.1:

P=QxCxA (5.1)

where P is the wind pressure, Q the dynamic windpressure, C the pres-
sure coefficient, and A the exposed surface area of antenna to the wind
direction. For example, C is 1.4 for flat plates and 0.9 for cylinders at
the base station antenna. The cylinderis 0.64(= 0.9/1.4) of the flat plate
value.*»” Cylindrical radomesare, therefore, more commonly used.

In base station antenna engineering, slim antennas reduce wind pres-
sure. In Japan in particular, some places experience extremely power-
ful winds produced by typhoons. The record of the most powerful wind
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pressure is up to 85.3 m/s from a typhoon. Base station antennas must
be windproof and waterproof against typhoons.

In the early days of the 3G network, system capacity was sacrificed
to using slim antennasthat had the same coveragearea as the 2G net-
work.’’ However, the HPBW, which is narrower than those in the 2G
network, was used dueto the increased numberof subscribers.”® Dueto
these reasonsandthe effects of HPBW on system capacity, as shown in
Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, the ratio of the HPBWto the sector division
angle of around 0.75 was used to increase system capacity and reduce
the areas without low-powerlevels. Thus, the HPBW of 90° and 45° are
for the three- and six-sector per cell structures, respectively.®

Moreover, multiband antennas have been used to reduce the space
required for antennainstallation. The limited space available for antenna
installation, especially in metropolitan areas, has been a big problem in
Japan. A compact design for antennasis strongly desired.

5.3 Case Studies

Based onthe design considerations just mentioned,five typical antenna
designs have been selected for study. Techniques for controlling the
HPBWfor optimal system capacity and miniaturizing the width of the
antennaare introduced in the design case studies.

5.3.1. Slim Antenna

5.3.1.1. Reduction in Width of Reflector Usually, a base station antenna is
designed with a reflector behind the radiators to suppress possible back
radiation for avoiding possible interference among antennasorsectors.
Figure 5.6 shows three 120° beam antennas with reflectors behind the
reflectors and radomesthat protect the antennas.“ Thereflectors are
installed in parallel to the armsof dipoles with a spacing of 4/4 (A is the
wavelength at operating frequency) to keep high gain. The diameter of
the antennaof the flat reflector is 0.534, as shown in Figure 5.6a. The
width of a corner reflector antenna can be shrunk but with the same

HPBWasthe antenna with a flat reflector. For example, the diameter of
the cornerreflector antenna with the same HPBW of 120° as the antenna

withaflat reflector is reduced to 0.34 from 0.53, as shown in Figure 5.6b.
A semi-cylindrical reflector can be used to reduce the diameter of the
antennareflector further. Such a diameter can be reduced to only 0.2674,
as depicted in Figure 5.6c, so the slimmest design can be achieved.

Figure 5.7 compares the radiation patterns for antennas with a flat
reflector and a semi-cylindrical reflector. The radiation patterns are
roughly identical and the latter pattern has an approximately 3-dB
improvement in back radiation. Therefore, the diameter of the antenna
can be reduced by about 50% using a semi-cylindricalreflector, as shown
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Figure 5.6 Structures of 120° beam antennas
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in Figure 5.6c, although the radiation performance of the antenna
remains the same as the antenna with a flat reflector, as depicted in
Figure 5.6a. From this, we can conclude that the diameter ofthe antenna
can be narrowed byoptimizing the reflector’s shape while also maintain-
ing radiation performance.

5.3.1.2 Triple-Band Slim Antenna As a design example, Figure 5.8 shows
the configuration of a triple frequency-band antenna. The antenna con-
sists of one printed dipole with a length of ~0.5/ at 1.5 GHz with a para-
sitic conducting element with a length of ~0.5/ at 2 GHz and two shorted
stubs with lengthsofabout 0.22at 800 MHz at the two endsofthe dipole.
The antenna hasone curvedreflector and a radome with a diameterof

110 mm.” The distance between shorted stubs is 150 mm. Therefore,if
this antennais stackedvertically, the distance between antennasis only
about 1/4 at 2 GHz. The antenna is designed to operate in the bandsof
800 MHz, 1.5 GHz, and 2 GHz for mobile communication services.

The dipole is designed to operate in the 1.5 GHz band. Thestubs, whose
endsare groundedto thereflector, are used to improve impedance match-
ing in the 800-MHzband. The parasitic element resonates at 2 GHz. The
currentflow on the dipole in each bandis shownin Figure 5.9. Figure 5.10
shows the measured return loss characteristics with the required return
loss of —14 dB in the required three frequency bands. From the diagram,
we can confirm that this antenna achieves good impedance matching
across all three required frequency bands.

Figure 5.11 shows the change in the HPBW ofthe radiation pat-
terns for the antenna versus frequency. With the optimized reflector, the
antenna achieves an HPBW of 120° + 10° across the range of 0.6-2.1
GHz, avery widebandresponse.In general, the HPBW becomes narrower
when the frequencyis higher. However, the structure of this reflector
features wideband-constant HPBW.Therefore, a three-frequency-band
antenna with a radome diameter of 110 mm can achieve a stable HPBW

of 120° across a wide frequency band of 0.6—2.1 GHz.

Parasitic element

 
Figure 5.8 Triple frequency-band antenna
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— Current flow

 
(a) 0.8-GHz band (b) 1.5-GHz band (c) 2-GHz band

Figure 5.9 Current flow of a triple frequency-band antenna
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5.3.2 Narrow HPBW Antenna with
Parasitic Metal Conductors

In addition to stabilizing the HPBW response across a wideband/mul-
tiple bands, controlling the HPBW in the operating bands to cover the
desired sector area is also important. To accomplish this, antennas with
controlled HPBW have been designed.

5.3.2.1 Single-Beam Antenna In order to narrow the HPBW, weusually
have to increase the size of the reflector in certain dimensions. To avoid

a significant increase in the size of the antenna, two slender metal con-
ductors are used. Consider a 0.5/4 dipole with a semi-cylinder reflector
as shown in Figure 5.12. Metal conductors having the same length as
the reflector are symmetrically positioned in front of the reflector with
a distance S between the dipole and the slender metal conductors. The
slender metal conductors are used to narrow the HPBWin horizontal

planes. In Figure 5.13, the change in the HPBW versus the spacing S
between the dipole and the metal conductors is shown. HPBW can be
varied from 110° (without metal conductors) to 60° by changing the spac-
ing S. Slender metal conductors can achieve narrower HPBW.

Figure 5.14 compares the measured and simulated radiation pat-
terns for the antennas with and without parasitic metal conductors. The
comparison reveals that the simulated results are in good agreement
with the measuredresults. An antenna with parasitic metal conductors
has a narrower HPBW than an antenna without the metal conductors.

The achieved HPBW is 90°, which is required by the system. The antenna

dan \/2 Dipole Antenna
Semi-Cylinder Reflector

Conductor

 
Figure 5.12 120° beam antenna with parasitic conductors
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Figure 5.13 The change in HPBW with parasitic conductors
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Figure 5.14 The changein radiation patterns with parasitic conductors

aperture of a 90° HPBWis only about 0.3/4, whereas the aperture of the
antenna shownin Figure 5.6c is 0.2674, and the radius of the metal
conductorsis 0.13A. In addition, the antenna with the metal conductors
achieves a 10 dB lower back radiation thanthat ofthe antenna without

the metal conductors.
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5.3.2.2 Triple-Band Antenna As just mentioned, a 90° HPBW increases
the capacity for a three-sector CDMA system, as shown in Figure 5.5b.
However, in the 800-MHzand 1.5-GHz bands, the PDC systems, as shown
in Figure 5.2a, have no interference issues. A 120° HPBWis, therefore,
good for PDC systems in the 800-MHzand 1.5-GHz bands. The optimal
HPBWsfor the CDMA systems operating at 2 GHz and PCD systems
operating at 800 MHz and 1.5 GHzare 90° and 120°, respectively.

When we installed the antenna elements, mentioned in Section
5.3.2.1, in the antenna radometo form an antennaarray, the HPBW of
the antenna arrays in each frequency band was 120° for a three-sector
zone scheme. Due to the recent increase in the number of 3G system
subscribers, however, the HPBW of triple-band antennas mustbe nar-
rowed to 90° in the 2-GHz band for 3G systems to increase system
capacity. To achieve an HPBW of 90° in 2-GHz bands,we propose using
metal conductors near the antenna elements.”

Figure 5.15 showsanillustration and a photo ofa triple frequency-
band antenna (Figure 5.8) with metal conductors. Figure 5.16 shows

 
z 410mm!

———*Ly Antenna Radomex
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(a) Illustration
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Figure 5.15 Triple frequency-band antenna with parasitic
conductors
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(b) Measured patterns with parasitic conductors

Figure 5.16 Measured patternsof triple frequency-band antenna

the measured results of horizontal radiation patterns with and with-
out parasitic conductors. This figure indicates that the HPBW of the
triple frequency-band antenna changesonly in the 2-GHz band.Also,
Figure 5.16 shows that the optimized structure and arrangement of
the parasitic conductors achieved the HPBW of 90° in the 2-GHz band
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TABLE 5.1 Measured HPBW

HPBW 800-MHz band 1.5-GHz band 2-GHz band

Without conductors 113.9° 112.5° 113.4°
With conductors 123.9° 129.8° 83.6°

without influencing the HPBW performance in the 800-MHz and1.5-
GHzbands. Table 5.1 shows the change in HPBW in 800-MHz, 1.5-GHz,
and 2-GHz bands. Therefore, if the parameters of the metal conductors
are selected correctly, only the HPBW in the highest frequency band
can be changedas desired.The overall surface width of the antennais
118 mm; the antenna aperture is 110 mm; and the metal conductors
are 4 mm.Theoverall size of this antennais slightly larger than the
antenna without the conductors.

5.3.2.3 Dual-Beam Antenna Figure 5.17 shows a dual-beam antenna
for spatial diversity.°’” The two antennas were installed on a bent

Antenna #2

Dipole antenna #4 4
Zz

. ,
Dipole antenna #3

Lo

Reflector Antenna #1

Dipole antenna #1  
Dipole antenna #2

Antenna #1 Antenna #2

Dipole antenna #2 Dipole antenna #3
° o

Dipole antenna #4Dipole antenna #1
o o

Reflector

Figure 5.17 Dual-beam antenna
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planarreflector with an angle of 60°. The three rims with a height of
about 0.144 are used to increase the isolation between the antennas as

well as the reflection of radiation. The HPBW of this antennais 60° for

a six-sector radio zone. The difference between the beam directions of

Antennas #1 and #2 is 60° for service in adjacent zones. To reduce the
space for antenna installation, one radomeis used to cover two anten-
nas. The HPBW ofthe antennasare also controlled using metal con-
ductors, as shownin Figure 5.18a.'° The radiation patterns are shown
in Figure 5.19. This figure shows a 60° HPBW dual-beam antenna
in which the HPBW can be narrowed to 45° using metal conductors.
Figure 5.186 shows a photograph of the antenna prototype shown in
Figure 5.18a.

 
Radome

 
(a) Illustration

Figure 5.18 Dual-beam antenna with parasitic conductors
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Without conductors
With conductors

 Normalizeddirectivity[db] koO   $ = 0 [degree]

Figure 5.19 Radiation patterns of dual-beam antenna

5.3.3 SpotCell (Micro-Cell) Antenna

In addition to sectors, base stations are often installed in hotspot areas.
The purpose is to plug small black-hole areas that are caused mainly
by surrounding environments. Usually, omnidirectional antennas are

Slot 
 

Parasitic aluminum

cylinder NY

Feedline

Figure 5.20 Omnidirectional antenna

221

used in micro-cells or spotcells.
Figure 5.20 showsan omnidirec-
tional antenna with a parasitic
conducting cylinder operating
in the 900-MHz band.” The
antenna has been etched onto

a 30-mm wide slab of dielec-

tric substrate with a dielectric

constant of 3.6. A rectangular
slot with a width of 15 mm has

been cut onto the ground plane
andfed at its bottom side by a
microstrip feed line that has
been etched onto the dielectric

substrate. Such a design is good
for mass production with low
material and manufacturing
loss. The slot is asymmetrically
cut by the edgeof the dielectric
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Figure 5.21 Measured patterns ofan omnidirectional
antenna

substrate to keep the space for the feed line that connects other ele-
ments in an array. The parasitic aluminum cylinder with a diameterof
about 30 mmis used for omnidirectional radiation.

The measured radiation patterns in both vertical and horizontal
planes at 900 MHz are shownin Figure 5.21. Omnidirectional radia-
tion in horizontal planes has been observed. The minimum diameterof
the antenna (including radome) is determinedby the external diameter
of the parasitic cylinder and the width of the dielectric substrate. Here,
the width ofthe dielectric substrate or the inner diameterofthe cylinder
is about 30 mm. Thus, the minimum diameterofthe radomeis slightly
greater than 30 mm.

Figure 5.22 shows the measured impedance bandwidthsfor a return
loss of < -14 dB with the changed slot antenna element length, which
resonates at selected frequencies. Bandwidth varies from 10-14% across

20

15

10Bandwidth[%]
0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

Frequency [GHz]

Figure 5.22 The change of HPBW
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900-1900 MHz. The narrowest bandwidth occurs at 800 MHz because

of the strong coupling between the slot antenna and parasitic cylin-
der. However, this antenna can achieve omnidirectional radiation as
a dielectric substrate of 30-mm wide (0.094 at 900 MHz) is used. The

bandwidth reaches about 15% although the widthis electrically large.

5.3.4 Booster Antenna

In mobile communication networks, booster systems are used to prevent
possible oscillation caused by the interference waves between transmit-
ting and receiving antennas. To enable the mobility of communications,
a frequency offset booster has been proposedin orderto realize the rera-
diation system in a blocked area, such as in the shadow of a mountain
or building. Such a system has a back-to-back antenna arrangement,
where one antenna or array points toward the base station whereas
the other one points to mobile terminals. It is necessary to identify an
absolute value for the mutual coupling between the antennassuch that
it is greater than amplifier gain.”

Figure 5.23 shows the structures of four- and sixteen-element choke-
loaded patch antenna arrays, where the chocks are around dielectric
substrates. The antennas are used to increase the front-to-back (FB)

radiation ratio to reduce the mutual coupling in the back-to-back
antenna arrangement. Figure 5.23a showsthe configuration of a four-
element chock-loaded patch antenna array, and Figure 5.23b shows
a sixteen-element chock-loaded patch antenna array. Both antenna
arrays are etched onto 1.2-mm thick dielectric substrates.

The radiation patterns in both E- and H-planes for both four- and
sixteen-element chock-loaded patch antenna arrays are shown in
Figure 5.24. Table 5.2 tabulates the measured HPBW and FBratio.
The FBratios ofthe four- and sixteen-element choke-loaded patch array
antennas are 37 dB/40 dB in E-planes and 32.5 dB/40 dB in H-planes,
respectively. The HPBW of two four- and sixteen-element antennas
are 39.8°/25.7° in E-planes and 36.4°/21.5° in H-planes, respectively.
Whenthe separation between the transmitting and receiving antennas
increasesto 4A, the measured mutual coupling between the front and
back arrays in the four-element choke-loaded patch arrayis less than
—84 dB, as shownin Figure 5.25.

5.3.5 Control of Vertical Radiation Pattern

Whereas the HPBWofthe radiation patterns in the horizontal planes
mainly determines the coverage of base station antennas, the vertical
radiation patterns determine the numberof vertical array elements
that are neededto obtain the desired gain in coverage and to design the
required HPBW. Employing a shaped-beam pattern for a base station
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Dielectric Substrate

(€, = 3.5, Thickness of 1.2 mm)

 
(a) Structure of four-element choke loaded patch array antenna

Dielectric Substrate of Patch Dielectric Substrate of Parasitic

(€, = 3.3, Thickness of 1.6 mm) (¢é, = 3.88, Thickness of 1.0 mm)
 
 

 
(b) Structure of sixteen-element choke loaded patch array antenna

Figure 5.23 Booster antennas

TABLE 5.2 HPBW and FB of Measured Results

Four-element booster antenna Sixteen-element booster antenna

HPBW FB HPBW FB

E-plane 39.8° 37 dB 25.7° 40 dB
H-plane 36.4° 32.5 dB 21.5° 40 dB
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(a) A four-element choke loaded patch array antenna

E-plane 0° H-plane

   
(b) A sixteen-element choke loaded patch array antenna

Figure 5.24 Measuredpattern of booster antennas
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Mutualcoupring[dB] 
2.1 212 2.14 216 2.18 2.2

Frequency [GHz]

Figure 5.25 Mutual coupling characteristics of booster antennas

antenna—forinstance, a cosecant beam pattern—is preferable because
the shaped-beam pattern in a service area is capable of providing a
sufficiently constant received powerlevel for mobile users and uniform
receiving powerlevels in spite of the cell edge while imparting only a
slight interference power level to other adjacentcells.”” The cosecant
beam pattern can be achieved when the elementsof the array are fed
with linearly varied amplitudes and phases.

In the design of cosecant beam patterns, a downwardtilting beam is
designed to direct sidelobes to the horizon for preventing radiated power
to other cells and receiving the signals with constant power levels in
its owncell, as indicated in Figure 5.26. The beamtilting angle can be
remotely controlled by using an electrical phase-tilt control box from
a base station. Figure 5.27 showsa base station antenna array with a
remote electric phase-tilt control box. In order to form a complete cosecant
beam pattern withfine tilting angle 4, many elements and phaseshifters

Horizontalline Tilting angle 9,
Main beam

 BS’s Antennas
  
    

    

        

Figure 5.26 Radiation pattern of array antenna
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Microstrip line

Beamtilting angle

 
Phase
shifter "—

1 Printed
antenna  

Electrical phase-tilt O
control box

Phase

(a) An antennawithatilt control box (b) A printed antenna

Figure 5.27 Control ofvertical radiation patterns

are required.” This will, however, increase size, weight, and cost of the
antenna system because the phaseshifter is usually very expensive,large,
and heavy. To reduce the numberof phase shifters, subarray blocks are
used and connectedto the phase shifters, as shown in Figure 5.27, where
four subarrays form the antenna array. Each subarray fed by one phase
shifter has four array elements fed in-phase.

Figure 5.28 shows the shaped vertical radiation patterns by using
equiphase, namely the elements with the same phase difference and an
operative method. With the operative method, the phasesofthe top and
bottom elements in a vertically stacked array antenna are controlled
in order to achieve beam-shaping. These phases form an S shape. The
achievedtilting angle @ of the main beam is 5° without use of any elec-
trical phase control, as shown in Figure 5.28a. The shaped beam pattern
by equiphase indicates a bilaterally symmetric pattern with a central
focus on the main beam. However, the shaped beam pattern using the
operative method is similar to a cosecant beam. Thesidelobe levels
toward the groundside increase, whereasthe sidelobe levels toward the
sky side decrease.It is important to note that the suppression of sidelobe
levels between the horizon and the main beam direction reduces the

possible interference with othercells.
Figure 5.28) showsthe shaped beam pattern formedbyusingelectrical

phasecontrols that can changethetilting angle more than 3°. Therefore,
a total tilting angle is up to 8° comparedto that shown in Figure 5.28a.
The phase of each subarray is controlled by a phase shifter in order
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Normalizeddirectivity[dB] 
Sky Angle [degree] Ground

(a) A; of 5°

Normalizeddirectivity[dB] 
Sky Angle [degree] Ground

(b) @, of 8° (Electrical phase control is 3°)

Figure 5.28 Vertical radiation patterns

to change the main beam direction. The phase difference between the
elements varies. Therefore, the radiation pattern has grating lobes, in
particular, for large remotetilting angles. However, using the operative
method for the shapedradiation pattern still keeps a cosecant beam, as
shownin Figure 5.280.
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5.4 Conclusion

The important design issues of antennas and arraysin cellular phone
base stations have been addressed in this chapter from a systems point
of view for enhancing the performance and capacity of mobile commu-
nication systems. We presented the antenna designs, which have been
used to enhance the capacity of systems and maximize the usage of
transmitted powerin cellular phone networks, from an antenna engi-
neering perspective.
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Chapter

New Unidirectional Antennasfor

Various Wireless Base Stations

Hang Wong and Kwai-Man Luk
City University of Hong Kong

6.1. Introduction

The greatest triumph in mobile communication service boosts the devel-
opmentofthe third-generation (3G), WiFi, WiMax, UWB, andforthcom-
ing 4G systems, and creates high demandfor wideband unidirectional
antennas to accommodate several wireless communication systems with
excellent electrical characteristics such as wide impedance bandwidth,
low cross-polarization, low back radiation, a symmetric radiation pat-
tern, and stable gain over the operating band for cost-effectiveness,
space utilization, and environmental friendliness. Among many types
of antenna elements, there are at least three conventional means for
implementing widebandlow-profile antennas with a directional pattern.
These approachesare (1) directed dipoles, (2) wideband patch antennas,
and (3) complementary antennas. Dipole antennas are popularly used
in wireless communication systemsbecause oftheir several advantages:
reasonable bandwidth, good radiation characteristics, ease of construc-
tion, and the possibility of obtaining directional or bidirectional radia-
tion patterns.’ Manyresearchershavefocused on developing wideband
dipole antennasfor present and future communication systems because
of the continuously expanding range of wireless telecommunication
services for voice and data transmission. Some methods have been

suggested to achieve wide impedance bandwidth for dipole antennas
such asflared dipole arms,* bowtie-shaped dipoles,’~ flat dipoles,’ and
the use of parasitic elements.® These designs can obtain a bandwidth
of more than 30% to 100%, but a wideband balun must be included.
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However, wideband dipole antennas do not have a very stable radiation
pattern over the operating bandwidth. Their radiation patterns can
change substantially depending on the frequency.

The second popular unidirectional antenna is the microstrip/patch
antenna. Manypublications are available regarding the designsofwide-
band patch antennas,for instance, a patch with an L-probe feed”’ or an
aperture coupled feed,“** double resonances by stacked patches’or
a U-slot patch””*’, and so on. These techniques give the patch antenna
a very wide impedance bandwidth (from 20% to 40%) enhancement,
whichis sufficient for covering many wireless communication systems.
However,this class of wideband antennas’~”’ has several weaknesses:
high cross-polarization and large variations in gain and beamwidth
over the operating band. Although some techniques,such as anti-phase
cancellation,” a twin-L probes coupled feed,”” an M-probefeed,””“ and
so on, were suggested for suppressing cross-polarization, these antennas
still are weak in termsofgain and beamwidth variations with frequency
as well as different beamwidths in the E- and H-planes.

In orderto achieve stable radiation over the entire operating band, the
third approach of using complementary antennas combining anelectric
dipole and magnetic dipole should be explored. This idea for a comple-
mentary antenna with equal E- and H-plane patterns was revealed in
1954 by Clavin.* An electric dipole has a figure-8 radiation pattern
in the E-plane and a figure-O pattern in the H-plane, whereas a mag-
netic dipole has a figure-O pattern in the E-plane anda figure-8 in the
H-plane.Ifboth electric and magnetic dipoles can be excited simultane-
ously with appropriate amplitude and phase, a unidirectional radiation
pattern with equal E- and H- planes can be obtained. A practical design
was proposed by Clavin again in 1974.*° Another design, whichconsists
of a passivedipole placed in front of a slot, was also reported by King.”
Similarly, this idea, based on a slot-and-dipole combination, was
realized by other investigators; nonetheless,all of these designs*’“° are
either narrow in bandwidth or bulky in structure. They may not fulfill
the requirements for current wireless communication systems. Recently,
a new wideband unidirectional antenna element composedof a planar
dipole and a vertically oriented shorted patch antenna has been pre-
sented.” This antennais based on the complementary conceptofexciting
the electric dipole and the magnetic dipole simultaneously. And it has
many advantages, including a simple structure, wide bandwidth, low
cross-polarization, a symmetrical radiation pattern, and in particular,
very low back radiation. Because of the low back radiation, the gain and
beamwidth of the antenna are not noticeably changed with frequency,
and the gain andefficiency of the antennaare higher than that of many
other antenna elements available in the literature. This antenna finds

numerous applications in modern wireless communications.
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This chapter focuses on the development of wideband directional
antennaswith low cross-polarization, a stable radiation pattern, steady
gain, and a simple architecture. First, microstrip/patch antennas fed
by a twin-L probe design and by an M-probe design are introduced.
Then,a differential-plate fed patch antenna is demonstrated. Finally, a
wideband complementary antenna composed of a planar dipole and a
shorted patch antennais discussed.

6.2 Patch Antennas

6.2.1 Twin L-Shaped Probes
Fed Patch Antenna

One popular technique for enhancing the bandwidth of patch antennas
is to use parasitic elements, as in co-planar*”“ or stacked geometry.”
Another common method for enhancing bandwidth is to employ a coax-
ial probe to feed a slotted patch on anelectrically thick substrate (0.08-
0.14) of low dielectric constant.””“’ Such designs yield an impedance
bandwidth up to 30% (SWR < 2). However, no noticeable improvement
in gain is seen. On the other hand, although the gain can be improved
to around 10 dBi (estimated)’® by enlarging the separation between the
driven patch and the stacked parasitic patch to approximately 0.34, the
trade-off is narrow in bandwidth, around 2—-3%. The gain can also be
increased in co-planar geometry by placing the parasitic patches adja-
cent to the fed patch to form an array,” but its gain-bandwidth is not
wide enough for most applications. In addition, the major disadvantage
of using parasitic elements is an unfavorably large antenna size. To
enhance both bandwidth and gainfor a single antenna element, a twin
L-shaped probe fed patch antenna is suggested.”’ This idea of using
parallel feeds*’ is a simple twin-feed structure with two in-phased L-
probes’ to further enhance the gain to 10 dBi while maintaining wide-
band performance. More importantly, the achieved 1-dB-gain bandwidth
is wide enough to cover the operating bandwidth.

A twin L-shaped probe fed patch antenna that operates at a center
frequency of 5 GHz is shownin Figure 6.1. The copper patch has a thick-
ness of 0.3 mm (0.0054), a width W = 44 mm (0.7334), and a length L =
22 mm (0.3674). The aspect ratio © ofthe patch is equal to 2.0. The patch
is supported by two small cubic foam-spacers(¢, = 1) of thickness H =
6 mm (0.14). The fundamental mode (TMp,) of the patch is simultane-
ously excited by the two in-phased L-shapedprobes(with probe radius =
0.5 mm), which are separated by S = 28.6 mm (0.4774) and connected
to the microstrip feed network mounted on the otherside of the ground
plane. The simple T-shaped powerdivideris etched on a Duriod substrate
with ¢, = 2.33 and a thickness of 1.5748 mm (0.062 inch). The square
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Figure 6.1 Geometry of twin L-probe coupled patch antenna: 3D view and side view”
(© 2005 IEEE)

ground plane hasaside length of 100 mm (1.6674). The two L-shaped
probes havethe samesize vertical arm, a = 4.5 mm (0.0754), and horizon-
tal arm, b = 12 mm (0.24). The characteristic impedanceofthe feed line
is Z) = 50 Q andZ, = 100 Q, with a line width of 4.877 mm and 1.41 mm,
respectively. A SMA launcheris connected to the end of the feed line.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the twin-feed design, two
prototypes are fabricated for comparison: the single L-probe fed and the
twin L-probe fed patch antennas.With zero inserted distance (d = 0) again,
the arm lengthsofthis single L-probe are slightly adjusted (a = 3.5 mm and
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6 = 8 mm)for achieving the best impedance matching. The performances
of the two prototypes are measured by an HP8510-C Network Analyzer, a
compact range with ORBIT/FR MiDASFar-Field Antenna Measurement
and Analysis System. As for the gain measurement, a NARDA-643 stan-
dard gain horn is used.

Figure 6.2 shows comparisons of the measured results of gain and
SWRofboth prototypes. As seen from the SWR curves, both antennas
have a wide impedance bandwidth of 25% (SWR < 1.5) from 4.42 to
5.7 GHz. From the gain curves, obviously the proposed antenna has a
better gain of 10 dBi, which is stable across the operating bandwidth
with a 1-dB-gain bandwidth of 26%. Compared with the maximum gain
of the single-L-probe coupled patch of 8 dBi, there is an improvement
of about 2 dB. The improvement is much more significant at the upper
region, 5-5.7 GHz, of the operating band, about 3- to 6-dB difference
in gain is observed. The increase in gain is mainly dueto theeffective
suppression of cross-polar radiation.

Figure 6.3 shows the measuredradiation pattern at 5.0 GHzfor both
antennas. The cross-polar level in the H-plane of the single L-probe cou-
pled patch is relatively higher than the twin L-probe case. This higher
cross-polar radiation is due to a stronger high-order mode radiation
from the patch as well as unwanted radiation from the vertical arm.
However, there is significant suppression in the cross-polar radiation
when the twin L-probe fed technique is employed. Thecross-polarization
can be suppressedto less than —20 dB.For both antennas, the broadside
patterns are stable across the operating band, and the average beam-
width in the H-planeis around56°, whichis slightly narrower than that
in the E-plane of around 60°.

_o.. “Twin-L-probe
]------ Single-L-probe Gain/aBi 

4 4.2 4.4 4.6 48 5 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6

Frequency/GHz
9

Figure 6.2. Measured results of SWR and gain of both single and twin L-probe cases”
(© 2005 IEEE)
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Figure 6.3 Measured radiation patterns at 5.0 GHz of (a) the single L-probe coupled
patch antenna and(6) the twin L-probe coupled patch antenna” (© 2005 IEEE)

6.2.2 Meandering-Probe Fed Patch Antenna

A meandering-probe fed patch antenna wasfirst proposed in 200
This wideband feeding mechanism not only can enhance the impedance
bandwidth ofa patch antenna,but also can suppressthe cross-polarization
level of the antenna. By aligning the center of the meandering probe
with the center of the patch, the radiation pattern is symmetric in both
E- and H-planesacross the operating band. This antenna also has low
back radiation and high gain characteristics. In some applications,
antennas are necessary to serve several wireless communication sys-
tems at the same time, such as GSM1800, CDMA1900, and IMT-2000.
The impedance bandwidth of meandering-probe fed patch antennas”™“
is not wide enoughto cover these wireless communication systems, so
techniques to further enhance the impedance bandwidth are neces-
sary. One of the proper solutions of using stacked radiating elements
to enhance the impedance bandwidth of the patch antenna is demon-
strated in this section. A meandering-probe fed stacked patch antenna
is presented. The stacked patch configuration can greatly enhance the
impedance bandwidth, whichis up to 37% (SWR< 1.5). The cross-polar-
ization is less than —20 dB across the operating band. The antenna has
symmetric co-polar radiation patterns in both E- and H-planes, and the
antennahasa gain of 9 dBi.

The geometry of the meandering-probe fed stacked patch antenna”™
is shown in Figure 6.4. The center frequency of the proposed antenna
is chosen at 1.975 GHz, and the antenna dimensionsare selected after

30,31
4,
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Parameters| ty|te|Mm|Mh|s|A| Value/mm Z 15.5|10.5 21 8.75 ——=(0.4%) (0.324)|(0.19) |(0.0664,)(0.138.4,)|(0.0584,)} (0.01 Ap) |(0.0662,)
Figure6.4.{Geometry of the meandering-prohe fed stacked patch antenna: 3D view and
side view™

a detailed parametric study of the antenna’s performance. The upper
and lower aluminum patches, where both have thicknesses of 1 mm, are
square shaped and have lengths L, = 49 mm (0.324,) and L, = 61 mm
(0.445), respectively. The upper patch is a parasitic element, whereas a
meandering probe feeds the lower patch. The height of the lower patch
A, is 15.5 mm (0.14)), and the separation between the upper patch and
the lower patch H, is 10.5 mm (0.0664,). The patches are supported by
foam spacersfor testing. In real applications, they can be supported by
plastic posts. The meandering probe, which has a rectangular cross-
section with a thickness of 0.5 mm and a width w, = 10 mm (0.0664,),
has one end connected to a 50-ohm SMA connector and the other end

connected to the lower patch with a plastic screw. The case of the mean-
dering probeis aligned to the center of the patches and the ground plane.
Referring to Figure 6.4, the dimensions of the meandering probe are
g=1.5 mm (0.014), 2 = 8.75 mm (0.0584), and s = 21 mm (0.1384,).
The aluminum groundplane dimensions are Gy x G, = 200 x 300 mm?
(1.324, x 1.974,), where Gy is the width of the ground plane and G, is
the length of the ground plane. The antennais excited in TM), mode.
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Figure6.5 Measured and simulated SWRs and gains against frequency of the
meandering-probe fed stacked patch antenna

Measured and simulated results of SWR and gain are shown in
Figure 6.5. The antenna operates from 1.575 to 2.36 GHz with a mea-
sured bandwidth of 40% (SWR < 2). If the commercial standard of

SWR < 1.5 is used as a reference, the impedance bandwidth of the
antenna is 37% (from 1.6 to 2.325 GHz). The antenna has a stable

gain of about 9 dBi across its operating band. The measured and simu-
lated SWRs and gains are in good agreement. Figure 6.6 shows the
simulated and measured radiation patterns of the antenna at 1.6 GHz,
1.9 GHz, and 2.3 GHz. The radiation pattern of the antenna was mea-
sured by a near-field antenna measurement system with ORBIT/FR
MiDAS Cylindrical Near-Field Antenna Measurement and Analysis
System. The far-field radiation patterns are transformed from the mea-
sured near-field patterns by the FFT available from the measurement
system. It is observed that both the simulated and measured cross-
polarization levels are less than —20 dB. The E-plane co-polar radia-
tion pattern of the proposed antennais also symmetric. The backlobe
radiation is less than —20 dB within the operating band. The measured
3-dB beamwidths are 66° in the E-plane and 76° in the H-planeat the
center frequency, which is in good agreement with the simulated 3-dB
beamwidthsof64° in the E-plane and 78° in the H-plane. This antenna
is particularly suitable for wideband antennaarray design.

6.2.3 Differential-Plate Fed Patch Antenna

In the interest of realizing wideband antennas, differential-fed patch
antennas (DFPA) have been studied and developed.’ The mutual
capacitance between the two adjacent feeding probes, together with the
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490 1.6GHz 27   
  
    

Figure 6.6 Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the meandering-probe fed
stacked patch antenna
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capacitance inducedby thepatch slots,can effectually compensate for
the probe inductance, resulting in wide impedance bandwidth.In the
meantime, the unwanted cross-polar radiation excited by the feeding
probes is suppressed due to the anti-phase current flow on the probes.
Subsequently, as a refinement of the concept of the DFPA for further
bandwidth broadening, a new approach designated as a vertical-plate
pair as a differential feeding scheme has been presented.” This tech-
nique is to modify the feeding probe into the vertical plate. As a result,
impedance bandwidthis significantly enhanced. Moreover, by virtue of
the differential feed, excellent radiation performanceis attained within
the whole operating band.

Thebasic geometry ofthe broadband patch antenna with a vertical plate
pair”’ is illustrated in Figure 6.7. The proposed antennais designed with
the center frequency chosen at f, = 2.17 GHz (A, = 188.25 mm). It consists
of a planar patch, a groundplane, and a pair ofvertical plates connected
to the feeding probes of the 50 Q SMA launchers. The copper patch is
rectangular in shape withP; =68 mm (0.4924,) andPw=60 mm (0.4344,).
It is located over the ground planeat a height of h, = 16 mm (0.1164,).
The patch is directly driven by a pair of planar plates that are vertically
placed beneaththe patch. The feeding edgesofthe plates, with L =43 mm
(0.3114,), are symmetrically located on twosidesofthe central line (y-axis)
along the nonresonant direction of the radiating patch. The separation
between the feeding edges is selected to be s = 26 mm (0.1884,).

Slightly different from the aforementioned vertical-plate fed patch
antenna, this DFPA employs feeding plates folded at the bottom. Each
folded plate is composedof a vertical part and a horizontal part. The
capacitance due to each horizontal part and the groundplaneoffers an
additional design flexibility to accomplish good impedance matching. By
properly selecting the lengths and widths of both parts, performance
can be optimized. The dimensions of the two sections are L = 43 mm
(0.3114,), Wy = 13.5 mm (0.0984,), and Wy = 7.5 mm (0.0544,). A gap
is formed between the two horizontal portions, in which the gap size,
denoted as g, is determined by Wy and s. Having one edge connected
to a vertical part, each horizontal part, with the height of ¢ = 2.5 mm
(0.018A,), is driven by a probe.

Resorting to the use of a differential feed, two probes, having radii
of 0.5 mm,are directly connected to the horizontal parts of the folded
plates. Each contact point locates at the center of the corresponding
horizontal part. The distance between the two probe centers is d =
20 mm (0.145A,). A 2-mm thick aluminum ground plane in a square
shape with G; = Gy = 250 mm (1.8084,) is utilized. The center of the
antenna is aligned with that of the ground plane, resulting in the
symmetric configuration with reference to both the x-axis and y-axis.
Detailed dimensions are depicted in Figure6.7.
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Figure 6.7 Geometry of the proposed DFPA drivenby a vertical-plate pair (© 2007 IEEE)

 
For the sakeoffeeding the antennawith a differential signal, a wide-

band 180° powerdivider, which was introduced in Itoh and Cheng,”
wasutilized to transform a single-ended signal to two signals, in which
one travels out-of-phase with the other. As described in Figure 6.8, the
two output ports of the divider are designated as Port 2 and Port 3.
Port 2 and Port 3 are then connected to the antenna via coaxial cables.
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Figure 6.9 Simulated and measured SWRsof the proposed antenna’
(© 2007 TEEE)

Figure 6.9 reveals that the proposed antenna can operate from 1.37 to
2.97 GHz with a measured impedance bandwidth (SWR < 2) of 74%.
In Figure 6.10, the resonances of two modesare also obtained for the
proposed DFPA. Over the operating band, ranging from 1.37 GHz
to 2.97 GHz, the input resistance varies from 30 Q to 63 Q, while
the input reactance changes interiorly between —10 Q and 27 Q. In
Figure 6.11, the antenna gain is stable across the operating band and
has an average value of 8.5 dBi. The performance of high and stable
antenna gain is mostly owing to the high polarization purity.
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Figure 6.11 Simulated and measured antennagainsofthe devised
DFPA”’ (© 2007 IEEE)
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It is well understood that for the vast majority of broadband patch
antennas, radiation performanceis inevitably degenerated, especially in
the E-plane,at higher operating frequencies. By makinguseofthe differ-
ential plate feeding scheme,the instability issue is evidently ameliorated.
Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the proposed antenna
in both E-plane (x-z plane, ¢= 0°) and H-plane (y-z plane, ¢ = 90°) at
1.37 GHz, 2.17 GHz, and 2.97 GHzareillustrated in Figure 6.12, showing
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Figure 6.12 (a) Simulated and (6) measured radiation patterns of the patch antenna
fed by rtical plate pair at different frequencies’ (© 2007 IEEE)
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that the radiation characteristics are stable across the band. Obviously,
the measured cross-polarization levels are around 20 dB less than the
co-polarization levels. The simulated cross-polarization in both E-plane
and H-planeis vanishingly small across the operating band under the
ideal conditions and is thereby not able to be observed.In addition, taking
advantageofthe structural symmetry, the co-polarized radiation patterns
in both E-plane and H-plane are symmetric with respect to the broadside
direction within the band. Noteworthy, the measured maximum power
is always in the broadside direction, which offers benefits to many wire-
less communications systems, in which stable radiation patterns and the
purity ofwave polarization within operating bandwidthsare required.In
addition, the backlobe radiation level is less than —15 dB.

6.3 Complementary Antennas Composed of
an Electric Dipole and a Magnetic Dipole

After several decades of developing wideband antennas, many simple
and wideband antenna elements have flourished and contributed to real

applications in many wireless communication systems. Among many
categories of antennas, dipole and patch antennasare the two popular
types. They have been diversified into many wideband antennadesigns.
The basic structures of these two types ofwideband antennasare low in
profile, easily fabricated, and convenient for having directional radiation
patterns. Nonetheless, they have the disadvantagesof large variations
in gain and beamwidth over the operating bandwidth,different beam-
widths in the E- and H-planes, and strong radiation in the backlobe.
In this section, the design of wideband unidirectional antennas with
low cross-polarization, low back radiation, symmetric E- and H-plane
patterns, and stable gain is introduced. To accomplish this mission,
a wideband complementary antenna consisting of an electric dipole
and a magnetic dipole has been developed. This conceptof exciting two
complementary sources wasfirst initiated in 1954 for achieving equal
E- and H-plane patterns. To realize this idea, much subsequent research
has been done and has resulted in similar antenna performances.
Most of these suggest using a combinationof either slot-dipole or slot-
monopole to form complementary antennas with a directional pattern
that is equal in the E- and H-planes. However, they are still compli-
cated in structure or are narrow in bandwidth. To overcome these prob-
lems, a new wideband antenna element that is formed by combining a
planar dipole antenna anda shorted patch antennais acquainted. This
new wideband elementachievesexcellent performancein all electrical
parameters. In particular, its low back radiation characteristic makes
it highly attractive for developing various kinds of indoor and outdoor
base station antennas for modern cellular communications. This is
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because the interference betweendifferent cells operating at the same
frequency can be reduced substantially. Due to their wideband charac-
teristics and desirable radiation patterns, they can easily find conceiv-
able applications for the current wireless communication systems like
GSM1800/1900, 3G, WiFi, WiMax, ZigBee, and so on.

6.3.1. Basic Principle

To provide more detailed understanding of a complementary antenna
consisting of an electric dipole and a magnetic dipole for achieving a
unidirectional symmetric radiation pattern, this section begins with a
review of the characteristics of several previous works available in the
literature. The approach of exciting an electric dipole and a magnetic
dipole simultaneously for achieving an identical E- and H-plane radia-
tion pattern wasfirst revealed by Clavin in 1954.” Figure 6.13 shows
his proposed idea about two sources that have complementary types of
radiation characteristics oriented at right angles to one another. These
two sources can be realized by using an electric dipole and the open end
of a waveguide, which is mentioned in Clavin.® Figure 6.13 describes
schematically how the field patterns of two complementary sources
would appear. An electric dipole and a magnetic dipole are separated by
a specific distance, which can be used to control the proper amplitude
and phase of two complementary sources so they can perform with equal
E- and H-plane radiation patterns. The electric dipole has a figure-8
radiation pattern in its E-plane and a figure-O pattern in the H-plane,
but the magnetic dipole has a figure-O pattern in the E-plane and a
figure-8 in the H-plane. As a result, the advantages of combining two

y,

Zz Ee + Eh = Ee

Electric dipole Magnetic dipole Complementary antenna

Zz rt

“| He +Hh hi =H¢x

Figure 6.13. Basic principle of a complementary antenna consisting of an electric dipole
and a magnetic dipole
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complementary sources—(1) equal E- and H-plane patterns,(2) low back
radiation, (3) low cross-polarization radiation, and (4) stable gain across
the operating bandwidth obtained—are accomplished.

6.3.2 Complementary Antennas Composed
of Slot Antenna and Parasitic Wires

Apart from Clavin’s method,” some studies” were conducted for dem-
onstrating the complementary antenna approach. King®’ deliberated
modifying a slot antenna by placing a passive dipole in frontof theslot.
Then Gabriel” and Wilkinson” subsequently useda slot-dipole antenna
to implement the complementary antenna. These antennas*’~’ are all
based on combining a slot antenna andadipole to achieve the goal.

Figure 6.14 shows oneof the antennas presented by Clavin again in
1974.*° Two parasitic inverted-L wires are placed beside a rectangular
slot antenna. This arrangementis equivalent to providing a magnetic
dipole from the slot and anelectric dipole from the inverted-L wires. The
configuration of this structure is very simple. The achievable bandwidth
is about 10-20%.

6.3.3 Complementary Antennas with
a Slot Antenna and a Conical Monopole

In addition to the slot-dipole antenna, some have proposed slot-monopole
antennas”~for realizing similar E- and H-planepatterns.Itoh”utilized a
crossed slot and a monopole elementto obtain steerable cardioid patterns.
Mayes” employedaconical monopole witha slot for studying abroadband
unidirectional antenna. Figure 6.15 depicts the antenna presented by
Mayes.” Theconical monopole is placed with anoffset distance from the
center ofthe slot, such that the proper amplitude and phaseofthese two
radiating elements can be adjusted to provide a desirable directional
pattern. This antenna has a very wide impedance bandwidth that is
about 60%.

. L-wire

 Groundplane

Figure 6.14 Configuration of a gomplementary antennawith a slot and inverted-L wires
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Conical monopole

Groundplane 
To SMA
launcher

Figure 6.15 Configuration of a monopole-slot antenna™

6.3.4 New Wideband Unidirectional
Antenna Element

A novel wideband antenna with unidirectional radiation pattern is pre-
sentedinthis section. This newly designed antenna has many advantages,
including a simple structure, wide bandwidth, low cross-polarization,
a symmetrical radiation pattern, and in particular, extremely low back
radiation. The gain and beamwidth of the antenna are almost constant
over the operating frequency band. The antenna can be simply devel-
oped by using two metallic L-shaped plates with a T-shaped feed. Such
architecture offers an advantage offormingavertically oriented shorted
patch antenna and a planar dipole. With the presence of the shorted
patch, a magnetic dipole can be implemented, while an electric dipole
can be realized together through the planardipole. In this design, the
antenna has a wide impedance bandwidth due to the I-strip coupled
line and the double resonance from the planar dipole and the shorted
patch antenna. Because the I-feed consists of an L-strip coupled line,
which is a well-known bandwidth-broadening technique for microstrip
antennas and short-circuited patch antennas, achieving a wide imped-
ance bandwidth for the proposed antennais easy.

6.3.4.1 Complementary Antennas Composedof aVertically Oriented Shorted
Patch and Planar Dipole The proposed design is based on the approach of
combininganelectric dipole antenna and a magnetic dipole antenna. From
among manychoicesofelectric dipoles, a planar dipole antenna has been
chosen, as shown in Figure 6.16a, whereas a wideband short-circuited
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electric dipole antenna a quarter-wave patch

Figure6.16 Principle of a wideband complementary antenna elementfor unidirectional
radiation”

patch antenna has been selected as the magnetic dipole depicted in
Figure 6.16. To combine these two antennas, the short-circuited patch
is placed vertically and is connectedto the planardipole, as illustrated
in Figure 6.16c. Based on this approach, a new wideband antenna has
been developed and its geometry is shown in Figure 6.17. This antenna
operates at the center frequency of 2.5 GHz. Each side of the planar
dipole has a width W = 60 mm (0.54) and a length LZ = 30 mm (0.254).
The shorted patch antenna has a length H = 30 mm(also close to 0.254).
For wideband operation, the separation of the two vertical plates, S =
17 mm,of the shorted patch antenna should be close to 0.142 and the
width of the dipole and the patch W should be around0.5/. The size of
the ground plane can be usedto adjust the back radiation. The optimum
dimensionsof the ground plane are 160 mm x 160 mm (1.34 by 1.34).

To excite the antenna, an T-shaped probe feed is employed. This
feed consists of three portions, which are madebyfolding a straight
metallic strip of rectangular cross-section into a I-shape. Thefirst por-
tion, which is vertically oriented, has one end connected to a coaxial
launcher mounted below the grounded plane. This portion acts as a

c Coppersirip, feed lineSs L

7) Ww it

Copperplate f
Zz H Air, € x

xt mt

st
Ground plane

Feed to SMA connector SMA connector

3D view Side view

raves]=»[|»[*]»][*][c]=s]~]
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Figure 6.17 Configuration of a wideband complementary antenna with a planar dipole
and a vertically oriented shorted patch
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50 Q air microstrip line for transmitting electrical signal from the coax-
ial launcher to the second portion of the feed. The second portion, which
is located horizontally, is responsible for coupling the electrical signal to
the planar dipole and the shorted patch antenna. The inputresistance
of the antennais controlled by the length of this portion. This portion
is equivalent to an inductive reactance, which causes the antenna to
be totally mismatched. The third portion incorporated with the second
vertical plate forms an opencircuited transmission line. The equivalent
circuit of this line is a capacitor. By selecting the appropriate length for
this portion, its capacitive reactance can be used to compensate for the
inductive reactance caused by the second portion.

In the conventional designs of complementary antennas,
electric dipoles and magnetic dipoles are excited and separated with a
specific distance (around 0.254) for controlling the proper amplitude
and phaseofthe two radiating sources. On the contrary, in our proposed
design, two dipoles are presented with a zero separation, as shown in
Figure 6.16. The unique structure of this proposed antenna results in
forming an inverted-U equivalent magnetic current from the aperture
of the vertically oriented patch antenna. Therefore, the width of the
antenna,W, is one of the key parameters for adjusting the proper ampli-
tude and phaseof the two current elements for achieving equal E- and
H-planeradiation patterns.

A comparison of the simulated radiation patterns of a thin dipole,
a planar dipole, and a wideband complementary antenna is depicted
in Figure 6.18. The three antennas have the same ground plane size
(160 mm x 160 mm) as well as the same antenna height (30 mm, 0.252).
The length of the dipole, Z, for the three cases is chosen to be 60 mm,
which is equal to 0.5/ at the operating frequency of 2.5 GHz. For cases
Figure 6.18a and 6, the antennas are excited by a conventional coax-
ial cable with a balun; for Figure 6.18c, the antenna is excited by a
T-shapedstrip feed.

The simulated results demonstrate that when the conventional thin

dipole, as presented in Figure 6.18a, is modified to become a planar
dipole (Figure 6.18), the radiation pattern does not change much.
However, when the planar dipole is combined with the open end of a
vertically oriented shorted patch antenna, as shown in Figure 6.18c,
the beamwidths in the E- and H-planes become similar. Moreover, the
level ofback radiation is also smaller than the cases without the shorted

patch antenna by about 10 dB.In addition, the three antennas also
have low cross-polarization due to the symmetry in the geometries of
the antennas.The level of the cross-polarization among the three cases
is less than —40 dB, thus they did not appear on the graphs presented
in Figure 6.18.

35—40,52,53 both
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Figure 6.18 Radiation patterns for conventional dipole, planar dipole,
and unidirectional complementary antenna at the center frequency of
2.5 GH:
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Figure 6.19 shows a comparison ofthe measured and simulated SWRs
of the proposed antenna. As seen from the SWR curves, the antenna
has a wide impedance bandwidth of 52% (SWR < 2) from 1.75 to
3.0 GHz. Figure 6.20 illustrates the measured and simulated gain
curves of the antenna. It can be observed that the proposed antenna
has an average gain of approximately 8 dBi, varying from 7.5 dBi to
8.2 dBi across the operating bandwidth. Radiation patterns at frequen-
cies of 1.75, 2.5, and 3 GHz were measured andare shownin Figure 6.21.
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Figure 6.19 SWRagainst frequency for a wideband complementary antenna”
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Figure 6.20 Antenna gain against frequency for a wideband complementary
antenna
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Figure 6.21 Measured radiation pattern at frequencies of 1.75,
2.5, and 3.0 GHz**
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Figure 6.22 Photograph ofa wideband complementary antenna
with a T-shaped strip feed

In both E- and H-planes, the broadside radiation patterns are stable and
symmetric across the operating bandwidth, and the H-plane beamwidth
at the center frequency of 2.5 GHz is 79°, which is slightly larger than
that in the E-planeofabout 75°. Low cross-polar radiation and low back
radiation are achieved across the entire operating bandwidth. A photo
of a fabricated antenna is shownin Figure 6.22.

6.3.4.2 L-Strip, T-Strip, and Square-Cap Coupled Fed Previously, the
proposed I-feed consisted of an air microstrip transmission line and
an L-strip coupled line.™ In this section, two alternative coupled feed
structures are suggested to replace the L-strip: a T-strip and a square-
cap.” Simulation analyses for these coupled feeds in SWR and gain
responses are discussedfirst and then the experimental verifications
are demonstrated. Finally, a comparison amongthesecasesin electri-
cal performances, including impedance bandwidth, beamwidth, cross-
polarization, and back radiation is presented.

The geometry of an antenna with a T-strip feed is shown in
Figure 6.23. The dimensionsofthese radiating elements, consisting of a
vertically oriented shorted patch antenna and a planardipole, are iden-
tical to the antenna described in the previous section. The key param-
eters for the antenna are L = 30 mm (0.254), S = 17 mm (0.142), and
W = 60 mm (0.54). The portion of the air microstrip line on the feed
line has a width of 4.911 mm anda length of 30 mm. One endof the
microstrip line is connected to the SMA connector, which is located
underneath the ground plane. The other end of the microstrip line
is combined with the T-strip. This T-strip has two parameters: T, =
9.5 mm (0.079/) and T, = 27 mm (0.2254). The width of the strip, which
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Figure 6.23 A wideband unidirectional antenna with a T-strip coupled feed

is the same as the microstrip line, is 4.911 mm. The whole antennais
madeof0.3-mm-thick copper plates and its ground plane is made of an
aluminum plate 160 mm x 160 mm with a 2-mm thickness.

Similarly, the configuration of the proposed antennafed by a square-
cap is illustrated in Figure 6.24. For this antenna, the microstrip line
has a vertical length of 24 mm anda horizontal length of 12.5 mm.
The end of the vertical line is connected to the SMA connector, while
the horizontal portion is associated with the metallic square-cap, which
has a length of 10 mm.
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Figure 6.24 A wideband complementary antenna with a square-cap coupled feed™

Figure 6.25 shows the simulated SWR curves for the three differ-
ent feeding structures. The impedance bandwidth for the case using an
L-strip is 44.5% (1.85 GHz — 2.91 GHz) for an SWR < 2. The bandwidths
for the T-strip and square-cap cases are 65.6% (1.68 GHz — 3.32 GHz)
and 65.2% (1.84 GHz — 3.62 GHz), respectively.

Figure 6.26 depicts the simulated gain against frequency for the three
different feeding techniques. The antenna gains are around 8 dBifor the
three cases when the frequencies range between 1.8 GHz to 2.9 GHz.
Because the impedance bandwidthsfor the T-strip and the square-cap
cases are greater than the L-strip coupled, these two cases have wider
gain bandwidths. However, the antenna gains are only 6.5 dBi at a
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Figure 6.25 SWRs for three different feeding structures: T-strip, L-strip, and square-cap
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Figure 6.26 Gain curvesfor three different feeding structures: T-strip, L-strip,
and square-cap

higher frequency within the operating bandwidthsin these two cases.
As a result, we can conclude the antenna gain is very stable across the
operating bandwidth for the L-strip coupled feed. Additionally, there
is an approximately 1.5-dB variation in the antennagains for the two
cases of T-strip and square-cap coupled feeds.

Figure 6.27 shows the measured and simulated SWRsof the T-strip
case. As seen from the SWRcurves, the antenna has a wide impedance
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Figure 6.27 Measured and simulated SWRfor a T-strip fed wideband unidirectional
antenna

bandwidth of 63% (SWR < 2) from 1.66 to 3.20 GHz. Figure 6.28
illustrates the measured and simulated gain curves of the antenna.
From this, we can observe that the proposed antenna has a gain varying
from 6.8 dBi to 8.2 dBi across the operating band. The radiation pat-
terns at frequencies of 1.66, 2.5, and 3.2 GHz were measured and are
shownin Figure 6.29. For both E- and H-planes, the broadsideradiation
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Figure 6.28 Measured and simulated gain for a T-strip fed wideband
unidirectional antenna
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Measured

  

  

  
 

Figure 6.29 Radiation pattern of a T-strip coupled fed wideband unidirectional antenna

patterns are stable and symmetric across the operating band, and the
beamwidth at the center frequency of 2.5 GHz in the H-plane is 78°,
which is slightly larger than the beamwidth in the E-plane, which is
about 71°. Low cross-polar radiation and low back radiation are achieved
across the entire operating frequency band.
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The measured and simulated SWRsof the square-cap coupled fed
case are shown in Figure 6.30. As seen from the SWRcurves, the
antenna has a wide impedance bandwidth of 62% (SWR<2) from 1.83 to
3.50 GHz. Figure 6.31 displays the measured and simulated gain
curves of the antenna. The proposed antenna has a maximum gain of
8.2 dBi at a frequency of 2.15 GHz. Radiation patterns at frequencies
of 1.83, 2.5, and 3.5 GHz were measured and are shownin Figure 6.32.
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Figure 6.30 Measured and simulated SWRfor a square-cap coupled
fed wideband complementary antenna
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Figure 6.31 Simulated and measuredgain for a square-cap coupled fed
wideband complementary antenna
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Figure 6.33 Comparison ofmeasured results for the L-strip, T-strip, and square-
cap coupled feeds for a wideband unidirectional antenna

The broadsideradiation patterns were obtained for both E- and H-planes.
The radiation patterns are stable and symmetric across the operating
bandwidth. The beamwidth at the center frequency of 2.5 GHz in the
H-planeis 77° and in the E-planeis 72°. Low cross-polar radiation levels
andlow back radiation are achieved across the entire operating band.

Figure 6.33 shows a comparison of the L-strip, T-strip, and square-cap
coupled techniques for exciting the proposed wideband unidirectional
antenna. From the measuredresults, we can see that the antennausing the
T-strip and square-cap has a wider impedance bandwidth than the antenna
with an L-strip. However, the L-strip feed provides less cross-polarization
radiation than the other two feeds. Moreover, the front-to-back ratio has
less variation across the operating bandin the L-strip case.

6.4 Conclusion

This chapter begins with the introduction of several wideband unidi-
rectional antenna designs for microstrip antennas. Each antennas’ fea-
tures are discussed with properillustrations and related references.All
designs employan electrically thick substrate with a low dielectric con-
stant for achieving wide impedance bandwidth performance. Moreover,
the antennas using the twin L-probe feed, meandering-probe feed,
or differential-plate feed not only have wide impedance bandwidths,
but also possess noticeable electrical characteristics such as low cross
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polarization, high gain, and symmetrical E-plane radiation. After that,
we discussed a new type ofwideband unidirectional antenna element—
a complementary antenna composedof a planarelectric dipole and a
shorted patch antenna, which is equivalent to a magnetic dipole. This
architecture possesses advantages includinga stable radiation pattern
with low cross-polarization, low backlobe radiation, nearly identical E-
and H-plane patterns, and stable antenna gain across the entire oper-
ating bandwidth. In addition, two alternative feeding structures, the
T-shaped and square-plate coupled lines, demonstrate theflexibility in
antenna feed design.
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Chapter

Antennas for WLAN

(WiFi) Applications

Zhi Ning Chen, Wee Kian Toh, Shie Ping See, Xianming Qing
Institute for Infocomm Research

7.1. Introduction

7.1.1. WLAN (WiFi)

Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)provide wireless network com-
munications, in particular, between computers and other portable devices
with fixed access points over a short distance, typically in the order of
tens of meters. WLAN’s rapidly increasing popularity in consumerelec-
tronics is primarily due to its convenience, mobility, easy deployment and
expandability, and cost efficiency, as well as its ease of integration with
other networks and devices. WLANsinclude Wireless Fidelity (WiFi,
IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n)' and High Performance Radio LAN (HIPERLAN).
A typical WLAN is connected to stations equipped with wireless net-
work interface cards (WNICs). The wireless stations are categorized
into fixed base stations, namely access points (APs) andclients, or cus-
tomer premises equipment (CPE), or subscriber unit (SU). These include
mobile devices such as laptops, personal digital assistants, IP phones,
or fixed devices such as desktops and workstations that are equipped
with a wireless network interface. WLAN communication can be peer-
to-peer, bridge, or via wireless distribution. Peer-to-peer communica-
tion is achieved through an ad-hoc network without a base station and
permission to talk. In other words, peer-to-peer communication allows
wireless devices to talk directly to each other without any accesspoints.
Typically, two computers can be connected to form a network.A bridge in
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the WLAN is used to achieve the connections amongdifferent networks.
For instance, a wireless Ethernet bridge connects the devices in a wired
Ethernet network to a wireless LAN. The APs in a WLAN canbeset up
as repeaters when connectingall of the access points within a network
through wiresis difficult. Therefore, the WLAN canserve as a wireless
distribution system if required.

The WLANsoperate in the unlicensed Industrial, Scientific, and
Medical (ISM) bands, namely, the 2.4-GHz band with a frequency
range of 2.4—2.485 GHz and the 5-GHz bands with frequency ranges of
5.150-5.350 GHz, 5.470-5.725 GHz, and 5.725-5.850 GHz. The channel
bandwidth within each band varies from 5 MHz to 20 MHz. Generally,
the data rate of a wireless communication link increases with a larger
bandwidth, but decreases with mobility. Table 7.1 shows the various
IEEE 802.11 standards. In general, the actual data rate in a typical
office environmentis about halfof its maximum. Furthermore, the data
of a conventional wireless communication link is much less than that

of the multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) setup based on IEEE
802.11n. The data rate of 11-Mbps for IEEE 802.11b remainsrelatively
constant for a distance of up to 50 meters, whereas the datarate of 54-
Mbpsfor IEEE 802.11a declines linearly to about 11 Mbpsat a distance
of 50 meters. One of the main challenges in deploying and operating
WLAN stemsfrom thefact that other wireless systems, such as Wireless
Personal Area Networks (WPANs), Bluetooth (IEEE 802.15.1), ZigBee
(IEEE 802.15.4),” and microwave ovens share the same unlicensed fre-
quency bands, which can lead to interference amongelectrical devices
and systems.

In addition, the standardization bodies in individual countries, for
instance, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)’ in the United
States and the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSD*in the European Union, regulate electromagnetic radiation. The
effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) defined by FCC Rules part
15.247° for an omnidirectional antennaof less than 6-dBi gain is 1 W.
The IEEE Standard C95.1-1991 recommendsthat the power density for
human exposureto radio frequency (RF) and microwave electromagnetic
field emissions be 1-10 mW/cm” from 1-10 GHz.As the lower frequency
is more penetrative in nature, a lower radiation restriction is enforced.

TABLE 7.1 IEEE 802.11 Standard Family

Frequency Maximum data Radius Radius
IEEE 802.11 bands, GHz rate,Mbps Modulation indoor,m outdoor, m

a 5 54 OFDM < 35 < 120
b 2.4 11 DSss < 38 < 140

g 2.4 54 OFDM < 38 < 140
n 2.4,5 600 OFDM <70 < 250
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Antennasplay an important role in the design ofWLANs.The anten-
nas for the client devices havecritical constraints in termsof cost and

size, which severely limits the antenna performance.° The antennasfor
base stations in point-to-point (P2P) and/or point-to-multipoint (P2MP)
systems face different challenges such as the performance,cost, size,
and integration of multiple functions into one antenna design,as well
as the integration of antennasinto radios.

7.1.2. MIMO in WLANs

Over the past decade, a wide rangeofapplications has spurred the need
to provide a reliable high-speed wireless communication link. This is
especially challenging in an indoor wireless environment, where trans-
mitted signals are received through multiple paths, which may add up
destructively at the receiver, resulting in serious degradation in the over-
all system performance. This phenomenonis known as multipath fading.
Multipathis the arrival ofthe transmitted signal at an intended receiver
through different angles and/or different time delays and/or different
frequencyshifts (i.e., Doppler effect). Consequently, the received signal
fluctuation can be larger than 10dB within one wavelength due to angle
spread and/or frequency dueto delay spread and/or time due to Doppler
spread through the random superposition of the impinging multipath
components. The scarcity of available bandwidth, transmit power con-
straints, hardware complexity, and signal interference are some of the
other challenges that high-speed wireless communication faces.

With the steady increase in the numberof new wireless applications
and the expansionofexisting ones, the limited frequency spectrum prob-
lem can be alleviated effectively by using diversity techniques, which
provide the receiver with independently faded copies of the transmitted
signal. This increases the probability of reception at the receiver. There
are many diversity techniques based on frequency, time, angle, space,
polarization, and spatial diversity. Usually, the MIMO system uses mul-
tiple (two or more) antennasin both its transmitter and receiver sides. A
significant advantage of MIMOtechnology is that it provides a substan-
tial increase in channelcapacity, resulting in higher data throughputs
with a low bit error rate, i.e., enhanced data transmission reliability.
The wireless channel’s impairments can also be overcome by channel
coding. Examples include convolution and block coded modulation,trellis
coded modulation,bit-interleaved coded modulation, and turbo and low-
density parity check codes. The combination of various diversity tech-
niques, such as space-time coding in MIMOsystems,offers high data
rates with increased reliability. To maximize the transmissionreliability,
transmit diversity schemes should be adopted.In this case, the data rate
isthe sameasfor a single-input-single-output system sinceall the degrees
of freedom in the MIMO channel are used to improve transmission
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reliability (or decrease the frame-error rate, or FER). A MIMO channel
with N; transmitting antennas and Np receiving antennaspotentially
offers N7Np independent fading links.

On the other hand, the data rate can be maximized through spatial
multiplexing where multiple independent signals are transmitted but
at the expense of an increase in the FER.In general, the numberofdata
streams that can bereliably supported by a MIMO channel is equal
to the minimum numberof transmitting and receiving antennas,i.e.,
min{N7, Ne}. Capacity is enhanced by a multiplicative factor equal to the
numberofdata streams. Therefore, a tradeoffhas to be made between the
data rate andreliability.’ In a MIMOcontext,diversity gain (d) is often
associated with reducing the FER while multiplexing gain (7) is associ-
ated with increasing the data rate. The maximum multiplexinggain r,,,.
as shownin Eq.7.1, is given by the slope ofthe outage capacity (for a fixed
FER) plotted as a function of the SNR (7onalog-linear scale

Trae = im Coup” (7.1)
max Y00 log, Y

where C,4,(/ is the outage capacity defined as the data rate that can be
supported by (100 — p)% ofthe fadingrealizationsofthe channel.® For a
fixed FER,the transmission rate can be increased by min{N7, Ng} bps/Hz
for every 3-dB increase in the SNR.

The maximum diversity gain d,,,,, shown in Eq. 7.2, that can be
achieved is given by the negative of the asymptotic slope of FER for
a fixed data rate, plotted as a function of SNR onalog-linearscale.
P, denotes the probability that the frame will be decoded incorrectly.
With every 3-dB increase in the SNRfor a fixed transmission rate, the
FERdecreasesby a factor of 2-"r%,

d =~lim 282Pe%®)
max yoo log, Y

(7.2)

It may be desirable that the increase in the SNR be a combination of
an increase in transmission rate and decrease in FER.The optimal trade-
off curve for the H,, MIMO channel, d(r), is piecewise linear such that

d(r) =(Np-r\\Np 1) (7.3)

This equation implies that if the data rate is increased by r bps/Hz
over a 3-dB increase in SNR,the corresponding reduction in the FER
will be 2%”.

Coherent combining of the wireless signals at the receiver through
spatial processing at the receiving antennaarray and/or preprocessing
at the transmitting antennaarrayis able to achieve an increase in the
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signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) knownas array gain. Array gain improves
resistance to noise, thereby improving the coverage of a wireless net-
work. Also, the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR) will be
improved, and as a result, interference in wireless networks can be
mitigated. Reducing interference by increasing the separation between
users and directing the energy toward intended users improves the
coverage and rangeof a wireless network.

MIMOtechnology is found in several standards for future wireless
communication systems, especially WLANsandcellular networks. The
standardization of MIMO technology is currently under development.
The IEEE 802.11n, which hasyet to be finalized, supports MIMO com-
munications with peak data rates of 600 Mbps. The IEEE 802.16 stan-
dard has been developed for the world interoperability for microwave
access (WiMAX), which is intended to deliver high data rates over long
distances. MIMO communication has been incorporated in the IEEE
802.16e version of this standard, where 2 x 1 and 4 x 4 MIMOconfigu-
rations are considered. The 3GPP technology, also known as wideband
code division multiple access (W-CDMA), is used for 3G cellular net-
works, and MIMOhasbeenincorporatedinto this standard, particularly
in Releases 7 and 8. In Release 7, 2 x 1 and 4 x 2 configurations employ-
ing space-time block coding were used, whereas in Release 8 (TSG-
R1(04)0336(2004)), the 2 x 2 and 4 x 4 configurations were employed.
In addition, MIMOisalso considered in IEEE 802.20 and IEEE 802.22
standards. The former is used to enable the worldwide deploymentof
multivendor interoperable mobile broadband wireless access networks,
whereasthelatter is aimed at constructing wireless regional area net-
works (WRANSs), utilizing channels that are not employed within the
already allocated television frequency spectrum.

7.2 Design Considerations for Antennas

Generally, the major considerations for WLAN antenna design include
electrical properties such as frequency range/bandwidth in terms of
gain, impedance matching, and polarization, as well as other factors
such as size, cost effectiveness, and mechanical robustness. Fulfilling
the electrical properties of the antennais a priority, which stems from
system requirements. In addition to an antenna’s electrical perfor-
mance,otherfactors are also vital for a successful design. For example,
a low-cost antenna product is always preferable for the commercial
market. The relevant cost factors include the material used, manufac-
turing, mechanicaltolerance, installation, switching from one standard
to another, and integration with the radio. In addition, the form factor
of the antennais also an important consideration. Indoor antennas are
generally designed to be compactandless protrusive.
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7.2.1 Materials, Fabrication Process, Time
to Market, Deployment, and Installation

7.2.1.1 Material

A. Dielectric Substrate Low-cost dielectric substrates, such as Flame
Retardant-4 (FR-4) with an g.= 4.4 and a tand= 0.02, are widely employed
for printed circuit board (PCB) antenna designs usually up to 6 GHz.
At higher frequencies, the dielectric loss incurred becomesgreater. The
thickness of the FR-4 material ranges from 5-60 mils, and it normally
comes with coppercladding with a thickness ranging from 0.5-2.0 oz.
The dielectric substrates that can be used for high frequencies, such
as Rogers 4008 (6. = 3.38, tand = 0.002) and RT/Duroid 5880 (¢, = 2.2,
tand= 0.0004), are generally not selected for mass production as they
are relatively more expensive. Instead, the air substrate is commonly
adopted for low-cost and broadband solutions.

B. Conductor Conductors with good conductivity, such as copper
(5.8 x 10’ S/m) and brass, are commonly employed as radiators and
feeding networks in antenna design. Aluminum and galvanized steel
with appropriate surface treatments are normally used for the antenna
ground plane and casing. Aluminum varies from the 1xxx—7xxx series.
Its oxide and magnesium contents make aluminumdifficult to process
by using conventional low-temperature (225—490°C) soft-soldering.
Mounting an RF connector on an aluminum groundorcasingis carried
out by riveting insteadof soldering.

C. Radome A wide variety of antenna radome materials are avail-
able in the market. They includefiber reinforced plastics (FRPs), glass
reinforced plastics (GRPs), polypropylene (PP), acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene (ABS), and a variety of polycarbonates. The radome should be
electromagnetically transparent with respect to the operating frequency
ofthe antenna.In addition,it should be thin, lightweight, homogeneous,
and uniform in thickness. The radome used for outdoor applications
has to be weatherproof and resistant to vandalism. Polypropyleneis
commonly used in injection molding, but is susceptible to marring or
chalking after prolonged UV irradiation.

D. Supporting Structures In orderto lower the Q-valueofthe antenna,
and provide ample support, Styrofoam™ material (s. = 1.1), nylon
(g, = 3.5) stubs, rods, and screws are commonly used as supporting mate-
rials. Metallic screws are also used as shorting pins or as support at the
noncritical portions of the antenna,e.g., the center of a patch antenna.
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E. Cables and Connectors Low-cost coaxial cables such as the RG-58/U

(50 Q), RG-178/U (50 Q), and RG-59/U (75 Q) are commonly usedto con-
nect the antenna andtheradio. The cable length is often kept as short
as possible in order to minimize the loss and phaseshifting of signals,
so that the integrity of the received signal can be preserved. Connectors
include the SMA, N-type, U.FL/IPEX, and MMCX.Theyprovide both
RF shielding and mechanical transition between the cable and the feed
of the antenna.

7.2.1.2 Fabrication Process Fabrication processes usually include
machinetooling, injection molding, assembling, soldering, quality con-
trol, and testing. The Six Sigma (60) strategy is used by companiesto
reduce defects and errors in the manufacturing process. Each process
has various degrees of manufacturing tolerances. For example, a co-
planar waveguide feeding structure with a ground plane (CPWG)having
an eight mil gap betweenthe strip and groundplaneis easily fabricated
on a PCB. However,it is difficult to fabricate suspended metallic struc-
tures with high precision using low-cost turret punching and millings.
Therefore, costly laser cutting and wire electrical discharge machining
(EDM)are needed for such high-precision metal cutting.

7.2.1.3 Time to Market Time to market (TTM)is also a critical factor

for new products and solutions. The appropriate design tools, prag-
matic estimations, and swift prototyping will shorten the overall time
required. For example, a common RF board that supports multiple mini-
PCI express radio cards, as well as several different versions of broad-
band antennadesigns, will be more cost effective.

7.2.1.4 Deployment andInstallation Figure 7.1 depicts the various radio
deploymentscenariosfor (a) base station (BS), (6) subscriber station (SS),
and (c) access point (AP) antennas. Despite the differences in radiated
power, they have many similarities in their antenna design consider-
ations in terms of impedance,polarization, gain, and radiation pattern.

These antennascanbelinearly (vertically or horizontally) polarized
(LP). Circularly polarized (CP) antennas are also used for P2P
communication links, so as to reduce the effects of multipath and
depolarization of the radiated fields. Dual-polarized (DP) antennas
are also often employed, which make useof the orthogonal property of
electromagnetic wavesto provide channelisolation by transmitting both
the horizontally and vertically polarized waves simultaneously.

BS P2P antennas typically have high gain (> 12 dBi) and narrow
beamwidth (< 40°) in both the E- and H-planes. Low-gain antennas such
as half-wavelength dipole and single microstrip patch antennasare not
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Figure 7.1 Radio deployment scenarios
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adequate for such applications; instead, patch antenna arraysor reflector
antennasare preferred. The planar patch antenna array has the advantage
of having a low profile and high gain, typically to 12-18 dBi. Reflector
antennas(such as parabolic dishes) and horn antennasare used when the
required gain exceeds 18 dBi, despite having a larger profile and volume.

SS and AP antennas usually provide P2MP links. These antennas
require broad radiation patterns in the plane where there are multiple
terminals for achieving wide coverage. An array of radiating elements is
required to manipulate the radiation patterns. The radiation patterns of
the antennaarray canbe tailored to achieve a sectored or omnidirectional
coverage based on the systems’ requirements.

7.2.2. MIMO Antenna System
Design Considerations

In a MIMOsystem,the effect of the antenna on system performance
will be to some degree distinct from conventional WLANs.Such aneffect
stems from MIMOsystem requirements. Therefore, understanding the
features of MIMOsystemswill be conducive to designing the antennas.

7.2.2.1 MIMO Communication System Figure 7.2 shows the generic
MIMOsystem asa reference for the MIMO communication channel. A
stream of Q x 1 vector symbols b”, where & is a time index,are fed into
a space-time encoder to generate a stream of N> x 1 complex vectors
x”, where N> refers to the number of transmit antennas. The pulse
shaping filters transform each element of the vector to create a Np x
1 time-domain signal vector x(t), which is up-converted to a suitable
transmission carrier. The resulting signal vector x,(¢) drives the trans-
mit transducer array, which in turn radiates energy into the propaga-
tion environment. The impulse response hp relates thefield radiated by
the transmit antenna arrayto thefield incident on the receive antenna
array. The time-variant impulse response is due to the motion of

holt, T, On, Op, Or, Pr)

Input symbols 1 Output symbols
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encoder
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Figure 7.2 A MIMO communication system
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scatterers within the propagation environment or the motion of the
transmitter and/or receiver. The time delay relative to the excitation time
tis representedby 7. It is assumedthat the input responseisfinite,i.e.,
hp = 0 for t>% and that hp remains constant over a time interval %
so that the physical channelcan be treated as a linear, time-invariant
system over a single transmission. The input signal x,(¢) creates the
field xp(t, Or, @p) radiated from the transmit array, where(@;, ¢;) denote
the elevation and azimuth angles. At the receive array, the field distribu-
tion is expressed as the convolution:

Jp(tp ip) = "IJA,61,09, 6797.¢r )x,(t- 1,07, ¢p)sin(@, )dtd0,do, (7.4)

The element in the receive array samplesthis field and generates
Np x 1 signal vector, y’,(t), at the array terminals. The noise from
the propagation channel and receiver front-end electronics (thermal
noise) is lumped as a Nzgx 1 vector 7X¢) and is injected at the receive
antenna terminals. The resulting signal-plus-noise vector, y,(é), is then
downconverted to produce Np x 1 baseband output vector y(¢), which is
finally passed through a matchedfilter whose output is sampled once
per symbolto produce y™, after which the space-time decoder produces
estimates 6of the originally transmitted symbols.

The nature ofthe MIMOchannelis important in the design ofefficient
communication algorithms and understanding its performancelimits.
For a system with N; transmitting antennas and Np receiving antennas,
and assuming frequency-flat fading over the bandwidthofinterest, the
MIMOchannel at a given time instant can be written as

H,, Hi,, 1LNp
Hy, Hy, Hw

H = " (7.5)

Hy, Hypo = Fyn,

where H,,,, is the channel gain between the m"™receiving antenna
and n™ transmitting antennapair. A full-rank transfer matrix results
in optimal MIMOsystem performance, which is achievable when the
correlation between the different antennas is low. Under ideal condi-

tions when the channel elements are totally decorrelated, H,,,(m =
1,2,...., Ng, n =1,2,...., Np) ~i.i.d. N(O0,1). Hence, for an independent and
identically distributed Rayleigh fading MIMO channel, H=H,, and the
spatial diversity order is equal to N7Nz. However, with the increasing
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bandwidth and/or delay spread, the channel becomes frequency depen-
dent. The correlation properties in the frequency domain are a func-
tion of the power delay profile. The coherence bandwidth, which is
inversely proportionalto the delay spread of the channel, is defined as
the minimum bandwidth separation in order to achieve decorrelation.
Furthermore, dueto the motion of scatterers or the transmitter and/or
receiver, the channel realizations also vary with time. The coherence
time, which is inversely proportional to the Doppler spread,is defined
as the minimum time separation that is required for the decorrelation
of the time-varying channel. In the real world, due to antenna spac-
ing and scattering, H maydiffer significantly from H,,. Also, the pres-
ence of a line-of-sight (LOS) component will result in Ricean fading.
The MIMOchannel can then be modeled as the sum of a fixed and

fading component:

K -~ [1
=| _ 7.6H =|H+A, (7.6)

 

where (ea is the LOS component and Jee. is the uncorrelated
fading component. K (20) is the Ricean factor of the channel and is
defined as the ratio of the power in the LOS component to the power
of the fading component. K = 0 corresponds to a Rayleigh channel and
K =~ corresponds to a nonfading channel.

7.2.2.2 MIMO System Capacity Capacity (bits/s/Hz) of a communication
system can be defined as the maximum rate at which reliable commu-
nication is possible, which can be characterized in terms of the mutual
information between the input andthe output ofthe channel. For a time-
invariant additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with bandwidth

B and received SNR 7, the Shannon’s channelcapacity can be given as”

C = Blog,(1+y) (7.7)

In the case where there are N channels and the transmit poweris
equally divided among them, the capacity becomes

N

C = Si og,(1+2) tog, 1+-F) (7.8)n=1

For deterministic MIMO channels, the channel gain matrix H is fixed.
It is assumedthat the transmitter does not have any channelstate infor-
mation (CSI) and hence cannot optimize the powerallocation among the
antennas. The input vectors are independent complex Gaussian-distributed
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random variables with equal variance o”. Therefore, the channel capacity
can be expressed as

H

C= max_log, : + HEH (7.9){R,:Tr(R,,)sPp} oO

The diagonal elements of the transmit covariance matrix represent
the transmit power from each antenna.Theoff-diagonal elementsofR,,
represent the correlation between the transmitted signal streams. An
increasedcorrelation will result in a decreased capacity. Also, the term
HR," represents the covariance of the received signal in the absence
of noise, such that the 4, eigenvalue represents the received signal level
in the ieigenchannel.

Whenthe transmitter has no CSI,it divides its power equally among
the transmit antennas to form N;independent streams, or R,= (PAN>).
The capacity can be given by

 PC =og, I+ 7 HH® (7.10)2
N,o  

Whenthe transmitter has CSI, the use of equal powerallocation is
suboptimal. The optimal solution can be obtained by applying the water-
filling principle. In order to maximize Eq. 7.11, R’,,;; must be diagonal.”°
Capacity is given by

 Ne 2R’ .

C= max 3g S ‘ (7.11)2

[rer «=Pr} i=lER's,

where R’,,;, represents the optimal transmit power on the iy, unencoded
stream and S?is the powergainofthe iy, eigenchannel. The valuesofR’,;;
that maximize Eq. 7.11 can be determined using Lagrange multipliers
to obtain the water-filling solution.”” This method allocates powerto
the high-gain channels and generally does not use weaker channels.

7.2.2.3 Antenna Effects on MIMO Capacity Antenna properties, such as
impedance matching, pattern, polarization, array configuration, and
mutual couplingaffect the correlation. Angle (pattern) diversity occurs
when the antennas have distinct radiation patterns. Large capac-
ity gains are possible when the element patterns are appropriately
designed to minimize the correlation. Also, by directing the majority
of the radiation in the direction where most of the multipath compo-
nents are concentrated, higher capacity can be achieved.” The correla-
tion can be calculated from the S-parameters according to Eq. 7.12™ or
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Eq. 7.18 if the electric fields for both polarizations over the entire three-
dimensional space are known.

| Si,Sip + 83,85 |?
°-G-(S,P +S,P-(S,P+1S,P)

2

[[[2C.0+F,6,0)| a
; (7.13)

Ot T@.0Fani] l@.oFaa
4n 4n

From Eq.7.12, the effects ofmutual coupling and impedance matching
on the correlation can be studied directly. Figure 7.3 shows that as the
return loss (|S;,|) increases, the mutual coupling Sj; has to be reduced
in orderto achieve low correlation. The mutual coupling requirement
can be significantly relaxed when the antenna is well-matched. For
instance, when the return loss is —10 dB, the mutual coupling can be
around —4 dB andyet achieve a correlation of 0.7, assuming that the
S,, and S,, are both in phase.

However, if they are not in phase, the correlation will be sensitive
to the phase difference if the mutual coupling (|S_2,|) is too high, as
shown in Figure 7.4. The effects of the phase difference on the correla-
tion becomesinsignificant when |S_,| <—10 dB. Hence, if the mutual
coupling and return loss are kept lower than —10 dB,a very low correla-
tion of less than 0.1 can be achieved.

1.0 S,,, So, Phase = 0°
0.94 —— |s,,|=-30B

 
"-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0

|S,|, dB

Figure 7.3 Effects of |S,,| and |.S.,| on correlation
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|S,,|=-10 dB, $;, Phase = 0°

|S.,/= —— -3 dB
--- -6¢B
seteee -~10 dB

 
180 -135 -90 -45 0 45 90 135 180

S51 Phase, deg

Figure 7.4 Effects of phase difference on correlation

From Eq. 7.13, the information about the pattern and polarization
diversity can be directly derived, which will be conduciveto the opti-
mization of the antenna system configuration. First, if the radiating

elements are of orthogonal polarization, i.e., F (0, o)¢oF. (0,0)=0, Pe
will be zero. Second, p, = 0 can also be achieved with pattern diversity,
which means that the antenna elements can have the same polariza-
tion but their radiation patterns do not overlap each otherin space,i.e.,
| ff. [F, (0, o)¢ F, (0, @)| dQ |= 0. In other words, the average spatial fidelity
oftHe r:radiation}patterns of the two antenna elementsis zero. As a result,
Pp, can be minimized by having radiation patterns with complementary
coverage in space. Therefore, by minimizing the correlation between the
antenna elements, both the polarization and pattern diversity will be
able to enhance the capacity of the MIMOsystem.

In addition, the envelope correlation coefficient computed by the trun-
cated Laplacian model encompassestheeffect ofall three diversity tech-
niques(spatial, polarization, and pattern) on the signal correlation.”
However, this two-dimensional method can only evaluate the average
correlation coefficient over a particular plane and doesnot provide infor-
mation on the variation of the envelope correlation coefficient in three-
dimensional space.

The channel transfer matrix H is dependent on the propagation envi-
ronmentas well as the array configuration by using single or dual polar-
ization and multibeam array structures at the base station and dipole
arrays at the mobile.*© Studies have shownthat the average capacity is
relatively insensitive to the array configuration. However, it is possible
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to enhance the capacity by having an adaptive system that selectively
connects a subset of available antennas to the electronic modules.”””

Furthermore,in a rich multipath environment, six uncorrelated signals
at the receiver can be achieved from sensing the three Cartesian vector
componentsofthe electric and magneticfields. A large multipath angle
spreadis able to offer a higher number (maximum of six) independent
communication channels."*” However, constructing half wavelength
dipoles or full wavelength loopsto achievethisis difficult due to mutual
coupling, and nonideal radiation pattern characteristics, which reduces
the numberof effective (independent) channels. Typically, when two
polarizations are used, scattering leads to a 4—10-dB higherco-polarized
signal as comparedto the cross-polarized signal.” Asa result, the trans-
fer matrix exhibits low correlation coupled with weak channel gain
between the two orthogonally polarized channels.”” A capacity gain
ofaround 10-20% is achieved for dual-polarization over single polarized
spatially separated elements in an indoor environment.” Regardless of
the environment, with the use of dual polarization, at least two chan-
nels will be enabled. Mutual coupling is also one of the key issues in
MIMOsystems.”*°° Studies have shown that when the powercollection
capability is enhanced through mutual coupling, the capacity when two
dipoles are closely coupled to each other through proper termination can
be increased.”*’ For a fixed length array, a strong mutual couplingwill
lead to an upper boundin the capacity performance, especially when
the spacing between the elementsis less than 7/2."

Therefore, in the antenna design for MIMOsystems, the mutual cou-
pling between the elements hasa critical impact on system performance
althoughthe overall system performanceis influenced by manyfactors,
in particular, the channels through which the RFsignals propagate. The
optimized design of antennas with low mutual coupling will be able
to exploit the full benefits of diversity in MIMO systems.As a result,
antennas with low mutual coupling will be conducive to the performance
of MIMO systems. Furthermore, MIMOsystems will simultaneously
benefit from all typesofpossible diversity, for instance, spatial, pattern,
andpolarization diversity.

7.3 State-of-the-Art Designs

There are many types of commercial antennas that meet the demandsof
the fast growing market (Table 7.2). A series ofpractical antenna designs
that are commercially available are discussed in the following sections.

7.3.1 Outdoor Point-to-Point Antennas

Outdoor antennas have to be weatherproof (IEC IP66),™i.e., operate
underdirect andindirect sunlight, resistant to wind, rain, snow, and pro-
vide lightning surge protection. Common outdoor P2P antennasinclude
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TABLE 7.2 Various Types of WLANAntennasin the Market

Gain, dBi
Antennas 0-6 6-8 8-18 18-30

Single monopole v
Helix (normal mode) v

Single dipole v
Slot v

Log-periodic v
Dipole, slot, patch (arrays)
Yagi-Uda
Horn v

Reflector, dish
<-eoces

patch arrays, Yagi-Uda arrays, log-periodic arrays, helix antennas,
cavity-backed slot antennas, waveguideslot arrays, horn antennas, and
reflector antennas. The beamwidth ofthese antennasis usually between
20°-60° based on the system requirements. A beamwidth of less than
10° requires additional antenna alignment procedures. Also, an antenna
with a high directivity has a lower probability of encountering unpre-
dictable interferences.

Figure 7.5 shows a 2.4—2.5-GHz P2P antennaarray that has a gain of
14 dBi. It uses weatherproofgalvanized sheet metal with surface treat-
mentfor the ground plane. The single-layered radiators with a feeding
network are cut from a 0.5-mm brass sheet and suspended above the

Fetuniss[008|
Polarization

H-plane

3-dB beamwidth

E-plane

3-dB beamwidth 

Connectors N-type
 

Size 200x200x5 mm

(a) (b)

Figure 7.5 A 14-dBi P2P antenna: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna specifications, (c)
schematic diagram,(d) return loss, and(e) radiation patterns at 2.4 GHz (Photo courtesy
of Compex Systems Pte Ltd.)
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Figure 7.5 A 14-dBi P2P antenna: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna specifications, (c)
schematic diagram,(d) return loss, and(e) radiation patterns at 2.4 GHz (Photo courtesy
of Compex Systems Pte Ltd.) (Continued)

ground planefor enhancing the operating bandwidth. The radiators are
supported by ripped polycarbonate material—commonlyusedfor plastic
bottles—with riveted screwsat the middle of the radiators. The folded

ground plane at the edges allows the radome to be secured onto the
antennaeasily. In order to reduce the length ofthe feedinglines, the array
is fed in the middle using an N-type connectorbolted to the groundplane.
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The meandered feeding lines after the T-junctions are designed to
ensure that the signals at the top radiators are equi-amplitude but
180° out-of-phase with respect to the bottom radiators. As a thin mean-
dered line results in a reduction of the bandwidth, whereas a closely
coupled line increases the coupling loss, optimizing the feeding lines
is, therefore, necessary. The patches are separated by approximately
half a wavelength so as to achieve the desired array factor. Grating
lobes occur when the spacing between the patchesis greater than one
wavelength, while a separation of less than one quarter wavelength
increases the mutual coupling and reducesthe radiation efficiency. The
height of this patch array is only 5 mm (4% of a wavelength); hence,it
is narrowband.

Figure 7.6 shows a 5.4-5.9 GHz, 16 dBi P2P antenna comprising 12
brass radiator elements and an aluminum groundplane. This antenna
is designed to be fed near the bottom edge of the ground plane so as
to fit into a low-profile casing. The feeding structure is simplified to
ensure a low fabrication cost and mechanical robustness. However,
the longseries-fed array structure limits the usable operating band-
width because a non-squinting radiation pattern is required. It is
difficult to ensure an equi-amplitude and in-phase signal distribu-
tion to all the radiators across a broad bandwidth.Thefirst sidelobe

level can be reduced by altering the phase or spatial distribution of
the radiators.

>10 dB

Linear

H-plane

3-dB beamwidth 

E-plane

3-dB beamwidth 

Connectors
 

 
Size 155x213x5 mm

(a) (b)

Figure 7.6 A 16-dBi P2P antenna: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna specifications, (c)
schematic diagram, (d) return loss, (¢) radiation patterns at 5.6 GHz, and (/) radiation
patterns at 5.8 GHz
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Figure 7.6 A 16-dBi P2P antenna:(a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna specifications, (c)
schematic diagram, (d) return loss, (¢) radiation patterns at 5.6 GHz, and (/) radiation
patterns at 5.8 GHz (Continued)
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(f)

Figure 7.6 A 16-dBi P2P antenna:(a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna specifications, (c)
schematic diagram, (d) return loss, (¢) radiation patterns at 5.6 GHz, and (/) radiation
patterns at 5.8 GHz (Continued)

7.3.2. Outdoor Point-to-Multiple-Point
Antennas

Outdoor P2MP antennas include omnidirectional antennas, sectored
antennas, andarrays, such as the patch antennas, sleeve dipoles, colin-
ear dipoles, turnstile antennas, and cornerreflector antennas. Figure 7.7
shows a 5.4-5.9 GHz, 17-dBi center-fed sectored antenna with a series
feed. The length and separation of the radiators are approximately half
a wavelength. The width of the microstrip line, soldered to the N-type
probe at the center, is widened for impedance matching. This center-fed
structure is almost symmetrical along the E-plane, thus it mitigates the
undesirable beam-squinting effect. By implementingit in a cylindrical
MIMOarray fashion, various elements in the antenna array can be
switched to provide omnidirectional coverage in a multipath rich urban
environment, e.g., on campusesor in shopping malls.

7.3.3 Indoor Point-to-Multiple
Point Antennas

Indoor P2MPantennasrequire a broad beamwidth for maximum cover-
age. A base loaded monopole,e.g., a rubber duck antenna, is commonly
used due to the antenna’s omnidirectional radiation. Broadband sus-

pended patch antennas are also employed. Diversity antennas with
multiple elements are used to reduce theeffects offading. The multipath
rich indoor environment makesit favorable for MIMO antenna technol-

ogy deployment.
Figure 7.8 shows a 10-dBi dual-fed slotted planar antenna. This

antenna operates from 4.9-6.0 GHz, which covers the IEEE 802.11j
(Japan) band, public safety band (U.S.), and the IEEE 802.11a band.
The radiator is single-layered and easy to manufacture. The dual-fed
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Figure 7.7 A 17-dBi P2MP antenna: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna specifications,
(c) return loss, (d) radiation patterns at 5.6 GHz,(e) radiation patterns at 5.8 GHz, and
(f) MIMOsectored array
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(f3) (f4)

Figure 7.7 A 17-dBi P2MP antenna: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna specifications,
(c) return loss, (d) radiation patterns at 5.6 GHz,(e) radiation patterns at 5.8 GHz, and
(f) MIMOsectored array (Continued)
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Frequency 4.9-6.0 GHz 

Gain 10 dBi 

Return loss >10 dB 

Polarization Linear 

H-plane
45°

3-dB beamwidth 

E-plane

3-dB beamwidth

Connectors N-type 
100x100x5 mm

 
(a) (b)

Top View yt Side View
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(c)

Figure 7.8 A 10-dBi dual-fed slotted planar antenna: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna
specifications,(c) schematic diagram,(d) return loss,(e) gain profile, (f) H-plane radiation
patterns, and (g) E-plane radiation patterns
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Figure 7.8 A 10-dBi dual-fed slotted planar antenna: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna
specifications,(c) schematic diagram,(d) return loss,(e) gain profile, (f) H-plane radiation
patterns, and (g) E-plane radiation patterns (Continued)

structure improves impedance matching by reducingthe strong resonat-
ing waveson the radiator from reflecting back to the antenna feed. By
feeding strategically along the radiating edge and introducing reactance
loadingby slotting the radiator, the higher order modes, e.g., TM1) and
TMg modes, are suppressed, sustaining a dominant TM; mode reso-
nant across a wide band of frequencies. Therefore, a consistent gain
profile and 3-dB beamwidth, as well as low cross-polarization, can be
achieved across the broad bandwidth.

7.4 Case Studies

Based on the discussion of various specifications and antenna design
considerations in WLAN systems, several antenna designsare discussed
in this section from an engineering perspective. The practical issues in
these designs are highlighted.
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7.4.1. Indoor P2MP
Embedded Antenna

Figure 7.9 shows a compact
WLAN antennadesign with high
manufacturability. The center
slot and the shorting pin that
is located opposite to the feed
are able to reduce the size of

the patch and lower the cross-
polarization radiation by suppress-
ing the higher order modes.”*”

The geometry of the suspended
slot-loaded plate antenna is shown
in Figure 7.10a. A rectangular
copper plate (25 mm x 22 mm x
0.1 mm) is placed at a height of
4 mm parallel to a ground plane
of dimensions 155 mm x 108 mm.

The medium betweenthe radiator

and the ground plane is air and
can be supported by a foam layer
of ¢,= 1.06. A narrow rectangular
slot of dimensions 1 mm x 13 mm,

 
 
Figure 7.9 A 2.4-GHz suspended plate
antenna with shorting pins andslots (Photo
courtesy of Compex Systems Pte Ltd.)

mm

Figure 7.10 Embedded antenna:(a) radiator design, (b) side view
of antenna,and(c) feed design
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 FR-4, €,=

' ! Clearance @ Connection [_] Connector F Feedingstrip
S Shorting strip G, Top ground G, Bottom ground

(b)

155

 
  

Through-hole *—_¢z>6.7
(for shorting strip)

(c)

Figure 7.10 Embedded antenna:(a) radiator design, (b) side view
of antenna, and (c) feed design (Continued)

with the longersides parallel to the radiating edgesofthe plate, is sym-
metrically cut at the center. Another twoslots that are symmetrical and
orthogonal with respect to the center slot are also formed by wire-cut.
The copper sections from the wire-cuts can be bent inward, which will
act as the feeding strip and the shorting strip, each measuring 3 mm x
4 mm and separated by 6 mm.The additional section with a 2-mm
width that is attached to the feeding strip will go through the hole of
the same size on the ground planein order to ensure that the height
is controlled precisely at 4 mm. The feed point is located on the bottom
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layer of the dielectric substrate, as shown in Figure 7.10b. An area of
the component ground plane measuring 18 mm x 12 mm isisolated as
shown in Figure 7.10c, where the feeding and shortingstrips are sol-
dered onto the two copper pads. The IPEX connectoris placed between
the two copperpads.

From Figure 7.11, it can be seen that the antennais able to achieve
good impedance matching from 5.1—6 GHz and maintain stable radiation
patterns and a peak gain of6 dBi across the bandwidth.Forbrevity, only
the radiation patterns at 5.5 GHz are given.

Figure 7.12 shows a tunable dual-band (2.26—2.54 GHz / 5.14-6.10
GHz) antenna. Dual-band antennas are preferred over broadband
antennas, when it is difficult to simultaneously achieve the required
gain and radiation performancesacross a very broad frequency range.
A dual-band antennaalso provides better out-of-band isolation, which
reducesthefiltering requirement. This antenna design consists of two
patch radiators suspended above a ground plane. This allows each
frequency band to be tuned independently while retaining impedance
matching and radiation performance at both frequency bands.

0 10

-5 8
oOoGB

@ —10 2 6_ o
= Oo

® -15 x 4
&

-20 2

-25 0
5.0 5.15.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 6.0 5.0 5.15.2 5.3 5.4 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.8 5.9 6.0

Frequency, GHz Frequency, GHz
(a) (b)

— E-plane
—-- H-plane

@=0°(100Bi) 55 GHz

  
Figure 7.11 Measuredresults: (a) return loss, (6) gain profile, and (c) radiation patterns
at 5.5 GHz
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2.26-2.54 GHz/
5.14-6.10 GHzFrequency
 

Gain 8 dBi/8 dBi

Return loss >10dB 

Polarization Linear 

H-plane
65°/50°

3-dB beamwidth 

E-plane
50°/95°

3-dB beamwidth 

Connectors SMA  
Size 100 x 100 x 14mm

(a)

r

“ao

Bottom patch

Foldedstrip
> Set

| ‘
SMA

 
Top patch

 

43 23 
connector

23
Ground

W, = 43 plane

A

Unit: mm
14

(c)

Figure 7.12 Tunable dual-band antenna:(a) photo ofantenna,(b) antennaspecifications,(c)
schematic diagram,(d) gain profile, (¢) effects of W, on the lower band,(f) effects ofH, on
the upper band,(g) radiation patterns at 2.4 GHz, and (hf) radiation patterns at 5.6 GHz
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a W, = 45mm ([S)4|) —m. W, = 45 mm (Gain)

——- Simulation (|S,,]) = Simulation (Gain) —e— W, =43mm ([S,,|) -e-- W, = 43 mm (Gain)— Measurement{|S,,|) @ Measurement (Gain)
te W, = 41mm ([S,4[) —4-- W, = 41 mm (Gain)

 g 8 a
£ = £

2 3 4 5 6

Frequency, GHz Frequency, GHz
(d) e)

me H,=7.5 mm (|S);|) —m- H, = 7.5 mm (Gain)
—e— H,=9.5 mm (|S,|) —-e-H, =9.5 mm (Gain)

—t— Hy = 11.5 mm ([S,4]) —4- - Hy = 11.5 mm (Gain) oo --- E-plane, Co-pol
ny —— H-Plane, Co-pol

 
2.4 GHz

  
Frequency, GHz 180°

10) (g)

——-— E-plane, Co-pol
—— H-plane, Co-pol 

  
180°

(hn)

Figure 7.12 Tunable dual-band antenna:(a) photo of antenna,(b) antenna specifications,
(c) schematic diagram, (d) gain profile, (e) effects of W, on the lower band,(f) effects of
Hi,on the upper band,(g) radiation patterns at 2.4 GHz, and (h) radiation patterns at
5.6 GHz (Continued)
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The lower and upper bands can be controlled by varying the width of
the top radiator W, and the height of the folded feed H,, respectively. In
doing so, the reactance loading on different sections of the antennais
altered with minimum coupling.*

Figure 7.13 shows a broadband suspended plate antenna.A consis-
tent gain of 8 dBi is achieved over a bandwidth of 44% (2.3-3.6 GHz)
by using a folded two-layer structure.*” Thefolded structure suppresses
the occurrence of higher order modes when the height of the antenna
is elevated beyond 10% of the free space wavelength 4). Besides the
broadband impedance matching and consistent gain, this antenna also
features broad beamwidth in the azimuth plane and low cross-polar-
ization. The broadband characteristics are partially attributed to the
coupling between the top and bottom radiators. The retarded field from
the bottom radiator adds up in-phaseto that of the top, resulting in a
non-squinting radiation pattern.

7.4.2 Outdoor P2P Antenna Array

Antenna array designs require a feeding network with low insertion
loss. The phase and amplitude of each radiator has to be regulated.
Figure 7.14 showsa tri-band antennaarray with a gain of 17 dBi. This
single-layered feeding structure does not require the usual quarter-
wavelength impedance transformer at each junction. The bandwidth
of the feeding network is optimized by properly selecting the width of
the microstrip line. This design maintains non-squinting radiation pat-
terns and constant gain profile across the entire 5-6 GHz (18.2%) band.
A relatively evenly distributed poweris achieved by using this hybrid
series- and corporate-feeding network, which ensures that most of the
elements are radiating in-phase across a broad frequency band.

7.4.3 Dual-Band Outdoor P2P

Antenna Array

Figure 7.15 shows a dual-band antenna array operating at both the
2.4 GHz and 5.4-5.9 GHz bands. This antenna is able to overcome the

following design challenges:

= Encompassing twosets of array elements, operating at two different
frequency bands within a compact space

= Single-layered radiator design

= Good impedance matchingandradiation efficiency at both frequency
bands

= Single port feeding

= Relatively stable radiation patterns and constant gain at both fre-
quency bands
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Frequency 2.3-3.6 GHz 
Gain 8 dBi

Return loss >10dB
 

Polarization Linear
 

H-plane
42°

3-dB beamwidth
 

E-plane

3-dB beamwidth
 

Connectors SMA

  
Size 100x100x16 mm

(a) (b)

 
y* yt

Top radiator
Bottom
radiator

 

 
T, = 37

Ground plane

 100 x- ¢

SMA

zt

6

H.=16 “\. Tapered vertical strip
; Tapered feedingstrip>
<>«O* Unit: mm100

(c)

Figure 7.13 Folded broadband antenna:(a) photo of antenna,(6) antennaspecifications,
(c) schematic diagram,(d) return loss,(¢) gain profile, (f) radiation patterns at 2.3 GHz,
(g) radiation patterns at 2.7 GHz, (A) radiation patterns at 3.3 GHz, and (i) radiation
patterns at 3.6 GHz
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o H-plane, Co-pol o E-plane, Co-pol
e H-plane, Cross-pol ¢ E-plane, Cross-pol
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(d) (e)

——-— E-plane, Co-pol ——-— E-plane, Co-pol

H-plane, Co-pol —— H-plane, Co-pol
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-90° 90° -90°   

   

180° (10 dBi) 180° (10 dBi)
(f) (9)
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= —— H-plane, Co-pol —— H-plane, Co-pol

3.3 GHz 3.6 GHz

go° -90° go°

180° (10 dBi) 180° (10 dBi)
(h) (i)

Figure 7.13 Folded broadband antenna:(a) photo of antenna, (6) antennaspecifications,
(c) schematic diagram,(d) return loss,(¢) gain profile, (f) radiation patterns at 2.3 GHz,
(g) radiation patterns at 2.7 GHz, (h) radiation patterns at 3.38 GHz, and (i) radiation
patterns at 3.6 GHz (Continued)
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Frequency 5.0-6.0 GHz 

Gain 17 dBi 

Return loss >10 dB 

Polarization Linear 

H-plane
12°

3-dB beamwidth 

E-plane
20°

3-dB beamwidth 

Connectors N-type 

Size 220x180x5 mm

(b)

e E-plane, Co-pol v E-plane, Cross-pol

0 20 a H-plane, Co-pol « H-plane, Cross-pol
— Measurement a

 
--- Si i a 0 u

Simulation 15 a

mn m 10
2 Es= wo
ri oO a a “ 4 a—_ x

s 0o

-5 y ’ Y v v 
50 52 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0 5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0

Frequency, GHz Frequency, GHz
(c) (d)

---— E-plane

   
180° (20 dBi) 180° (20 dBi)
(e) (f)

Figure 7.14 Tri-band antenna array: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna specifications,
(c) return loss, (d) gain profile, (e) radiation patterns at 5.2 GHz, (f/) radiation patterns
at 5.6 GHz, and (g) radiation patterns at 5.8 GHz (Photo courtesy of Compex Systems
Pte Ltd.)
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---- E-plane
—— H-plane

5.8 GHz

 90° 
180° (20 dBi)

(9)

Figure 7.14 Tri-band antenna array: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna specifications,
(c) return loss, (d) gain profile, (e) radiation patterns at 5.2 GHz, (f/) radiation patterns
at 5.6 GHz, and (g) radiation patterns at 5.8 GHz (Photo courtesy of Compex Systems
Pte Ltd.) (Continued)

Although the radiation pattern at the 2.4-GHz bandis slightly
squinted, its gain remains >10 dBi at the boresight. This antenna can be
dividedinto four sets of array elements. Each set consists ofthree series-
fed radiators: two 5.4-GHz radiators and a large 2.4-GHz radiator at
the end. Givenits relatively symmetrical structure, the polarization is
kept linear and cross-polarization is suppressed. The vertical microstrip
section at the center provides a 90° and 180° phaseshift for the 2.4-GHz

2.4-2.5 GHz2/
Frequency 5.4-5.85 GHz 

Gain 10 dBi/11 dBi 

Return loss >10 dB 

Polarization Linear/Linear 

H-plane
25°/20°

3-dB beamwidth 

E-plane
25°/35°

3-dB beamwidth 

Connectors N-type 

Size 300x300x5 mm

(b)

Figure7.15 Dual-band antennaarray: (a) photo of antenna,(b) return loss,(c) gain profile,
(d) radiation patterns at 2.4 GHz,(e) radiation patterns at 5.5 GHz,(g) average current
distribution at 2.4 GHz, and (hf) average currentdistribution at 5.6 GHz
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= E-plane, Co-pol v E-plane, Cross-pol
e H-plane, Co-pol 4 H-plane, Cross-pol

PeakGain,dBi
Measurement

—— Simulation 
Frequency, GHz Frequency, GHz

(c) (d)

---- E-plane, Co-pol
— H-plane,Co-pol

2.4 GHz

---- E-plane
— H-plane

5.5 GHz

   
180° (15 dBi) 180° (15 dBi)

(e) (f)

 
(9)

Figure7.15 Dual-band antennaarray:(a) photo ofantenna,(b) return loss,(c) gain profile,
(d) radiation patterns at 2.4 GHz,(e) radiation patterns at 5.5 GHz,(g) average current
distribution at 2.4 GHz, and (hf) average current distribution at 5.6 GHz (Continued)
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Figure7.15 Dual-band antenna array: (a) photo of antenna,(b) return loss,(c) gain profile,
(d) radiation patterns at 2.4 GHz,(e) radiation patterns at 5.5 GHz,(g) average current
distribution at 2.4 GHz, and (hf) average current distribution at 5.6 GHz (Continued)

and 5-GHz resonances, respectively. An additional phaseshift of 90° is
allocated for the lower large radiators with respect to the upper large
radiators for the 2.4-GHz operation. Using this meandered structure,
the larger radiators resonate at 2.4 GHz while the smaller radiators
operate as a transmission line. At the 5-GHz resonance, the smaller
radiators resonate while radiation from the large radiatorsis effectively
suppressed. This phenomenonis clearly depicted by the average current
distribution plots, as shown in Figures 7.15g and 7.15h. Therefore, the
radiation aperture of this dual-band array is controlled so as to ensure
a constant gain profile at both operating frequencies. Also, a low first
sidelobe level can be achieved at both frequency bands.

7.4.4 Outdoor P2P Diversity
Grid Antenna Array

Most of the P2P or P2MP antennasconsist of only one port, which
transmits and receives either the vertically or horizontally polarized
wave. However, for the dual-polarized antenna element that is used in
a MIMOsystem, independent data streamsare fed into each of the two
ports. From the orthogonality ofthe vertically and horizontally polarized
fields, two uncorrelated channels are created for transmission so that
the overall data throughput is increased. The orthogonally polarized
radiation can be achieved without anyincreasein size. Figure 7.16 shows
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Frequency 2.4-2.5 GHz 

Gain 14 dBi 

Return loss >10dB 

Polarization Duallinear 

Isolation >10dB 

H-plane
30°

3-dB beamwidth 

E-plane
30°

3-dB beamwidth 

Connectors SMA  
Size 250x250x5 mm

(a) (b)

 
— Azimuth-plane, Co-pol
---- Elevation-Plane, Co-pol

2.45 GHz

—=— Returnloss, |S,,] _—«— Isolation, |S,,|
—e— Returnloss, |S,.| _—@— Isolation, |Sj>|

4 3

Sparameters,dB ibOo

-90°|
aOo

&
 

Ny io 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8

Frequency, GHz

(c)

Figure 7.16 Dual-polarized grid antenna array: (a) photo of antenna, (b) antenna
specifications,(c) return loss andisolation, and (d) radiation patterns at 2.45 GHz (Photo
courtesy of Compex Systems Pte Ltd.)

 
a dual-polarized P2P antenna that features a gain of 14 dBi over 2.4—
2.5 GHz. The antenna design uses low-cost FR-4 material for both radia-
tors and groundplane.It is fed directly by two coaxial cables, thus avoid-
ing the need for any expensive RF connectors.

Figure 7.17 shows a dual-polarization antenna array that operates
from 5.45-5.85 GHz and has a gain of 16 dBi. The 3-dB beamwidth
in the E- and H-planes is 18°. The undesirable beam-squinting and
cross-polarization increase as the array becomeslarger in size. This
antenna is fed by two folded stubs soldered to the SMA connectors.
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Frequency 5.45-5.85 GHz 

Gain 16 dBi 

Return loss >10 dB 

Polarization Duallinear 

Isolation >10 dB 

H-plane
18°

3-dB beamwidth 

E-plane
18°

3-dB beamwidth 

Connectors SMA 

Size 250 x 250 x 5mm

(a) (b)

 
—s— Returnloss, |S,,| —+— Isolation, |S.,|

 
Azimuth-plane, Co-pol

 
—e— Returnloss, |S..| —e— Isolation, |S, ---- Elevation-plane, Co-pol

5.4 GHz0

m -10CG

g
£

2 -20£gSa
% -30

—40
5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0

Frequency, GHz
(c)

Figure 7.17 A 16-dBi dual-polarity antenna array: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna
specifications,(c) return loss andisolation, (d) radiation patterns at 5.4 GHz,(e) radiation
patterns at 5.6 GHz, (f) radiation patterns at 5.8 GHz, and (g) broadband folded stub
impedance matching structure (Photo courtesy of Compex Systems Pte Ltd.)

 
The length of the feeding lines has been optimized for impedance match-
ing. Good impedance matching is easily achieved by using an N-type
connector; the larger inner conductor of the N-type connector (diameter:
3 mm)results in a lower current density and, hence, a lower Q-value. On
the other hand, SMA connectors and IPEX connectors have a smaller
inner conductor, with a diameter of 1.3 mm and 0.5 mm,respectively.
To achieve broadband performance, the folded stub structure shown in
the figure is configured to simulate the larger N-type inner connector.
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— Azimuth-plane, Co-pol — Azimuth-plane, Co-pol
---- Elevation-plane, Co-pol ---- Elevation-plane, Co-pol

g=0° 5.6 GHz 6=0° 5.8 GHz

   
Array feeding Panel SMA
network probe

  
 Ground plane

single-sided
FR-4

i
90° Folded stub

(9)

Figure 7.17 A 16-dBi dual-polarity antenna array: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna
specifications, (c) return loss andisolation, (d) radiation patterns at 5.4 GHz,(e) radiation
patterns at 5.6 GHz, (M radiation patterns at 5.8 GHz, and (g) broadband folded stub
impedance matching structure (Photo courtesy of Compex Systems Pte Ltd.) (Continued)

The H,,, of 0.10.5 mm canbeeasily controlled by soldering the folded
stub on top of a piece of cardboard or adhesive tape.

7.4.5 Outdoor/Indoor P2MP

HotSpot/HotZone Antenna

Figure 7.18 shows an embedded IEEE 802.11n P2MPantennaoperating
from 2.4—-2.5 GHz. It is fed using the folded stub impedance matching
structure shown in Figure 7.17g, which is soldered through a plate via
connected to an IPEX connector using a co-planar waveguide with a
ground planeon a four-layered PCB board. The construction of the four-
layered PCB boardis as follows: layer 1, surface mount components with
RF mini PCI radio card on a 7 mils FR-4 substrate; layer 2, baseband
signal lines on a 49 mils FR-4 substrate; layer 3, power lines on a 7 mils
FR-4 substrate; and layer 4, antenna ground plane. The IPEX connector
is soldered onto a co-planar waveguide with a finite ground plane
structure, and the folded stub is inserted and soldered to the plated
via. The same PCB canalso be used for another dual-polarized antenna
array operating from 5.45-5.85 GHz, as shownin Figure 7.19. In doing
so, manufacturing and inventory cost can be significantly reduced.
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Frequency 2.4-2.5 GHz 

Gain 8 cBi 

Return loss >10 dB 

Polarization Duallinear 

Isolation >10 dB 

H-plane
60°

3-dB beamwidth

E-plane
60°

3-dB beamwidth 

Connectors IPEX 

Size 100x150x5 mm

 
(a) (b)

—=— Returnloss,|S,,| —+— Isolation, |S,,| —— Azimuth-plane, Co-pol
—e— Returnloss, |S,,| —*— Isolation,|S, ---- Elevation-plane, Co-pol2.45 GHz
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Plated via

Layer 1 & 2,
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Layer3,finite
ground plane

Layer4,
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(e)

Figure 7.18 An 8-dBi dual-polarized antenna: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna
specifications, (c) return loss and isolation, (d) radiation patterns at 2.45 GHz, and (e)
IPEX connector and co-planar waveguide with ground plane feed (Photo courtesy of
Compex Systems Pte Ltd.)
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Frequency 5.45-5.85 GHz 

Gain 14 dBi

Return loss >10dB 

Polarization Duallinear 

Isolation >10dB 

H-plane
30°

3-dB beamwidth 

E-plane
20°

3-dB beamwidth 

Connectors IPEX 

Size 100x150x5 mm

(a) (b)

 
—s— Return Loss, |S,,| _—+— Isolation, |S.,| —— Azimuth-plane, Co-pol
—e— Return Loss, |S..| —e— Isolation, |S;5| ---- Elevation-plane, Co-pol

@=0° 5.4 GHz
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—40
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Frequency, GHz 180°

(c) (d)

— Azimuith-plane, Co-pol — Azimuih-plane, Co-pol
---- Elevation-plane, Co-pol ---- Elevation-plane, Co-pol

a0° 5.6 GHz g=0° 5.8 GHz
   

Figure 7.19 A 14 dBi dual-polarized antenna array: (a) photo of antenna, (6) antenna
specifications,(c) return loss andisolation,(d) radiation patterns at 5.4 GHz,(e) radiation
patterns at 5.6 GHz, and (/) radiation patterns at 5.8 GHz (Photo courtesy of Compex
Systems Pte Ltd.)
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7.4.6 MIMO Antenna Array

Figure 7.20 shows the geometry of the broadband antenna element
for the MIMOantennaarray.” The antennaconsists of an L-shaped
radiator, and its vertical section is shorted to the ground plane.It is
fed via a 50-Q coaxial probe with a diameter of 1.3 mm, which is con-
nected to an L-shapedplate at the bottom of the radiator. The L-plate
is suspended above the ground plane andpositioned in a way such that
the geometry has symmetry about the x-axis. The vertical section of
the L-shaped plate is separated from the vertical wall of the radiator
and the horizontal section of the radiator. The electromagnetic coupling
between the vertical sections of the L-shapedradiator and feeding plate
as well as the electromagnetic coupling of the upperendofthe vertical
section of the L-shaped feeding plate and the horizontal section of the
radiator form a broadbandfeeding structure. The horizontal section of

 
SMA connector

(dia. 1.3 mm)

 
Figure 7.20 Antenna element geometry
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 Top frame cover
(metal)

125

Panel

 
mm

Figure 7.21 MIMOantennaarray configuration

the L-shaped feeding plate increases the capacitance at the feed point
to compensate for the increase in the inductance dueto the probe across
a broad bandwidth.

Figure 7.21 shows the antenna array arranged in a twelve-sectored
configuration. Each sector is composed of three antennas operating at
5 GHz and one antenna operating at 2.4 GHz. The size of each ground
plane panel is 125 mm x 65 mm andtheradiusof the antenna array is
126 mm.The feed-to-feed distance between the 5 GHz elements is 31.7

mm andthe distance of the 5-GHz element to the 2.4-GHz element is

28.2 mm. The antennaprototype is shownin Figure 7.22. The dimensions
of the 2.4-GHz and 5-GHz antenna elementsare given in Table 7.3.

Figure 7.23 shows the measured impedance matching of the antenna
elements. As can be seen, Antennas P1, P2, and P3 are well-matched
within the 5-6-GHz band whereas Antenna P4 is matched in 2.4—2.5-

GHz band.The higherreturn loss for Antenna P3 is due to the presence
of the 2.4-GHz antenna P4.

TABLE 7.3 Antenna Elements Dimensions(in mm)

d U, ly Ww, We h hy he f
2.4 GHz 4.5 13 21.5 5 20 9 3 2 3
5 GHz 7 6 10 6 20 9 3.5 1.5 3
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serra

|$,4|,dB 
Frequency, GHz

Figure 7.23 Measured return loss

Figure 7.24 shows the mutual coupling between the antenna ele-
ments. For brevity, only the mutual coupling between Antennas P1/
P2, P1/P3, P2/P3, and P2/P6 are shown. The mutual coupling between
the other elements, which are not given here, are relatively weak as
they are spaced further apart. Also, the mutual coupling performance
between the Antennas P4/P8 and P8/P12 are also provided. It can be
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Figure 7.24 Measured mutual coupling: (a) elements at 5 GHz and (b) elements at
2.4 GHz

seen that the coupling between the 5-GHz elements are less than
—15.9 dB, and —16.5 dB between the 2.4-GHz elements.Figure 7.25 plots
the corresponding correlation performance of the antenna arraycalcu-
lated using Eq. 7.12. The correlation is less than —25 dB and the higher
correlation experienced by Antennas P2/P3 compared to Antennas
P1/P2 (although they are separated by the samedistance) is due to the
higher mutual coupling. Also, the higher return loss by Antenna P3
results in a higher correlation for Antennas P1/P3 and Antennas P2/P3.
The 2.4-GHz antennasexhibit a higher correlation between P4/P8 com-
pared to P8/P12 within the 2.4—2.5-GHzband, which is due to the higher
mutual coupling between them.

The radiation patterns in the x-z and y-z planes of the Antenna P2
and Antenna P4 are shownin Figure 7.26 at 5.5 GHz and 2.45 GHz,
respectively. Only the radiation patterns at the center frequencies are
shownsince they are stable across the entire bandwidth. The maximum
gain in the x-z plane is around 3 dBi. The gain dependsonthe size
of the ground plane. The beam is squinted 40—45° from the boresight

0 ——P1/P2 ——— P1/P3 0 —— Ps/Pi2 —--— P4/PB

 
70

45 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 2.0 2.1 2.2 23 24 25 26 2.7 28 2.9 3.0
Frequency, GHz Frequency, GHz

(a) (b)

Figure 7.25 Measuredcorrelation: (a) elements at 5 GHz and (6) elements at 2.4 GHz
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Figure 7.26 Measured radiation patterns in the x-z and y-z planes: (a) antenna P2 at
5.5 GHz and(6) antenna P4 at 2.45 GHz

due to the asymmetrical structure of the antenna. The squinted maxi-
mum beam is conducive to the indoor applications when the antennais
installed on theceiling.

7.4.7 Three-Element Dual-Band

MIMO Antenna

Figure 7.27 shows a dual-band (2.4 GHz/5.1-5.9 GHz) MIMO PIFA
array arranged in a triangular fashion as well as its impedance,cor-
relation, and radiation performance. Both the feeding pin at the edge
and the shorting pin in the middle are inserted through the 20-mils
single-sided FR-4. The ground planesare soldered togetherfor rigidity.

S-parametersandcorrelation,dB 
Frequency, GHz

——|$11] --- Sail ---- [S221 ——e
 

(a)

Figure 7.27 Dual-band MIMOantenna:(a) photo of antenna and (6) measured return
loss, isolation, and correlation
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Figure 7.28 Total coverage: (a) azimuth planeat 2.4 GHz,(6) elevation plane at 2.4 GHz,
(c) azimuth plane at 5.5 GHz, and (d) elevation plane at 5.5 GHz

The square ground planebelow is optional. The antennais well-matched
at 2.4-2.5 GHz and 4.4-6 GHz.Theisolation is kept greater than 17 dB
across the well-matched bandwidths andthecorrelation is also found to

be less than —20 dB. From the combinedradiation patternsofthe three
elements, an omnidirectional coverage in the azimuth and elevation
planes can be achieved, as shownin Figure 7.28.

7.5 Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated a variety of WLAN antenna designs
for applications in base stations, subscriber stations, and access points.
Their cost effectiveness and performance were emphasized. Several
state-of-the-art designs in the market were also presented. In the case
studies, the critical issues regarding such designs and methodsto over-
come them were discussed.

As the WLAN/WiFi market continues to grow, this has spurred the
demandfor higher performance, more compact, and lower cost antenna
designs. MIMO antennas (IEEE 802.11n) present many challenges, such
as embedding multiple antennasinto a single access point without increas-
ing the overall size while increasing the overall data throughput.
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Chapter

Antennasfor Wireless

Personal Area Network

(WPAN) Applications:
RFID/UWBPositioning

Xianming Qing and Zhi Ning Chen
Institute for Infocomm Research

8.1. Introduction

A wireless personal area network (WPAN)is a short range networkfor
wirelessly interconnecting devices centered around an individual person’s
workspace.” Typically, a WPAN uses technology that allows communica-
tion within about 10 meters. This chapter addresses the antenna designs
for two WPAN technologies: radio frequency identification (RFID) for
assets tracking and ultra-wideband (UWB)for target positioning.

RFID technology has been developing rapidly in recent years, and its
applications are found in manyservice industries, distribution logis-
tics, manufacturing companies, and goods flow systems.** The reader
antenna is one of the key components in an RFID system. The detec-
tion range/accuracy of an RFID system is directly dependent on the
performance of the reader antenna. In addition, an optimized reader
antenna design will benefit the RFID system with enhanced range,
high accuracy, reduced fabrication cost, as well as simplified system
configuration and implementation.

UWB radios employ very short pulses that spread their energy over
a broad range of the frequency spectrum.”® Due to the inherently fine
temporal resolution of UWB, arrived multipath components can be
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sharply timed with a receiver to provide accurate time of arrival (TOA)
estimation. This characteristic makes UWB ideal for high-precision
radio positioning applications. UWB has been proposed as an underly-
ing physical layer communication technology in the standard for low-
speed WPAN (IEEE 802.15.4a). The position of a desired node can be
determined in a variety of ways, such as angle of arrival (AOA), time
of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), or received signal
strength (RSS), wherein antenna performance is vital to positioning
accuracy.

This chapter consists of three parts. Thefirst part will briefly intro-
duce WPANtechnologies, standards, and applications. The specific
application scenarios: RFID and UWBpositioning are detailed with
system configurations, classification, spectra, regulations, and stan-
dardization. The second part will focus on discussing RFID reader
antennas. Design considerations of antennas from the low frequency
band (LF, < 400 KHz) to the microwave band (MW, up to 24.125 GHz)
are discussed. The case study in this part demonstrates RFID reader
antennadesignsat high frequency (HF, 13.56 MHz) andultrahigh fre-
quency (UHF, 840-960 MHz). Detailed antenna configurations, mea-
surement setups, and measured results are explored. Furthermore,
the proximity effects of metallic objects on the performance of the HF
reader antenna in terms of resonant frequency, impedance matching,
and relative magnetic field intensity are presented. The last part of
the chapter introduces an antenna design for an indoor mono-station
UWBpositioning system. The requirements and design considerations
of an antenna for such a UWBpositioning system are discussed. As
an example, a six-element sectored antenna array is presented. The
antenna array configuration, the antenna element design, and the
methods to control the beamwidth and restrain interference among
antenna elements are discussed.

8.1.1 Wireless Personal Area

Network (WPAN)

WPAN has been growing rapidly since 1998 when a consortium led by
Ericsson Mobile Communications, Nokia Mobile phones, IBM,Intel, and
Toshiba Corporation started organizing a large group of companies with
the goal of developing the standards by which WPANsare developed
and implemented. They formed a Bluetooth special interest group (SIG)
that now includes more than 1,500 companies to develop and support
Bluetooth technology standards as they are rolled into a wide array of
products. The primary focus of the Bluetooth SIG has been developing
standards and promoting WPANsfor personal computing applications
that combinecellular phones and personal computers(PC). By eliminat-
ing the need for cables, data capture products using WPAN technology
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provide great convenience,utility, safety, and cost reduction. Their low
cost and desired data transfer rate make WPAN ideal for various appli-
cations such as linking peripheral devices(like printers, cellular phones,
and home appliances)or a personal digital assistant (PDA) to a computer
or to retail/industrial data capturing devices.

Typically, a WPAN features the following characteristics:

= Short coverage

= Low power consumption

= Low cost

= Unlicensed, Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) /UWB bands

= Interference immunity

= Standardized interfaces

Various technologies such as Infrared, Bluetooth, HomeRF, ZigBee,
UWB,RFID, near-field communication (NFC), and so on, can be used
for WPAN applications.’ Some of the technologies are matured with
the commercial products that have been in development for years. The
others are under development and the commercial products are expected
in the near future.

Infrared Infrared technology is probably the best known and most
matured WPAN technology.® Communication takes place between two
devices that are in line of sight of each other. This means the network
linkage will fail if an object obstructs the infrared path between the
twodevices. Infrared technology is thus suitable for WPANs where both
communicating devices can be placed close together and keptrelatively
static. The technology can be found in a range of devices, including
PDAs, mobile phones, laptops, and remote controls. The advantages of
using infrared technology include

® Relatively high data rate when compared to other WPAN technologies
(currently up to 4 Mbps)

= Free from the interference caused by radio technologies

= Low device cost

= Lack of complicated addressing issues between devices

Bluetooth Bluetooth’ is a short-range wireless technology endorsed by
major technology companies and has now been accepted as the IEEE
802.15.1 standard. Bluetooth uses frequency hopping spread spectrum
radio technology. It chops up the data being sent and transmits chunksof
it on up to 75 different frequencies. In its basic mode, the modulation is
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Gaussian frequency shift keying (GFSK). It can achieve a high data rate
of 1 Mbps. Bluetooth provides a way to connect and exchange informa-
tion between devices such as mobile phones, telephones, laptops, personal
computers, printers, global positioning system (GPS) receivers, digital
cameras, video game consoles, and so on, over the unlicensed ISM 2.4-GHz
band. Unlike infrared technology, having a clear line of sight between
Bluetooth devices is unnecessary. The typical range for Bluetooth is short,
only up to 10 meters.

Radio FrequencyIdentification Radio frequency identification (RFID),
which was developed during World WarII,is a technology that provides
wireless identification and tracking capability and is more robust than
the bar code. An RFID system can read and process the data from a
mobile device (i.e., a tag) by using an RFID readeraccordingto a par-
ticular application’s need. The data transmitted by the tag may provide
the information about identification or location, or specific information
about the product tagged, such as price, color, date of purchase, and
so on. The use of RFID technology in tracking and access applications
first appeared during the 1980s. Today, RFID technology is found in a
great numberof applications such as E-passport, transportation pay-
ments, product tracking, animal identification, library inventory sys-
tems, human implants for health monitoring, and so on.

Typically, a passive RFID system can detect tags within a distance of
less than 1.5 meters for near-field configurations and up to 10 meters
for far-field configurations.

Near-Field Communication (NFC) Near-field communication (NFC) is a
short-range HF wireless communication technology that enables the
exchange of data between devicesat a distance of up to 20 cm. The tech-
nology is a simple extension of the ISO 14443 proximity-card standard
(contactless card, RFID) that combines the interface of a smartcard
and a readerinto a single device.’° An NFC device can communicate
with both existing ISO 14443 smartcards and readers, as well as with
other NFC devices, and is thereby compatible with existing contactless
infrastructure for public transportation and payment.

NFC devices can operate in passive or active mode. Passive mode
enables a powerless NFC device such as a smart card to communicate
with a powered device such as a PDA.This modewill also allow access-
ing ofdata whenoneofthe NFC-enabled devices is turned off. NFC data
rates are relatively slow compared with other WPAN technologies; the
maximum data transfer rate of NFC (424 Kbps) is slower than that of
Bluetooth. NFC also has a short-range of less than 20 cm, which pro-
vides a degree of security and makesit suitable for use in crowded areas
where correlating a signal with its transmitting physical device might
otherwise prove impossible.
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ZigBee ZigBee’ is the nameof a specification for a suite of high-level
communication protocols using small, low-power digital radios based on
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for WPANs,such as wireless headphones
connected to cellular phones via a short-range radio. The technology is
intended to be simpler and cheaper than other WPANSs.ZigBeeis tar-
geted for WPAN applications that require a low data rate, long battery
life, and secure networking. The data transfer rates of ZigBee depend
on the frequency used, for example, 250 Kbps at 2.4 GHz, 40 Kbps at
915 MHz, and 20 Kbps at 868 MHz.

Ultra-Wideband (UWB) Ultra-wideband (UWB)is a radio technology that
can be employed at very low energy levels for short-range communica-
tions by using a large portion of the radio spectrum. This method uses
pulse-coded information with sharp carrier pulses at a bunch of center
frequencies in a logical connex. UWB technology hastraditional applica-
tions in radar. Most recent applications target sensors for data collection
andprecision positioning applications.

Due to the extremely low emission levels currently allowed by
regulatory agencies, UWB systems are more suitable for short-range
and indoor applications. Owing to the short duration of UWB pulses,
realizing extremely high data rates in UWB-based systemsis easier.
Furthermore, the data rate can be readily traded for the range by simply
aggregating pulse energy per data bit using either simple integration
or coding techniques. High data rate UWBradios enable efficient data
transfer from digital camcorders, wireless printing of digital pictures
from a camera without an intervening personal computer, and the
transfer of files amongcellular phones and other handheld deviceslike
personal digital audio and video players. UWB canalso be applied to
real-time positioning systems.Its high precision capabilities combined
with very low power makeit ideal for certain radio frequency sensitive
environments such as hospitals and healthcare institutes.

Millimeter-Wave (nmW) The 60-GHz millimeter-wave band has been
allocated worldwide for short-range wireless communications.’ The
millimeter-wave WPAN will operate in the 57-64 GHz unlicensedfre-
quency bandin the U.S. and the 59-66 GHz band in Japan and Europe.
The millimeter-wave WPAN allows high coexistence with all other
microwave systems in the 802.15 family of WPANs. In addition, the
millimeter-wave WPAN allows very high data-rate applications (over 2
Gbps) such as high-speed Internet access, streaming content download
(video on demand, HDTV, hometheater, andso on), real-time streaming,
andwireless data busto replace the useof cables.

The physical (PHY) layer for WPANsoperating in the 60-GHz bands
has been developed by the IEEE 802.15 WPAN Millimeter-Wave
Alternative PHY Task Group 3c.”
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8.1.2 Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)

8.1.2.1 System Configuration A typical RFID system, as shown in
Figure 8.1, is composed of at least a reader (interrogator), a reader
antenna, a tag (transponder), a host computer, and middleware that
includes software and a database. Generally, the reader emits a signal at
a certain frequency. When an RFID tag passes within the reading zone
of the reader antenna, the reader detects and interrogates the tag for
its content information. This process is conducted by electric/magnetic
field coupling or electromagnetic wave capturing via the antenna. The
reader is capable of storing and transferring the object information,
which may include stock number, current location, status, and a wide
variety of other potential information, to a host computer system. The
tags are attached to a wide variety of objects for the purpose of iden-
tification and tracking. Each tag has a manufacturer-installed unique
identification code as well as additional available memory.

An RFID readeris a device that can read/write data from/to compat-
ible RFID tags. The act of writing the tag data by a readeris called
creating a tag. The process of creating a tag and uniquely associating
it with an object is called commissioning the tag. Similarly, decommis-
sioning a tag means to disassociate the tag from a tagged object and
optionally destroy it. The time during which a reader emits RF energy
to read tags is called a duty cycle, which is internationally regulated.
Figure 8.2 shows several examples of commercial readersavailable in
the market.

An RFID tag,or a transponder, is a device that can store and transmit
data to a reader in a contactless manner through radio waves. Most of

 
Database

Reader Tag
Host computer antenna antenna

~~aod (0: Microchip' KA
Tag

jaaaa
Reader

Figure 8.1 Configuration of a typical RFID system
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Figure 8.2 RFID readers

the tags are with a “chip,” which comprises two main components: a
small application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) and an antenna.
Some commercial RFID tags are shown in Figure 8.3.

An RFID reader communicateswith a tag through the reader antenna,
which broadcasts the RF signals from a reader transmitter to its sur-
roundings and receives the response from the tags. Because thefre-
quency available for RFID applications varies within a broad frequency
range from a low frequency (LF) of 125-134.2 kHz, a high frequency
(HF) of 13.56 MHz, an ultra high frequency (UHF) of 840-960 MHzto
microwave frequencies (MWF) of 2.4 GHz, 5.8 GHz, and 24 GHz, the

=
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Figure 8.3 RFID tags
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LF/HF reader antennas

 
Figure 8.4 RFID reader antennas

reader antennas used for RFID applications features distinct variations.
As shownin Figure 8.4, for instance, loop antennas have been used at
VLF/HFfrequencies; the dimensions of the antennascan be up to a few
meters. The antennas for UHF/MWFRFID applications are normally
smaller patch antennas that are often required to be broadband and
circularly polarized.

8.1.2.2 Classification RFID systemsare distinguished from each other
by system usage, operating frequency, reading distance, protocol, power
transfer to the tag, the procedure for sending data from the tag to the
reader, and so on.” The most generalclassification is so-called near-field
RFID andfar-field RFID, which is determined by the method of power
transfer between the reader and the tag. The RFID systems adopt dif-
ferent approachesfor transferring power from an RFID readerto a tag,
namely inductive/capacitive coupling and electromagnetic (EM) wave
capturing. Both approaches can transfer enough powerto a remote tag
to sustain its operation—typically between 9 pW to 1 mW, depending
on the ASIC usedin the tag.

Figure 8.5 shows the power transfer mechanism as well as the com-
munication between the reader and the tag in a near-field RFID system.
Whena tag is placed near the reader, the tag draws energy from the
magnetic field that is generated by the reader antenna. The tag’s result-
ing feedback on the reader antenna brings about the change in the
magnetic field. This change is subsequently detected by the reader.
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Figure 8.5 Power transfer and communication between reader and tag in a near-field
RFID system

The data can be transferred from the tag to the reader if the timing
within which the load resistor or capacitor is switched on andoffis con-
trolled. The tag varies its load impedance by switching either the load
resistor or capacitor on and off. Hence, thereis resistive-load modulation
and capacitive-load modulation.*

The main limitation of near-field RFID systemsis their limited read-
ing distance. The reading distance of an HF near-field RFID system
is typically less than 1.5 meters. A further limitation of the near-field
RFID system is that detection is sensitive to the orientation of the tag
since the magnetic field generated by the reader antennais orienta-
tion dependent. The tag can be detected whenit is positioned to allow
enough magnetic flux going throughit. If a tag is positioned parallel
to the magnetic field, it cannot be detected by the reader because no
magnetic flux is going throughit.

In far-field RFID systems, the powertransfer from the reader to the
tag as well as the communication between the reader and the tag are
carried out by transmitting and receiving electromagnetic waves. The
tags used in far-field RFID systems capture the electromagnetic waves
radiated from the reader antenna. The tag antenna receives the energy
and develops an alternating potential difference that appears across
the ports of the ASIC. A diode can rectify this potential and link it to
a capacitor, which will result in an accumulation of energy in order to
powerupits electronics. The tags are located in the far-field zone of the
reader antenna andthe information is transmitted back to the reader

by using backscattering modulation.
As shownin Figure 8.6, the reader antenna emits the energy thatwill

be received by the tag, and part of the energy is then reflected from the
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Figure 8.6 Power transfer and communication between reader andtag in a far-field
RFID system

tag and detected by the reader. The variation of the tag’s load (ASIC)
impedance causes the intended impedance mismatch between the tag
antennaand the load, which results in the variation of the backscatter-
ing signals. In other words, the amplitude of the backscattering from
the tag can be influenced by altering the status of the ASIC, and thus
the tag can reflect moreorless of the incoming signal in a pattern that
encodesthe tag’s ID.

8.1.2.3 Frequencies, Regulations, and Standardization The range and
the scalability of the RFID system depend heavily on the operating
frequency. The operating frequency significantly affects reading dis-
tance, data exchange speed, interoperability, and surface penetration.
The need to ensure that the RFID systems co-exist with other radio
systems such as mobile phones, maritime systems, and aeronautical
radio systems significantly restricts the available spectrum for RFID
applications to the ISM frequency bands. Figure 8.7 shows the major
frequency spectra available for RFID applications.

No global public body governs the frequencies used for RFID sys-
tems. In principle, every country can set its own frequency ranges for

LF HF UHF Microwave

125-134.2 kHz
13.56 MHz

140-148.5 kHz 2.45 GHz 5.8GHz 24.125 GHz 
Figure 8.7 Major frequency ranges available for RFID applications
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RFID applications. The main bodies governing the frequencyallocation
for RFID include

= USA:Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

=" Canada: Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications

Commission (CRTC)

= Europe: European Representative Office (ERO), European Conference
of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations (CEPT), European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), and national admin-
istrations

= Japan: Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC)

® China: Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, Ministry of
Science and Technology

® SouthAfrica: Independent Communications Authority of South Africa
(ICASA)

= South Korea: Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy

® Australia: Australian Communications and Media Authority

= New Zealand: Ministry of Economic Development

= Singapore: Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore

= Brazil: Agéncia Nacional de Telecomunicacées (Anatel)

Low frequency bands of 125-134.2 kHz and 140-148.5 kHz and high
frequency bandsof 13.56 MHz can be used for RFID applications globally
without any license. However, the UHF frequencies accepted for RFID
applications vary from region to region. These frequency bandsinclude the
840.5-844.5 MHz and 920.5-924.5 MHz bandsin China, the 864-868 MHz
band in Europe and Asia Pacific, the 902-928 MHz band in most parts of
the world, and the 952-955 MHzbandin Japan.In addition, each country/
region regulates transmission powerto minimize the possible interference
to other radio users. The frequencies and powerlimitations of UHF RFID
systemsin different countries/regions are tabulatedin Table 8.1.

Standardsare critical for RFID applications. A great deal of work
has been going on over the past decade to develop the standards for
different RFID frequencies and applications.” Several approved and
proposed RFID standards deal with the air interface protocol (the way
tags and readers communicate with each other), data content (the way
in which the data is organized or formatted), conformance (the way to
test whether products meet the standard), and applications (how stan-
dards are used on shippinglabels, for example).

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has created
the standardsfor animal tracking; for instance, ISO 11784 defines how
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TABLE 8.1 Frequencies and PowerLimitations of UHF RFID Systemsin Different
Countries/Regions

Country/ Frequency
Region Status” (MHz) Power” Technique” Comments
Argentina OK 902-928 4W EIRP FHSS
Australia OK 920-926 4W EIRP 4W EIRP

is available

through a license
managed by
GS1 Australia.

Austria OK 865.6-867.6 4W EIRP LBT

Belgium OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP
Bosnia OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT

Herzegovina
Brazil OK 902-907.5 4W EIRP FHSS

915-928 4W EIRP FHSS

Bulgaria IP 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT New regulations
should be in place
shortly.

Canada OK 902-928 4W EIRP FHSS
Chile OK 902-928 4W EIRP FHSS
China OK 840.5-844.5 2W ERP FHSS

920.5-924.5 2W ERP FHSS
Costa Rica OK 902-928 4W EIRP FHSS

Croatia IP 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT New regulations
should be in place
shortly.

Cyprus IP 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT New regulations
should be in place
shortly.

Czech Republic OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
Denmark OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
Dominican OK 902-928 4W EIRP FHSS

Republic
Estonia OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
Finland OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
France OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT

Germany OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
Greece IP 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT New regulations

should be in place
shortly.

Hong Kong, OK 865-868 2W ERP
China 920-925 4W EIRP

Hungary OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
Iceland OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
India OK 865-867 4W ERP
Indonesia IP The 923-925 MHz

bandis being
considered.

Iran, Islamic OK 865-868 MHz 2W ERP
Rep.
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Countries/Regions (Continued)

Country/
Region
Treland

Israel

Italy
Japan

Korea, Rep.

Latvia

Lithuania

Luxembourg
Malaysia

Malta
Mexico
Moldova
Netherlands
New Zealand

Norway
Peru

Philippines
Poland

Portugal
Puerto Rico
Romania
Russian
Federation
Serbia and

Montenegro

Status”
IP

OK

OK
OK

OK

IP

IP

OK
OK

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
IP

OK
IP
OK
OK
OK
OK
IP

OK

Frequency
(MHz)

865.6-867.6

915-917 MHz

865.6-867.6
952-954

952-955

908.5-910
910-914

865.6-867.6

865.6-867.6

865.6-867.6
866-869

919-923

865.6-867.6
902-928

865.6-867.6
865.6-867.6

864-868
865.6-867.6

902-928
918-920

865.6-867.6
865.6-867.6

902-928
865.6-867.6
865.6-867.6

865.6-867.6

4 * a
Power” Technique”
2W ERP

2W ERP

2W ERP
4W EIRP

4W EIRP

4W EIRP
4W EIRP
2W ERP

2W ERP

2W ERP

2W ERP

2W ERP
4W EIRP
2W ERP
2W ERP
4W EIRP
2W ERP
4W EIRP
0.5W ERP
2W ERP
2W ERP
4W EIRP
2W ERP
2W ERP

2W ERP
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LBT

LBT
LBT

LBT

LBT
FHSS
LBT

LBT

LBT

LBT
FHSS
LBT
LBT

LBT

FHSS

LBT
LBT

FHSS
LBT
LBT

LBT
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Frequencies and Power Limitations of UHF RFID Systemsin Different

Comments

New regulations
should be in place
shortly.

License required
for using 952-954
MHz at 4W EIRP.
952-955 MHz
available for
unlicensed use at
20 mW EIRP.

New regulations
should be in place
shortly.
New regulations
should be in place
shortly.

Allocation under
consideration. 868
MHzis available

at 50 mW power.
Unlicensed use

allowed up to 2
W ERP. Use up to
4W ERPallowed
underlicense.

In progress.

Licenseduseonly.

(Continued)
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TABLE 8.1 Frequencies and PowerLimitations of UHF RFID Systemsin Different
Countries/Regions (Continued)

Country/ Frequency
Region Status” (MHz) Power“ Technique’ Comments
Singapore OK 866-869 0.5W ERP

920-925 2W ERP
Slovak OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT

Republic
Slovenia OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
South Africa OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT

915.4-919 4W ERP FHSS
919.2-921 4W ERP Non-

modulating
Sweden OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
Switzerland OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
Taiwan OK 922-928 1W ERP FHSS Indoor.

922-928 0.5W ERP FHSS Outdoor.
Thailand OK 920-925 4W ERP FHSS

Tunisia IP 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT Plans adopting
European
regulations.

Turkey OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT
United Arab OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT Aligned with
Emirates European

regulations.
United OK 865.6-867.6 2W ERP LBT

Kingdom
United States OK 902-928 4W EIRP FHSS

Uruguay OK 902-928 4W EIRP FHSS
Vietnam OK 866-869 0.5W ERP

920-925 2W ERP License required
for powergreater
than 0.5W ERP.

Note:

*1 OK indicates regulations are in place or will be in place shortly.
*° TP indicates appropriate regulations expected within 6 to 12 months.
*8 Indicates the frequency band(s) authorized in the country for RFID applications. The

objective is to get a band available in the 840 to 960 MHz spectrum.
*4 Indicates the maximum poweravailable to RFID applications. The poweris expressed

either as Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) or Effective Radiated Power (ERP).
Please note that 2 Watts ERP is equivalent to 3.2 Watts EIRP.

*° Indicates the reader-to-tag communication technique. FHSS stands for frequency
hopping spread spectrum and LBTstandsfor listen before talk.

data is structured on the tag and ISO 11785 definesthe air interface
protocol. ISO has created a standard for the air interface protocol for
RFID tags used in payment systems and contactless smart cards (ISO
14443) as well as in vicinity cards (ISO 15693). It has also established
the standards for testing the conformance of RFID tags and readers
(ISO 18047) and for testing the performance of RFID tags and readers
(ISO 18046).
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For automatic identification and item management, ISO has devel-
oped the standards, known as the ISO 18000series, for covering the
air interface protocol for systemslikely to be used to track goods in the
supply chain. They cover the major frequencies used in RFID systems
aroundthe world. The seven parts are

= 18000-1: Generic parametersfor air interfaces for globally accepted
frequencies

18000-2:Air interface for 135 KHz

= 18000-3: Air interface for 13.56 MHz

= 18000-4: Air interface for 2.45 GHz

= 18000-5:Air interface for 5.8 GHz

= 18000-6: Air interface for 860 MHz to 930 MHz

= 18000-7: Air interface at 433.92 MHz

Besides ISO, EPCglobal is another well-known standards body
involved in the development of RFID standards for automatic identi-
fication and item management. EPCglobal is a joint venture between
GS1 (formerly known as EAN International) and GS1 US (formerly the
Uniform Code Council, Inc.). The current focus of the groupis to create
a worldwide standard for RFID and use the Internet to share data via

the EPCglobal network.
Class 1 Generation 2 UHFAir Interface Protocol Standard “Gen 2,”

commonly known as the Gen 2 standard, defines the physical and logi-
cal requirements for a passive-backscatter, interrogator-talks-first (ITF)
RFID system operating in the frequency range of 860-960 MHz.

8.1.3 Ultra-Wideband (UWB)Positioning

8.1.3.1 UWB Spectrum and Regulation UWBtechnology has been used
in military applications for many years. The current development of
UWBtechnology is focused on consumerelectronics and communica-
tions. UWB-basedradio systemsare targeted to feature low power, low
cost, and extremely low interference. A significant difference between
conventional radio systems and the UWB-based systemsis that the
conventional systems transmit information by varying the powerlevel,
frequency, and/or phaseof a sinusoidal wave whereas the UWB-based
systems transmit information by generating radio energy at specific
time instants and occupying a large bandwidth, thus enabling pulse-
positioning or time modulation. The information can also be modulated
by UWBsignals (pulses) by encoding the polarity as well as the ampli-
tude of the pulse and/or by using orthogonal pulses. UWB pulses can be
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sent sporadically at relatively low pulse rates to support time/position
modulation. They can also be sent at high pulse rates up to the inverse
of the UWB pulse bandwidth.

Regardingthe regulation of UWBradio, manyorganizations and gov-
ernment entities set rules and recommendations for UWB usage. The
Internal Telecommunication Union (ITU)is an international body where
governments and the private sector work together on issues pertinent
to telecommunication networks. The group that undertakes the work on
UWBwascreated in 2002 to study the compatibility between UWB and
other communication services. Most of the telecommunications services

that occupy the allocated spectrum would prefer to keep UWB outof
their frequency ranges. There are some regional organizations involved
in these activities as well; for example, the European Conference of
Postal & Telecommunications Administrations (ECPT) has created a

task group underthe Electronic Communications Committee (ECC) to
draft a proposal regarding the usage of UWB in Europe.

At the national level, each country has its own regulatory body to set
the rules. The United States is the first country to legalize the UWB
spectrum for commercial applications. The rules are meant to protect
existing radio services, particularly those national security—relevant
services, such as aviation systems andglobal positioning systems (GPS).
In 2004, the FCC authorized the unlicensed use of UWB in 3.1-10.6
GHz band.” The FCC defined UWBin termsofa transmission from an

antenna for which the emitted signal bandwidth exceeds a bandwidth
of 500 MHzor 20% of the center frequency. The powerspectral density
emission limit by UWB emitters operating over the band of 3.1-10.6
GHzis limited to —41.3 dBm/MHz, which is much lower than that of
other radio systems (as shownin Figure 8.8).

FCC regulation of UWB is widely referenced by other countries/
organizations. The defined frequency range of 3.1-10.6 GHz has been
adopted in most countries while the emission limit has been modified

UHF Bluetooth,
RFID GPS PCS 802.11b 802.11a

 
 
 

  
 

Emitted

signal
power

—41 Bm/MHz FCC, Part 15 Limit

0.84-0.96 1.2-1.6 1.9 24 3.1 5.0 10.6 GHz

Figure 8.8 Comparison of the spectra and emission powerlevels for various radio systems
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Figure 8.9 FCC UWB emission limits (indoor)

for different countries/regions. Figure 8.9 illustrates the UWB emission
power-level mask by FCC for indoor applications.”*®

8.1.3.2 IEEE 802.15.4a The IEEE 802.15.4 standard provides a frame-
work for low data-rate communication systems, typically in sensor
networks.’””® Theoriginal 802.15.4 standard released in 2003 adopted
a wideband physical layer using a Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum
technique (DSSS). The standard provided the specifications for opera-
tion in three different frequency bands: the 868-MHz band in Europe,
the 915-MHzband in the United States, and the 2.4-GHz ISM band
worldwide. In order to allow the coexistence of several networksin the

samelocation, a frequency division multiplexing (FDM) approach was
adopted by dividing each of the bands into channels; the access strat-
egy within a single network was based on time division. The channel
schemeis as follows:

= One channel (Channel 0) was defined in the 868-MHz band

= Ten channels (Channels 1-10) were defined in the 915-MHz band,
with a channel spacing of 2 MHz

= Sixteen channels (Channels 11-26) were defined in the 2.4-GHz band,
with a channel spacing of 5 MHz
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Thechannels definedin the first two bands were intendedfor very low
bit-rate operations. The rates are 20 Kbps and 40 Kbpsper channel for
the 868-MHz and the 915-MHzbands,respectively. The 2.4-GHz ISM
band, on the other hand, allowed bit rates up to 250 Kbps per chan-
nel due to the larger bandwidth allocated to each channel. The revised
820.15.4-2006 standard introduced new modulation schemes for the

channels in the 868-MHz and 915-MHzbands, allowingbit rates of 250
Kbpsper channelfor these two bands.

The 802.15.4a standard introduces new optionsfor the physical layer
in order to support higher data rates and accurate ranging capability,
enabling new applications based on distance and thepositions of the
devices in the network. The 802.15.4a physical layer is based on twodif-
ferent technologies: UWB andchirp signals. The direct sequence UWB
(DS-UWB) PHY wasadopted becauseit is spectrally efficient and very
robust even at low transmitted power. In addition, DS-UWB can support
precision ranging. The Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) PHY was added to
the standard because the CSS supports communicationsto the devices
moving at high speeds andat longer ranges than any of the other PHYs
in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

The UWBsignal adopted in 802.15.4a uses two frequency bands
within the range of frequencies available by the regulation of the FCC:
a lower band across 3.1-4.8 GHz and an upper bandacross 6.2-9.7 GHz,
whichis illustrated in Figure 8.10. The chirp solution has the advantage
of working in the 2.4-GHz ISM band,and thusallows the deployment
of 802.15.4a networks almost worldwide, including the countries where
UWBemissionsare not yet allowed. The standard for the chirp signals
defines that 14 channels spaced at 5 MHz arein the frequency range
between 2410 and 2486 MHz.As a consequenceofthe lower bandwidth

Low band High band

3.1 to 4.8 GHz 6.2 to 9.7 GHz

GHz
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Figure 8.10 DS-UWB bands
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compared to UWB,thebit rate achievable with the chirp signals is at
most 1 Mbps. Furthermore, the chirp approach does not support rang-
ing although accurate ranging solutions based on chirp signals were
proposed.

8.1.3.3 DS-UWB For WPAN applications using UWB technology, the
direct sequence UWB (DS-UWB)has been proposed and is currently
being developed for UWBpositioning applications. The DS-UWB scheme
is based on the original proposal by Freescale Semiconductor, Inc.(for-
merly known as XtremeSpectrum) and supported by the UWB Forum.
The proposed system uses DS-CDMAwith variable code length to pro-
vide data rates of 28 to 1320 Mbpsoverthe frequency band of 3.1-4.8
GHzor 6.2-9.7 GHz.

The DS-UWB system operates using pulses that spread out their
spectrum over a wide bandwidth, typically many hundreds of MHzor
even several GHz. Each of the DS-UWBpulses has an extremely short
duration, whichis typically between 10 and 1000 picoseconds.In view of
the wide bandwidth over which the DS-UWBtransmissionsare spread,
the actual energy density is exceedingly low. Typically, a DS-UWB trans-
mitter might transmit less than —71 dBm/MHz whenintegrated over
the total bandwidth of the transmission. The extremely spectral density
suggests that DS-UWB transmission does not cause interference with
other radio transmissions operating in the existing bands and using
conventional carrier-based techniques.

There are a numberofways in which DS-UWBtransmissions can be
modulated to enable data to be carried. Two of the most popular formsof
the modulation used for DS-UWBare pulse position modulation (PPM)
and binary phase shift keying (BPSK). PPM encodesthe information
by modifying the time interval and hence the position of the pulses
whereas BPSKreverses the phase of the pulses to signify the data to
be transmitted.

DS-UWBsystems mayfeature the following merits:

= Low fading due to a wide bandwidth of greater than 1.7 GHz

= Excellent combination of high performance and low system complex-
ity for WPAN applications

= Low powerlevel comparedto any other technologies for WPAN appli-
cations.

8.1.3.4 UWB Positioning Methods Today, a multitude of applications
andservices can benefit from indoor (in-building) positioning and navi-
gation, such aslogistics, routing, sales, asset tracking, personal safety,
emergency response, and so on. Conventional GPSreceivers do not work
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properly inside buildings due to the absence ofline of sight to satel-
lites. Cellular positioning systems generally fail to provide a satisfactory
degree ofaccuracy. The delivered position cannot be used for determining
whether a target person stays inside or outside the building. Any com-
mercial and social interactions that are being conducted indoorsare thus
not able to take advantage of outdoor positioning systems like GPS.

Generally, indoor positioning is a big challenge since the multipath
signals tend to ruin position accuracy. Conventional narrow-band sys-
temsare subjected to multipath Rayleigh fading wherethe signals from
many delayed reflections combine at the receiving antenna according
to their random relative phases. This results in possible summation or
cancellation, depending on the specific propagation path to a given loca-
tion. In mobile systems, the multipath effect leads to dramatic signal
strength fluctuations as a function of distance, which poses a problem
to positioning accuracy.

UWB radios, however, can be substantially resistant to such effects
by using very short pulses. In addition, the short pulse enables accurate
TOA measurements with good multipath tolerance because the UWB
radios can distinguish the directly transmitted signal and the mul-
tipath signal from ceilings, walls, and floors easily. A comparison of the
multipath effects between a conventional RF system and a UWB-based
system is shown in Figure 8.11.

Conventional UWBpositioning systems adopt multiple refer-
ences (more than three) to locate the position of a mobile UWBtag. The
references located at different locations usually need to be synchronized
and connected to a commonpoint. By using either the TOA or the TDOA

19,20,21

Power
Coventional RF

Ceiling  
Power 

Figure 8.11 Multipath effect within an indoor environment
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method,the tag’s position is calculated by its geometric relationship to
these reference points. Figure 8.12 illustrates a system that is used to
track the position of mobile tags. Several UWBradio units are posi-
tioned at preselected locations to configure a coverage area. These refer-
ence UWBradio units are first synchronized together. When a mobile
tag enters the covered area,it is synchronized with the reference UWB
radio units, and the time-tagging range measurementis conducted by
any reference UWBradio unit. The mobile tag’s position can then be
calculated in a three-dimensional coordinate system.

The other one method of UWB positioning is to emulate a radar
system in which both the range and direction of a UWB tag are mea-
sured by a single base station.” As shown in Figure 8.13, in such a

Reference1

Reference 4

 
Figure 8.12 Schematic diagram of a UWB positioning system using
multiple synchronized references

Antenna 1

 
 

UWBtransceiver

Antenna 2

Figure 8.13 Configuration of a UWB monopulse radar system
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system, range measurementis easily carried out by measuring the TOA
ofthe reflected pulses from the tag. The direction measurementis gener-
ally conducted by measuring the time difference of the pulses received
by two separated antennas. Since the time difference is very small, the
achieved accuracyofthe direction of arrival (DOA) using such a method
is limited if the separation between the two antennasis small.

An alternative way to find the DOA of a UWBpulse is to measure
the amplitude difference of the UWB pulses received by a directional
antennaarray.” Figure 8.14 illustrates the concept behindthis method.
A sectored antennaarray is used for transmitting/receiving UWB sig-
nals; the main beam of the directional antenna elements is aligned at
different directions; and a 360° circumference can be covered by using
multiple antenna elements. A UWBsignal from the tag along certain
direction (such as @ shown in Figure 8.14) is able to be received byall
the antenna elements with different magnitudes. No doubt, antenna
Element #5 and Element #6 will receive a stronger signal R;(@ + Rg(0),
which will be greater than any otherpair of antenna elements, such as
RA + R;(9, or R,(A) + Re(@. The DOAof the signal can be estimated
to be between antenna Element #5 and Element #6. A more accurate

direction calculation can be carried out by iteratively comparingthe pre-
known gain response of the antenna elements, G;(0) and G.(), within

 
Figure 8.14 Monopulse UWB DOAestimation using sectored antenna array
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the sector of interest to the received signals until the true direction
is determined. A monostation UWBpositioning system based on the
mentioned techniqueis able to achieve a high accuracy on the orderofa
centimeter in range and a few degreesin direction, which are desirable
for indoor positioning applications.”

8.2 Antenna Design for RFID Readers

8.2.1 Design Considerations

Reader antennas play an important role in RFID applications. RFID
systems using optimized reader antennas feature enhanced detection
range, higher detection accuracy, simpler system configuration, easier
implementation, and lower costs. In general, the loop antennas used
in LF/HF RFID systems are required to generate desired magnetic
field strength within a specific coupling zone. While at UHF and MWF
bands, patch antennas are normally adopted as reader antennas, which
prefer to be circularly polarized, broadband,andhigh gain. In addition,
common factors such asreliability, size, weight, and cost must also be
consideredin all RFID antenna designs.

8.2.1.1 LF/HF Reader Antenna Design Considerations Loop antennas
have been widely used in LF/HF RFID systems as reader antennas for
many years since most LF/HF RFID systemsuse inductive coupling for
reader/tag power transferring and communications. System performance
in an application with specified EIRP and preselected tags is mainly
determined by the characteristics of the reader antenna, which isrel-
evant to various factors such as coupling zone, magnetic field strength,
quality factor, impedance matching, environment, size, and so on.

Coupling Zones Figure 8.15 demonstrates the coupling between the
tags and the reader antenna in a near-field RFID system. The maxi-
mum coupling is achieved whenthe tags are positioned orthogonal to the
magnetic field generated by the reader antenna andthusthe tag can be
detected. Whena tagis positioned parallel to the reader antenna, namely
in x-y plane, it can be detected at boresight (+ z-direction) by the reader
antenna with the largest reading range since maximum magnetic flux
is going throughthe tag antenna.At the sides of the reader antenna (+x
and + y-directions), the tag can be detected as well with a certain reading
range.Ifthe tag is placed with an offset from the boresight, the magnetic
flux going through the tag antenna may be too weak to power up the
ASIC such that the tag may not be detected at certain positions.

Onthe other hand,ifthe tag is positioned perpendicularto the reader
antenna, namelyin the y-z plane, a different coupling zone is observed.
The tag cannot be detected at the boresight (+ z-direction) and sides
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Reader OD Tag

“\ x

D [_] Cannotbe detectedZz Can be detected

a Tag U
Figure 8.15 Coupling between the tags and the reader antenna

(+x and + y-directions) of the reader antenna because no magnetic flux
is going through the tag antenna. When thetag is placed at an offset
position from the boresight or sides of the reader antenna, however,
the magnetic flux going through the tag antenna may be large enough
to power up the ASIC and thus the tag can be detected with a certain
reading range. These reading zones are shown in Figure 8.16.

Loop

> \_antenna~ 
Figure 8.16 Tag coupling zones (top view)
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Figure 8.17 Magnetic field strength of a single circular loop antenna with
different radius

Antenna Size and Magnetic Field Strength Figure 8.17 showsthe calculated
magnetic field strength, H, of three single circular loop antennas at a
distance of 0-10 m.It is observed that the field strength flattens out at
short distances (X < R) from the antenna and then falls rapidly when
X > R. In free space, field strength decay is approximately 60 dB per
decade in the near-field zone.

Generally, a reader antenna with a larger size offers a longer reading
range. However, an accurate assessmentofa system’s maximum reading
range requires knowingthe interrogationfield strength, H,,,;,, of the tag*
and the output power of the RFID reader. When the selected antenna
size is too large, the field strength H may be too weak to supply the tag
with sufficient operating energy, even at a distance X = 0.If the selected
antennasize is too small, the magnetic field falls too rapidly to maintain
enough strength to power up the tag when the distance increases. The
“optimal” antennasize is subject to specific application scenarios.

Resonance and Impedance Matching In order to transfer maximum energy,
the electrical small loop antenna in inductively coupled RFID systems
should be tuned to resonate at the carrier frequency, for example, 134.2
kHz or 13.56 MHz. At resonance, the inductive reactance (X,) of the
antenna is compensated by the capacitive reactance (X,), which can be
attained from the antennaitself or an additional circuit. The resonant

frequency can be calculated as follows:

1

f “oC (8.1)
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Obviously, the inductance (Z) and capacitance (C) are interrelated. At
a specific resonant frequency, if an antennais too large, the inductanceis
thus very large and the required capacitance is too small to be realized.
In practical applications, there are some techniques to reduce inductance
such as connecting two antennasin parallel. In addition, antenna induc-
tance can be calculated accurately using commercial simulation tools or
measured using impedance analyzers or vector network analyzers.

To achieve optimal system performance, the antenna should have
good impedance matching to the RFID reader with certain input imped-
ance, for instance, 50 ©. Generally, the return loss of a reader antenna
is required to be less than —20 dB (or a voltage standing waveratio,
VSWR< 1.2). Numerous matching techniques can be used to achieve
the desired impedance matching for LF/HF loop antennas.

Quality Factor (Q factor) The dimensionless figure of merit called the
Quality Factor (Q) is another important parameterin the design ofLF/HF
RFID antennas.The Q factor represents the amountofelectrical resistance
of a system at resonance.In general, a high @ antennanot only transfers
higher energy at resonance but also has a narrow bandwidth that limits
the possible out-of-band interference. However, a very high @ may conflict
with the bandpasscharacteristics ofthe RFID reader.Ifthe antenna has a
very narrow bandwidth due to a very high Q, the signals in the sidebands
maybe cut off. On the other hand,if the antenna features very low Q,
i.e., a very broad bandwidth, the sidebandswill pass through but random
ambient noise occursin that frequency range as well. Too much noise will
degrade the quality of the received signals. As a tradeoff, the @ factor of
a single loop antenna connected to a 50-© load(i.e., the reader) should be
about 20or less.“ The Q factor can be determinedby the 3-dB bandwidth
of the magnetic field response of the antenna and calculated by

Fo
Q Af (8.2)

where,F, is the resonant frequency (for example, 13.56 MHz) and Afis
the 3-dB bandwidth of the field response.

Effect of Environment In practical RFID applications, reader antennas
are alwayspositioned in the proximity of other materials such as metals
and liquids. These situations occur when the antenna is mounted on a
conveyor belt, a bookshelf, embedded into a table, or an aquatic body.
RFID system performance may be degraded whenthese materials are
in the antenna’s coupling zone. Amongthese materials, metallic objects
havea significant effect on antenna performance. The proximity of the
metallic objects lowers antenna inductance andthusshifts up the reso-
nant frequency. Here, a variable capacitor is recommended for use in
the matchingcircuit for tuning purposes.
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In summary, an LF/HF reader antenna design is dependent on the
specific application’s requirements. The size and shape of the antenna
can be optimized with prior knowledge of the reader output power and
selected tag. The antennacanalso be co-designed with the environment
by considering the proximity effect of objects. In addition, a simple and
cost-effective antenna configuration is preferred.

8.2.1.2 UHF/MWF Reader Antenna Design Considerations Compared
to the loop antennas in LF/HF RFID applications, DHF/MWFreader
antennas have a numberof variations wherein the most commonly
usedis the circularly polarized patch antenna. Linear antennas such as
dipole antennas have also been adopted in some specific applications.
Generally, the major considerations in UHF/MW RFIDreader antenna
design include frequency range/bandwidth, polarization, gain, axial
ratio, impedance matching, size, cost, and mechanical robustness.

Frequency Range/Bandwidth As mentioned in Section 8.1.2.3, the fre-
quencies for UHF RFID applications vary from country to country.
Therefore, a broadband reader antenna that features desirable perfor-
mance across the entire UHF RFID bandranging from 840 to 960 MHz
(13.3%) would be preferable for system configuration, implementation,
and cost reduction. The MWF RFID bandsare allocated at 2.4 GHz

(2.400-2.4385, 1.59%), 5.8 GHz (5.725-5.875 GHz, 2.59%), and 24 GHz
(24.00-24.25 GHz, 1.04%).

Polarization Generally, reader antennas at UHF/MWFbands are
required to be circularly polarized for detecting arbitrarily oriented tags.
The axial ratio (AR) is typically required to be less than 3 dB within the
required beamwidth. Usually, a properly designed circularly polarized
antenna can achieveless than 1 dB AR at boresight.

Besides the circularly polarized antenna, linearly polarized antennas
such as patch and dipole antennascan also be applied to specific RFID
applications where the orientation of the tagsis fixed.

Gain For increasing reading range, a higher gain antennais prefer-
able for RFID applications. However, an RFID system with a high gain
antenna mayconflict with EIRP regulations. For an EIRPlimitation of
4 W (36 dBm), the reader antenna gain cannot be more than 6 dBic when
a 1 W (30 dBm)readeris used. Instead, a consistent gain response over
the entire band is more important, which provides the most convenience
in terms of system configuration, implementation, and cost reduction.

Impedance Matching The output powerofthe reader at the UHF/MWF
bands can be up to 1 W (80 dBm); hence, the connected antenna must
have very good impedance matching with the reader. Poor matching
causes a large reflected powerbackto the receiver module of the reader,
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thus degrading system performance. Typically, the antenna is required
to have a return loss of less than —20 dB, or VSWR< 1.2. For some sys-
tems, a return loss of less than —15 dB is acceptable.

Size and Cost The size of the reader antennais not a critical concern

for most UHF/MWFRFIDapplications. Of course, a compact and low-
profile antenna is preferable. The conventional single-fed circularly
polarized patch antenna has a simple and compact structure, is easy
to manufacture, and is low cost. However, it has an inherently narrow
axial ratio and impedance bandwidth of 1-2%. On the other hand, the
multiple feeding techniques result in complicated structures, manufac-
turing difficulty, and increased antenna size, but a greater axial ratio
bandwidth.

Reliability The antenna must be a reliable component in a system and
able to sustain variations due to temperature, humidity, stress, and so on,
because the antenna may be mounted outdoors in someapplications.

8.2.2 Case Study

8.2.2.1 HF Antenna

Antenna Configuration and Simulation Figure 8.18 illustrates the geometry
of a single loop antenna. The loop antennais configured on a printed
circuit board (PCB) with the dimensions 280 mm x 280 mm. The FR4

PCB has dielectric parametersof ¢, = 4.4, tand = 0.02, and thickness of
0.508 mm. The dimension ofthe square loop antennais 250 mm x 250 mm,
and the width of the trace is 10 mm. The antennais connected to a

sub-miniature version A (SMA) coaxial connector; the inner/outer con-
ductors of the SMA connector are soldered to the two output stubs of
the antenna. A capacitance impedance matchingcircuit is designed to

Tuning/matching network

 
Tuning/matching network
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Figure 8.18 HF single loop antenna
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tune the antenna to the resonant frequency of 13.56 MHz and match
the antenna to a 50-Q feed line.

The inductance of the loop antenna can be derived from the input
impedanceofthe antenna, which can be simulated by using commercial
simulation tools. Figure 8.19 shows the simulated input impedance ofthe
loop antenna. Thereal part of the input impedanceis around 1.5 Q with
slight variation. The imaginary part of the input impedanceincreases
from 54 to 72 Q over a range of 11.5-15.5 MHz. The inductanceof the
loop can be extracted from imaginary part of the impedance, as shown
in Figure 8.20. An inductance of 728 nH is obtained at 13.56 MHz with
a variation of + 1 nH over the 11.5-15.5 MHzfrequency band.

3.0

 
0.0

11.5 120 125 13.0 13.5 140 145 150 15.5

Frequency, MHz

Figure 8.19 Simulated input impedance ofthe loop antenna by IE3D”

1.0

o°So9°~aoOInductance,1H
2a

0.5
11.5 120 125 13.0 13.5 14.0 145 15.0 15.5

Frequency, MHz

Figure 8.20 Simulated inductanceofthe loop antenna
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The loop antennais designed to resonate at 13.56 MHz. The required
capacitance for forming the resonant circuit can be calculated by using
Eq.8.1. Considering ZL = 728 nH and f= 13.56 MHz, the required capaci-
tance is C = 189.2 pF.

Tuning/impedance Matching Circuit Here, the capacitance matching method
is demonstrated for achieving the desired resonant frequency and good
impedance matching. As shownin Figure 8.21, the requested capacitance
can be realized by using several series/parallel capacitors with C,, =
390 pF, C,2 = 120 pF, C,3 = 41.95 pF, C,, = 47 pF, and C,, = 82 pF. The
adoption ofthe variable tuning capacitor C,; (7-50 pF) enablesthe reso-
nant frequency to be tuned from 13.28 MHz to 15.02 MHz, which offers
great convenience for antenna tuningin practical applications where the
antennais often de-tuned by an adjacent object such as a metallic plate.
Because additional insulation resistance of the capacitor contributes to
achieving an adequate @ factor, the extra resistor is not needed.

Antenna Prototype and Results Figure 8.22 showsthe single loop antenna
prototype. The measured return loss and magnetic field response are
shown in Figure 8.23. The measurement wascarried out by using a
vector network analyzer (VNA, Agilent 8753E) and an H-field probe
(Langer EMV-Technik LF-R 400).”° Theprobeis positioned at the center
of the antenna at a distance of 50 mm.In addition, the probe is placed
parallel to the loop antenna to allow maximum magnetic flux going
through it. The antenna andthe probe are connected to Port 1 and 2 of
the VNA,respectively. The impedance matchingof the antennais indi-
cated by | Sj,|.The resonant frequency, relative magnetic field intensity,
field distribution, and @ factor are extracted from the measured |S.;|.
In the measurement, the VNAis calibrated using a standard calibration
procedureat the bandwidth of interest. Using an Omron HFreader (VS
702S) with 4 W output power and Phillips SLI tag, the antenna can
achieve a reading range up to 0.45 meter.

aoR,~ Cc Loop antenna“— ~N
7 \

 
me  

(a)

Figure 8.21 Tuning/impedance matchingcircuit: (a) equivalent circuit and (b) practical
circuit
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Figure 8.23 Measured return loss and magnetic field response of the
loop antenna

Proximity Effects of Metal Environment RFID applications for large-scale
item-level management in retail and libraries have greatly spurred
the development of so-called RFID Smart Shelf. To detect the tagged
items, a large number of reader antennas must be positioned inside
the shelves, which are usually made of metal. Metallic environments
severely affect the performanceofthe HF loop antenna by detuning the
resonant frequency and reducing the magneticfield intensity.”’

Figure 8.24 depicts the configuration of the loop antenna with typical
metal environments in practical applications. Figure 8.24a shows the
antenna with a back-placement metal plate, wherein a metal plate is
placed parallel to the antenna. The dimensions of the metal plate are
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Ly  
§;

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8.24 Typical antenna/metalplate configurations: (a) antenna with back-placement
metalplate, (6) antenna with bottom-placement metalplate, and (c) antenna with bottom-
placementand side-placement metal plates.

indicated by L, and W, and the separation between the antenna and
the metal plate is S,. Figure 8.246 demonstrates the configuration of
the antenna with a bottom-placement metal plate, where a metal plate
with dimensions of L, x W, is placed at the bottom of the antenna.
Figure 8.24c illustrates the antenna with bottom-placement and side-
placement metal plates. The metal structure is composed of two metal
plates that are perpendicularto each other. The dimensionsofthe metal
plates are indicated as (L3, W3) and (L,4, W,), respectively.

= Antenna with back-placement metal plate

The length of the metal plate shown in Figure 8.24a is selected to be
the same as the antenna, namely L, = 280 mm.The width of the metal
plate, W,, is changed from 80 mm to 280 mm, whereas the separa-
tion (S,) between the antenna and the metalplate is fixed at 10 mm.
Figures 8.25 and 8.26 show the measuredreturnloss and relative mag-
netic field intensity of the antenna, respectively. The presence of the
metal plate shifts up the resonant frequency of the antenna. The bigger
the metal plate, the greater the frequency shift. The resonant frequency
shifts to 14.00 MHz when W, = 80 mm and 17.53 MHz when W, = 280 mm.
Good impedance matching is maintained at the corresponding resonant
frequency. However, a RFID system using such an antenna configura-
tion cannot receive the signal at the designated frequencyof 13.56 MHz
since the antenna is no longer well-matched at 13.56 MHz; hence, the
reading range will be greatly reduced. The relative magnetic field inten-
sity is measured at the side of the antenna without the metal plate at
a distance of 50 mm from thecenter of the antenna. The magnetic field
decreases whenthesize ofthe metal plate increases. As the metal plate
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Figure 8.25 Measured return losses of the antenna with back-
placement metal plates. Dimensions of the metal plates: L, =
280 mm,W,= 80 — 280 mn;separation: S, = 10 mm
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Figure 8.26 Measured magnetic field responses of the antenna
with back-placementmetal plates. Dimensionsofthe metalplates:
L, = 280 mm,W, = 80 — 280 mm;separation: S; = 10 mm

becomes smaller (L, = 280 mm, W, = 80 mm), the relative magnetic field
intensity (-35.0 dB) of the antenna is almost the sameasthat in free
space (-34.8 dB). For the bigger metal plate (ZL, = 280 mm, W, = 280 mm),
the relative magnetic field intensity drops to —46.4 dB.

Whenthesize ofthe metal plate is further increased, the frequency shift
is found to be very slight and the magnetic field intensity remains almost
unchanged.Further study suggests that the frequency shift and the weak-
ening of the magnetic field intensity are dependent on disturbance of
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the magnetic flux by the metal plate. The metal plate with a smaller size
partially blocks the magnetic flux whereas a larger metal plate (such as
280 mm x 280 mm) blocks almost all of the magnetic flux on oneside.
Further increasing the size of the metal plate only slightly increases the
blocking of the magnetic flux such that the effects on the resonantfre-
quencyandfield intensity are very limited.”’

Figures 8.27 and 8.28 show the measured return loss and rela-
tive magnetic field intensity of the antenna with various metal plate

-10

ReturnLoss,dB |
i)Oo 

12 14 16 18 20 22

Frequency, MHz

Figure 8.27 Measured return losses of the antenna with back-
placement metal plate. Dimensions of the metal plate: L, =
280 mm, W, = 280 mm;separation: S, = 5-35 mm
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Figure 8.28 Measured magnetic field responses of the antenna
with back-placement metal plate. Dimensions of the metalplate:
L, = 280 mm, W, = 280 mm;separation: S; = 5-35 mm
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